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Logistical Support in Korea 

Introduction. In this relatively bri~f article Army historian James A. 
f-lus ton summarizes the logistical activities of the United States Army in the 
Korean Ww; with particular emphasis on the lessons learned.for the.future in 
this "second greatest 4 [America ~j wars ji-om the standpoint of its logisti
cal contributions." 1-le cover:s· all types of logistical operations at various Lev
els, focusing on theater Logistical plans and operations. 

ln the movement and support of her own forces, in the support of the forces of the 
other members of the United Nations, and in the support of the forces of the 
Republic of Korea, the United States was involved in one of the greatest logistical 
undertakings of her history. 

The total tonnage of supplies of all classes shipped from the United States to 
the Far East du ring the three years and one month of the Korean conflict- approx
imately 3 I .5 million measurement tons- was more than twice the tonnage shipped 
from the United States in support of the American Expeditionary Force in World 
War 1 du ring the 19 months from .June 19 17 through December I 9 I 8. It was 82 
percent greater than the total shipment of supplies ( I 7,277,000 measurement tons) 
for the support of Army ground and air forces in the Southwest Pacific Areas
Genera l MacArthur's command- in World War II in the 37 months from August 
1942 to August 1945. 

$17 Billion Price Tag 

How much military operations cost tJ1e United States in terms of money for 
goods and services can only be approximated very roughly. On the basis of data 
prepared in the Statistical Analysis Section, Supply Planning Branch of G4, the 
Office of the Comptroller of the Army estimated the total cost to the Army of oper
ations in Korea for the Period 27 June 1950- 30 June 1953 to be about 
$ J 7 ,200,672,000. 

Reproduced with the permission of Military Review from James A. Huston, " Korea 
and Logistics," Militmy Review 36, no. 2 (February 1957): 18- 32. 
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This included something like $ 11,756,134,000 for supplies shipped to the Far 
East (excluding equipment which accompanied troops), $ 1,522,925,000 for con
tractua l services in the movement of troops and supplies, and $1,729, 152,000 for 
the cost of activities of insta llations both in the United States and the Far East 
directly supporting the Korean operations. The pay of soldiers in tables of organi
zation and equipment units amounted to about $2, 192,46 1,000 for the period. 

One of the factors which complicated the accurate calcu lation of costs (as it 
did the estimation of requi rements for service troops) was the support given all ied 
forces in Korea. In the long view this aspect of logistics might be one of the most 
significant of all because the United States seemed to be firmly committed to a 
policy of support to allies as a principal means of ensuring security for the future. 
If the American policy were successful, any future outbreak of war also would be 
met by an al lied force. Experience in logistical cooperation in Korea could have 
much signif icance for those future occasions if and when they arise. 

World War II a Prerequisite 

There could have been no Korean conflict without a World War H preceding 
it. It generally is true to some extent that the supplies and equipment produced in 
one war tend to become the reserve of the next. Modern warfare requires a sub
stantial cushion for meeting materiel requirements during the first one to two years 
of a conflict before industrial mobilization permits current demru1ds to be met 
from new procurement. 

During World War I the United States had to depend on her allies to provide 
that cushion, American forces us ing a large proportion of British and French 
weapons, vehicles, and other equipment throughout that war. In World War II cer
tain equ ipment left over from World WarT proved to be valuable in the early stages 
of training and combat, but more important was the resistance of Great Britain and 
Russia and the lend-lease program which allowed the United States an additional 
18 months after the fall of France in which industrial mobilization could begin to 
become effective. 

Equipment left over from World War II provided the only cushion in the 
Korean conflict. Without it, combat operations in Korea simply could not have 
been supported. ln this case the preceding war had been so recent, and its scope 
had been so vast, that huge quantities of materiel still were ava ilable. 

Stocks maintained in various materiel reserves were almost entirely of World 
War II supplies, for there had been virtually no new procurement in most items 
since the end of World War II. In addition, great quantities of World War 11 equip
ment remaining on the Paci fie islands fed the rebuild plants in Japan to make up 
serious shortages. 

But the importance of World War If in the logistical support of the Korean 
conflict went beyond the matter or essential materiel reserves. The very proce
dures by which the ports of embarkation and the technical services were able to 
fi ll requisitions and build up sh ipments of supplies quick ly were the result largely 
of practices which developed during World War !J. 
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Japan Highly Important 

The logistical importance of Japan in this entire picture hardly could be exag
gerated. The depots and other facilities for backing up supply activities in Korea 
were located there. The essential rebuild program depended on Japanese industri 
al faci lities and labor- resources which also provided vital services in the trans
portation and handling of supplies and the movement, housing, and hospital ization 
of troops. 

The Eighth Army in Korea fought with virtually the same weapons the Army 
had used in World War II. Recoilless rifles, developed just at the end of World War 
II, had their first extensive battlefield tests-generally with quite satisfactory 
results. A new, larger "bazooka" the 3.5-inch rocket launcher- became available 
just after the beginning of the conflict, and several thousands of them were flown 
to Korea for use against Communist tanks. They quickly won favor, but as it turned 
out the Communists practically stopped using tanks, although the Chinese and 
North Koreans captured a number of the new bazookas and turned them against 
American tanks. 

No completely new American lank got into action in time to prove itself on the 
battlefield in Korea. All forces in Korea depended mostly on World Wru- II trucks 
during most of the connict- and most of those came from rebuild and overhaul 
operations in Japan. New model 2X-ton cargo trucks and jeeps (costing more than 
twice as much as the World War £J models) began replacing the older models in 
American units in the summer of 1952. Thereafter the World War 11 trucks, as they 
were replaced, were transferred to the Republic of Korea 1\rmy. 

Ammunition SuppLy Problem 

Probably no item of supply attracted more pub I ic attention than ammunition. 
It seemed incredible to many that American production still had not been able to 
overcome all shortages of ammunition more than two years after the outbreak of 
war in Korea. Locally, shortages could be attributed, not to the exhaustion of avail
able suppl ies, but generally to difTiculties of local distribution. 

Yet it was true that total stocks in the Far East Command, for a number of sig
nificant types of artillery and mortar ammunition, frequently did fall below the 
authorized level of supply (90 days), and at times dropped well below the 60 days 
of supply defined as the ~c!fety level. Reasons given for the fa ilure to maintain fu ll 
authorized levels were: 

I. The unusually high rate of fire deemed necessary by Genera l Van Fleet 
to onset the enemy's large numbers in particular situations. 

2. The fact that no ammunition production lines of any consequence were 
in operation in the United States. 

3. The long lead time about a year and a half required to establish pro
duction lines and get quantity production. 

4. The fact that the Department of Defense, holding to an assumption of 
ea rly termination of the connict, set restricted budgetary guide! incs for ammuni
tion procurement. 
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Yet the real shortage was not in Korea. There all the ammunition needed for 
any particular operation was available to the extent that it could be moved with 
existing transportation. The rea l shortage, although this was not the aspect receiv
ing most public attention, was in the Army's total ammunition resources in relation 
to its worldwide commitments and responsib ilities 

Limited by Transportation 

The burden on transportation imposed by the unusually high rates of expendi
ture of art illery ammunition in Korea at various times- particularly when the days 
of fire and authorized levels were increased- was as significant as the drain on the 
ammunition supplies themselves. When United Nations forces struck back at the 
Chinese in May 195 I, for instance, transportation probably was the limiting factor 
on what could be done. An operations research team which surveyed the Soyang 
River campaign concluded: 

It would not have been poss ible to support a larger number of troops, or 
a larger or more intensive campaign, with the transportation capacity 
then ava ilable to X Corps. 

Land transportation in Korea probably was the key to the entire logistical 
effort in support of operations there. This meant dependence on the Korean rail
ways for major supply shipments, supplemented to some extent by highway trans
portation. Delivery to forward units was mostly by motor trucks, augmented in 
areas of rough terrain by the hand carriers of the Korean Service Corps. Perhaps 
the most serious continuing bottleneck in the transportation system was in moving 
goods out of the port areas, and this situation was aggravated by the concentration 
of depots in the Pusan area, nea r t·he port facilities. 

For logistical support of combat operations across the world's largest ocean, 
sea transportation, of course, was essential too, but once sufficient shipping had 
bcc1' put il11o service early in the confl ict, overseas movement of supplies and 
troops proceeded relatively smoothly under the supervision of the Navy's Military 
Sea Transportation Service. 

Air Freight Negligible 

/\ir movements by Military /\ir Transport Service, directed by the Air Force, 
also went smoothly once agreement had been reached on the determination of pri
orities. Out the very effectiveness in delivering small shipments of high-priority 
cargo, and the glamor of speed associated with individual flights, tended perhaps 
to exaggerate the significance of the Pacific airlift in supporting the troops in 
Korea. !\ very sma ll part (less than one percent) of the supplies shipped from the 
United States went by air; the planes available could not approach the speed of 
Liberty ships in delivering I 0,000-ton quantities, and air transportation was far 
more costly than sea transportation. 

The air age really had not yet arrived insofar as normal transportation was 
concerned. Sometimes examples, intended to emphasize how the world had 
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shrunk in point of time-distance, were exaggerated. It might be suggested, for 
example, that Tokyo now was closer to San Francisco, in time, than Philadelphia 
was to New York during the Revolution. This was held to be so because an airplane 
in 1953 cou ld span the Pacific more quickly than a horscdrawn coach could go 
from New York to Philadelphia in 1780. 

But this comparison is not altogether a fair one. It compares a very special 
method of travel with a common method. An army might march from New York 
to Philadelphia in a matter of five to seven days. In 1953 no army could reach 
Tokyo from San Francisco in that time. [t took nine days after the first warning for 
first clements of the 2d Division to begin moving from Tacoma in July 1950, and 
it took 29 days for the entire division to complete preparations and sail, and it was 
34 days from the time that the first ship sailed from Tacoma until the last tactical 
unit arrived at Pusan. 

ln the period of the Korean conflict, sea transportation sti ll was normal. But 
ai r transportation did make important contributions in at least two ways- in 
delivering small quantities of csscnti.al items quickly, and particularly in the evac
uation of casualties. lts greatest value was in its being- so that it would be avai l
able for emergencies. 

The evacuation and hospitalizatjon system generally was about the same as 
had been used in World War 11. Probably the most significant developments in this 
connection were the general usc of Mobile Army Surgical Hospitals, the use of be 
helicopters for battlefield evacuation, and the general reliance on air transporta
tion for the evacuation of casualties to Japan and to the United States. 

Maintenance Difficult 

Difficulties in the maintenance of equipment in Korea appeared almost from 
the outset of hostilities. The additional strain put on vehicles by intensive use over 
poor roads and mountainous terrain, mechanical weaknesses in certain of the 
tanks, and periods of intensive firing of artillery contributed to these difficulties. 
But much of the trouble in the early months of the conflict seemed to be more the 
result of a lack of well-trained men to handle the necessary organizational and 
field maintenance than of defects in the design or materials of the equipment itself. 
Most of it was of types which had held up well under strenuous combat conditions 
in World War II. Lack (or misuse) oftank repai r men in the infantry regiments was 
especially noticeable. Another difficulty, at least until 1952, was the inevitable 
shortage of spare parts. This was an especially acute problem for the great variety 
of highly specialized engineer equipment which had to be kept in operation. 

Which was the most important aspect of logistics in Korea? We mjght as well 
ask which is more important, the gun or the ammunition; or which is more impor
tant for a truck, the motor, the drive shaft, or the fuel? Probably the most general 
limiting factor in Korea was transportation. 

But by the very nature of logistics some one or more clements of supply, trans
portation, or services almost always must be limiting factors in any given situation. 
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If Korea had been a country covered with rail lines and express highways, with all 
the rolling stock, vehicles, and fuel desired, then something else- probably the 
supply of amm.unition- would have been the limiting factor. Then if all the ammu
nition in the world had been available, some other factor, perhaps the supply of 
artillery tubes, would have set the logistic limitation. 

Almost never will all logistic requirements be satisfied in an exact balance, 
and as long as that is true, and as long as military operations are governed by the 
finite, some phase of logistics is bound to be a limiting factor. 

It, therefore, would serve no useful purpose to isolate one element of logistics 
and show that it limited the scope of possible military operations, unless it also 
could be shown that all the other logistical requirements could have been met to 
support the operations in question. 

Couldn't Happen Again 

It is difficult to draw generalizations from the Korean experience which would 
have application at other times and places. There never could be "another Korea." 
Even a resumption of hostilities in Korea would be under very different conditions 
from those prevailing in June 1950. 

Only by drawing heavily on World War II equipment both in the Far East and 
in the United States, and on the resources of Japan, was it possible to meet the 
logistical requirements. 

No Prepared Plans Ready 

Neither the Far East Command nor the Department of the Army appeared to 
have any prepared plan for support of military operations in Korea. The decision 
to go into Korea with ground forces apparently was an oft:.the-cuff decision sup
ported by a spontaneous recommendation from the Far East without reference to 
logistical plans and analyses. When questions were raised in the Department of the 
Army, in a general way, about logistical feasibility of a campaign in Korea, affir
mative responses were based more upon faith than upon studied inquiry. At the 
moment the question was not what can be done, but what must be done. In meet
ing the first critical demands Army leaders in Washington, Tokyo, and Pusan most
ly had to "play it by ear." Detailed planning did begin at once, of course, but that 
planning might have been done more quickly and more effectively had there been 
some planning preceding it. 

Perhaps this experience would suggest that something might be gained by 
developing detailed plans for supporting various types of possible operations in 
potential areas of conflict in all parts of the world. It is patently impossible to have 
concrete plans to meet all eventualities. Yet there is an advantage to be won in the 
very process of planning, even if the plans themselves have to be "thrown out the 
window" when the emergency comes. 
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Experience Is Valuable 

In the planning process certain data must be gathered and evaluated, proce
dures considered, limitations studied, and assets analyzed. This makes simpler and 
quicker and more efficient the actual support when the necessity arises. Even if all 
proposed lines of action have to be rejected in favor of something entirely new, at 
least the search for workable plans will not have to be delayed by "blind alley" 
approaches which might have been discovered earlier. Moreover, new data may be 
put to use more quickly and effectively if only the basic questions have been 
sought out in advance. 

Improvisation depends upon imagination, and imagination depends upon 
experience-personal and vicarious. This is a major contribution of the service 
schools, and it is a function of continuous on-the-job planning. This too is the 
place of military history- to provide rich experience out of which imaginative 
leaders will create new methods to meet new situations. 

Imagination Helped 

Scores of examples could be cited where imagination triumphed over adversi
ty in providing support for the Korean battles. As the early North Korean offensive 
ga ined moment11m in July 1950, the 2d Division moved in record time from Fort 
Lewis, Washington, to the Korean battlefield. 

After the Chinese intervention imaginative officers both in Japan and in the 
United States got emergency shipn:1ents of equipment under way quickly. Such 
procedmes as MARINEX and CONEX provided means for rapid sea transporta
tion of high priority cargo to supplement the airlift. 

Improvised cable lifts performed valuable service in delivering supplies and 
bringing out casualties from almost inaccessible battle positions in the Korean 
mountains. Korean hand carriers and helicopters soon became almost indispens
able for supply and evacuation across the rugged mountain country. 

Hel icopters never were available to the Army in large enough numbers to 
play the role planned for them in transporting supplies. Most Army helicopters 
were devoted to the evacuation of casualties, but the limited experience of Army 
units, and to a greater extent that of the Marine Corps, suggested that heli
copters could be expected to play an increas ingly significant part in future sup
ply operations. 

Quartermaster Innovation 

The perfection of Quartermaster service centers was one of the outstanding 
developments of the Quartermaster Corps in Korea. The combination of shower 
and clothing ex.change points and repai r and maintenance facilities in the same 
vicinity went a long way toward saving clothing while contributing to the health 
and morale of the troops. On the other hand, a great deal of waste in clothing and 
equipment, particularly in the discard of unpopular items, was evident at various 
times. The unfortunate failure to get winter clothing and equipment to many of the 
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troops in North Korea before the onset of co ld weather in J 950- 5 1 indicated how 
events might nullify particular plans in that kind of a situation. 

Pusan remained the primary depot area as well as the primary port in Korea 
throughout the war. As such it probably was the most lucrative target for an 
enemy bombing force in all Korea. Destruction of the port and storage facilities 
in the Pusan area would virtually have paralyzed the United Nations military 
effort. Here certainly no lesson was to be learned from the fact that they got away 
with such a concentration of supplies and faci lities. On the contrary, everyone 
seemed to recognize the danger, but because of a shortage of service personnel, 
the lack of suitable faci lities and necessary transportation lines e lsewhere
together with a certain amount of inertia-little was done to correct the situation 
before the end of hostilities. 

Mobile Hospitals Tested 

Korea provided the f irst operational use of the Mobi le Army Surgical Hospital 
in the evacuation and hospitalization system. This hospital had been organized as 
a 60-bed uni t to be located with or near division clearing stations for the purpose 
of providing surgica l treatment for casualties too badly injured to be evacuated fur
ther to lhe rear without first hav ing such attention. 

Actually, the Mobile Army Surg ical Hospitals supporting the Eighth Army 
were expa nded to 200-becl units, and they served as sma ll evacuation hospitals 
during most of the confl ict. Apparently the limited and channe lized surface trans
portation fac ilit ies in Korea, and the g rowing reliance on air transportation , made 
it less practical to use these hosp ita ls in the way originally i_ntended. In the last 
months of the cont1ict some of these mobile hospita ls were cut back to 60-bed 
units, and it seemed like ly that the use of the 60-bed units with divisions would 
continue to be rega rded as standard practice in places where communication 
faci lities wou ld permi t it. 

Air Evacuation Rapid 

Evacuation of patients both to Japan and to and within the United States was 
mostly by air. Army Med ical Service officers in Japan developed a system for 
receiving patients by medical holding companies at three d ifferent airfields, and 
for screen ing them at three separate hospitals so that congestion at a s ing le receiv
ing hospital cou ld be e liminated . Within the United States the hospital train prac
tically was a thing of the past, as patients a rriving from the Far East were flown to 
hospitals chosen near their respective homes for convalescence. 

For other uses than the evacua tion of casualties, air transportation within the 
Far East Comma nd was most valuable for emergency delivery of specif ic items 
of equipment and supplies- such as the dropping of supplies to e lements of the 
I st Marine and 7th Infantry Divisions isolated in the Chos in Reservoir area in 
November-December 1950, including th e parachute de livery of an M- 2 !read
way bridge. 
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In the control and operation of air transportation the division of responsibi lity 
among the Air Force, the Transportation Corps, and the Quartermaster Corps was 
not clearcut and firm. This was a question demanding fu rther study. 

New Methods Devised 

Various modifications in techn iques and procedures developed in Korea rec
ommend themselves for future consideration. Soldiers thriving on fresh vegeta
bles flown from hydroponic farms in Japan are not likely to expect a less attrac
tive bi ll of fare in the future. Engineers facing an " impossible" task of railway 
bridge building some time in the future could recall the reconstruction of the 
Kilra-Chon bridge south of Wonju in April 1951 - the effort which called for the 
erection of two prefabricated replacement towers I 03 feet high, the fabrication of 
a continuous girder 270 feet long and weighing about 130 tons by bolting and 
welding 1-beams, and the launching of the girder by means of special rollers 
made in Japan. 

Supply officers looking to the setting up of Class IV supply projects for some 
future operation might turn to the five-quarters' (15 months) engineer Class IV 
supply forecast system. Such a system was developed late in the Korean conflict 
to assu re a more uniform flow of Class rv materials by providing a constant 
review of requirements and revision of the current status of supply for the benefit 
of each supply agency concerned. 

There is someth ing to be said for a suggestion that the United States, in coop
eration with her allies, shou ld stockpile aiJ kinds of military supplies at strategic 
points near areas of potential danger in various parts of the world. Under such a 
plan cadres of logistical commands could receive, store, and protect the supplies; 
then, if an emergency developed, service troops could be flown to the bases main
tained nearest the threatened area to begin full-scale supply operations. 

lt would be a problem to maintain significant quantities of materiel in remote 
places, but such a distribution would make it possible to maintain lower depot lev
els in the United States, and that such supplies could be useful was demonstrated 
in Korea where equ ipment which bad been left unattended for years on Pacific 
islands played an essential part in the success of operations. 

How to Divide Manpower? 

Perhaps the general problem from which it was most difficult to draw definite 
conclusions was the question of personnel to perform all the logistical functions 
needed. It has become common to make the ratio of combat troops to service 
troops the measure of efficiency in the Army. By itself this ratio may mean noth
ing. The important factor is the total amount of effective firepower which can be 
brought to bear aga inst the enemy. ff the greatest total of effective power can be 
delivered with one combat man for each service man, then this is the desirable 
ratio; but if 1,000 service troops for one combat man are needed to achieve that 
maximum, then that is the desirable ratio. 
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Local Labor a Big Help 

If it impairs combat effectiveness, a small ratio of service to combat troops is 
to be avoided rather than sought as an objective in itself. But the situation was such 
that the ratio in the Far East, whatever tha1t ratio happened to be, would not neces
sarily be a reasonable one fo r other areas. In Japan, American forces had the ser
vices of an effective labor force which could not be counted upon in all possible 
theaters of operations. The Japan Logistical Command estimated that if all the sup
p ly and service functions of that command had been carried out without the use of 
Japanese workers, an additional 200,000 to 250,000 service troops would have 
been required. 

The use of loca l labor in Korea was much less efficient, although hardly less 
signif icant, than in Japan . By the fall of 1951 , United States forces in Korea were 
employing over 77,000 native workers in the rear area in addition to the 50,700 
members of the Korean Service Corps and 30,000 other laborers within the corps 
areas. Without close supervision Korean laborers often were careless and unde
pendable. But without their assistance it scarce ly would have been possible to 
deliver supplies to frontline units or to complete when needed many of the engi
neering construction projects. 

Contract labor, which put· a premium on ineffic iency by making the contrac
tor's payment dependent upon the expense of the labor be furnished, was so unsat
isfactory that in the summer of 195 L the Army resorted to a policy of direct hire 
labor whenever possible. But the greatest shortcoming was in the lack of training 
and doctr.ine for the employment of indigenous labor in the Army. Here was 
something upon which the Army was depending for its very existence in the Far 
East, yet no one had thought aboul it sufficiently to include planning, training, 
and indoctrination of Army staff officers in the proper use and supervision of 
such labor. 

Detailed Policy Needed 

ln lhe 2d Logistical Command, General Paul F. Yount set up a school, intend
ed originally to train Koreans in American methods, but which became a school 
for training Americans to supervise Korean workers. Moreover, a firm Army pol
icy was needed which would spell out clearly the responsibilities for the procure
ment, training, organization, control , assignment, and administration of indige
nous personnel. The lack of such a doctrine resulted in having various headquar
ters and staff sections at times work at cross-purposes in these matters . As a result 
of a recommendation of the Army Logistic Support Panel in October 1951, the 
Quartermaster Corps was assigned the responsibility of operating a centralized 
common labor service in active theaters of operation. 

T he use of local labor, both in Japan and Korea, undoubtedly reduced the 
number of service troops required, although it meant hiring more than an equiva
lent number of local workers. On the other hand, service units were called upon 
for a much greater burden than otherwise would have been the case by reason of 
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the logistic support furnished to other United Nations and Republic of Korea 
forces. Curiously enough the number of service troops actually used in the Far 
East (in 1951) approximated closely the 43 percent of theater forces (not counting 
the organic service units of the divisions) established in the Army's planning data. 

Not Enough Technicians 

Finding enough ski lled technicians for logistical support activities was a prob
lern which became more pronounced with each technological advance in the con
duct ofwarfare. A shortage of trained specialists in the Army already had become 
so acute, even before the attack in Korea, that in June 1950 the Department of the 
Army published a directive providing for the ordering of qualified men to special
ists schools involuntarily, if enough qualified were not available. Someone had to 
do those service jobs if the Army were to carry out its mission at all. 

At the same time, men assigned to logistical duties doubtless were aware of a 
certain amount of resentment against "rear echelon" troops on the part of combat 
men and others who intimated that a man was doing something less than his full 
share unless he were firing a gun at the enemy. Apparently moved by an underly
ing compulsion to fairness, that all men ought to be placed in jeopardy of life and 
limb in combat to about the same extent, 03 offered a proposal in 1951 that all 
men be given the same basic training and that individuals be interchanged between 
combat and noncombat w1its. 04 refused to go along with the proposal on the 
ground that branch training was essential, and that an interchange of soldiers 
between combat and service units would reduce both combat effectiveness and 
logistical effectiveness. 

Dual Role Headquarters 

In administrative organization the Far East Command retained certain dis
crepancies until the beginning of 1953 by which time it had developed a theater 
structure closely paralleling that outlined in establ ished doctrine. The principal 
modifying factor on the higher level was the United Nations Command 
Headquarters- principally the main divisions of Far East Command Headquarters 
with the addition of combined staff sections including members from other coop
erating nations. But the actual direction and execution of logistical activities 
remained on a national basis, and the logistical organization developed by 1953 
generally "followed the book," with certain local adaptations. 

The principal deviation from the "normal" was in the designation of the Korea 
Communications Zone (KCOMZ) and in the organization of a single section head
quarters under it. Actually, Army Forces, Far East, served as the theater communi
cations zone headquarters, while KCOMZ really was cast in the role of a base or 
intermediate section, yet the resulting anomaly, if it were sucb, probably was trace
able to the book itself. In a unified command where an Army officer was com
mander in ch ief, it was to be expected that he would command military operations 
directly through the field army commander (or army group commander if there 
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were one). With no tactical functions, the theater army headquarters, in this case 
Army Forces, Far East, was concerned almost wholly with administration and 
logistics. ln these circun1stances a separate theater commw1ications zone head
quarters would have been superfluous. 

Overlapping in Korea 

Perhaps more serious was the "layering" of logistical headquarters in Korea 
resulting from the establishment of a single section headquarters- Korea Base 
Section- under Korea Communications Zone Headquarters. It is true that the 
supervisory functions of KCOMZ were broader, including control of the 3d 
Military Railway Service and responsibilities for area administration, prisoners of 
war, and civil affai rs. Yet in supply functions duplication of effort often appeared 
in practice between KCOMZ and Korea Base Section until, several months after 
the end of hostilities, the two headquarters were combined and subordinate area 
commands set up. 

The attempt of the higher headquartea·s (KCOMZ) to restrict its activities to 
planning, policy making, and supervising proved to be impractical. On the other 
hand, Korea Base Section, which was supposed to be the operational headquarters 
for supply, found itself at a disadvantage in having the railroad under a separate 
headquarters. 

A single headquarters with complete operational control of aLl facilities 
seemed to be more desirable for a communications zone not requiring two or more 
sections. 

At the same time the soundness of the logistical command concept- the idea 
of having a headquarters organized under an approved table of organization and 
equipment for certain types of logistical missions- appeared to be well estab
lished . 

Army 01ganization Sound 

The logistical organization of the Department of the Army in the United States 
proved to be able to meet the shock of the Korean emergency with some expan
sion of persom1el, but with only relatively minor readjustments in organizational 
structu re. This was a significant achievement. it was the.fi.rst time that the Armys 
peacetime administrative machineiJ' had been able to provide the essential ser
vices and supplies of a war situation without a far-reaching reorganization. 

In some ways the Army's service and supply organization still seemed to 
embrace too much red tape, to encourage too much duplication of effort, and to be 
too ponderous for speedy operation. Some officers and civil officials thought that 
greater efficiency would have been possible under a thoroughgoing reorganiza
tion. Others felt that an all-out mobilization would require a return to something 
like the Army Service Forces in World War IL But many were satisfied that the 
organization of 04 and the technical services which had been effective in peace
time and in the Korean emergency could serve as well in any future emergency. 
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Emphasis Sh(fiing 

The relatively smooth transition from peace to war of which it is capable is the 
factor which recommends the current organization in times when it seems likely 
that one emergency will follow another for a long time to come. 

The entire field of administration and logistics was one in which the Army had 
been forced to excel in modern warfare. In the mid-20th century fighting was 
becoming, for the Army, secondary to administration. Becoming noticeable in 
World War II, this trend received further acceleration in the Korean con·flict. 

Combat Men in Minority 

Much to their consternation, a great many old soldiers who longed for the 
smell of gunpowder and the chatter of machine-guns faced the more likely 
prospect of having to settle for the smell of mimeograph ink and the chatter of 
typewriters. Officers and men who felt they were contributing nothing to a war 
effort if they were not on the firing line had to develop a broader view of the 
requirements of modern war. 

Most of the Army was not in the combat arms- the infantry, armor, and 
artillery; most of it was in the technical services- the engineers, quartermasters, 
medics, and chemical, signal, and transportation units, and in the administrative 
services and the headquarters which guided and supervised the tactical and service 
units from the combat zone to the Pentagon. 

Now the Army's administrative and supply and service functions were not con
fined to the support of its own unjts; it also had broad responsibilities for sup
porting the other services-especially the Air Force, and in Korea the Marine 
Corps, and for executing the military aspects (and sometimes civilian aspects too) 
of the Government's Foreign Assistance Programs. 

The Army was the executive agency for the Joint Chiefs of Staff for the Far 
East Command, a unified conunand; Army Forces, Far East, was executive agency 
for the commander in chief: Far East Command, in matters of logistics affecting 
more than one service. At the same time, the Army was the executive agency for 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff for the European Command, and it was executive agency 
for the Department of Defense for the Mutual Defense Assistance Program- the 
program for providing military equipment to allied nations around the world- and 
the Army was the agency for providing necessary logistical support for other mem
bers of the United Nations in Korea. 

Learned VaLuable Lessons 

In the long run it was possible that the experi ence gai ned in supporting the 
other United Nations forces might provide the most valuable lessons of the 
whole conflict. 

While the relative number of troops furnished by other members of the United 
Nations was small, and the supplies and services furnished them an almost 
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insignificant fraction of the total, the real significance of United Nations partici
pation was not to be measured alone in terms of the numbers of troops involved. 
The problems of coordination, negotiation, and accounting were as great as if the 
troop contributions had been several times as large. It took about as much paper
work to record the disposition of l 0 vehicles as of 100. Negotiations for conclud
ing satisfactory agreements on financial arrangements were hardly less involved 
for the settlement of accounts amounting to a million dollars than for accounts of 
100 million dollars. 

Aside from the demonstration of solidarity for United Nations principles 
which the military contributions of the other nations indicated, probably the most 
important result of those contributions was the experience in international logisti
cal cooperation which was likely to prove invaluable in any future collective police 
action or coalition war. While it was unl ikely that any future allied military effort 
wou ld adopt altogether the same policies as those applied in Korea, the very fact 
that some experience had been gained would provide at least some standard for 
planning where heretofore practically none was to be found. 

Patterns for Future 

Above all it might be expected that in the future serious consideration would 
be given to .flexible methods of providing and .financing military equipment for 
alli.es in wartime. 

Tn l950 a program of military assistance- the Mutual Defense Assistance 
Program- already was in operation. Its purpose presumably was to build up 
allied strength for more effective participation in a coalition war; yet proce
dures had not been worked out for continuing that assistance under conditions 
of the war against which the preparations were being made. As a result the 
Korean emergency had to be met with stopgap measures. lt was possible that 
that experience would result in the development of proced ures for a continua
tion of wartime materiel assistance which would be even more essential in some 
future emergency. 

Many Americans felt a sense of disappointment in seeing the Korean confl ict 
ended on terms less than total victory. But perhaps there was something even more 
important gained in this demonstration of restraint in the conduct of limited war 
for limited objectives. In an age when total victory was associated with total 
destruction. perhaps it was more urgent than ever that total war be avoided as 
long as the national scifety and essentialji··eedoms were not sacrf(iced. 

Success Within Limits 

Indeed that presumably was the objective of the whole United Nations effort 
in Korea. lf the United States were engaged in a limited war in Korea in order to 
forestall a third world war, then that effort was successful- so far. If the Un ited 
States were engaged in Korea in order to prevent the extension of Communist 
domination to South Korea, then that effort, too, was a success so far. 
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Korea was a part of a sequence of climactic events characterizing the entire 
worldw ide struggle commonly referred to as the "cold war." The international ten
s ion between Communist states and the free world set Korea apart from earlier 
punitive expeditions of the Uni ted States. On many occasions the United States 
had supported armed intervention- from Tripoli to Mexico, and from Nicaragua 
to China- but seldom had those actions carried such overtones of high politics as 
were found in the Korean conflict. There the whole worldwide tension between the 
United States and the Soviet Union was thrown into sharp rel ief. 

US Alerted to Danger 

What probably was the most important result of the Korean conflict for the 
United States was that it served 10 alert Americans to the general danger of 
Communist attack at a time when they were looking hopeful~y toward trimming 
their defense expenditures and commitments.for Logistic support for allied nations. 
The Communist attack in Korea consequently set in motion a Long-term reCIJ··ma
ment program by which the United States would be made more nearly prepared to 
meetfitture emergencies, and particularly to accept total mobilization should that 
become necessary. 

Actually, it was the Ch inese Communist invasion in November and December 
1950 rather than the original North Korean attack of the preceding June that was 
the more important stimulus to the rearmament program. After the Chinese inter
vention, the United States did face, as General MacArthur said, an enti re ly "new 
war." "Sino-Ameri can" War would have been a more appropriate name, probably, 
than "Korean con-flict." It was only after the Chinese interventi on that the 
President proclaimed a national emergency- largely for the benefit of logistica l 
expansion- and that supplementary budgets began to be prepared on a scale com
mensurate with the tota l situation. 

Important Decisions Made 

A series of top-level decisions fo llowed which had far-reaching consequences 
for the military position of the United States. All related really to the world situation 
rather than to Korea alone. The first of these was that Korea must be regarded in a 
worldwide setting- as the most emphatic warning ofthe threat of communism in the 
world at large- and that Europe, the potentially decisive area in an all-out war, must 
not be lost sight of. Accordingly, in the bigger and faste r buildup which the Chinese 
attack touched off, the defense of Western Europe continued to hold a high priority. 
Indeed, because of the attacks in Korea reinforcements were sent to Europe. 

A second major decis ion of the Army high command was that materiel mobi
lization should take precedence over personnel mobilization. Secretary of the 
Army Frank Pace, Jr. , regarded materiel procurement as the control ling factor in 
the expansion of forces, and he resisted pressure to embark on a vast personnel 
mobilization program which might, in fact, retard materiel procurement and so 
mi litary preparedness. 
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Creeping Mobilization 

Another basic decision- actually a matter of national policy- was for "creep
ing mobilization" that is to say, industrial mobilization would be partial rather than 
total, and it would be accomplished with the least possible dislocation of the 
domestic economy. This was a decision based upon an assumption- shared by 
George C. Marshall and Robert A. Lovett, his successor as Secretary of Defense, 
and by Army officials- that world tension would continue for an indefinite time 
in the future. Too rapid industrial mobilization would invite the risks of obsoles
cence of weapons when they were most needed, and would make more difficult the 
maintenance of satisfactory materiel preparedness for the long pull against world 
tension which seemed to lie ahead. 

This was an attempt to get away from what had been too frequently the American 
reaction of living tl·om crisis to crisis with buildup and letdown. The policy of"creep
ing mobilization" represented an attempt to establish a plateau of preparedness which 
would furnish a more satisfactory continuity of strength with which to meet not only 
current threats but also those which would be certain to arise in the future. 

Closely related to that policy was the further decision to develop a broad indus
trial production base. This put primary emphasis in the rebuilding of military strength 
upon long-term industrial mobilization aimed more at developing capacity to produce 
in great quantities than at immediate quantity production at the expense of greater 
capacity later. This decision was based upon the assumption that rapid industrial 
mobilization was the key to meeting emergency threats to the national security. 

Keep Eyes on the Future 

Under this policy orders for arms and equipment to support operations in Korea, 
and to build up stockpiles in Europe and the United States, were placed in such a 
way that long-range industrial preparedness would be best served. Smaller orders 
with several companies were favored over large orders with a single producer. Three 
production lines running on single shifts were preferred to a single production line 
running on three shifts because of the obvious advantage in expanding output quick
ly. This program required greater effort on the part of people administering it, and 
sometimes, perhaps, it was a little more costly, but Lovett and the officials of the 
Military Establishment working with him held to the firm conviction that such a pol
icy was essential for the military preparedness of the United States. 

"Creeping mobilization" and the broad production base probably were the fun
damental logistical concepts of the Korea111 conflict. They shaped the whole war 
effort in treating Korea as a limited war whil.e preparing for a tota.l effort should 
that become necessary. 

Budget Was l nadequate 

Another decision, this one emanating from the Secretary of Defense over the 
opposition of the Army, had less fortunate consequences. This was the decision to 
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base the militwy budget guidelines on the assumption o.f an early termination o.f 
the conflict. In effect this meant that in preparing its regular annual budgets, the 
Army never could made allowance for supporting operations in Korea during the 
period for which the budget was being prepared. 

Actua lly, the Army could only replace ammunition and other supplies already 
expended; it cou ld not buy supplies for future expenditure. After-the-fact supple
mentary appropriations had to cover expenditures for operations in Korea. Not 
until 1953- 54, as hostilities ended, did the budget catch up with the war. Perhaps 
these budgetary restrictions were a part of the price of limited war. Perhaps they 
were tribute to political realism in the circumstances. But it seems likely that the 
industrial mobilization program might have ben~fited .from a budget drawn in 
advance to support the Korean conflict. Such would have been more in keeping 
with the whole theory of long-term industrial preparedness. 

Striking a proper balance between economy and military preparedness always 
poses a most difficult problem. The unsatisfactory condition of American mili
tary preparedness at the time of the Korean attack undoubtedly can be traced in 
large part to the economy program begun in 1948. The coup d'etat in 
Czechoslovakia in February 1948 had persuaded the President and defense offi
cials to reverse, for a time, the postwar retrenchment, and then the Berlin block
ade had added to the pressures for pushing a rearmament program. By autumn, 
however, the international situation supposedly had eased (even though the Berlin 
airlift was continuing) to the extent that the rearmament program first was lev
eled off, and then cut back. 

Buildup Was Delayed 

After President Truman, in March 1948, had directed Secretary of Defense 
James Forrestal to prepare supplementary budget estimates, the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff had indicated that a supplementary appropriation of 9 billion dollars was 
needed. This estimate had been based "solely on military considerations," and 
they recognized the need to phase the program in accordance with economic and 
political necessity. The result had been a supplemental appropriation of3.481 bil
lion dollars to bring the total Armed Forces budget for Fiscal Year 1949 to about 
14.5 billion. 

Forrestal and the Joint Chiefs then anticipated a bu ildup under which the total 
military budget would rise to 18.2 billion (or 20 billion dollars if prices continued 
to rise) by Fiscal Year 1952. 

But the proposed buildup did not even get into its second phase. In the fall of 
J 948, when discussions began on the military budget for 1949- 50, the President 
and the Bureau of the Budget imposed an arbitrary ceiling of 15 billion dollars on 
the defense budget for that year; in his budget message to Congress the President 
reduced this figure to 14.2 billion. At least this kept the military program about at 
the level to which it had been expanded in the preceding year. But the ensuing 
months saw a drive in the Defense Department to cut even that figure materially. 
As a result the Korean conflict caught the United States Army in the midst ofafur-
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ther retrenchment program in which manpower was being cut drastical~y; depots, 
hospitals, and camps were being closed down, and procurement and maintenance 
programs were being curtailed. 

Consistency Lacking 

Sudden reversals, first of the earlier rearmament program, and then of the 
renewed retrenchment, were not calculated to encourage efficiency in either direc
tion. It remained to be seen whether similar triumphs of economy over prepared
ness after the end of hostilities in Korea would undermine the plateau of pre
paredness which had come into being Ln response to the Korean conflict. 
. fn still another sense the Korean confl ict had worldwide logistical ramifica
tions. While it is true that the attacks in Korea stimulated the sending of addition
a l troops and supplies to Europe, it must be recognized that beyond a certain point 
Korea loomed as a competitor with Europe and other areas for what materie l 
resources were available. It was a repetition in a way of the World War U contest 
for resources between Europe and the Pacific. In this case the going war in Korea 
had some advantages over potentia l war in Europe, but the Truman administration 
consistently regarded Europe as the vital area in the world picture. Then what was 
essentially a question of high military strategy became ensnarled in domestic pol
itics, and outstanding spokesmen appeared to support each cause. 

More Emphasis on Asia 

The Eisenhower administration never denied the vital importance of Western 
Europe in the world strategy against Communist expansion, but it did inc I ine 
toward putting somewhat g reater emphasis on Asia than had been the case emlier. 
One of the most outstanding examples of this new emphasis was the decision to 
accept thejitl! prvgram o.l arming and equipping 20 divisions for the Republic of 
Korea Army. 

This, too, was a decision having worldwide implications. Since no plan for a 
correspond ing increase in the procurement program accompanied it, the decision 
to expand the South Korean Army to 20 divisions amounted to denying that equip
ment for further building up European forces or for replenishing American reserve 
stocks. Tt meant that most of that equipment was likely to be tied down in Korea 
permanently, where it probably would not be available for use in emergencies in 
other parts of the world . 

If peace remained stable during the next two years or so, the full implications 
of that decision for Europe and other areas probably would pass um1oticed. If hos
tilities should break out again in Korea, then it might appear as a most fortunate 
decision (unless the new outbreak turned out to be the result of an attack by the 
strengthened South Koreans). But the possibility of emergenc ies elsewhere could 
not be ignored. This decision, like so many military decisions by their very nature, 
belonged in the rea lm of "ca lculated risks"- although leaders were likely to dis
agree on what calculations should be taken into account. 
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Even the sign ificance of the ammunition shortage was less a matter of concern 
for support of the Korean conflict than a significant element in the big pictu re. 
Ammunition, while frequently below that authorized, or even below safety levels 
in the theater, never was short on the battleline except on occasions when avai lable 
transportation could not keep up wi.th the rate of fire. The really dangerous situa
tion which the expenditure of ammu nition in Korea created was the depletion of 
reserve stocks in the United States. Again this meant more of a restriction on 
defenses in Europe and other areas _than in Korea. 

In this connection some question might be raised as to whether the tremendous 
outpouring of arti llery ammunition recorded at various times in Korea really was 
necessary in all cases. The weakening of defenses in Europe and America was a 
high price to pay for repeated ploughing of Korean hillsides if there were any seri
ous doubt that such heavy barrages were making an effective contribution to local 
tactica l operations. 

Logistical support of the Korean conflict had fa r-reaching consequences for 
the American position in tbe Far East, and it also had far-reaching consequences 
in the worldwide struggle against the spread of communism. For the United States 
the Korean COI~/lict was the second greatest ofher ww:~ji ·om the standpoint o.fits 
logistical contributions. The best measure o.lsuccess in that effort would be the 
e.xtentto which it might help avoid a future conflict which might become the great
est wm: 
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Amphibious Logistics-Inchon, 
Septe1nber 1950 

Introduction. MaJ Stanley L. Walke1; a Transportation Corps officer; 
sketches the logistical aspects (~/'General oftheArrny Douglas MacArthud· 
masterstroke during the Korean Ww; the amphibious invasion at Inchon in 
Septemberl950. Walker outlines the logistical mganizationfor the invasion 
and .focuses on the LOTS (Logistics Over-the-Shore) aspects of the amphibi
ous assault on inchon. 

Thi rty years ago U.S. Armed Forces successfully executed a major amphibious 
assau lt at Inchon, Korea, to hal t a serious Communist offensive. Much has been 
written about General MacArthur's decision to strike at Inchon, the tactical aspects 
of the Inchon landing, and the capture of Seoul. The logistics support of this oper
ation, however, has received only passing comments in books and periodicals. Thi s 
examination of the logistics aspects of the lnchon-Seoul operation reveals the 
importance of logistics in the success of this amphibious assault. 

The chronology of events leading up to the Inchon landing, 15 September 
1950, is essenti.al to understand ing the planning and executing of logistics support. 
Beginning in June 1949, the American forces in Korea had been reduced to a 
Korean Military Advisory Group of 500 officers and enli sted men. In Japan , 
General MacArthur was the Commander- in-Chief, Far East, but he had no respon
sibility for the defense of Korea. Consequently, when the North Korean Army 
struck across the 38th parallel, 25 June 1950, there were no plans for rapid rein
fo rcement and no existing logistics system on which to build a large supply and 
support complex necessary to prosecute a war. 

President Harry S. Truman immediately authorized the introduction of U.S. 
troops. The lst Cavalry Division, the 2d, 24th, and 25th Infantry Divisions, the 
J st Marine Provisional Brigade, and the 5th Marine Regimental Combat Team 
arrived to defend what has become known as the Pusan Perimeter. Thus, the 

Reproduced with the permission of Army Logistician from Stan ley L. Walker, 
"Logistics of the Inchon Landing," Army Logistician 13, no. 4 (July- August 
198 1 ):34-38. 
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planning, preparation, and execution of the Inchon landing took place in less 
than 83 days. 

Serious difficulties were encountered by General MacArthur and his staff in 
determining the troops to use for the amphibious assault. The first plan proposed 
by General MacArthur, Operation Bluehearts, died when the unit designated to 
make the assault landing, the I st Cavalry Division, bad to be committed to the 
Pusan Perimeter. 

President Truman authorized the ca llup of the Marine Reserve in order to 
build up the I st Marine Division at Camp Pendleton to wartime strength. The 
other unit designated was the 7tb Infantry Division, which was refitting in 
Japan. 

It was 12 August 1950, 33 days before 15 September, when the Far East 
Command issued Operation Plan 1 00- B, code name Chromite, designating the 
lnchon-Seoul area as the target for an invasion force. The headquarters to com
mand the invasion force was X Corps, which was activated 26 August 1950, less 
than 20 days before the landing at 1 nchon. 

The I st Marine Division was comprised of the 1st Marine Provisional Brigade 
and the 5th Regimental Combat Team from Pusan and six Marine battalions 
formed from active duty Marine units in the continental United States (CONUS) 
and Mediterranean area and units of the organized reserve. The equipment for the 
Marine units organized at Camp Pendleton, near San Diego, came from the large 
Marine supply depot at Barstow, California. 

Most of the equipment had been in storage for years and had to be recondi
tioned by 500 civilians. There was not enough time for the Marines to check out 
all of the equipment at Camp Pendleton, and some of it went diJectly to the docks 
at San Diego. The I st Marine Division, minus the units in Korea, was administra
tively loaded and sailed from San Diego for Kobe, Japan, between 10 and 22 
August, where they unloaded and reloaded tactically for the invasion. Neither the 
Marine nor the Army units were able to conduct any unit training before their 
departure for Inchon. However, the intelligence reports estimated enemy strength 
in the Inchon area to be only I ,500 to 2,500 troops, light resistance for almost 
70,000 U.S. troops. 

The X Corps sailed from Japan on schedule despite the interference of two 
typhoons, the continuing action in Korea, and the late arrival of an ammunition 
ship, which caused the assault troops to sail with only 20 percent of the planned 
ammunition load. 

Gathering a fleet of87 transport vessels had not been an easy task. Thirty of the 
47 LST's (landing ship, tank) had to be obtained from the Japanese Government. The 
remaining 40 vessels were other types of transports furnished by the U.S. Navy. 

Inchon was the worst place on the west coast of Korea to attempt an amphibi
ous landing. General MacArthur's decision to land at lnchon was firmly based on 
the fact that it was the quickest way to Seoul, only 25 miles away, where most of 
Korea 's main roads and rail lines converged. Capturing Seoul would disrupt the 
enemy lines of communication, enhance U.S. lines of communication, and secure 
a much-needed psychological victory. 
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The f irst major battle, however, would not be against the Communists but 
against nature, the battle to get ashore. The 32-foot tidal range at Inchon is among 
the greatest in the world. At low tide, the shore is lined with long, low mud flats 
that arc impossible to cross. Therefore, the landings could on ly be made during 
periods or extremely high tides. These wou ld occur for a few days in mid
September and again in mid-October. Additionally, each high tide would last only 
3 hours and there would be 12 hours between the high tides. Landing craft, which 
cou ld only travel about 8 to I 0 knots per hour, would be hampered by 7- to 8-knot 
currents that accompanied the ebb and fl ow of the tide. Even the approach to 
Jnchon through twisting Flyi ng Fish Channel was a cha llenge to navigators. The 
channel was so narrow tbat one sunken vessel would block the entrance to Inchon. 
The tides also required the invasion fleet to negotiate the channel at night in order 
to arrive at Inchon at high tide. 

Inchon Harbor is commanded by Wolmi Do (island). It was essential to cap
ture th is island before other landing operations could be attempted. The 3d 
Battalion, 5th Marines captured Wolmi Do on the first high tide and were left to 
fend for themselves until the second high tide late that afternoon. Subsequent 
assault landings were successful at Red Beach, north of Inchon, and Blue Beach, 
south of Inchon, that afternoon. 

Logist ics-over-the-shore (LOTS) operations were conducted at Green Beach, 
on Wolmi Do, and Red Beach, with only minor LOTS operations on Blue Beach. 
Red Beach was the scene of the most interesting aspect of the LOTS operations. 
All supplies for a 12-hour period, which would be during darkness, had to be on 
the beaches the evening of 15 September. Eight LST's carried the required sup
plies and support equipment, but they could not be beached, unloaded, and retract
ed before the tide went out since the evening tide only lasted about 3 hours. 

1\ key decision insured the avai labil ity of critical supplies. The eight LST's 
were beached abreast for the entire duration of the low tide on Red Beach imme
diately after the assault troops landed. Each LST carried 100 tons of general 
supplies, 50 tons of ammunition, 35 tons of rations, and 15 tons of water. More 
than 450 veh icles were also carried aboard the LST's. The only serious hit on 
the LST was a mortar round, which ruptured fuel drums and caused gasoline to 
gush out. Quick reaction by the crew and a stroke of good luck saved the vessel 
and the cargo. 

The eight LST's were unloaded at night by the J st Shore Party Battalion 
(Marine), who used the burning brewery of Inchon for illumination. During the 
initial un loading, the key ingredient was speed, not organization. Normal dump 
loca tions could not be established immediately because the LST's had arrived on 
the heels of the assault troops, who had not had time to enlarge the beachhead. 
Initial ammunition supplies contained not only sufficient .30-caliber rounds, but 
also .22-caliber ammunition. This small error in loading can be attributed to the 
speed with which the supplies were pushed to the ports and loaded aboard the 
LST's in Japan. 

Two of the LST's provided hospital support during the first night. They han
dled 95 wounded and there was only I death due to wounds. This was a tribute to 
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the naval medical organization and the decision to ground the LST's because evac
uation to offshore vessels was not possible. 

The next morn ing the eight LST's departed and eight more arrived, but two of 
the eight went aground on the mud flats too far out to be unloaded. However, this 
created no hardships ashore, because the initial eight LST's had solved the imme
diate supply problems. 

On Blue Beach immediate supply requirements for the night of 15 September 
were met by 16 tracked landing vehicl.es. Since Blue Beach was not suited for 
LOTS operations, it was not developed beyond the initia l assault requirements. 

Although the Port of Inchon did not possess adeq uate facilities to handle the 
required tonnages for X Corps, the U.S. Forces found that the tidal basin could be 
made operational. The former Korean port director was located and he rounded 
up harbor pi lots to guide vessels into Inchon. Port operations began much soon
er than had been expected, and this exped ited the unloading of supplies, equip
ment, and troops. 

On 17 September, the 2d Eng ineer Special Brigade (Anny) unloaded and 
assumed control of total port operations. Subordinate units included the 1st 
Combat Service Group (Marine), charged with control of consolidated supply 
dumps, the 7th Motor Transport Battalion (Marine), and the 1st Shore Party 
Batta lion (Marine), responsible for unloading the ships. 

On 0 +2, 17 September, Red Beach was closed and all unloading was done at 
Green Beach and Pier 2. Beach personnel from Blue Beach were transferred to 
Green Beach, where fac ilities for unloading LST's had been improved on D+ I. 
Supplies and equipment moved across the causeway from Green Beach to Inchon. 

The use of the Port of Inchon by 0 +2 was possible because U.S. air and 
nava l f ire infl icted li mited damage on key fac ilities. Special orders had been 
issued not to attack or destroy such ta rgets as the tidal basin locks, inner harbor 
piers, the causeway connecting Wolmi Do and Inchon, and the finger pier at the 
western tip ofWolmi Do. Pilots were instructed not to use any ordnance heav ier 
than rockets on the seawall immediately north of the causeway. Plans called for 
16,000 tons to be unloaded by 23 September, but by that time, 24,000 had been 
unloaded. By 22 September, more than 6,000 vehicles and 53,000 troops had 
been unloaded at Inchon. 

There were two Marine motor transport units with the assaul t troops. Plans 
ca lled for the 2d Engineer Specia l Brigade, an Army element, to head a log istics 
organization that also included several Marine units: the 1st Shore Party 
Batta li on, the l st Combat Service Group, and the 7th Motor Transport Battalion. 
Apparently the 7th Motor Transport Battalion was scheduled to assist in port 
operations and clearance. 

The X Corps was accused of creating a shortage of motor transport by failing 
to provide sufficient trucks to clear the port and by taking the 7th Motor Transport 
Batta lion from the Marines to solve this problem. By whatever means, there were 
205 trucks available for port clearance, 168 of which were from the Marines and 
37 from the Army. Another possibility is that the I st Marine Division had the 7th 
Motor Transport Batta lion to provide tbe motor transport required for extended 
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Invasion routes to Inchon, 15 September 1950 

land warfare. However, X Corps was short of trucks and had to retain the 7th 
Motor Transport Batta lion for port clearance throughout the operation. 

The truck shortage was alleviated somewhat by the rapid repair of the rail 
system. Use ofthe railroad was anticipated by 0 +30, but on 0 +1 a switch engine 
and six cars were operating in the Inchon railyard. Three days later, 19 
September, I ,200 Marines were moved from Inchon to ASCOM (Army Servi ce 
Command) City, 5 miles away. The availability of Korean crews and minimal 
damage to the rai I equipment made this possible. By 26 September, the railroad 
had moved 350,000 rations, 3 15,000 ga llons of fue l, I ,260 tons of ammunition, 
and I 0,000 troops. 

Kimpo ai rfie ld was captured 17 September. The Far East Air Force Cargo 
Command flew in most of the ammunition and fuel to support air operations. 
About 400 tons of cargo were handled daily at Kimpo. This airhead was particu
larly important fo r the rapid supply of repair parts and other urgently needed items. 

By 26 September, the 8th U.S. Army and X Corps had joined at Suwon, and 
Seoul was under U.S. control. This was the end of the Inchon-Seoul operation. 

The Tnchon landing involved many uncertainties including availability of 
forces , knowledge of the enemy, hydrographic and topographic condit ions-but 
not logistics. The logistics support of the Inchon-Seoul operation was particularly 
good in view of the short time in which the entire invasion was conceived and exe
cuted. An amphib ious operation usually req uires 90 to 120 days to plan, mount, 
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rehearse, and execute. T his opera tion was conceived, planned, and executed 
between l2 August and 15 September 1950, a total of33 days. 

T here were on ly two mate riel s hortages- trucks and bridging. The X Corps 
planners have been cited for not having sufficient quantities of these two items. 
This seems to be a shortsighted analysis. Perhaps the items were either not avail
able at a ll or not available in time for the landing. Perhaps the shortage of ships 
dictated that trucks and bridging would not be shipped in lieu of more essential 
items. In the case of motor transport shortage, available trucks might have been 
put to better use if both Marine motor transport battalions had been assigned to the 
2d Engineer Brigade for centralized control. 

The limited sites for LOTS operations and the shortage of trucks prompted 
planning for the use of indigenous port faci lities and railroads. This foresight 
greatly contributed to the fast unloading and forward movement of supplies, 
equipment, and troops. Had plans been prepared before 1950 for the re inforcement 
of Korea, including the use of indigenous transportation capabilities, a better mix 
of organic assets and indigenous assets could have evolved. 

The success of the Inchon-Seoul operation cannot be attributed solely to 
excellent logistics support. Nor can any other single element involved in the oper
ation be identified as the guarantor of victory. Logistics, however, did play a sig
nificant role and, if it had not been so well planned and executed, could have been 
the cause of defeat. 
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Logistical Support of the 24th 
Infantry Division in Korea 

Introduction. In this study prepared .for the course in the history of U.S 
Army logistics at the Command and General Staff College, Maj. David F. 
Tosch examines ji·om a theater perspective the logistical support of the 24th 
ll?/anlly Division during its first and last ninety clays in Korea. He draws the 
parallels f4'the 24th Infantry Division:~· experience in Korea with the types 
oflogisticalprobiems which are likely to be encountered in support of forces 
in limited war operations in the future. 

The purpose of this paper is to compare and contrast the sustainment the 24th 
fnfantry Division from July through September 1950 and at the defense of the 38th 
Parallel during the three months preceding the Armistice of the Korean War. 
Logistic support during these two periods differed greatly and today serves as an 
example of how sustainability of combat forces changes over the course of a con
flict. Although some of the lessons learned have been embodied within the current 
logistics doctrine and structure, many of tbe methods resorted to remain relevant. 
This is important as there is a high probability that American combat forces will 
have to operate in an austere environment on very short notice- a scenario not 
un like that of the Korean War. As a resu lt, it behooves all logisticians and combat 
planners to study, for future application, how the logistics effort was undertaken. 
Even though numerous improvements have been made in logistics systems we will 
never have all that we desire in the way of resources, it's a reality that we must 
face. My premise is that the outcome of future conflicts wi ll be based on how 
logisticians overcome the shortfalls inherent in an austere environment. The 
Korean War serves as an excellent example of how this can be done. 

Within the scope of this paper I w ill analyze how the 24th 10 was sustained 
during the initial stage of the conflict by focusing on what the logistic planners and 

Reproduced from David F. Tosch, "Sustainment of the 24th Infantry Division in the 
Korean War: First 90 Days vs. Last 90 Days," Student Paper for the Course on the 
History ofU. S. Army Logistics (Fort Leavenworth, Kans.: U.S. Army Command and 
General Staff College, 2 1 May 1986). 
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operators in the theater did. Specifically, what decisions were made, who made 
them, the results atta ined, and the extraordinary steps taken to support the combat 
forces. Also, the analysis will necessarily focus on supply and transportation. 
Although maintenance and medica l support were important they did not have as 
much of an impact on operations as supply and transportation. The second portion 
of the paper will examine the decisions made in a mature theater and determine 
what factors influenced a typical combat division such as the 24th 10 while in a 
static defense. T will conclude with a discussion of the lessons learned. 

First 90 Days 

The 24th lD was a typical Triangular Division which , on paper at least, was a 
World War U Infantry Div ision. A I though, the full strength of the division was 
17,752 by TO&E, it was a skeletonized unit with many of the essential combat ele
ments assigned to corps or army pools. For example, the division tank battalion 
was removed as was the air defense battalion. Also, the standard three battalion 
regiments were reduced to two. The division trains was small compared to today's 
standards, however, each regiment had a Regimental Service Company that con-
tained adequate transportation and supply support.' · 

Upon the outbreak of the war it only took five days for Washington to decide 
on sending U.S. ground troops to Korea. On 30 June, 8th Army was directed to dis
patch a holding force from the 24th 1 D. Identified as TF Smith, this element con
sisted of two companies of the 2 1st Infantry with some added firepower. 24th ID 
received its mission on l July: 

Move delaying force of 2 rifle companies, under batta lion commander, 
augmenteed by 2 4.2 platoons, 1 75mm recoilless rifle platoon, and 6 
bazooka teams by air on l July to Pusan reporting to General Church 
for orders. Move Division HQ(-) and 1 infantry battalion to Pusan by 
air at once. Move rema indet· of division by watet· to Pw;an at 011ce. 

Advance at once upon landing with de laying force, in accordance with 
situation, to the north by all possible means, contact enemy advancing 
south from Seoul towards Suwon and delay his advance.2 

All units of 24th fD were to be brought up to TO&E strength by 8th Army except 
the air transported units which were to be brought up to strength with personnel 
presently available in 24th JD. 2,062 EM and 46 officers were drawn fl·om other 
8th Army units? Considerable reshuflling within the units resulted as the other 
divisions in the theater were also short of personnel. In order to sustain itself ini
tially the 24th ID was directed to insure the following: air transported units were 
to carry a basic load of ammunition and three days rations; the remainder of divi
sion units were to carry I 5 DOFS (Days of Supply) in class 1, II, III, and IV (5 
DOFS were to be carried with troops and I 0 with the division tra ins), and 2 basic 
loads of Class V. Automatic resupp ly wou ld begin on the 15th day from Japan. TF 
Smith departed .Japan on l July with 900 men and 50 vehicles, the remainder( l 00 
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men and 79 vehicles) departed 2 July. After arriving at Pusan TF Smith was trans
ported by rail toward Taejon arriving there at 0700 on 2 July. The remainder of the 
2 1st Infantry sailed from Japan on 3 July. On 8 July the division tra ins and 
attached support units departed Japan for Pusan by surface ship.4 

Because no logistic plan ex isted for a Korean operation, logistic decisions were 
made on an ad hoc basis. On 29 June the G-4s of 8th Army and GHQ, FEC (Far 
East Command) met at a conference which began developing operating policies: 

I. Begin planning immediately to turn over to 8th Army the complete 
mission of logistic support for the Korean operation once the present 
situation straightens out. 8th Army will then become responsible for 
getting supplies from depot stocks to the ports and airfields. The 
responsibi lity for transportation to Korea will be that of the Navy and 
Air Force. 

2. A logistic base must be established somewhere in Korea which will 
handle all incoming supplies. 

3. Tbe supply posture in Japan should not be jeopardized by depleting 
the 45 day reserve. The reserve should be increased to 120 days. 

4. Until the situation clears, operations shou ld be conducted as in the 
past with GHQ, FEC making the decisions on what should be released 
from depots. 5 

Command and control responsibilities were obscure from the beginning. A con
troversy arose over a fully loaded ship routed for Mani lla which was pulled into 
Japan and off-Loaded so it could be used in support of the Korean operation. GHQ, 
FEC informed 8th Army that the ship must continue to Manilla with its load. 
However, the G-4 8th Army informed everyone at the port and depots that orders 
would only be taken from command chan nels not technical channels. By 27 June 
one ship was loaded with l ,636 long tons of ammunition and 12 1 05mm how
itzers. Also, on the 28th, 119 tons of I 05mm ammunition was air delivered to 
Pusan. 6 Although much of this ammunition would be expended by the ROK Army 
it would also be used to sustain the 24th 10 and the other deploying divisions. 

Several 8th Army logistic units, including Quartermaster, Transportation, 
Ordnance and Medical companies were attached to the 24th fD (see table I). 
However, the units had to be fi lled with personnel drawn from depots and other 
logistic units located in Japan. Also an urgent request was made to Department of 
the Army for several other logistic units and by 30 June many had been alerted for 
movement to Korea. lt was realized as early as 1 July that additional truck trans
portation would be needed to support the 24th ID as its combat elements were ini
tially stretched from Osan to Pusan, a distance of over 200 miles. The 70th Truck 
Battalion and 541 st Truck Company were to be deployed immediately from Japan 
with full TO&E. As a resu lt, these units arrived at Pusan on 8 July prior to a por
tion of the division trains (24th QM and OD companies).7 
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The Pusan port was in dire need of supervisory personnel and manual labor, 
and although they were not equipped or manned to do so, the 24th ID would have 
to take care of both the port and their own logistic support until personnel could 
be provided from other sources. ln early July, 8th Army alerted 28 officers and 98 
enlisted men for movement to Korea to operate the port and a similar number to 
assist the railroad operation. However, the f irst ship was scheduled to arrive at 
Pusan from Japan on 1 July and was unloaded by 24th ID personnel. The situation 
was so critical that the Navy had to be notified to freeze the cargo until personnel 
from the 24th ID could get to Pusan and supervise the unloading. On 2 July the 
G- 4 24th ID made arrangements to get port operators to Pusan by air on 3 July 
and expedite the Pusan port operations.8 

TABLE I - SUPPORTING UNITS ACCOMPANYING 24TH lD 

Engineers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
Medical .......... . ... . . . . ...... . . . . 
Ordnance ............ . . . . ......... . 
Transportation ......... . . . ..... ..... . 
Mil Police ............ . . . .......... . 
Signal .......... ..... . . . .... ...... . 
Quartermaster ......... . . . .... ... ... . 

Total 

Personnel 
1,130 

494 
614 
850 
219 
443 
486 

4,236 

Vehicles 
364 

97 
305 
568 
68 

196 
119 

1,717 
Source: US A rmy, HQ Eighth Army Eighth Army ~Wu· Diary, Section 1: Prologue, 25 June 1950- 12 
July 1950, I August 1950, p. vi. 

As soon as the 24th lD began re-equipping itself, in order to fill its extensive 
shortages, normal requisitioning and issue procedures were immediately cast 
aside. Due to the urgency of the situation there was no time to fill out paperwork 
or post stock records in most cases. Because the ammunition depots in Japan were 
under the control of the tactical commanders of the areas in which they were locat
ed, 8th Army's contro l over amm unition was next to impossible. For example, 
when the 24th ID deployed it cleaned out the two ammunition depots in its area 
which together held over 2 1 ,000 tons. Not unti I several days later, when the I st 
Cavalry Division was alerted to draw anunw1i tion at the same depots, was it dis
covered what had happened9• Also, because combat accountability was placed in 
effect for all units deploying to Korea the situation was further confused. 

Until a central requisitioning agency could be established in Korea a system 
of automatic-resupply from Japan had to be implemented. Using WW IT con
sumption factors (1 measurement ton per man per 15 days), 15 day increments 
were identified, stocked in Japan, and shipped to Pusan on a scheduled basis. After 
8th Army's stocks had been drawn down, during the initial surge, immediate req
uisitions were placed on CONUS to replace and provide additional stocks based 
on Korean consumption rates. Difficulties were encountered in determining the 
basis upon which to requisition because of the fluctuation of planning strengths 
and units and resulting in duplication. For example, almost I ,000 tanks, enough 
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for the 8th Army's full TO&E, were requisitioned at one time. 10 Due to the limit
ed stocks in Japan, Department ofthe Army was requested to insure that each unit 
departing CONUS was provided with 60 days supply of all classes (less class III) 
and that each deployed unit was followed by 60 days automatic resupply. Much of 
this equipment began arriving by the end of July, but perhaps the most dramatic 
example of the timely arrival of supplies from CONUS was the first shipment of 
3.5 rockets. The 24th ID was unable to obtain these prior to leaving Japan as there 
were none within the FEC. As a result, an urgent request was sent to CONUS and 
the first shipment was received on 12 July. 11 However, much of the needed equip
ment did not arrive early in July and local procurement was used to obtain such 
items as sandbags, landing net clips, man]la rope, crushed rock and pallets. 

Air resupply of the 24th 10 began on 3 July when 24.5 tons of rations were 
airlifted to Pusan. Airlift shipments were to play a key role; for example, on 6 July 
three C-47 loads of priority cargo were delivered at Taejon and twelve at Pusan. 12 

T he susta inment of the first division to enter Korea was beginning to take shape 
during the first week in July. In addition to the 15 day increments of automatic
resupply being transported by ship from Japan, bundles with sufficient supplies to 
sustain infantry battalions for one day in battle were put together and more than 
100 of these were airlifted to Korea during the first two months of the campaign. 
In addition, over l 00 air drops of this materiel were made from Japan during this 
same period. 13 With all this activity it was impossible to tell how much resupply
ing had been done during the first two months; and it was estimated that the 24th 
ID had received its entire TO&E twice over. 14 

Initially, supply requirements were telegraphed by the division to the Pusan 
Base Section under 8th Army. Due to the long distances involved and poor roads, 
supplies were "pushed" forward by rail to the division railhead. Because of the 
limited facilities at the railheads indigenous labor was used to unload and physi
cally carry supplies forward to the combat units. Later in July one railhead locat
ed at Masan) 35 miles west of Pusan) was unable to keep its inadequate mar
shalling yard open to receive suppl ies for the 24th 10. This was because the divi
sion was withdrawing and kept forcing equipment and supplies, directed to go for
ward, back into the yard. The 24th ID, due to the fluid combat situation, tried to 
leave as much of its heavy equipment on flat cars as it withdrew. However, the lack 
of marshalling space and resulting congestion at the railhead prevented the hold
ing of rail cars for storage purposes. Complicating matters were the field grade 
officers from the Pusan Base Section who were "expediting," the commodities 
they were responsible fo r, by being present at the marshalling area trying to insure 
" their" suppl ies were pushed forward first. As a result, intermediate railheads, 
such as Taegu, were being swamped with supplies being evacuated, and with those 
sent forward by the staff officers at Pusan. Once the problem was elevated to the 
Commander of the Pusan Base Section a control system was established to deter
mine on a daily basis how many tons could be moved to a particular point. 
Coordination was then made with each of the technical service staff officers and 
a train load was tailored to f it the requirements. Also, for added insurance, clear
ance from the Base Section was necessary before the train moved. 15 
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General Walker was appointed Commander of U.S. Forces in Korea on 6 Ju ly 
which included the responsibility fo r alJ logistic activities. The Pusan Base Section 
was established to manage the logistic effort. Because 8th Army reali zed that it 
was imposs ible to determine the status of ammunition supply, one of its first 
actions was to obtain a more complete pict11re. The Commander of the Pusan Base 
Section was requested to keep 8th Army advised of al l ammuni tion shipments for
ward . ln addition, all divisions were directed to furnish 8th Army a daily ammu
nition status report. To assist in controlling the flow of ammunition and account
abi lity, a depot was established at Taegu on 13 July and was operated by an 
Ordance [sic] Ammunition Company. As a result, on I 5 July 8th Army diverted all 
ammunition ships from CONUS, scheduled for Japan, to Pusan. 16 

A Quartermaster Supply Company arrived in Taegu on 12 July to operate the 
8th Army Class r and III Supply Point. A shortage of combat rations resulted in a 
directive to all commanders to issue combat rations in forward areas only. All 
remaining combat rations in rear areas were ordered to be turned into Class I 
points. At the end of July the 8th Army Quartermaster reported that, from the 
experience he had gained so far, it was obvious supply personnel had not been 
trained to act independently when separated from their parent unit. As a result, it 
was felt that supply operations were in need of constant supervision by experi
enced staff personnel to ensure that rations and other supplies were properly dis
tributed to the units. Part of this problem can be attributed to actions designed to 
get more personnel into combat units. "Operation Flushout" began in late August 
and "Operation Squeezeout" was initiated in early Septe1nber resulting in the 
reclassification of over 2,500 service unit personnel to combat arms branches fur
ther reducing logistics capability. 17 

Command and control arrangements for logistic organizations remained a 
problem area during the ini tial months. First on 25 August, in order to releive [sic] 
the CG 8th Army of the responsibi lity and functions normally associated with a 
Communications Zone (COMMZ), the Japan Logistical Command (JLC) was 
established as a subordinate command of the FEC and the Pusan Base Command 
remained an 8th Army supply poil1t. Then on 19 September the Pusan Base 
Command became the 2d Logistics Command. More than just a change in names, 
this provided the solution that would allow 8th Army to control its own base area. 
The doctrine for this concept of an Army controlling the logistics resources in sup
port of its operations was already bejng taught at the Command and General Staff 
College and was now being tested for the first time. 18 Another command and con
trol enhancement that was instituted early in the war was the establishment of the 
Coordinator for Protection of Lines of Communication. Its mission was to coordi
nate the efforts of both the Korean and U.S. Military Police in providing the max
imum protection of roads, railways, bridges and communication sites against sab
otage and guerrilla activity. This organization was also responsible for stemming 
the flow of refugees to the south, security of the Main Supply Route and assisting 
the local police to counter guerrillas. 

Although extraordinary efforts were required, the 24th £D and the other com
bat forces introduced to combat during the first 90 days were well supported logis-
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tically- any logistic shortfal ls that did occur did not affect operations. ln fact there 
were severa l cases where suppl ies were in overabundance- particularly ammuni
tion. During the first several months ammunition was arriving in great quantities 
from CONUS. At the same time there were substantial amounts of ammunition of 
most types in .Japan. The continued shipments ti·om CONUS resulted in the arrival 
of more than 200,000 tons of ammunition in excess of Korean requirements. 
Things got so bad at one point that a shipload of 1 05mm ammunition, enroute to 
Japan, was almost turned around to CON US because of a lack of storage space. 19 

In addition, due to the inadequacies of port and storage faci lities in Korea, many 
shipments of supplies originally ordered for direct delivery to Korea had to be 
diverted to Japan in order to prevent the choking of port faci lities in Korea. 
Suppl ies were in abundance during the early period of the conflict and intensive 
management efforts were employed to get them to the right place. Largely due to 
these factors combat operations were well supported during the early stages. 

Last 90 Days 

During t95 1 an effective logistics infrastructure was developed which permit
ted a constant flow of sup pi ies and ensure<! that they were located close enough to 
the front to permit a rapid buildup for both offensive and de1bnsive tactics. This 
logistic system was maintained throughout the remainder of the conflict, having 
much to do with logistic effectiveness just prior to the armistice in mid-1953. 
Although the logistics infrastructure, during the closing months, was well estab-
1 ished and functioning in a deve loped theater, controversy remained over how the 
logistic system shou ld be managed. Senior logisticians were concerned over 
whether the 8th Army as a tactical command shou ld have command and control of 
the 2d Logistical Command. Most logisticians felt that proper supply management 
demanded a COMMZ organization separate from the tactica l orga nization. 
Otherwise, they argued, it wou ld be difficult to control levels of supply, to plan 
requirements, and to manage the system, as long as the major logistical command 
(.Iapan Logistical Command- COMMZ) had no control over a substantial portion 
of the stocks in support of the combat elements. Even though there was much pre
occupation with this organization issue it had little affect on combat operations. 

[n 1951 the authorized level of supply in Korea was reduced from 30 to 15 Days 
of Supply for most items. Much of this was clue to the problem of sh ipments 
exceeding pori capacities. The CG, JLC fe lt that oversupply was a continuing prob
lem that carried on from the initia l days of the conflict. Because over-supply gen
erated excessive demands on sh ipping and other transport, requirements for extra 
storage facilities, and additional personnel to hand le and guard them, improved 
management of resources was critica l. Senior leadership believed that drastic mea
sures had to be undertaken by reducing storage and supply levels, implementing 
supply economy !raining, and increasing efficiency in the supply system. It was 
also recognized that such measures had to be implemented without creating a fear 
that the flow of supplies would be interfered with, otherwise there would be a ten
dency f'or hoarding in the units. There were many indications that these conserva-
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tion measures had taken hold prior to the end of the conflict. In a report by an Army 
Field Forces ObserverTeam in late 1952 it was noted in many instances where sup
ply economy and cost consciousness were being practiced in the divisions. Signs, 
posters and slogans were observed throughout the forward areas as well as the rear 
areas. In some instances, the U.S. prices of supplies and equipment had been con
vetted to Korean costs by estimating transportation and handling expenses of get
ting the items from CONUS to the forward areas of Korea. Moreover, all officers 
in G-4, 8th Army were required to make one visit per month to army units for pur
poses of checking the effectiveness of supply economy programs.20 

Of al l the classes of supply ammunition remained the only continuing prob
lem for logistic planners. During the early months of 1953 only 27% of the Class 
V programmed for shipment was actually stripped from Japan to Korea due to 
reduced expenditures. Department of the Army also revised ammunition requisi
tioning and resupply procedures dLJe to a reduction in combat ammunition con
sumption as a result of truce negotiations in Korea. The new stockage levels were 
to be based on the past 120 days of actual expenditures except for certain items 
that had very low expenditure rates. The CINC, FEC did not agree with the reduc
tion and felt that procedures should remain in effect so that enough ammunition 
would be available if expenditures suddenly increased[;] however, he was over
ruled by Department of the Army. Later, in early 1953 ammunition stockage lev
els became critical in some types, particularly artillery, and was hardly enough in 
any type. During May stock levels of the three most commonly used types of large 
caliber ammunition were al l below the authorized level for Korea which was 90 
DOFS. Another indication of a preoccupation with non-readiness aspects was that 
in the spring of 1953 the scheduled lumber shipments to Korea far exceeded the 
un loading capacity of the Korea poJts. However, the KCOMMZ beleived [sic] it 
could all be off loaded by using a combination of ports and unloading on beach
es.21 With rotation as a carrot dangling before his eyes, the individual soldier's 
main concern was to stay alive until his year of combat service expired. After 
armistice negotiations began, 8th Army maintained strict control of operations in 
an effort to avoid casualties in the hope a truce would be signed. This lack of 
aggressiveness filtered down through the ranks and neither officers nor enlisted 
men were particularly interested in taking chances. An aura of caution and com
placency had much to do with the building of facilities and infrastructure to make 
the environment more accomodating [sic). This in turn had a significant impact 
upon the efficiency and responsiveness of the logistic system. An excellent exam
ple of this was that the divisions were restricted in the expenditure of ammunition 
during the waning days of the war. 

ConcLusion and Lessons Learned 

Probably the most significant hurdle that had to be overcome was the estab
lishment of an effective logistic command and control system. Initially logistic 
units had to be introduced in a piecemeal fashion with li ttle unit integrity even at 
the company level. Support commands did not exist during this period and it took 
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severa l years for an effective logistic infrastruch.1re to evolve. The fact that no 
logistic plan existed had much to do with the lack of preparedness during the early 
stages of the conflict. Part of this can be attributed to the separation of the techni
cal service branches from normal command channels. 8th Army looked upon the 
FEC as members of the technical services having no command authority. Since 
most of the senior logisticians resided at GHQ, FEC they did not have much 
involvement in 8th Army logistic decisions. Today's logistic organizations have 
been structured for the most part in recognition of these shortcomings and are 
much improved in command and control systems. It is important that logistic plan
ners play an active role in all preparations[;] however, organizational structures 
alone do not assure that this participation will take place[.] The senior leadership 
must insure it happens. 

The loss of supply accountability as soon as the deployment from Japan began, 
impacted greatly on subsequent support. Similar problems occurred at Normandy 
in WW II. However, in Korea conditions were much more austere and sustainment 
efforts could have been substantially improved if accurate accountability was 
maintained. This experience, as a lesson learned, was not heeded because in 
Vietnam supply accountability was disastrous in terms of waste. The excesses 
enjoyed in Vietnam and even Korea provmded the necessary slack to overcome an 
ine·fficient system[;] however, future conflicts will most likely be characterized by 
austere logistics and limited resources. If this is the case, accountabil ity of sup
plies will be critical to successfu l combat susta inability. Automation has done 
much to improve this shortcoming, however it also requires well trained logisti
cians to make any system function properly- especially when the automation 
ceases to function. Moreover, if logistics is to be recognized as important to com
bat operations then emphasis must be placed upon proper training and then retain
ing a nucleus of logisticians to maintain consistency. It is important that logisti
cians are not reclassified into the combat arms on the eve of a war as was done 
during the Korean conflict. Provisions must be made to obtain infantrymen from 
other sources and ensure they are avai lable for early deployment. 

Because supplies poured into the theater haphazardly during the first year 
excess ive supply levels developed. Thi s carried on for the remainder of the war as 
storage capability was filled to capacity most of the time. However[,] much of this 
materiel was not the most critical and merely got in the way of expediting the high 
priority materieL This became a burden on the logistic pipeline and slowed opera
tions as excessive demands were imposed on the shipping, air, and rail modes of 
transportation. Extra storage space was sought throughout the conflict but could 
never meet the demand. Thi s problem of having excess supplies on hand was fur
ther compounded by the lack of supply accountability and untrained logistics per
sonnel as discussed above. Subsequently, the senior leadership became concerned 
with conservation measures and initiatives to improve supply accountability, espe
cia lly during the last year of the confl ict. During this time emphasis was diverted 
from sustainment of the war effort to attempting to gain control of supplies. I 
believe that this is a good example of how the army lost its focus during the last 
year or two of the war. 
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The sen ior leadership cannot afford to lose their focus on war f ighting dur
ing a conflict. When other priorities are established that do not contribute direct
ly to combat operations then the effectiveness of the army is dim inished . Many 
wou ld argue that the army had to get a hand le on supply accountabil ity in order 
to adequately support the war and that command emphasis was necessary to get 
it done. However, the leadership has to be carefu l that the sustainment effort is 
not d isrupted in doing so. There is a delicate balance in changing priorities wh ile 
conducting a war, soldiers will put their efforts into the areas that are being 
emphasized while other critical areas may be neglected. Po litical aspects weigh 
heavi ly in this and the army must s ubmit to the decisions made in the political 
arena. Nevertheless, the senior army leadersh ip must provide a focus tbat is 
unwavering and insure that other priorities do not get in the way, a ll within the 
political framework. 

The f ina l area I will address is an obvious one-the criticality of air lift. In 
order to overcome the lack of prior logistic planning and shortcomings in the logis
tic system, a ir lift was used extensively in the Korean War. This asset is particu
larly necessary in an undeveloped theater of operations where roads and railways 
may not even exist. Although there were adequate railways in Korea the Lines of 
Commu nication were very long and during the initial stages there was insuffic ient 
time to get supplies from Pusan to Osan. As a result, air li ft became the only means 
to get adequate eq uipment, ammunition, and food to the forward elements on a 
short notice basis. Even later in the war, combat operations were not impacted by 
supply shortages because air lift was routine ly used to meet requirements on 
extremely short notice. 

In summary, the Korean War stands today as an excellent example of how 
combat operations are sustained in an undeveloped theater. Althoug h significant 
shortcomings had to be overcome the sustainment effort was successful. Much of 
this can be attributed to the extensive resources available in Japan at the outbreak 
of the war. Future limited wars wi ll more than likely have to be supported with 
constrained resources; and, extensive stockpiles from which to draw ammunition 
and other supplies simply do not exist. It therefore is extremely critica l to learn 
from o ur past mistakes and to do everything possible prior to the outbreak of war 
to assure that adequate sustainment capab ility exists. 
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Transportation Trucl( Operations 
in Korea 

Introduction. Lt. (later Col.) A!fi·ed J Catania relates his recollections of 
the operations ofthe 377th Transportation Truck Company in Korea in 1950. 
lie describes port clearance operations at Inchon, convoy operations 
between Wonsan and Hamhung, and convoy ambush/defense operations near 
Koto-ri. His eyewitness account provides a good insight to highway opera
tions at the company/ballalion level during the Korean WCII: 

Late in July 1950 a telegram cut short my leave and returned me to Fort Sill. 
There I found my unit, the 377th Transportation Truck Company, was on over
seas alert. 

Our assigned men were well trained, for we had completed an exercise only 
four months before. The training and capability of our replacements was sti ll 
unknown. As we received new vehicles we ran them through our company motor 
shop, then through post ordnance, which prepared them for overseas shipment. 
Trai lcrs were then loaded on and strapped to the beds of the trucks, and the trucks 
were loaded onto flatcars. This shipment preceded the company and was not seen 
again until after we arrived in Japan. 

We landed at Yokohama on 28 August and were temporarily attached to 
Yokohama Motor Command. A few days later we received notice that some of our 
trucks had arrived at the port. lt took some ten days to get all our vehicles since 
they came in several vessels and were un loaded at different piers. 

Whi le our vehicles were arriving in driblets we were warned to stand ready 
to load on one day 's notice. This brought about confusion, as we had to requisi
tion equ ipment from Yokohama Motor Command, and in most cases our own 
equipment arrived in time to be loaded. Inventories, overages, turn-ins, and paper 
work resulted. 

Reproduced from Alfred J. Catania, "Truck Platoon in Korea," in John G. Westover, 
ed., Combttl Supporl in Korea (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Army Center of Military 
His tory, 1987), pp. 49- 57. 
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While at Yokohama all our vehicles were put into running condition and com
bat-loaded. During the second week of September our personnel boarded a trans
port, and on about D plus 8 they were unloaded at Inchon. The next day our vehi
cles arrived and were put to work. 

The beaches at Inchon were piled high with equip1ncnt. We hauled suppli es 
over the causeway from Wolmi-do, from the beaches, and from shipside in the tida l 
basin . Our trucks operated around the clock. Each truck had two assigned drivers, 
and each worked a twelve-hour shift. The demand for transportation was so great 
that we did not have time to perform second-echelon maintenance. First-echelon 
maintenance was performed at the loading or unloading points, while the drivers 
waited in line. The company wrecker was posted near the tidal basin where all of 
our trucks had to pass. It carried parts and lubricants, and had two mechanics wait
ing to make emergency repairs and fix flat tires. 

At Inchon we joined severa l newly arrived truck companies to form the 52d 
Transportation Truck Battalion. One day in mid-October, however, our company 
was rei ieved from the tidal basin haul at 1900, and departed for Pusan at 0200 the 
following morning. We were loaded with troops and equipment and made the 
forced march of 350 miles in about 36 hours. Every vehicle made it under its own 
power. We ran into sporadic enemy fire north ofTacgu several limes, but all vehi
cles kept moving and sustained no damage. 

At Pusan the company had time Lo do some needed maintenance work. We left 
our trucks loaded and ready for movement to the transports. But orders were 
changed. We had to unload our cargo, haul troops, then reload and drive to dock
side. This kept us plenty busy for the five days at Pusan. 

Once on board the transports we lay at anchor some nine or ten days before 
we steamed to Wonsan, in North Korea, where we landed on I November 1950. 
The trucks were transferred to LSTs by the ships' gear, and some were damaged, 
since the transfer was made in heavy seas. 

Our first mission ashore was to deliver the cargo in our vehicles. This 
included 37 truckloads to the 12 1 st Evacuation Hospital at Hamhung, some 75 
rnilcs northeast. When we applied for road clearance, X Corps directed us to 
keep the vehicles in the Wonsan area as the enemy had set up a roadblock fif
teen miles north. Marines cleared the road, and the next day we drove to 
Hamhung. We returned the following day, and the Wonsan-Hamhung run 
became our regular route. 

Just before midnight of 5 November, the company was ordered to furnish an 
officer, a driver, and a jeep to the transportation officer of X Corps at 0600 next 
morning. r received the assignment. I reported and was informed 1 would be the 
commander of a convoy assembling at 0700 to move part of the 65th Infantry from 
Wonsan to Yonghung, about forty miles north. T was to control forty-six vehicles 
assembled from various corps units. I met my vehicles and at the same time report
ed to the CO of the 65th Infantry. He took the vehicles, parceled them out to his 
baltalions and companies, and I had nothing more to do than follow the convoy 
and return the trucks when the march was over. The convoy left Wonsan at 0930 
but did not arrive at Yonghung until 1600. The movement was slow, and the con-
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voy stopped time and aga in to investigate groups of civilians near the road, and 
occasionally to send out a patrol or engage in a small fire fighl. 

At Yonghung the troops were unloaded in different areas. I designated a ren
dezvous in Yonghung and waited for my trucks to assemble. The first trucks arriv
ing at the rendezvous J moved out as a seria l at 1700.lt was 1800 before the rest were 
ready to go. The return trip shou ld not have taken over two hours, but before I could 
clear the town I had to wait for a long Marine tank convoy. I was delayed over an 
hour and it was dark before my serial left Yonghung. My jeep was the last vehicle. 

After we passed Kowon, about ha lfway to Wonsan, r noticed a f ire up ahead. 
I doubled the stopped convoy and at the head of the column I found a 2-1/2-ton 
truck, loaded with 55-gallon drums of gasoline, on fire . The truck had been burn
ing for some time since the drums were already beginning to explode. The flam
ing vehicle was in the middle of a narrow, one-lane causeway, with rice paddies on 
each side. My lead veh icle was halted at a fork in the road. The burning truck was 
on the left fork, which was the main road. I was quite sure from my previous trips 
that the right fork went through a village, bent to the left, crossed a bridge, and 
joined the main road about two mi les away. I told the sergeant in the lead vehicle 
to reconnoiter the right fork to the main road, checking especially the capacity of 
the bridge. He took several men with him in his jeep, and on his return said the 
road was wide enough and the bridge strong enough to support a 2-112-ton truck. 

The convoy then proceeded by the right fork, but stopped about a mi le fa rther 
on. Again r doubled the column to see what was wrong. The sergeant told me 
things didn't look right to him. Although the civi lians were under curfew, a civil
ian had stood by the road as he drove through the village and waved the convoy 
on. Farther on, seven or eight civ ilians were stand ing in the road, but scattered 
when they came within the headlight beams. I told the men to remount and con
tinue on, but at that moment we were struck by small-arms fire from both sides of 
the road and in front. We were forced to the rear, and l instructed the men to stay 
on the road and fire at anyone who app roached from the fields on each side of us. 
This was to prevent our men from firing at one another in tbe clark. 

Making a defense with these 25 to 30 men was virtually impossible. I didn't 
know them, since they were not from the 377th. Some of them bad no weapons. 
One truck mounted a caliber .50 machine gu n, and I ordered the driver to return 
fire with it. He got into position and pulled at the operating handle, then declared 
that the weapon was jammed. Later, the enemy turned this gun on us, and 1 believe 
that driver just dicln 't know how to use his weapon. In the circumstances I could 
do nothing but order the men to move to the rear of the convoy. At the tail of the 
column 1 ordered the last four trailers unhitched, the trucks turned, and the men to 
load up and drive out. Three vehicles were turned around, loaded, and moved out. 
Then I discovered I was alone with the fourth truck! All the men had left in the 
first three. 

l got into the fourth truck, started the engine, and tu rned it around. As I did so 
a North Korean ran alongside. His white clothing stood out clearly in the night. I 
pointed my pistol at him and f ired twice. l either hit him or scared him, because 
he dropped back, and l drove away. 
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Half a mile down the road I passed two of the trucks that had preceded me . 
Both were in a ditch, and one was on its side. T hen 1 came to the third truck, which 
was halted and blocking the road. A hail of f ire began to hit my vehicle f rom the 
left and I believe a hundred men were firing thei r rifles from an embankment. 
Bullets splintered the hood and the cab of the truck, and I felt one nick my leg. I 
jumped from the truck on the rig ht side and ran through the rice paddies. J put a 
good mile between me and the scene of the ambush, but I saw none of the men of 
the convoy in that distance. Then r lay low for the night. 

I heard the enemy soldiers driving the vehicles during the ni ght, and search
ing everywhere fo r our drivers. Early in the morning I heard someone walking 
about, and r saw he was an American. I told him to be quiet and to join me, but he 
was so disgusted and tired he didn't seem to care. He said he had been captured by 
two North Koreans during the night, and that they had debated what to do with 
him. One obviously wanted to kill him, the other was for letting him go. Finally, 
they rei ieved him of his valuables, hit him over the head with his own rifle, kicked 
him, and let him go. 

Late in the night the guerrillas burned all the vehicles, since they could not 
take them up into the mountains with them. During this night Kowon was recap
tured, and the 65th Infantry and the 96th Field Artillery Batta lion at Yonghung 
were both under heavy attack. 

When the civilians began to come out of doors next morning L figured every
thing had quieted clown. The enlisted man and I forced a civilian to guide us to 
the main road, and we started walking toward Wonsan. We hid when a jeep came 
along until we were sure it was carrying Americans, then we hailed it. The ride 
took us to X Corps headquarters, where J reported to the transportation officer, 
and later to 02. 

l found l was not wounded in the leg as I supposed, but I had bullet ho les 
through both trouser legs. I never learned what happened to the men of that con
voy, fo r they came f rom so many different units. Those who escaped just 
returned " home." My jeep driver came back a day after I did, with a story that 
matched mine . 

Two days later, the 377th moved the equipment of X Corps headquarters to 
Hamhung. We were billeted in that c ity and worked directly under the corps trans
portation officer until the 52d Transportation Truck Battalion and its other com
pan ies joined us. A bout the third week in November we were attached to the 7th 
Infantry Division and the company moved to Pukchong and worked directly under 
that div is ion's 0 4. 

We moved rations, ammunition, and gaso line for the 7th Division over one of 
the highest and most difficult mountain ranges in Korea. The main supply road 
was only one lane wide over a mountain that was II mi les uphill and 9 miles 
down hill (going north). MPs with telephones and radios were posted on each side 
of the mountain and contro lled the traffic. Convoys moved as quickly as they were 
loaded, and the south-bound trip usually carried troops, prisoners, or empty gaso
line drums. A temperature of I 0 below zero in the mountains did not contribute to 
the comfort of any trip. 
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On 27 November 1 was instructed to take my truck platoon to X Corps head
quarters at Hamhung. There l was to 1neet a 7th Division liaison officer and 
receive further instructions. In Hamhung the liaison officer told me J was to shut
tle parts of two infantry regiments to the Changj in Reservoir area. 

On 28 November 1 loaded a reinforced infantry company of 325 men and 
headed for a smal l town 15 or 20 miles north of Hamhung. I unloaded the troops 
and went back for a second shuttle. 1 was met by a messenger wbo informed me I 
was to take the same reinforced company and move it to its regimental CP on the 
highway east of Changj in Reservoir. The instructions were rather vague as to the 
CP's location, but I returned and remounted the troops. 

About five miles farther north, MPs stopped the convoy and delayed it for 
about two hours while engineers cleared the road ahead of a landslide. 

While we were waiting on the road some North Korean soldiers were captured. 
They were walking down the road in civilian clothes but our KATUSA 1 troops 
spotted them. We inquired why our men were so certain, and they replied that the 
"civilians" had their hair cut- strictly a ntilitary operation iJ1 Korea. interrogated, 
the prisoners admitted their military identities; one claimed he was from a North 
Korean regiment, the other said he was attached to a Chinese unit. 

At 2100 we approached K.oto-ri and were halted by U.S. marines. We were told 
the enemy had a roadblock just a thousand yards farther up the road. Our convoy 
pu ll ed into the Marine perimeter for the night, and the following morning CoL 
Lewis B. Puller, USMC, formed all troops in the vicinity into a task force. This 
included a Marine company, our reinforced company, and a company of British 
Royal Marine Corps commandos. An artillery barrage began, and then U.S. 
Marine jet fighters plastered the hills on both sides of the road. I watched tbe show 
as I waited at the U.S . Marine command post. 

At about 1400 I was ordered to a rendezvous point, but on arriving there found 
the infantry were still fighting. J stopped the convoy a few hundred yards behind 
the infanh·y and went forward on foot to the company commander. 1 located him 
in his gully CP and told himl had instructions to carry him up the road. He replied 
that he was still under fire and didn't see how he could possibly load up or con
tinue th rough. He dispatched a messenger to inform Colonel Puller of the situa
tion. About two hours later a message came back, again ordering the infantry to 
load up and proceed. 

As a result of loading under fire, the infantry got all mixed up and lost its tacti
cal unity. Other convoys began moving at the same time, and we were soon mixed 
with Marine and Army trucks. The British commandos were riding with our marines. 

The trucks maintained a 50-to-1 00-yard interval. There were frequent unex
plained halts, and by dark my vehicle had made only three miles. I walked forward 
during a halt to see the cause of the delay. At this point the road was running 
through a valley some 500 or 600 yards wide, flanked by sharp-rising mountains. 
To the right of the road was a narrow-gauge railroad in the scant fifty yards 
between us and the slope. To the left it was almost five hundred yards to the 
incline, but a fast flowing mountain stream divided the distance. It was very dark 
except for the period when the moon was directly over the valley. 
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When 1 was some four hundred yards ahead of my vehicle, J saw five or six 
Chinese soldiers walking along the rai lroad track to our right. Jt was just light 
enough to identify their quilted uniforms. T warned a nearby truckload of infantry
men and they began searching the area with rifle fire . I pitched a grenade in the 
direction where 1 had last seen the enemy. This acted as a s ignal , and the Chinese 
began firing on us from the railroad and up on the mountainside to our right- all 
the way up and down the column. Rifles, machine guns, grenades and mortars, a ll 
east of the road, began striking the vehicles and men. 

Our trucks were widely separated and there was no great concentration of men 
at any point. Near me were only a couple of my own men and some infantrymen. 
Throughout the night I did not see any of the infantry officers, but our convoy was 
spread over three or four miles, and they could have been anywhere in the co lumn. 
Because of the confusion in loading, not even squads were together. 1 took com
mand of everyone near me and directed the men to fall behind the trucks into the 
field west of the road. There was little cover, however, and it was impossible to dig 
into the frozen ground. 

Casualties were mounting, and 1 was wounded twice. I was hit once in the 
back by a shell fragment, and in the shoulder by a caliber .45 slug that broke my 
collar bone and lodged in my neck. The pain was great. I thought f'd been hit in 
the neck, and an infantryman even bandaged me there. He also gave me a shot of 
morphine to ease the pain. I had my head propped up on my helmet and continued 
to give what little control was possible in the situation. 

One of my men told me a truck in the middle of the valley floor had a caliber 
.30 machine gun strapped to its fender and a box of ammunition under the seat. 
After the attack had begun the driver had turned this vehicle around and had tried 
to make a break for it down the middle of the fie ld, but had abandoned the 
attempt. As luck would have it, the truck was now in clear moonlight, in the direct 
line offi re, and the machine gun was strapped to the front fender on the side near
est the enemy. I called for volunteers, fearing that if we didn 't get the gun the 
enemy wou ld . None of the infantrymen would go, but one of my truck drivers 
volunteered and made the trip. He reached the truck, crawled onto the near fend
er and reached over the hood to pull the machine gun from its position. He could 
not get the tripod. Then he got the box of ammunition from under the driver's seat 
and returned. Throughout the night he fired the machine gun from the hip, and it 
was an important weapon in our defense. When he ran out of ammunition he 
threw the gun in a deep hole in the stream. This soldier was later awarded the 
Silver Star. 

With our heavy casualties, andl a feeling the enemy was coming in on our 
flanks, r decided to fall back to the stream at about 0200. At 0430 it became clear 
we could not remain there either. 1 told the men to split up, cross the stream, and 
head for the mountain behind. The numbing effect of the cold seemed to make it 
less effort just to remain where they were, and 1 finally decided to move on with 
just one of my truckers. 1 had to be helped to get my head up, but then I cou ld 
walk. As the infantry saw me go they slowly moved out, waded the stream, and 
started up the hi lL 
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As I got farther up the hill it developed that my own party would be three enlist
ed men and myself. One of the truckers and the infantryman with us were wound
ed. Only one driver was unhurt. He helped us along. After al l that had gone on dur
ing the night, the infantryman still clutched a blanket, and carried it with him. 

When we reached the hill top it began to get light. I knew our feet would freeze 
if we did not give them attention since we had gotten them wet in wading the 
stream. l always carried a knife that was fashioned from an old, cut-down cavalry 
saber, and we used this to cut the frozen laces of our boots. T hoped to take out the 
heavy, inner-liner socks and warm them next to my body, but they were so frozen 
to the boots that I could not get them out. I threw away both socks and shoes. I 
used my pile-liner cap in place of one shoe and tied strips of blanket around the 
other foot. The men did the same. 

Near daylight we became aware of another party near at hand. We were scared, 
but no worse than the three marines who finally challenged us. We had been with
in f ifty yards of one another for some time without knowing it. I still laugh at the 
marine challenging us with his carbine. lt had gotten wet when he crossed the 
stream and the bolt was a solid block of ice. He could no more have shot me than 
he could have shot his dear old grandmother back in the States. 

None of the marines was wounded, so I asked them to go back the three miles 
to the Marine perimeter and see if they could get us some help. They agreed, but 
after a two-hour wait we became apprehensive. Finally, our small party began to 
move painfully back toward the Marine position. Soon it became apparent we 
would have to return to the road to make the journey. We did so and marched 
straight down the road to Koto-ri. It was an unusual journey, for we knew the 
Chinese were all about us and watching us walk. From near us they fired at a heli
copter that flew up the canyon. Yet they let us hobble past. 

When we reached the Marine perimeter at Koto-ri , I found that the town was 
su rrounded. With the other wounded I was placed on a stretcher in a tent, and 
stayed there for three clays. During the f irst two days rations were short and I got 
only one can of C rations and a couple of cups of fruit juice. Food didn't bother 
me much at that point, however. On the third clay an airstrip was opened and the 
food became much better. Light planes began to fly out the more serious ly wound
eel, and l went out by that method. From Koto-ri I flew to Hamhung, then was 
loaded on a C- 54 for Japan. From Japan r was flown to the United States. 

November 1950 was a pretty rough month on the 377th. At the end of that peri
od we had only 2 1 vehicles left of our original 48. Jt was pretty tough on my pla
toons, too. l n the ambush above Koto-ri , 18 of my 30 men became casualties: 3 
killed, 7 wounded, 8 missing. I noticed 4 of the missing on the POW lists released 
by the Chinese. They were carried as "members of the 7th Infantry Division." 
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Notes 

1 Korean Augmentation to the United Stales Army. 
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Division-Level Maintenance Support 
in Korea 

Introduction. Lt. Col. (later Lt.. Gen.) Joseph M. Heisel~ J1~, describes the 
activities of the 707th Ordnance Maintenance Company, 7th !l~{ant1y 
Division, in Korea in 1951. He provides an excelLent eyewitness evaluation 
of the planning and execution of division-level maintenance support during 
the Korean. War. 

On my way north to become ordnance officer of the 7th Infantry Division in 
January 1951 , I stopped to talk w ith the ordnance officer ofX Corps. He told me 
frankly that ordnance conditions in the 7th Division were not what they shou ld 
be, and that r was goi ng into a situation where my career was at stake. T he com
mander of X Corps (Lt. Gen. Edward M. Almond) [had] asked two of the regi
mental commanders of the division about their ordnance support and they had 
told him that the company might as well have stayed in Japan: the units of their 
regiments never saw it and they did not fee l it was supporting them. Feeling had 
reached such a point that ordnance men along the road were refused food by units 
of their own division! 

When 1 reached the division 1 concluded that the ordnance resources had not 
been fully utilized. The 707th Ordnance Maintenance Company was located near 
Yongchon, 120 miles south of the division's CP at Tanyang. A turnaround between 
the compa ny and the division took twenty-four hours. 

There were several reasons for the distance between the company and the divi
s ion. Part of the division had suffered heavy casualties in the action near Changjin 
Reservoir. After evacuation from the port of Hungnam the division had assembled 
and hurried ly moved off to f ight in a new sector. January 195 1 was a month of 
uncertainty in the division, and it hesitated to move its heavy equipment forward 
as it advanced. 

Reproduced fro m Joseph M. Heiser, Jr. , .. Close Ordnance Support" in John G. 
Westover, ed., Combat Support in Korea (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Army Center of 
Mi li tary History, 1987), pp. 128- 32. 
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The ordnance company was weighted down by a backlog of two hundred 
trucks waiting for third-echelon repairs. In addition, the company was carrying 
three hundred tons of ordnance parts above its authorized allowance. lt would take 
sixty 2-1/2-ton trucks to carry the tlhree hundred tons even with the normal l 00 per 
cent overload! The extra parts were being carried because the former ordnance 
officer feared he'd sometime want a part that the ordnance depot company would
n't be able to supply him. However, there was no selection in the parts. Many of 
them were nonmoving items, and a check of the stock-record card showed eigh
teen thousand items. By April th is had been reduced to about six thousa nd, and l 
am convinced that it could have been cut further. 

The backlog of vehicles and the excess parts kept the ordnance company from 
joining the division. Companies and regiments were so far from ordnance that they 
had little choice but to run their vehicles until they quit. Then the vehicles had to 
be towed back. 

Our division had at its disposa l the support of the 7th Ordnance Medium 
Maintenance Company, yet it failed to use it properly. This support company was 
only f ive miles away, but veh icles were sent there only when the division's com
pany did not have, or could not get, parts to make a repair. It was ironic that the 
support company did not overload itself with parts, yet it more frequently could 
get what it needed because the supply sergeant worked more closely with the 
depot company. 

Shortly after I came into the 7th Division, Maj. Gen. Claude B. Ferenbaugh 
assumed command. He was vitally concerned with the problems of the technical 
services and gave us much of his attention. l knew he expected aggressive action, 
and l meant to deliver it. 

I turned over our surplus parts and backlog of vehicles to the supporting ord
nance company. Then 1 moved the division 's ordnance company to Yongju- on ly 
twenty miles behind the division. Within ten clays the supporting ordnance com
pany had cleared the backlog, absorbed or returned the extra parts, and had moved 
near us. From this time on the two ordnance companies worked closely with each 
other and, on an informal understanding, under my direction. The supporting com
pany leapfrogged to provide support. Sometimes it sent out detachments to assist 
our using units, and it was always available to take over our backlog when we had 
to move quickly. In those days we were very careful to maintain our mobi lity. 

Before I took over, the division's ordnance company had sent detachments to 
the using units only a few times. immediately after I took command T sent one 
th ird of the ordnance men out in detachments to the regimental combat teams. The 
men lived and worked right in the service companies. They taught first- and sec
ond-echelon maintenance and repa ir, and gave on-the-job training. ln an emer
gency they even did f irst- and second-echelon maintenance themselves to get a 
unit on its feet. At the same time, the service company trainees did a good dea l of 
the th ird-echelon work under our supervision. It was a turn-about proposition, and 
we were less worried about echelons than giving training and repairing veh icles. 

For the next six months the close contact between the ordnance men and the 
using units was marked. By June, two thirds of the ordnance company was with 
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the service companies. During this month our regiments were called upon to make 
a series of probing attacks. Commanders felt, as they had during the January 
action, that they needed ordnance support, but they were reluctant to burden the 
forward areas with heavy equipment. Here the well-developed cooperation 
between the ordnance men and the service companies paid off The 7th Ordnance 
Medium Maintenance Company and one third of the division's company stayed 
well to the rear at Chunchon, while the ordnance service was still being maintained 
as far north as Hwachon by our attachments to the service companies. Anyway, 
preventive maintenance and carefu l repa ir had so cut down the third-echelon repair 
that we never had more than 35 vehicles in our shops at one time. Actually, the 
company was begging for work! 

Another vital service that the ordnance company provided was to supply qua l
ified mechanics and drivers to the division. Our on-the-job training was building 
up a creditable maintenance force, but rotation meant that our trained men would 
be leav ing. The replacement pipeline did not bring us adequately trained drivers or 
mechanics, so we set up a division mechanical school. 

The divis.ion 's G I screened all of the replacements for mechanics and men 
whose civilian experience indicated mechanical ability. Every man he found was 
brought to our ordnance school. We set up our own staff, consisting of a captain, 
a warrant officer, and eight ordnance technicians, and we normally had from 
eighty to a hundred in training. We had close coordination with the using units and 
every feature of the school was tailored to their needs. lfthe artil lery needed a gun 
mechanic, we trained one. lf a gun mechanic came to us needing refi·esher train
ing, we gave it to him. The captain and two NCOs did the planning, the others 
checked the progress. As the training was primari ly on-the-job in nature, we real 
ly had as many instructors as there were mechanics in the company. 

As soon as the automotive mechanics and others were trained, we formed them 
into detachments and moved them out to the using units. We maintained control 
over each man, checking to see that he kept our standards. We transferred the 
trainee to a regiment when he seemed ready. A gauge of the success of our school 
was that we never had a single complaint about a man we trained. 

The key to the close support we furnished the 7th Division was the close liai
son. I spent 90 per cent of my time visiting the using units, and my staff was con
stantly doing the same. Command liaiso111 was most important, though, for the 
commanders wanted to talk with the man who actually made the decisions. 

Our coordination was not limited to the division. The strengthened ties with our 
support maintenance company made for greater mobility and flexibility. In March 
1951 the 7th Division made a hurried move from Hajinbu-ri to Hangye- a distance 
of a hundred miles. Two RCTs were to swing south while the third was to take a 
ca lculated risk and travel a road through country whose status we did not know. The 
lone RCT was accompanied by a strong detachment from our ordnance [company] 
to assist it in case of breakdowns. The supporting ordnance compru1y split into three 
detachments and established maintenance points (garages) along the southern 
route. The bulk of the division's ordnance company made an administrative move. 
It was, therefore, able to begin operations in the new position immediately. 
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Jn April 1951 another important move was ordered, but the final destination of 
the division was not known. We transferred all of our repair backlog to the sup
porting ordnance company and it moved straight south. ln this way it was able to 
support the division regard less of the direction the division shift might take. 

Close support is, and must be, the aim of every division's ordnance company. 
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Division-Level Quartermaster 
Operations in Korea 

Introduction. Lt. Col. Marcus E. Cooper outlines Quartermaster support qj' 
the 1st Cavahy Division in Korea in 1950. His eyewitness account of the oper
ations o,/the 15th Quartermaster Company prvvides an excellent view oj'divi
sion-level supply, storage, and gmves registration operations during the 
Korean Wm: 

Throughout the f irst six months of 1950, the I s t Cavalry Division was so scat
tered that il was difficult for its 15th Quartermaster Company to support iL I 
recall that division headq uarters, the 2d Battalion of the 7th Cavalry, and service 
troops were at Camp Drake; the 8th Cavalry and the 1st Battalion of the 7th were 
in Tokyo; the 5th Cavalry was at Camp McGill; Division Artillery was at Camp 
Drew. Early in May the 8th Cavalry was shi fted with e lements going to Camp 
Zama and Camp King. 

About 25 January 1950, post quartermasters were assigned and army service 
units began supplying each of those camps. This left the division quartermaster 
with technical responsibility but no operational control of the division 's supply 
operations. The extent to which this separa tion of functions took place is i llustrat
ed in the case of the quartermaster of Camp Drake. When the executive officer of 
the 15th QM Company was assigned this task, he was transferred to the 80 13th 
Army Unit. 

ln 1950 the lst Cavalry Divis ion was emphas izing combat training of its units. 
The 15th QM Company, re lieved of most of its operationa l responsibilities, spent 
most of its time learn ing combat principles. Little practica l training was possible 
fo r the class 11 and class lV supply sections, but the c lass T and TIT groups were 
able to work in the maneuver area at Camp McNair. My company commander 
(Capt. Jenis C. McMillan) and l were working on a plan to train the quartermaster 

Reproduced fi·om Marcus E. Cooper, "Division Supply Operations," in John G. 
Westover, eel., Combat Support in Korea (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Army Center of 
Military Hislory, 1987), pp. 141 - 50. 
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personnel by attaching them to the army service units when the Korean action 
broke out. 

T believe it was I July 1950 that the division was alerted for an amphibious 
landing in Korea. Our original landing site was described only as "somewhere 
along the west coast of Korea." The assault wave was to outload by 14 July, the 
second wave on the 16th or 17th, and the th i rei wave several days later. 

1 had been taught at the Command and General Staff College that it required 
s ixty to ninety days to plan and outloacl a division for an assault landing. As this 
operation was to be accomplished in eight to twelve days, it seemed to be a 
tremendous task. It was. 

The I st Cavalry Division 's strength was on ly 13,000 or 14,000, with a T/O&E 
in proportion. Quartermaster requirements for the landing were 22 days of class I 
(7 days operational, 15 days class B rations); 30 days maintenance factor of class 
II and class IV supplies; and 30 days of class III. 

Although there was short supply of the operational rations, class l presented 
few problems. There were plenty ofB rations avai lable. Class II and class IV were 
more difficu lt, but class Ill gave us the most trouble. There were two problems: 
how many trucks we would have, and how far they wou ld go. First our tank com
pany was taken fi"om us, then our vehicle strength was changed from day to day. 
We guessed that ten gallons per vehicle per clay would be normal at f irst and, for
tunately, we guessed fairly accurately. 

I was charged with transporting class ll and the operational rations of class I 
to shipside in the outloading. Army delivered the B rations. Class II and class IV 
were to be loaded by my personnel coming in with the third wave. 

I was allotted space for 65 officers and men and 28 vehicles in the assault wave. 
1 elected to go, and chose the purchasing and contract officer (Lt. Charles Lambert) 
ancl4 men from the division quartermaster's office; the 2d Truck Platoon (Lt. James 
Evans); 28 men ·fi·om the Supply Platoon (Lt. Albert N. Abelson); and the Field 
Service Platoon officer (Lt. George M. Gibbs).ln the second wave my executive (Lt. 
Francis P. Cancelliere) and Captain McMillan were to bring the bulk of the quarter
master troops, whi le the remainder were to come in the th ird wave on D plus 5. 

Space for class I and class III supplies was authorized on each of the three 
waves, but class TI and class IV supplies were all to come in the third wave. Each 
indiv idual was to carry two operational rations, two suits of fatigues, two pairs of 
combat boots, and necessary underwear and toilet articles. Other cloth ing was to 
be carried in duffel bags. Vehicles were fueled and carried extra cans of gaso li ne. 

On the morning of 18 July the first landings were made without opposition , 
not on the west but on the east coast of Korea- near Pohang-dong. The shore party 
received class 1 and class liJ supplies and our supply section began to issue them 
on D plus I . All units were issued B rations to maintain the two-day level per indi
vidual. Instructions were also given to use the B ration whenever possible. 

I anticipated that the division would remain in the beachhead area until the 
second wave arrived. The urgent need for troops near Taejon, however, made nec
essary the immediate commitment of our first wave. A typhoon delayed the sec
ond wave, and the third was still in .Japan waiting for ships. 
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On the afternoon of the 20th, the 5th Cavalry Regiment started for Taejon. At 
about 2000 my truck platoon and a supply detachment followed. The trucks car
ried 90 per cent class III and l 0 per cent class I supplies, since we were less con
cerned with going hungry than with losing our mobility. I instructed Lieutenant 
Lambert, who commanded this force, to establish a supply point in the vicinity of 
Kumchon or Kwan-ni, the situation to determine which was the most desirable. 
That night the supply platoon began loading class I and class liJ in rail cars for 
shipment forward. l left the Pohang-dong area on the morning of the 21st with 
division headquarters. Lieutenant Abelson kept a detachment to finish the loading. 
At Kumchon I learned that Lieutenant Lambert had opened our supply point at 
Kwan-ni , and l sent this information back to Abelson. By the 23d we were receiv
ing and issuing rations carried by rail from Pohang-dong. 

On the 2 J st I placed my first order for class I and class III supplies directly 
with the quartermaster of Eighth Army (Col. James M. Lamont). Although we had 
fifteen days' B rations coming over the beach at Pohang-dong, these were divided 
among the different waves and we dared not chance a shortage. Army [headquar
ters] told me J could get B rations as r needed them, but few operational rations 
were available . . I made every effort to have our operational rations forwarded from 
Pohang-dong in full-car lots. These shipments were issued only to units whose 
patrols, drivers, and men were normally away from their kitchens at mealtime. We 
also had a heavy demand for the C ration because its greater variety of meat items 
made it popular. 

The quartermaster of Eighth Army told me I would receive Little in class U 
and class 1V supplies, for his stocks were almost depleted. I didn't worry about 
this because [ knew I had a thirty-day maintenance factor coming in the third 
wave, and I knew each man had been wel l equipped when he left Japan. r would 
not have been so unconcerned had I known that the thirty-day supply wou ld not 
arrive, and that, because of confusion in shipment, 70 to 80 per cent of the per
sonnel of the regiments would not receive their duffel bags. The rocky hills cut 
up a pair of boots in twelve to fourteen days, while the rain took its toll of boots, 
fatigues, and ponchos. 1t was I August before we received much class II and class 
rv assistance, and by then we needed clothing, shoes, stove parts, and cleaning 
and preserving materials. 

On the 22d, at Kwan-ni, we opened the f irst cemetery for the division. We had 
no graves registration section or trained personnel, and our few graves registra
tion supp lies were with the second wave. E ighth Army could not evacuate bodies, 
and we had to provide for our own dead. Not only were we short of experience in 
graves registration, but I had no manual covering the subject. Fortunately, the 
division GT had a manual with some information and the division chaplain had a 
pamphlet. J sent Lieutenant Evans to Eighth Army headquarters at Taegu and 
there he obtained a supply of burial bottles, personal-effects bags, mattress cov
ers, and burial forms. 

I searched the Kwan-ni area for a cemetery site but most of the flat ground 
consisted of unsuitable rice paddies. The most likely place for a cemetery was 400 
or 500 yards from our class I and class TJ supply point, which was not ideal. 04 
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approved our location, and the f irst interments occurred on 23 July. We had no fin
gerprint kit, but we soon found that a regular stamp pad would work. Every man 
buried in our cemeteries was fingerprinted, regardless of whether he was identi 
f ied or not. We made a careful note of all identifying marks, scars, and tattoos. 
Some 32 or 33 bodies were interred at Kwan-ni , on ly 2 of which were unidenti
f ied. Some bodies were retmned by the regiments, some by the companies, others 
evacuated through medical channels, and occasiona lly a driver would find a body 
along the road and bring it to us. 

We had trouble with the personal effects. If the effects were s till on the body, 
we inventoried them. If the effects had already been inventoried, we checked to see 
that a ll were present and then forwarded them to Eighth Army. But army began to 
notice that our inventory of money sometimes did not tally with the amounts it 
received. Several times there were shortages of five or ten dollars, though never 
was the complete sum missi ng. We could not account for this. After I left the divi
sion l heard that some of the men in the g raves registration section had been 
caught stea ling. 

We also had a case where a ring had been removed from the finger of a British 
major, but this occurred before the body reached us. I had heard that the body was 
being evacuated through medical channe ls, and was present when it arrived. That 
night a friend inquired whether a s ignet ring was among the effects, for he knew 
the major's family attached g reat sentimental value to it. The inventory did not list 
the ring, so we disinterred the body to make sure it had not been overlooked. It was 
obvious that the major had worn a ring a short time before, but it was not on his 
body when it reached our cemetery. 

It was in Kwan-ni that our ration first included fi·esh meat. By mistake a car
load of rations consigned to the 25th Division had been placed on our siding. The 
car, containing frozen ground beef, was not refrigerated, and it was obvious some 
spoilage had already occurred . I called mmy and received permission to utilize 
whatever I could. Mr. Kummer and his food service personnel checked each box, 
discarding all meat about which there was the least doubt. The over-all loss was 
about 35 per cent. Tbe remainder would not feed the entire division, so we got in 
touch with the units' S4s and told them, "first come, f irst served." We had no trou
ble clearing the shipment. 

The bu lk of the quartermaster company, coming in the second wave, joined us 
in Kwa n-ni during the night of the 24th. We selected a school building as a billet 
but never occupied it. The order came to displace our class I and class Ill supply 
points to Kumchon because the infantry was being pushed back. 

Our evacuation was somewhat confused in this, our first experience in with
drawal. We issued two days ofB rations to every uni t that would accept them. This 
cut ou r load and at the same time insured against need if there were any delay in 
opening our new supp ly point. We loaded both the railroad cars and the trucks. 
There wasn 't enough transportation, so we had to shuttle w ith the trucks. We got 
all of the supplies out, but the last two trucks were still being loaded after the 
infantry had cleared the area. Several rounds of mortar f ire landed nearby but 
caused no damage. 
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We opened our new supply point in Kumchon without delay. Everything at 
Kumchon was kept mobile and, as much as we could, we left supplies in boxcars 
until we actually issued them. Rations were coming to us direct from Pusan, but 
carloads of supplies from Pohang-dong, which had been delayed or misshipped, 
were sti ll arriving. 

fn Kumchon T found that the quartermaster of the 25th Division (Major John 
Pachomski) had his distribution point in the marshaling area. The desirability of 
our companies working together was obvious, and my company moved next to his. 
The 25th QM Company helped tremendously by giv ing us cleaning and preserv
ing materials, soaps, mops, brooms, and a few items of clothing. 

While we were in Kumchon we began to receive our f irst sh ipments of fresh 
vegetables. These were airl ifted from the hydroponic farms in Japan. The vegeta
bles came in li mited quantity every second day. Rather than issue a little to each 
uni t, we rotated the delivery and gave enough for an ample serving. We had a 
standing priority on fresh foods for the hosp ital, then for the front-line troops. 
These vegetables were a real morale-bui lder. 

We opened our second cemetery in Kumcbon on the 26th. It was our smallest, 
for by now it was nearly impossible for the infantry, to recover its dead as it fell 
back. It was in Kumchon that the I st Cavalry Division received Eighth Army's 
famous "last stand" order which forbade us to fa ll back. This order was rescinded, 
however, and on the 3 I st we moved to Poksong-dong for two days. 

[n late August, division ordered 100 men and 4 officers of the quartermaster 
company to be held on five-minute alert. These men were part of Task Force 
Allen- our last reserve. Fortunately, this force was never needed. 

The Eighth Army supply points in Taegu were located in the railroad area. We 
got permission to locate our class I point nearby, and obtained the use of a siding and 
shed area fo r our class Til supplies. The 11 and TV area was six or eight blocks away 
from the marshaling yards. Eighth Army had f ive large warehouses for class 11 and 
class IV supplies, and it turned two of these over to us. ln these warehouses we stored 
PX supplies and beer- when they were available. To save needless handling, our 
supplies came directly from Pusan by rai l instead of stopping off in the army depots. 

The fighting came close to Taegu and several nights enemy tanJcs ineffective
ly lobbed shells into town. It was a real convenience to have our warehouses near 
those of army [headquarters]. [Eighth] Army moved its depot troops out ofTaegu 
several times, and turned its dumps directly over to me. In t11rn, I issued supplies 
to everyone in the area. At one time or another 1 supplied the 9th Infantry (2d 
ln fan try Division), the 27th lnfantry (25th Inf~ll1try Division), the 21st Infantry 
(24th Infa ntry Division), and numerous nondivisional units. 

Each time the depot troops pulled out of Taegu they would tell me approxi
mately how 1nany troops I wou ld be expected to supply. When I submitted requi
sitions to Pusan they were honored without question- even when I drew for 
35,000 instead of 13,000. Class 1li items were usually in good supply except for 
an occasional shortage of80-octane aviation gasoline. Some components of the B 
ration would build up and I returned flour and meat to Pusan whenever I fea red the 
surplus was great enough to embarrass me if we had to move quickly. 
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At Taegu we received our first bath trailers. The th ird wave leaving Japan 
received these, though not in time to test them. We found that two of the four did 
not work, and the diaphragms and other parts could be repaired only in Japan. So 
back they went. 

We used the civilian laundries in Taegu, but their capacity was insufficient. We 
hired men, women, and chi ldren, furnished them soap, and had them washing 
clothing by hand in the Sin-chon River. [n September ow.· first laundry unit was in 
operation under the control of Capt. Carl D. Hennessy, who had recently joined us. 
We continued to use tJ1e Taegu laundry, but now dispensed with the hand-washing. 

Soon we received six ice-cream machines. These were much too bulky; two 2-
1/2-ton trucks were required to move each machine. We turned them back to army 
immediately. In 1951 , the division received improved, portable machines which 
supplied ice cream to the entire divjsion on a once-a-week basis. 

Eighth Army took over operation of the Taegu ice plant. The medics approved 
the plant for sanitation and the engineers chlorinated the water. lee was issued 
daily to every unit. An unusual use of the ice came when the enemy surrounded a 
company of the British 27th Brigade (attached to the lst Cava lry Division for 
logistical support as well as operations). The isolated troops suffered from a water 
shortage. Attempts were made to airdrop water in one-gallon canvas bags, but 
these split and the water ran out. One of my officers (Lt. McGail C. Baker) sug
gested that we drop ice. We placed 15- to 20-pound blocks in barrack bags and 
dropped them with great success. 

The truck platoon l had brought with me in the first wave was now strength
ened by the arriva l of the other two. One platoon 1 did not contro l, however, for it 
was attached to the 2d Battalion, 7th Cavalry. This battalion was kept mobile as a 
pa rt of the Eighth Army "fire brigade" system. Although we were short of trucks, 
we were not hampered since we depended on rail to bring us our supplies. 

Early in August I discussed with the Eighth Army quartermaster the need for 
winter clothing. Al ready it was cool at night in the hills where our infantry was 
fighting. Eighth Army was aware of the need and had established a three-phase 
program for issuing winter uniforms- contingent upon delivery of clothing from 
the United States on the dates requested. The first phase included the delivery of 
winter underwear, M43 jackets, and gloves by 15 September. The second phase 
was to bring wool clothing by I October. The last phase would deliver sleeping 
bags, pile-lined jackets, overcoats, and wet-cold climate clothing by 15 October. 

The underwear, jackets, and gloves arrived about the middle of September and 
we issued them as fast as possible. Unfortunately, before all our clothing cou ld be 
issued to the units, the breakout from the Pusan perimeter took place and we had 
no chance to complete delivery for some weeks. 

By 24 September, the l st Cavalry Division 's progress was such that we 
believed it was time to push out class I and class III distribution points. Lieutenant 
Cancelliere and one of our new arrivals (Lt. Earl W. Gallert) located these at 
Chongju on the 25th. Our three truck platoons were with the infantry, and army 
furnished us two truck companies to move supplies. I stayed with the company in 
Taegu until 2 October. 
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1t was about 130 miles to Chongju and bad roads made it a full-day trip each 
way. On the 26th, the division advanced more than a hundred miles to make a junc
tion at Osan with the 7th Infantry Division, which had landed at Inchon. On the 
29th, Cancell iere established another class I and class llJ point at Ansong to 
receive supplies that had been airlifted to Kimpo. I sent some B rations to Ansong 
by truck, but army stopped th is. 

Division supply points were located at Taegu, Chongju, and Ansong, with sup
plies furnished from both the north and south ends. I had no conununications 
faster than messenger, and I soon lost touch with the situation. I hoped that class 
I and class Til supp lies were being issued, and I learned later that they were. One 
of our truck platoons returned on 2 October, and [ moved the company to Suwon. 
l left enough personnel in Taegu to operate the class J1 and class JV points, for l 
wanted to be sure these items got forward to us. Small class l and class lil distri
bution points remained in Taegu to supply the division's rear-echelon troops, but 
had 1 known the situation forward 1 would have arranged for the rear echelon to 
use army supply points in Taegu. 

Driving north we carried enough winter underwear, M43 jackets, and gloves 
to supply the units that had not drawn them in Taegu. We did not get to issue the 
clothing until the troops were in Kaesong on 9 October. I found that on the rapid 
march of the division those men who had received underwear and jackets took care 
to hold on to them. 

Our Suwon distribution points opened on 3 October. For about a week we were 
issuing everything on hand and replacing nothing. Then we closed the I and HI 
points in Taegu but left the II and lV supply personnel there until they could get 
the clothing forward. The shortage of both rail faci lities and trucks kept us from 
moving the cloth ing at th is time, even though the weather was getting cold. 

In late September, 3d Logistical Command opened at Ascom City- between 
Tnchon and Seoul. l opened a class Ili distribution point at Yong-dungpo on 5 
October. On the 9th we started an all-class supply point at Kaesong, and here we 
opened our fifth cemetery. When we moved from Kaesong on the 15th we began 
a series of class l and class Ill supply operations that were little more than one
night stands. Nothing was dumped on the ground, and we loaded from tail gate 
onto tail gate. We opened at Hanpo-ri on the 15th and closed on the 18th. We 
opened at Sinmak on the 18th and closed on the 2 1st. Hwangju opened on the 19th 
and closed on the 20th. On the 21st we opened a distribution point at Pyongyang 
and it remained open until 4 December. On 30 October we were to establish a 
dump just south ofUnsan, but the men found the town in enemy hands, so they set 
up some eight or ten miles to the south. On 31 October, we opened a dump at Anju 
to receive airlifted supplies landed at Sinanju for I Corps. We later turned this 
operation over to Eighth AJmy. On 2 November we opened a supply point at 
Pakchon but we had to evacuate it hurriedly the next day. The quartermaster com
pany did not lose anyth1ng there. However, part of the 8th Cavalry, one company 
of the tank battalion, and one company of the engineers came out light and fast. 
We had to replace a thousand sleeping bags, two or three kitchens, most of the 
mess gear, and a lot of clothing. 
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The bulk of the division's winter clothing was still in the Taegu warehouses-
400 to 500 miles away. As soon as the railroads began operating as far north as 
Seoul, we moved several carloads of winter clothing to that point. That meant the 
clothing was sti ll 170 miles from us, but division G4 began to canvass all units for 
trucks we could borrow to make the trip to Seoul. [twas very cold now and every
one suppl ied trucks until it hurt. We sent 180 from Pyongyang to Seoul in convoys 
of 30 and 40. The roads were so bad that there was about a 30 per cent truck casu
alty rate from broken springs. 

Our boxcars had not been guarded on the railroad, and some pilfering had 
taken place. But we had anticipated a strength of 18,000 U.S. and 8,500 KATUSA 
personnel in our requisitions, whereas we now had 18,000 U.S. and only 3,500 
KATUSA personnel. An officer in Pyongyang separated the clothing and issued it 
in the priority: infantry, engineers, artillery, other units. In no case did a service 
unit or headquarters draw anything out of sequence, but a fast-ta lking division 
headquarters supply sergeant almost succeeded until I learned about it. We outfit
ted U.S. and KATUSA personnel alike except that the OD7 overcoats went to the 
U.S . soldiers and the men ofKATUSA drew wool overcoats. 

After the rail lines were open to South Pyongyang, we received the rest of our 
own clothing from Taegu and also some from other sources. Soon we had an over
age in certain types of winter clothing. lnstead of moving this clothing to Eighth 
Army dumps we issued it to nondivisional units when directed by army. We also 
issued some clothing to British and other UN troops. 

In September a wet-cold climate instruction team arrived from the United 
States. It consisted of Lt. Col. James P. Streetman and an en listed man. We were 
in Pyongyang before they were able to instruct the troops, but fortunately this 
coincided with the issue of winter clothing. T believe thei r opportune lectures did 
much to prevent nonbattle casualties. 

ln Pyongyang an attached platoon of the 549th Laundry Company (Lt. 
Upshaw Sams) gave the division more laundry service than it cou ld use. The tac
tical situation was so fluid that regiments often could not return their dirty cloth
ing. In their free time we let the laundry platoon work for anyone- after they took 
care of the needs of the hospitals. 

We opened class I and class rn supply points at Sapyong-tli on 27 November and 
closed them on the 29th. The 29th was the day Lieutenant Evans's truck platoon got 
caught in a roadblock while carrying troops of the 5th Cavalry, and the day we began 
our long withdrawal. On the 29th, we opened a supply point at Sunchon, and hur
ried ly withdrew before we issued anything, At 1800 of that day we were returning to 
Sai t~ang, and on I December our most advanced supply point was Pyongyang. 

On 2 December we began to clear our class II and class 1 V supplies out of the 
Pyongyang area. 1 got in touch with the assistant G4 of Eighth Army ~md request
ed ten or twelve boxcars to evacuate supplies, but he was unable to furnish them. 
I had two partly loaded boxcars at my sid ing, so I fi lled them as quickly as I could 
and they were moved that night. 

On the morning of the 3d, Colonel Streetman and Lt. W. T. Niedermeyer found 
4 empty boxcars and 2 gondolas of empty gasoline drums on the freight yard. The 
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rail transportation oJTicer agreed to let us unload the drums and use the cars and 
gondolas. We loaded them with class ll and class TV supplies. 

At 2045, before our cars were removed, an ammunition dump several blocks 
from our warehouse caught fire. When the shells began to explode, the locomo
tives left our area. One or two of our warehouses burned and so did our gondolas. 
The boxcars were spared. 

On the morning of the 4th, the locomotives came to pull out our loaded cars. 
Unfortunately, the tics had burned under the track and our cars were derailed. We 
loaded all available trucks with class II and class IV supplies ancll put a man out 
on the road to offer units anything they would take. The only Jl and IV supplies we 
lost were those that burned in the f ire. 

On the night of the 3d, and during the 4th, we hauled class I and class III sup
pl ies from Pyongyang across the river. Again we stopped vehicles and offered 
gasoline and food. /\t 1800 on 4 December we destroyed the surplus gasoline and 
rations that we could not evacuate. This amounted to 15,000 to 30,000 gallons of 
gas- all in drums. That was the first time in Korea our company had to destroy 
anything to keep it out of enemy hands. 

On the 5th we opened a supply point at Namchonjon; we closed it on the 8th. 
On the morning of the 8th we moved to Kumchon (i n North Korea) and sent all 
our class If and class IV supplies to Ascom City. 

On 8 December 1950 I was relieved of my assignment and returned to the 
United States on emergency leave. Colonel Streetman was assigned in my place. 
A ftcr 1 returned to Korea from my leave I spent eight months in the operations 
division of Eighth Army's quartermaster section. 
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Rear Area Security Operations 
in Korea 

Introduction. Lt. Col. Barton 0. Baker describes the rear area security 
operations of the 725th Ordnance Maintenance Company, 25th il?fantJy 
Division, nec11· Changwon, Korea, on 4- 5 September 1950. l-Ie stresses the 
need./(Jr all logistical support units to be prepared to pe1jorm rear area secu
rity missions in addition to their primal )' tasks. 

Every service unit needs to be organized so that it can shift rapidly from its service 
mission to a security mission ancl if necessary, to a combat mission. To reach this 
standard, training, discipline, and a good SOP are necessary. To show how effective 
a service unit can be in a security role, let me tell you about Task Force Baker. 

ln early September 1950, a smal l Signal Corps VHF detachment was stationed 
on a hilltop about five miles from the CP of the 25th Infantry Division and about 
twelve miles behind the infantry line. This party consisted of 5 U.S. soldiers and 3 
or 4 South Koreans attached for labor and security. The night of 3 September was 
rainy and miserable, and all the men in the detachment crawled into their squad 
tent. No guard was posted. 

At 2200 a party of guerrillas or infiltrators-it was not established which
from the North Korean Army stea lthily approached the detachment and killed 
them all with small arms and grenades. The newspapers condemned this action as 
an inhumane massacre, but from a professional standpoint it could be called neg
ligence- or even suicide! 

The next morning ( 4 September) a ClD agent and a reporter started toward the 
VI IF s ite. Part way up the hill they were wounded by grenades. Though injured, 
these men returned and their wounds were treated at the nearby 8063d MASH in 
Changwon, at the base of the hill where the action had taken place. It was obvious 
the enemy had not withdrawn from the vicinity of the VHF station. 

Reproduced from Barton 0. Baker, "Task Force Baker," in John G. Westover, ed., 
Combat Supporl in Korea (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Army Center of Military History, 
1987), pp. 20 1- 05. 
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Later that day, I was driving through Changwon and stopped briefly at the 
MAS II. Considerable excitement existed as the result of the two incidents nearby, 
and the hospita l officers pointed ou t to me that mortar fire was fall ing on the hill
side ncar the hospital. The enemy obviously was well anned, but what he was fir
ing at I don't know. While I was talking, one of the hospita l orderlies came in car
rying a spent bullet that had just pierced his tent. 

The location of a hospital, ammunition dump, railroad, and division main sup
ply road made it vital that this area be protected. I phoned the division CP and 
reported the situation to the commanding general (Maj. Gen. William B. Kean). 
When General Kean asked for my recommendation, I suggested that since it was 
already 1700, we could do little now except post security. I told him 150 men 
should be adequate. The general asked where I proposed to get the men. 1 replied 
that I could use the men from my 725th Ordnance Company. He agreed, and said 
the division reconnaissance company wou ld come as soon as it was avai lable, and 
other units also would be dispatched. The force was designated Task Force Baker, 
and I was to command unti l the rccon company jumped off against the enemy, at 
which lime its commander (Capt. Charles Torman) would take over. 

Immediately after talking to General Kean, I called the ordnance company and 
told the commander (Capt. Ira Snyder) to bring 3 officers and 150 men to my CP 
location in Changwon. These men arrived in sixty minutes, with their individual 
weapons, three light machine guns, a rocket launcher, and four radios. The group 
was already divided into three platoons, each with an officer. 

I had already planned my dispositions, and in the next forty-five minutes the 
platoons were spread in a semicircular perimeter extending n·om the ammunition 
dump on the west to a hill cast of the hospital. The two most critica l points in the 
area were given particular allention. 1 ordered a machine gun placed to fi re north
west in a draw that was the easiest and most likely approach. At the point where 
our perimeter crossed an important north-south road I directed that another 
machine gun be posted, reinforced by the rocket launcher, and that an officer be 
there at all times. Radio communication from my CP to each of these platoons 
was established. 

As these dispositions were being made, I went to the hospital and took charge 
of an engineer platoon that was indifferently providing the close-in security. I 
in formed the engineer lieutenant of the formation of the task force, and directed 
him to tighten up his defense of the hospitaL 

Next, 1 visited the ammunition supply point and told the commander of the 
ammunition company of the situation. 1 directed him to form a security screen 
extending from the left nank or the ordnance position to well beyond his own 
installation. I also ordered him to place an observation post in a draw on his left 
nank. After this, l tested communications. 

During the night an artillery officer ca lled me and said he couldn't get any 
ammunition. I asked why. He replied, "They just won't issue it." I went to the ASP. 

As I approached the railroad station that served as a CP, I met no guards but 
found waiting ammunition trucks li11ed up bumper to bumper. In the CP building 
I found the commander and al l hi s men. This officer was scared, and his attitude 
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had infected his troops. Although fifty carloads of am munition sat in the marshal
ing yards, the commander would not allow any lights in the area and no identifi
cation or loading could take place. Under my direction the capta in sent out the 
security force T had ordered earl ier, and then I started him issuing ammunition. We 
had to take some risks, since we needed the ammunition. 

During the night a tank platoon joined our task force. I split this and put half 
of the tan ks in bivouac near the hospital and the others near the ammunition com
pany. Toward morning we were further reinforced by a battalion ofROK marines 
who arrived from the Chinhae area. 

We had one incident during the night. I had been informed that a civi l affairs 
detachment and some engineers were working north of us, and that they had not 
returned to the division area. Early in the even ing a number of these people were 
cha llenged, and then came through our roadblock. We assumed all had returned. 
Later in the night a jeep came along the road but did not halt when challenged. 
The roadblock officer was a former infantryman, and he f ired toward the jeep 
with his M I as it came on. As the jeep sped by he grabbed two of the passengers 
and hauled them out. The jeep soon halted, and we learned he had wounded the 
local chief of police. l ordered him taken to the hospital , but he died from loss of 
blood on the way. 

The fol lowing morning the division's reconnaissance company arrived and, as 
agreed, Captain Torman took charge. The d ivision's ordnance company, the ammu
nition company, and the engineer detachment held fast while the tanks encircled 
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the enemy and the recon company and the ROK marines moved into the area on 
foot. At the location of the VHF Station the enemy put up strong resistance, using 
machine guns and mortars. Two American soldiers were killed, but I don 't know 
the casualties among the ROKs. Seventeen guerrillas were captured or killed, 
including three women. The rest just melted away. 

Had the reconnaissance company not arrived when it did, the 725tb Ordnance 
Company would have swept the area. Still, the ordnance company's importance in 
providing security for the hospital, the ASP, and the MSR should not be underes
timated. Jt maintained the security until an adequate offensive force arrived. ln so 
doing, the company showed that well-trained technica l troops can be of decisive 
importance during critical periods. 
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Cooperative Logistics in Korea 

Introduction. Capt. Richard A. Johnson, then an observer for the 
Quartermaster General, bri~fly describes his mission to determine the degree 
of acceptance of US. Army clothing, equipment, and rations by United Nations 
troops during the Korean 'ffi:u: He thus provides some insights into the difficul
ties of cooperative logistics, even when one nation (the United States in this 
case) is the primmy suppliet: 

My primary mtss1on was to determine the degree of acceptance of 
Quartermaster Corps clothing, equipment, and subsistence items by United 
Nations troops in the Far East Command other than those of the United States. I 
visited troops from Turkey, the Philippines, Thai land, the United Kingdom, 
Australia, New Zealand, Canada, India, Norway, Sweden, Belgium, and some 
forces of the Republic of Korea. 

There is an expression in Korea that if anything is "tops"- if it is really good
it is called "Number One." When talking to UN sold iers, I asked how they felt about 
U.S. clothing, equipment, and subsistence. They answered, "It is Number One." But 
we know there is still room for improvement on everything we have. 

First, 1 will talk about subsistence. The remark was made to me several times 
that no army has been as well fed as Eighth Army in Korea. I think the 
Quartermaster Corps deserves a hand for the amount of food being supplied and 
the way it is prepared. 

Tn my opinion, the U.S. rations are suitable for all UN troops with minor 
changes, except for Oriental troops. The Turks will not eat pork, and the Greeks 
delete sweet potatoes, corn, peas, and other items. Most European soldiers draw 
additional bread, and those from Mediterranean areas draw vegetable oils and 
olives. Some of the extra issues are made from U.S. stocks, and others are shipped 
to them from their own countries. The Greek Government, for instance, ships olive 
oil to Pusan. It is then forwarded with the regular rations to the division supplying 

Reproduced from Richard A. Johnson, "UN Approval of U. S. Products," in John G. 
Westover, eel., Combat Support in Korea (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Army Center of 
Military History, 1987), pp. 169- 71. 
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the Greeks. These supplementary foods are not a problem that need worry us in 
the United States unless we feed a much larger number of UN troops. 

Our rations are not suitable for Oriental troops because their basic food is rice. 
If they get rice they are happy. Anything else they draw merely supplements the 
rice portion of the meal. If you give them a fine steak, they cut it up and boil it 
with rice, so 1 don't see the necessity of issuing them steak when they are going to 
cook it in that way. 1 feel some work should be done to develop a menu for Oriental 
troops if we are to continue to supply them. Start from scratch, find out what they 
like, and issue that instead of the U.S. menu plus rice. In our present system a lot 
of items are wasted. 

A special operational ration has been developed for the South Koreans called 
the 12-in-1, or J, ration. It is made in Japan. The Korean soldiers like it; however, 
like all combat rations, it becomes tiresome when eaten over long periods. 

No particular difficulty is found with the package marking. At first, when a 
Turkish soldier got a can of U.S. food, he wouldn't know what was in it. However, 
after using a particular item for a month or so he learned to associate the writing 
on the can with its contents. So, if the troops are going to use an item over an 
extended period, there will not be any particular difficulty with markings. 

Next, 1 will discuss clothing and equipment. l am not blowing the 
Quartermaster Corps horn by saying everything the U.S. has is the best in the 
world. But the U.S. items are generally of better design and of better quality than 
those manufactured in other UN countries represented in Korea. For that reason, 
the UN troops prefer the American items. The Turks, in speaking of many items 
will say, "We like the U.S. item because it is more convenient to use." ln other 
words, our design is better. 

The main difficulty with U.S. clothing for UN troops is sizing. The Turks and 
Greeks are about the same size as American soldiers except that their feet are quite 
a bit wider. Oriental troops are smaHer than the average American soldier and their 
feet are small but wide. 

So far as equipment is concerned, many of the UN troops are not mechanical
ly inclined or have not worked with mechanical equipment. For example, Thai 
officers say that many of their soldiers come from farms and have never used any
thing mechanical. They probably have been following a plow all their lives- and 
a wooden plow at that. So you will find they have difficulty with what we consid
er simple mechanical items such as the irmnersion heater, the Coleman lantern, 
and the fire unit. Rather than go through the ordeal of setting up the immersion 
heater, they go down to the nearest stream and wash their mess gear. 

Many UN troops do not understand the layer principle as we apply it to our 
winter clothing or, if they do understand it, they don't agree with us. They told me 
they like American equipment because of its lightness, but they felt that for 
warmth they should have much heavier clothing-something that will keep out the 
cold. They don't believe that two layers of light clothing keeps out the cold much 
better than one heavy layer. 

As much,as the UN soldiers like to wear the U.S. uniform, when they go on 
leave to Japan they want to be known as Turks, or Greeks, and not as U.S. soldiers. 
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They are, however, very proud of their association with a U.S. division, and will 
wear the shoulder insignia of their own country on one shoulder, and that of the 
U.S. division on the other. 

I want to mention that I think the United States Army has forgotten that the 
American soldier is also proud of the fact that he is an American soldier. Many 
American soldiers in Korea remarked, "Why doesn't the United States Army have 
a uniform of its own- a uniform that every Tom, Dick and Harry in the world isn't 
wearing?" So I believe some thought should be given to esprit de cmps in the U.S. 
Army, to give the American soldier a uniform he can be proud of- and that only 
he will be wearing. 
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Logistical Difficulties and Lessons 
Learned in Korea 

introduction. Lt. Col. Charles R. Scherer; Assistant G- 4 of the 7th Infantl)' 
Division during the Korean Wcu; offers a personal summaty of supply oper
ations in Korea. His observations, drawn ji-om the experience of the 7th 
h?fctn!J)' Division, provide a valuable overview of the logistical difficulties 
and lessons learned in Korea. 

Korea made several things very obvious. We had forgotten many of the lessons of 
mobility and small detachment operations learned in World War ll, and we had to 
relearn them. We found that units must expect to serve more troops and work with 
less corps and army support than Quartermaster Corps doctrine prescribes. Above 
all, we learned about distance. 

The occupation of Japan prevented normal training. Under-strength battalions 
and regiments were scattered in small garrisons around the islands. Regiments 
maintained separate posts and S4s opeJated the combined technical services. 
Commanders forgot that division would normally provide most of their supplies 
and services. Once the dependence on S4s was formed, it was hard to break. 

In Japan some of our technical services were performed by Japanese civi lians. 
This was necessary because of troop shortages and the lack of qualified Army 
technicians. Our own men were thus prevented from getting the necessary training 
and experience. Th is, coupled witb inadequate SOPs and f ield training, prevented 
the technical service troops on occupation duty from being ready for combat. 

The 7th Infantry Division was the last of the occupation divisions to leave for 
Korea. As the other divisions left, we were levied for personnel and lost many of 
our key officers and NCOs. This did11 't hurt the service troops as much as it hurt 
the infantry and artillery, but it did lower the efficiency of our division. We were 
preparing to go to Korea with a strength of about 9,000 when, about three weeks 

Reproduced from Charles R. Scherer, "Sl!lpply Lessons," in John G. Westover, ed., 
Combat Support in Korea (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Army Center of Military History, 
1987), pp. J 84-86. 
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before our departure, we received l 0,000 America n and 8,000 Korean replace
ments to integrate into o ur division. 

The Koreans we received looked as though they had been herded together to 
get them off the streets of Pusan. T hey spent their f irst week in Japan in quaran
tine, s ince they bad to be deloused and c leaned. Then we had to equip them com
pletely. Japan Logistical Command did a wonderfu l job of getting the articles of 
clothing and equipment to us, but it was a real problem to teach the Koreans how 
to live in a camp. 

They could not spea k English and we had few interpreters. Our instruction 
was given primarily by sign language and making simple motions for them to 
watch and imitate. We had a long way to go in two weeks. These men had no idea 
of sanitation , let alone the more complicated activities of military life. Yet high
level policy dictated that we treat them as our equals in every respect. They were 
to receive the same clothing and equipment, the same treatment, the same rations. 
Later, they even had to have chocolate bars and "comic" books! 

We Americans have much to learn about handling troops of the so-called back
ward nations who may come under our control. They do not understa nd democra
cy, our idea ls, our methods of di scipline, and the forces that motivate our actions. 
The Koreans have not lived as we have, and our easy-going discipline did not work 
with them. In the ir own army discipline was strict, arbi trary, and often brutal. They 
had been reared under such discipline and seemed to understand no o ther kind. 

T he integration of Koreans was unsatisfactory. They ate our rations, rode our 
trucks, used our supplies. But except for menial tasks, they were a performance 
c ipher. 

We lost a g reat deal of mobility because of ou r overload of supplies. Our men 
had too much equipment in Japan and they did not strip down to prepare for com
bat. Regiments committed the sa me error. Used to depending on their own S4 sec
tions for garrison supplies, they continued to carry large stocks of clothing and 
equipment in their own trains. S4s made " deals" in Pusan and carried their acqui
sitions around in their trucks. At Pukchon we fo und one regiment hiding three 
hundred cases of C rations among the men's duffel bags, while the division quar
termaster was try ing unsuccessfully to obtain operational rations! When the 3 1st 
Infantry was overrun near Chosin Reservoir, it lost ten to twenty truckloads of 
clothing. Cri tical types of ammunition would be concea led by one unit whi le 
greatly needed by another. 

During our fi rst six months in Korea, the infantry regiments did not trust the 
abili ty of their divisiona l service units to keep them adequately supplied. 
Occas ionally a regimental commander would test our ability to produce. One reg
imental commander, while adva nc ing to the Yalu River against moderate resis
tance, insisted on 50 tons of 4.2- inch mortar ammunition. We f igured he didn 't 
need that much, but we piled it right in his front yard so he cou ld see we could 
deliver it. Unfortunately, we could not evacuate it \ovhen we withdrew, and it had to 
be destroyed. The artillery battalions near the Yalu River requested two extra basic 
loads of f ire to be stored in a divis]on ammunition supply point, and they gave 
strong arguments for it . I had mental reservations about getting so much heavy 
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Supplies pile up on the dock at Pusan 

ammunition so far forward when resistance was light. When the fighting around 
Chosin Reservoir forced us to leave ou r exposed position on the Yalu River, this 
ammunition too had to be destroyed. 

All the hoarding and all the demands for extra supplies took extra transporta
tion at the very time such great operating distances put vehicles in shorter supply. 
When we fi rst came to Korea, divi sion headquarters could move in 25 trucks, but 
soon it took 50. Everyone had acquired a Korean desk and chair. Regiments called 
for 200 additional trucks when they made a move, although movement tables show 
they should have been able to motorize themselves w,ith a 90-truck augmentation. 

Lest it seem our regiments alone were gu ilty of poor supply discipline, I will 
po int out that some of the patterns of waste were established at the top. Higher 
headquarters sometimes caused us to over load our units. Once, whi le inspecting a 
un it, a general officer found a man who had only two pairs of socks. He ordered 
that every man in the division carry six pairs! We had to issue these over the 
protest of commanders who knew that thei r men would soon throw away the extra 
pairs. Colonel S. L. A. Marshall (in The Soldier:Y Load and the Mobility of a 
Nation) is right in his statement that when you overload a so ldier you decrease his 
efficiency. Yet we had pressure in 1950 to draw every piece of impedimenta that 
the Army designed. 

In Korea there were some increases in our loads that were very necessary and 
justifiable, such as tents and stoves. The extreme cold of northern Korea made it 
absolutely essential to have shelter throughout the division. It was necessary that 
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each infantry platoon have a squad tent and stove so it could rotate its men and 
allow them to get warm. But enough tents for a division certain ly complicated our 
transportation situation. 

The distance from army supply dumps to us made it necessary for quarter
masters to carry more clothing, shoes, mess gear, stove parts, and other supplies 
than normal. We tried to get permission to store these stocks in boxcars on sidings, 
but this was refused. 

We usually think of the company or platoon as being the smallest work unit 
among service troops. Tn Korea we 1earned the need to operate in smaller detach
ments. The quartermasters often had to maintain four or five class I and class III 
supply points, and maybe two II and rv points. lt took a lot of detachments to 
accomplish this. Typically, one officer and a composite squad would run a small 
distributing point. The ordnance company sent semipermanent detachments to 
the regiments because of the distances separating them. Here was a place where 
leadership was necessary on the part of junior officers and NCOs. We often hear 
of the need for leadership among combat troops. It is no less necessary among 
service troops. 

The rations in Korea were out of this world. I had more fresh meat in Korea in 
a month's time than I received in three and a half years of Pacific service in World 
War II. We also had fresh vegetables in limited quantities. The food was so good 
that we got few complaints from commanders except about an occasional shortage 
in Worcestershire sauce, catsup, or black pepper! I doubt if we could have main
tained this quality of food were we operating on the scale of World War 11. 
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Logistics in Vietnam 
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Secretary of Defense McNamara's 
Management "Reforms" 

Introduction. In this article, actually em excerpt.fi·om his 1968 book entitled 
The Essence of Security, former Secretmy of Defense Robert S. McNamara 
explains his management philosophy and his activities in the 1960s, which 
were designed to improve organizalional efficiency at the highest levels of the 
American defense establishment. Understanding McNamara:s· management 
"reforms" is essential to understanding the logistics of the Vietnam War and 
higher/eve/management of the Army in the post- Korean War period. 

The challenge of the Department of Defense is compell ing. It is the greatest sin
g le management complex in history; it supervises the greatest aggregation of raw 
power ever assembled by man. Yet my instructions from both President Kennedy 
and Pres ident Johnson were simple: to determine and provide what we needed to 
safeguard our security without arbitrary budget limits, but to do so as economi
cally as possible. 

In many respects the role of a public manager is similar to that of a private 
manager. Tn each case he may follow one of two alternative courses. He can act 
either as a judge or as a leader. As the former he waits until subordinates bring him 
problems for solution, or alternatives for choice. rn the latter case, he immerses 
himself in his operation, leads and stimulates an examination of the objectives, the 
problems and the alternatives. In my own case, and specifically with regard to the 
Department of Defense, the responsible choice seemed clear. 

The Beginning 

From the begi nning in January, 196 1, it seemed to me that the principal prob
lem in efficient management of the Department's resources was not the lack of 

Reproduced from Robert S. McNamara, "Managing for Defense," Defense 
Management Joumal 12, no. 3 (July 1976):67- 73. Reproduced with the permission 
of Harper & Row Publishers, Inc. 
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management authority. The National Security Act provides the Secretary of 
Defense a fu ll measure of power. The problem was rather the absence of the essen
tialmanagement tools needed to make sound decisions on the really crucial issues 
of national security. 

Two points seem to be axiomatic. The first is that the United States is well able 
to spend whatever it needs to spend on national security. The second point is that 
this abi lity does not excuse us from applying strict standards of effectiveness and 
efficiency to the way we spend our Defense dollars. 

Within that framework, our early studies led us Lnto three major efforts: 
improvement of our strategic retaliatory forces, increased emphasis on our non
nuclear forces, and a general upgrading of effectiveness and efficiency in the 
Defense Establishment. For that matter, the fi rst two of our major objectives com
manded wide support by the time I took office, as I mentioned earlier. 

The third caused considerable controversy. Not that there was much disagree
ment about the need; for years everyone who thought seriously about the 
Department of Defense felt that major improvements were needed. The solutions 
offered ranged from drastic proposals for complete unification of the armed forces 
to vague suggestions about "cutting the fat out of the military budget." But there 
was no consensus on just what should be done. 

Moreover, there was an additional and inevitable human problem. These 
reforms would necessarily change t raditiona l ways of doing things, and li mit the 
customary ways of spending Defense money. lt is inevitable that people will take 
more easi ly to suggestions that they shou ld have more money to spend, as in the 
improvement of our nuclear and non-nuclear capabi li ties, than to suggestions that 
they must spend less or that they must abandon established ways of doing things. 
Yet the very substantial increases in the budget which we felt necessary added a 
further strong incentive, if any were needed, to move ahead on these problems of 
increasing efficiency and effectiveness. 

What we set out to do can be divided into two parts: the f irst essentially a 
series of management reforms of the kind to be found in any well-run organiza
tion, an effort which in large part covered by the formal Five-Year Cost Reduction 
Program we set up in July, 1962. T he common characteristic of such reforms is 
that they have very little to do with military effectiveness, one way or the other. 
They merely save money by introducing more efficient methods of doing things. 

T he second and more important part of the effort did bear directly on military 
effectiveness. Although dollar savings are sometimes an important by-product, 
here the essential point was to increase military effectiveness. We found that the 
three military departments had been establishing their requirements independent
ly of each other. The results could be described fairly as chaotic: Army planning, 
for example, was based primarily on a long wa r of attrition; Air Force planning 
was based, largely, on a short war of nuclear bombardment. Consequently the 
Army was stating a requirement for stocking months, if not years, of combat sup
plies against the event of a sizable conventional conflict. The Air Force stock 
requirements for such a war had to be measured in days, and not very many days 
at that. Either approach, consistentJy followed, might make some sense. The two 
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combined could not possibly make sense. What we needed was a coordinated strat
egy seeking objectives actually attainable with the military resources available. 
The fact was that, in the past, so-called req uirements bore almost no relation to the 
real world: enormous requirements ex isted on paper, often almost entire ly disem
bodied from the actual size and nature of the procurement program. 

New Form of Budget 

Our new form of budget for the fi rst time grouped together for planning pur
poses units which must f ight together in the event of war. The Navy strategic 
forces, the Polaris submarines, are now considered together with the Air Force 
Strategic Air Command; Navy general-purpose forces are considered together 
with the Army and Marine divisions and the Air Force Tactical Air Com mand. This 
kind of reform provides substantial improvement in the effectiveness of our mili
tary establishment. Even where it does not lead directly to lower expenditures, it 
is economical in the true sense of the word; that is, it gives us the maximum 
national security obtainable from the dollars we do spend. We can imagine many 
different kinds of wars the United States must be prepared to fight, but a war in 
which the Army fights independently of the Navy, or the Navy independently of 
the Air Force, is not one of them. Quite obviously, the coordination of the four ser
vices makes eminently good sense on the narrowest military grounds. 

The situation becomes more complicated when decisions must be made on 
requested force- level increases or the development or procurement of new weapons. 
Adding a weapon to our inventory is not necessarily synonymous with adding to our 
nationa l security. Moreover, even if we were to draft every scientist and engineer in 
the country into weapons-development work, we could still develop only a fraction 
of the systems that are proposed. This process of choice must begin with solid indi
cations that a proposed system would really add something to our national security. 
The United States cannot even seriously consider going ahead with a full-scale 
weapons-system development unti l that basic requirement has been met. 

Deveiopm,ent Costs 

Development costs alone on typical major weapons systems today are enor
mous. Over a billion dollars were spent on the atomic airplane, which was little 
c loser to being a usefu l weapon when we canceled it, shortly after I took office, 
than it had been half a dozen years earlier. 

The B- 70 bomber also was an example of a weapon which, it seemed to me, 
fai led to meet the basic requ irement for a major systems development. It happened 
to be a particularly expensive weapon, si nee to develop, procu re and operate a 
modest force of these planes would have cost us at least $ 10 billion. Yet consider
ing the weapons we already would have by the time the B- 70 could be operational, 
it was very hard to see how this weapon would add to our national security. 

ln fact, the whole debate on the B-70 tended toward terms which had very li ttle 
to do with the facts of the situation. There was a lot of talk about missiles versus 
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bombers. I have no feeling about missiles versus bombers as such. If bombers serve 
our national interest, then we should be interested in bombers; if missiles, then we 
should be interested in missiles; if a mix, then we should be interested in the mix. 
But the 8- 70 would have carried no bombs. It would have attacked its target with a 
very complex ai r-launched missile system from distances of hundreds of miles. The 
question was not bombs versus missiles. We were all agreed that it must be missiles. 
The debate was about alternative launching platforms and alternative missile sys
tems. And the particular launching platform and missile system proposed in the 
B- 70 program just was not an effective means to accomplish the missions proposed 
for it. Despite the enormous controversy and criticism when development was can
celed, I think there now is general agreement that the decision was sound. 

Complexity and Cost 

Obviously one reason for restraint in choosing new weapons systems is their 
growing complexity. We need to keep the number of new systems as low as possible 
consistent with security, in the interest of maximum reliability. The efficiency 
demonstrated by a weapon on a test range may drop sharply under the chaotic con
ditions of combat. We must avoid putting ourselves in the position of the camera bug 
who wei.ghs himself down with so much specialized equipment that he actually gets 
poorer results than a more lightly equipped competitor. And let me add that not only 
do the proliferation and complication of weapons reduce dependability, but they are 
major factors contributing to enormous excess inventories of parts and equipment. 

What becomes clear, then, is that the question of how to spend Defense dol
lars and how much to spend is more complicated than is often assumed. A new 
weapon cannot be viewed in isolation. Anyone who has been exposed to so-called 
brochuremanship knows that even the most outlandish notions can be dressed up 
to look superficially attractive. Instead, each new weapon must be considered 
against a wide range of issues: its place in the complex of missions to be per
formed; its effects on the stability of the military situation in the world; other alter
natives avai lable. 

These decisions must be made ultimately with a high degree of judgment, but 
there is an important difference between the way we went about them and the way 
they used to be made. Formerly an arbitrary budget cei ling was fixed for national 
defense and funds were then apportioned among the services. Today we examine 
all our military needs, in the context of our national security in the broadest sense, 
and f ill them accordingly. 

Efficient Management Machinery 

Up to this point I have emphasized the general considerations we app lied in 
the Defense Department after January, 1961; the goa ls we sought and how we set 
about making the decisions to reach them. As J mentioned earlier, there was no 
lack of management authority, but we felt sharply the need for more efficient 
machinery with which to exercise it. 
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The problem may be considered this way: in order to make crucial decisions 
on force levels and weapons, the President, the Secretary of Defense and Congress 
must have complete information focused on those questions and their place in the 
over-all military system. They need to know, for example, the military effective
ness and the cost of a B- 52 squadron as it relates to a Minuteman missile squadron 
and a Polaris submarine. The data must i.nclude not only the cost of equipping 
these units but also the cost of manning and operating them for various periods. 
Only under these circumstances can the alternatives be made fully clear. 

One of the first things we did in 1961 was to design a new mechanism which 
would provide this information and integrate it into a single, coherent management 
system. The product of this effort was the Planning-Programing-Budgeting 
System., which is now being widely applied throughout the U.S. Government and 
which is being inh·oduced in foreign governments as well. 

For the Defe)1Se Department, this system serves several very important pur
poses: 

I. It provides the mechanism through which financial budgets, weapons 
programs, force requirements, military strategy and foreign policy objectives are 
all brought into balance with one another. 

2. It produces the annual Five-Year Defense Pr·ogram, which is perhaps the 
most important single management tool for the Secretary of Defense and the basis 
for the an nual proposa l to Congress. 

3. It permits the top management of the Defense Department, the 
President and the Congress to focus their attention on the tasks and missions relat
ed to our national objectives, rather than on the tasks and missions of a particular 
service. 

4. It provides for the entire Defense Establishment a single approved plan, 
projected far enough into the future to ensiLire that all the programs are both phys
ically and f inancially feasible. 

In short, the new planning system allowed us to achieve a true unification of 
effor t within the Department without having to undergo a drastic upheaval of the 
entire organizational structure. It would be a shell without substance, however, were 
it not backed by the full range of analytic support which operations research and 
other modern management techniques can bring to bear on national security prob
lems. To th is end we developed highly capable systems-analysis staffs within the 
Office of the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Chiefs of Staff organizations and the 
military departments. These staffs provided the civilian and military decision-mak
ers of the Department with an order of analytical support far higher than had ever 
been the case in the past. I am conv inced that this approach not only leads to far 
sounder and more objective decisions over the long run but yields as well the max
imum amount of effective defense we can buy with each Defense dollar expended. 

A Lesson Learned 

The creation of the Defense Department stemmed directly from one of the 
great lessons learned in World War II: that separate Janel, sea and air operations 
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were gone forever, and that in future wars the combat forces would have to be 
employed as tea ms under unified strategic direction. The National Security Act of 
1947 and its subsequent amendments established the Department and shaped its 
basic mode of operation. Three separate military departments reporting to the 
Secretary of Defense were retained to train, supply, administer and support the 
respective land, sea and air forces. However, operational direction of the combat 
forces in the f ield was made the responsibility of the unified and specified com
manders, reporting to the Secretary through the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Thus, from 
a functional viewpoint, the Department of Defense has been given a bi lineal orga
nizational structure. The operational control and direction of the combat forces 
extend down through one chain of command, and the direction and control of the 
supporting activities down through another. While this basic structure proved to be 
entirely sound and workable, we have found it necessary over the past seven years 
to make a number of changes in both parts of the organization. 

With respect to the first chain of command, it seemed to me that two major 
deficiencies still remained to be corrected. Some of the combat-ready forces had 
not yet been placed under the unified and specified command structure. Also, the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff had not yet been provided the organizational and management 
tools they needed in order to give the most effective day-to-day operational direc
tion to the combat forces. 

Correction of Deficiencies 

To correct the first deficiency, we created in 1961 the U.S. Strike Command, 
putting under a single joint command the combat-ready forces of the Tactical Air 
Command and the Strategic Army Corps. They previously had been controlled 
directly by their respective military departments. With that organizational change, all 
combat-ready forces are now assigned within the unified and specif ied command 
structure. The Strike Command provided us with an integrated, mobile, highly com
bat-ready force, available to augment the unified commands overseas or to be 
employed as the primary force in remote areas. Moreover, as a result of the improved 
operational concepts developed under Strike Command and the joint training 
received, the entire Army- Air Force team is now better integrated and works togeth
er more e'lficiently and effectively than at any other time in our history. 

To meet the need for better managerial tools, we carefully reviewed both the 
internal organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the various support functions. 
We found that two of the most important services to field commanders-commu
nications and intelligence- were being performed separately by the three military 
departments with virtually no regard for the role of the JCS in the operational 
direction of combat forces .in the field. It was clear that both of these functions 
should be brought under the direct supervision of the JCS. But they were too large 
and diverse to be placed within the Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and 
too important to be fragmented ~unong the individual unified and specified com
mands. Accordingly, we decided to consolidate them in two new Defense agencies 
which report to the Secretary of Defense directly through the Joint Chiefs. 
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Actions were already under way in 1961 to form the Defense Communications 
Agency. We expanded its functions to include not only the long-haul communica
tions faci lities of the Defense Establishment, but a lso those required for command 
and control functions, intelligence, weather services, logistics and administration 
for all components of the Department. Tbe intelligence functions formerly per
formed by the three services moved under the new Defense Intelligence Agency. 

Several measures were taken to improve the organization surrounding the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff. A new National Mil itary Command System was created to 
ensure that the JCS can continue to direct the armed forces under al l foreseeable 
circumstances. Several new offices were added, including special assistants in 
such diverse areas as strategic mobi lity and counterinsurgency. 

Support Functions 

When we looked into the support functions, we found that organization had 
lagged far behind technological advance. The logistics structures of the military 
departments simply had not kept pace with the demands of rapidly changiJlg tech
nology. The inefficiencies drew repeated attention and cri ticism from the 
Congress, which continua lly prodded the Department in the direction of a fully 
unified logistics management. The Defense Establishment, however, had moved 
very haltingly toward that objective with various improvisations. Our solution was 
to create in 1961 the Defense Supply Agency. We consolidated into it the eight 
existi ng separate managers for common supplies, the manager for traffic manage
ment, the Armed Forces Supply Support Center and the surplus property sales 
offices. Later we assigned additional responsibilities to DSA, including the man
agement of common electrical and electron ics items, chemical supplies and indus
trial production equ ipment. All this resulted in substantial reductions in invento
ries and operating costs, plus wide improvements in supply services. 

Before we organized the Defense Supply Agency, the various elements of the 
Depa rtment- to cite a typical example- were using slightly different forms for 
requisitions, no less than sixteen in all. As a result, nearly every time a piece of 
property was transferred from one part of the Department to another, a new req
uisition form had to be typed. By the simple expedient of establishing a common 
requisition form and system, we e liminated litera lly tens of thousands of man
hours of labor formerly wasted in having clerks retype the forms. Other minor but 
colorful instances of improvement were the consolidation of eighteen different 
types and sizes of butcher smocks, four kinds of belt buckles and six kinds of 
women's exercise bloomers. 

ln addition to these changes in the support field, many more were found nec
essary in the three military departments, particularly in the broad area of logistics 
management. ln the Army the logistics functions of the old "technical services" 
were merged into a new Army Materiel Command. ln the Navy the logistics func
tions performed by its bureaus were replaced by a Naval Materiel Command. In 
the Air Force a realignment between the Research and Development Command 
and the Air Materiel Command resulted in two new commands: the Air Force 
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Systems Command and the Air Force Logistics Command. We made each of these 
organizational changes to meet the need for increased efficiency in the procure
ment and support of new weapons systems, as wel l as to keep pace with rapidly 
changing technology. 

Manager Management 

All these organizational changes were important in the improvement of 
Defense Department management. But in the end, economy and efficiency in the 
day-to-day execution of the Defense program rests largely in the hands of tens of 
thousands of military and civi I ian managers in the f ield. How to motivate them to 
do their job more efficiently, and how to determine whether or not they do so, have 
always been among the most difficu lt and elusive problems facing the top man
agement of the Defense Department. Even where poor performance is found, the 
practical remed ies are more limited than one would imagine. The competition for 
competent management personnel is extremely keen. We had no absolute assur
ance that the people we could hire would be any better than those we might f ire . 
My task was to devise a management system through which I could mobilize the 
capabilities of the managers at the lower levels, involve them more intimately in 
the entire management process, and motivate them to seek out and develop more 
efficient ways of doing their jobs. And that in essence is the purpose of the 
Defense Department's Cost Reduction Program. 

Since almost th ree-quarters of the total Defense budget is spent for logistics in 
the broadest sense of that term, we concentrated our efforts f irst on that entire 
process. From various studies, we were able to identify the key areas in which 
improvements were urgently needed and where the potential for signif icant sav
ings was the greatest. 

The problem was how to organize the effort on a broad continuing basis. We 
knew that "one-shot" efforts soon played out, leaving behind no real long-term ben
efits. Finally, we realized that unless the top management itself placed a high pri
o ri ty on the effort, managers at lower levels wou ld soon lose interest in the program. 

Five-Year Program 

Initially we laid out a five-year program. Some twenty-eight distinct areas of 
logistics management were carefully de lineated and grouped under the three major 
over-all objectives of the program: to buy on ly what we needed, to buy at the low
est sound price, and to reduce operating costs. We fixed specifi c annual cost
reduction goals, and designed a quarterly reporting system to measure pJogress 
against these goals. Each service Secretary and agency head was directly to review 
personally the progress achieved and to report the results to my office. I then care
fu lly reviewed these results myself, and reported on them to the President and the 
Congress each year. 

We consistently tried to apply one basic test: that a reportable savings must 
result from a clearly identifiable, new or improved management action which actu-
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ally reduced costs while fully satisfying the military requirement. l be lieve that by 
and large the savings we reported over the yem-s have met that basic test. 

Beyond those savings- more than $ 14 billion during the f ive-year period
the program has raised significantly the effectiveness of our world-wide logistics 
system. We have developed new procurement techniques to broaden competition 
for Defense work and reduce the use of cost-plus-fixed-fee contracts. More real
istic standards determine requirements. New procedures ensure maximum use of 
excess inventories throughout the Department. Special staffs were organized to 
e liminate unneeded frills from specifications. 

With the completion of the f ive-year program in fiscal 1966, J established the 
program on an annual basis the following year. We set a goal of$1.5 billion in sav
ings to be realized in three years from decisions to be made in f iscal year 1967. 
The results have a lready exceeded our objectives. The current estimate for the 
three-year period stands now at $2.059 billion. 

The management task is never finished, of course, and this is particularly true 
of cost reduction. Even while old deficiencies are being corrected, entire ly new 
ones appear. The very large savings achieved during the first five years are not 
likely to be duplicated during the succeeding five years, but there are a number of 
logistics areas where the opportunities for improvement are virtually unlimited. 
One in which activity will no doubt continue is the program through which we 
closed installations we no longer needed. ln many cases they simply were surplus; 
in others consolidation was dictated by sound management. Altogether, we took 
967 actions in the seven years, releasing 1,818,000 acres (over 3,000 square miles) 
of rea l estate and eliminating 207,047 jobs . 

We recognized, of course, that this program could have serious impact on local 
communities and on our own employees . From the beginning, the Department 
worked closely with the communi ties affected, seeking to f ind other uses for the 
fac ilities we no longer needed. We guaran teed every displaced employee an offer 
of a new job, and guaranteed as well his former salary level for two years when he 
took a lower paying job. 

Summ.ary 

T hese, then, are the sorts of problems, large and relatively small , which fall to 
the Secretary of Defense. Sharp differences arise as to how much we should spend 
on defense and where we should spend our marginal Defense dollars. And here is 
where the responsibility most clearly falls upon the Secretary. At the end, these 
problems come down always to the same question: What is really in our national 
interest? Every hour of every clay the Secretary is confronted by a conflict between 
the national interest and the parochial interests of particular industries, individual 
services or local areas. He cannot avoid controversy in the whole range of issues 
which dominate the headlines if he is to place the interest of the many above the 
interest of the few. And yet it is the national interest, above all, which he has sworn 
to serve . 
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The Logistics Environment in Vietnam 

Introduction. Lt. Gen. Joseph M. Heisel~ Jt:, Commander of the 1st 
Logistical Command in Vietnam, describes the early planning and execu
tion a_{ logistical supportfor the buildup in Vietnam in 1965. He.focuses on 
the theater level and outlines the principles on which the logistical build
up in Vietnam was based as well as the constraints which aff"ected Logisti
cal planning. 

To understand the problems and conditions that characterized the logistical effort 
in Vietnam, one must keep in mind the sequence of events during the early buildup 
period. T he speed and magnitude of the esca lation of U.S. combat troop deploy
ments in response to enemy action and pressure proceeded faster than a logistic 
base could be developed to support these units. The Republic ofVietnam had a low 
level of industrialization. Modern logistic facilities were limited or nonex istent. 
The in-country logistic system supporting the South Vietnamese Armed Forces 
was incapable of supporting major U.S. forces . The small, high ly fragmented sys
tem supporting the U. S. advisory effort could do no more than provide the skele
ton for a later logistical system. T he enemy controlled the major part of South 
Vietnam, either by direct occupation or tJu·ough terror tactics. The principal terra in 
featu res as well as land and water arteries were either under enemy contro l, or sub
ject to the constant threat of interdiction. 

Logistics planning was further cotnl)iicated by the fact that logistic troops 
and units were deployed at about the same rate as tactical forces rather than in 
adva nce of them as desired for the timely establishment of an adequate logistic 
base. The chronology of U.S. unit arrivals in the Republic of Vietnam shows a 
continuous intlow of detachment- and company-size logistical support units dur
ing practically every month of the period spring 1965 to summer 1966. ln addi
tion, logistics units were deployed on a Technical Service bas is (Table of 
Organization and Equipment) whereas the new Combat Service to the Army doc
trine had a.lready been approved, th us causing much agony. Meanwhile, major 

Reproduced from Joseph M. Heiser, Jr., Logistic Support, Vietnam Studies 
(Washington, D.C.: DepartmentoftheArmy, 1974), pp. 8- 27. 
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tactical forces, to include the bulk of the l st Infantry Division; the I st Cavalry 
Division (Airmobile); the 173d Airborne Brigade; the lst B1.·igade, I 0 lst 
Airborne Division; and the 3d Brigade, 25th Infantry Division (which was later 
to become the 3d Brigade of the 4th Infantry Division) were in-country and 
engaged in battle by January 1966. The major part of the 25th Infantry Division 
had arrived by April of that year and brigade-s ize elements arrived practically 
every month during the period August- December 1966, to include elements of 
the 4th, 25th, and 9th Infantry Divisions, as well as the l I th Armored Cavalry 
Regiment, and the separate 19th and !99th Light Infantry Brigades. The remain
ing brigade ofthe 9th Infantry Division arrived in January 1967. Meanwhile, fur
ther deployment decisions were made, and the America! Division, the I 0 l st 
Airborne Division (-) , and other units appeared in Vietnam during the period 
September J 967 to March 1968. 

Logistic Concept (1965) and In-Country Planning 

As early as 1962, the need fOli· a centralized U.S. logistical organization in 
South Vietnam was foreseen by Commander U.S. Military Assistance Command, 
Vietnam, Lieutenant General Paul D. Harkins. The proposal was disapproved, 
however by Commander in Chief U.S. Army Pacific and Commander in Chief 
Pacific, who felt that the requirement was not justified at that time. The idea was 
revived in August 1964 by the Military Assistance Command, Vietnam, J-4, who 
believed that the current and future situation would require a logistical command 
to support activities in South Vietnam. Accordingly, he saw that a plan was pre
pared which included the prompt introduction of a logistica l construction capabil
ity. On 21 December 1964, the Joint Chief.<> of Staff endorsed the Military 
Assistance Command, Vietnam, plan and recommended that 230 men be initially 
dispatched to South Vietnam to form a logistical command as soon as possible. 
Secretary of Defense RobertS. McNamara approved the plan in principle, but stat
ed that additional justification was needed, particularly for the engineer construc
tion group. However, he fe lt that the subject was of sufficient importance to send 
a specia l representative to South Vietnam, and on 31 January 1965, a group from 
the Otrice of the Secreta ry of Defense arrived in Saigon. After four days of con
ferences, this group recommended the establishment of a logistical command with 
an initia l strength of 350 men. The establi shment of an engineer construction 
group, not recommended initially, was approved in April as planning for a further 
buildup developed. 

On 25 February 1965, the Secretary of Defense approved the introduction of 
a logistical planning group in the Republic of Vietnam consisting of 17 officers 
and 21 enlisted men. Colonel Robert W. Duke was enroute to take command of the 
9th Logistical Command in Thailand. 1-le was intercepted in Hawaii and ordered to 
the Republic of Vietnam to take charge of the planning group. He arrived in 
Saigon on 6 March 1965. The balance of the officers and enlisted men for the 
planning group arrived in Saigon during the last two weeks of March 1965. On 1 
Apri l 1965, the I st Logistical Comrnand was activated in Saigon by Commander 
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in Chief U.S. Army Paci ric General Order, using the personnel of the logistical 
planning group as its initial strength. 

Prior to this time, logistical support in Vietnam had been fragmented, with the 
Army providing only Class II and IV items which were peculiar to the Army, Class 
V items used by the Army aviation units, and maintenance of vehicles, armament, 
and instrument calibration by a small Direct Support shop in Saigon. The rest of 
the support was provided by the Navy through Headquarters Support Activity, 
Saigon because the Navy had been designated as the executive agency responsible 
for supporting the Mi litary Assistance and Advisory Groups and miss ions in 
Southeast Asia. 

The mission of the I st Logistical Command as developed by Colonel Duke 
and the initial small planning group was, in broad terms, that the J st Logistical 
Command would assume responsibility for all logistical support in Vietnam, 
less that which was peculiar to the Air Force or Navy. This initial miss ion 
included procurement, medical, construct ion, engi neer, finance and accounting 
of all U.S. Army forces in-country, except Military Assistance Command, 
Vietnam, advisors; and exc luded communications, aviation, and military poli ce 
support which were retained by U.S. Army Vietnam (the Army component 
command under Military Assistance Command, Vietnam, and over the I st 
Logistical Command). Requirements beyond direct support and general support 
maintenance capabi li ty were to be retrograded to Okinawa. Subsequent add-on 
miss ions were planned to be put into effect as the capabi li ty became avai lable. 
These add-on miss ions were to: assume support of Military Assistance 
Command, Vietnam, adv isors from llcadquarters Commandant, Military 
Assistance Command Vietnam, a task accomplished on I September 1965, 
phase-out the Navy supply activity in Saigon- The I st Logistical Command 
started assuming l.lcadquarters Support Activity Saigon functions in September 
1965, and completed the mission in March 1966- and assume common item 
support for all U.S. forces in South Vietnam. 

The 1st Logistica l Command was authorized direct communications with 
U.S. Army Ryukyu Islands (Okinawa) on logistic matters. Logistic requirements 
were placed there. After screening, requirements were filled or passed to U.S. 
Army Pacific. It either filled them or passed them to Army Materiel Command. 
This proved to be very unsatisfactory due to inadequate electrical communica
tions with Okinawa, lack of adequate stocks and personnel resources in Okinawa 
as well as U.S. Army Pacific, and the many headquarters in tbe logistic cha in . 
Through this chain there was a loss in excess of 40 percent of all requisitions sub
milled in the initial stages of the buildup. A combat area shou ld be able to sub
mit requisitions directly to Conti nental U.S.(;] Continental U.S. could then direct 
shipment to the combat area from the nearest source to that area having the 
required items in stock. 

The I st Logistica l Command, in coordination with Military Assistance 
Command, Vietnam, operational plann ing, developed its own logistic concept for 
South Vietnam. The plan provided for two major base depots and five support 
commands. The seas and rivers were initially to be the main supply routes within 
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Vietnam. However, a change over to road and rail would take place when the tac
tica l s ituation permitted. Each support command would provide all logistic sup
port on an area basis and have a 15 clay stockage. Depots wou ld have a 45 day 
stockage. The Saigon Depot would support the Vung Tau and Can Tho Support 
Commands. The Cam Ranh Bay Depot would support the Nha Trang, Qui Nhon 
and Da Nang Support Commands. 

A two depot concept was considered essential due to the vulnerability of the 
Saigon River and port to VietCong action and the limited port capacity. Vung Tau 
was considered an alternate to the Saigon port in the event of loss of Saigon or 
blockage of the Saigon River. Cam Ranh Bay was selected as the other base depot 
and port due to its excellent deep wate r harbor, the existing pier, its central loca
tion, and U.S. capability to secure the area from Viet Cong attack. 

This plan by the 1st Logistical Command was implemented with only two 
changes; the Marines were landed at Da Nang and, by Commander in Chief 
Pacific direction, the Navy was given the responsibility for both tactical and logis
tical operations in 1 Corps. TheDa Nang Support Command was el iminated from 
the I st Logistical Command plan. It was reinstated in 1968. The anticipated sca le 
of tactical operations in the De lta area ofJV Corps did not materialize, so the Can 
Tho Support Command was not activated. The TV Corps was supported by the 
Vung Tau Support Command by sea and air. 

The original plan for the refinement of a logistical plan in an orderly fashion 
fo ll owed by a de liberate and orderly implementation never came to pass. fnstead 
it quickly turned into a concurrent planning and implementation process. The 
Secretary of Defense approved at the 9- 11 April 1965 Hawaiian Conference an 
Army Combat force of over 33,000 troops with the first combat troops (173rd 
Airborne Brigade from Okinawa) to arrive in South Vietnam on 21 April 1965. 
This was just the beginning of the accelerated buildup. After the Apri I conference 
there were a series of other force level planning conferences in Hawaii, at which 
Military Assistance Command, Vietnam, would request forces that were required. 
However, the number of troops approved by the office of the Secretary of Defense 
was always less than the number requested by Military Assistance Command, 
Vietnam. 

U.S. Forces were built up in an imbalanced manner. Continued enemy pressure 
on the be leaguered government of South Vietnam and manpower ceilings com
bined to cause the logistics base to be inadequate in relation to the total force level. 

Each time a new ceiling was established it was announced as a final cei ling 
and could not be changed. Therefore, all plam1ing for future operations had to be 
based on this number, including requests by the Office of the Secretary of Defense 
to Congress for supporting funds. T his series of "final ceilings," and the decision 
not to call up a large number of Reserve Component units, established a pattern of 
"too late platming," and "too late determination of requirements" that affected 
every facet of the military establishn1ent from draft quotas to adm inistration, train
ing, equipping, procurement by Army Materie l Command, Defense Supply 
Agency, and Government Services Administration. This resulted in a drawclown of 
reserve and project stocks to an unacceptable level. 
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TABLE 1- U.S. ARMY AND TOTAL U.S. MILITARY PERSONNI3L IN SOUTII VIETNAM 

31 Dec 1960 
31 Dec 1961 
31 Dec 1962 
31 Dec 1963 
31 Dec 1964 

Date 

31 Mar 1965 ... . ..... .. ..... ... ..... . 
30 .Jun ... ........ . . •• ....... . ..... . 
30 Sep .. . . . . ........ •. . ... .... ... .. . 
31 Dec ........ . ..... .. ............. . 

31 Mar 1966 ..... . ... .. ..... . ..... .. . 
30 .lun ............... . . ....... . . ... . 
30 Sep . . ..... . ..... . ... ......... . 
3 1 Dec .. ..... . .... . • .... .... .... ... . 

3 1 Mar 1967 . . ... . .. • .... . . .. . ....... 
30 .lun . ..... . ... .. .. ... .... ... . . ... . 
30 Sep ...... . ... . .. . ..... .. .... . . . . . 
3 1 Dec . ....... . .•. . . . ........ . . .. ... 

3 1 Mar 1968 ..... .. ..... . ..... •. ..... 
30 Jun ........ . . . . ... ........ . . . ... . 
30 Sep .... . ..... . ............ . . . ... . 
31 Dec .......... . .......... . . .•. .. . . 

*3 1 Jan 1969 . . ... . ............ ...... . 
31 Mar . .. ..... .... .... .. . ... . ... . . . 
30 Jun ... ..... . . ................... . 
30 Sep ......... . .. ... . ...... • ..... .. 
31 Dec .. .. .... ... ..... . . . . . ........ . 

31 Mar 1970 .. . . .... . . . ... . . ..... ... . 
30 Jun . ... .... . ..... .. ... • . • ....... . 
30 Scp .. . ... . . . .... ... .. . . . . ...... . . 
3 1 Dec .... . . . . . ......... .•.. ..... . . . 

3 1 Mar 197 1 . • .. . ......... .. ...... .. . 
3 Jun ....... .. ............ . ....... . . 

*Indicates peak strength in South Vietnam 

U.S. Army Personnel 

800 
2, 100 
7,900 

10,100 
14,700 

15,600 
27,300 
76,200 

116,800 

137,400 
160,000 
189,200 
239,400 

264,600 
285,700 
296,100 
3 19,500 

337,300 
354,300 
354,200 
359,800 

365,600 
361,500 
360,500 
345,400 
330,300 

321,400 
297,800 
295,400 
250,700 

227,600 
197,500 

13ctwccn 1954-1960 U.S. Military Strength averaged about650 advisors 

Total U.S. Militruy 
Personnel 

900 
3,200 

11,300 
16,300 
23,300 

29,100 
59,900 

132,300 
184,300 

23 1,200 
267,500 
313,100 
485,300 

420,900 
448,800 
459,700 
485,600 

5 15,200 
534,700 
537,800 
536,100 

542,400 
538,200 
538,700 
5 10,500 
474,400 

448,500 
413,900 
394,100 
335,800 

301,900 
250,900 

The f irst US Army combat unDt to arrive in South Vietnam ( 173rd Airborne 
Brigade) was employed in the Saigon area to insure retention of Bien Hoa Airf ie ld 
and to assist in securing Saigon. rt was initially supported directly from Okinawa 
by a dai ly C- 130 aircraft fl ight. Later the support was assumed by the 1st 
Logistical Command. 
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The second combat unit to arrive was the 2cl Brigade of the I st Infantry 
Division. Plans called for their employment at Qui Nhon to secure that area for 
future use. From the meager logistic resources in South Vietnam some were 
deployed to Qui Nhon to support that unit. Due to the buildup of enemy pressure 
on Saigon, Commander, U.S. Military Assistance Command, Vietnam, made the 
decision two days before the arrival of the 2d Brigade of the I st Infantry Division 
that the 2d Brigade would be employed in the defense of Saigon. This resulted in 
a scramble to relocate the few U.S. suppl ies and ammunition in South Vietnam 
Ji·om Qui Nhon south some 250 miles to Saigon. Numerous changes were made in 
tactical plans in the initial stages of the buildup due to VietCong pressure. Such 
changes were necessary, but had an adverse effect on orderly logistical planning 
and implementation. 

As logistica l units arrived in South Vietnam they were assigned to appropri
ate depots or Support Commands as the tactical situation directed. In all Support 
Commands small units and detachments arrived ahead of the command and con
trol units. /\s a result officers from the seventeen-man officer staff of the I st 
Logistical Command had to be sent to the Support Command areas to receive, 
organize, assign missions, coordinate efforts, and command these small units and 
detachments pending arrival of a command and control headquarters. As an 
example, a U.S. Army major with a jeep and a brief case was the complete com
mand and control unit for the Saigon area. This included finding and securing Jiv
ing areas and work areas for arriving units. Prior to June 1965, the I st Logistical 
Command operated on a very thin shoestring. As more staff officers and com
mand and control units arrived in June the command a11d control situation 
improved great ly. 

On II May 1965, the Commander U.S. Mi litary Assistance Command, 
Vietnam, and his staff were briefed on the logistic plans of the I st Logistica l 
Command. This briefing included real estate requirements and requirements for 
tactical troops for depot and support command areas at Qui Nhon, Nha Trang, and 
Cam Ranh Bay. The plan was approved on 12 May 1965. The first ship unloading 
operation at Cam Ranh Bay took place on 15 May 1965. Since Army stevedores 
had not yet arrived in South Vietnam, and the South Vietnam stevedore union 
refused to send civilian stevedores to Cam Ranh Bay, the first ship was unloaded 
by a U.S. transportation lieutenant and a small group of enlisted men assembled 
through levies on units for anyone with any stevedore or small boat experience. 
From such a start Cam Ranh Bay was built up to a major and efficient port. 

With the arriva l of combat forces and the I st Logistical Command becoming 
operational, its small stalT could not accomplish all the planning that was required. 
A request was placed on U.S. Army Pacific for assistance. U.S. Army Pacific then 
provided five oiTicers on a 90 clay temporary duty tour. These officers reported to 
the 1st Logistical Command on 23 Apri l 1965 and were given the task to make a 
study of the Qui Nhon enclave, Nha Trang enclave, and the Cam Ranh Bay area, 
to determine the tactical security requirements and the feasibility of utilizing these 
areas as included in I st Logistical Command's concept, and to refine the logistics 
planning for each area to include base development. 
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These planners prepared a study which proved to be of great value in base 
development and the expansion of the I st Logistical Command's capabilities. This 
study with appropriate recommendations and requests for tactical troops for secu
rity of des ired aTeas was presented to the Commanding General U.S. Army 
Vietnam and Commander U.S. Mil itary Assistance Command, Vietnam, in May 
1965. Approval was received and security was provided as requested at each loca
tion, except Qui Nhon. General Westmoreland approved the security plan for Qui 
Nhon, but due to Viet Cong pressure and a shortage of U.S. forces the implemen
tation of the plan was delayed over a month. Even then the forces available were 
not able to push out and secure all of the originally planned areas. This left the 
ammunition depot at Qui Nhon exposed to enemy action. 

Upon completion of the enclave study, a new problem faced the planning 
group. Ll was recognized that the continued influx of troops into the city of Saigon 
(10,000 in the next 4 months) would soon exceed its capability to absorb. It was 
also recognized that usable real estate and faci lities were not ava ilable in the 
Saigon area. A threefold mission was given to the planning group: develop a short 
range plan to absorb the innux of troops into the Saigon area, develop a long range 
plan that would ultimately move the bulk of U.S. Army personnel out of the Saigon 
area, and develop detailed plans for the security and logistical development of the 
Can Tho areas. 

A thorough reconnaissance was made and chosen areas were selected. ln 
order to relieve the pressure on Sa~gon facilities, the Long Binh area was select
ed for the establishment of a major logistica l and administrative base. A master 
base development plan was prepared which provided areas for all activities in 
Saigon. 

General Westmoreland (who was both Commander U.S. Mi litary Assistance 
Command, Vietnam, and Commanding General U.S. Army Vietnam) was briefed 
on the study and approved it in principle, except he elected to move Headquarters 
U.S. Army Vietnam to Long Binh (Headquarters Military Assistance Command, 
Vietnam, remained in the Saigon area). The 1st Logistical Command immediately 
began implementing the study by locating the ammunition depot, hospital, engi
neers, plus direct support and general support supply and maintenance support at 
Long Binh. The movement of hcadquaTters type activities was delayed by the 
requirement for $2 mi llion to develop an adequate communication system in the 
area and by the time required for installation of the system. 

The study on Saigon proved to be of great value. Long S inh became a major 
installation in the Republic ofVictnam. The study on Yung Tau and Can Tho result
ed in the elimination of Can Tho as a support command. The delta area was sup
ported from Vung Tau and Saigon. The Vung Tau portion of the study included 
plans for the development ofVungTau as a deep draft port utilizing De Long piers. 

Major Logistics Constraints 

To the logistician, it is extremely important to have an early decision estab
lishing theater standards of living. These standards shou ld determine the basic 
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authorization for post, camp, and station property, PX stockagc of merchandise, 
whether base camps arc to be constructed, construction standards, the degree of 
permanency for fixed installations, and utilities and services to be provided. 
Obviously, such a decision has a tremendous impact on the logistic system. 
Construction materia Is a lone consti t utcd some 40 percent of total tonnage of mate
rials coming into South Vietnam in 1965 and 1966. 

Without such establ ished standards to use as terms of reference, it was impos
sible to realistically determine requirements for such items as real estate, supply, 
storage, maintenance, construction, electricity and other utilities, as well as the 
resultant port unloading capability required. Without such standards, the logistic 
system has no grounds for challenging requirements placed upon it. Such a deci
sion was never made in the early days of Vietnam. Therefore, every unit inde
pendently established i ts own standard of I iving, ordering from supply cata logs as 
if they were Scars and Roebuck ca talogs. Commanders desiring to give their per
sonnel the very highest possible levels of comfort and quality of food, requisi
tioned air conditioning and refrigeration equipment far in excess of that autho
rized by Tables of Organization and Equipment. This had a mushrooming effect. 
Requirements for electrical power generating equipment were in turn increased to 
the point that demand exceeded the capability of Tables of Organization and 
Equipment authorized equipment. As the requirement for this equipment 
increased, the numbers of makes and models proliferated (as suppliers of stan
dard makes and models were unable to keep up with the rapidly increasing 
demands). As the quantities of equipment increased, so did the requirements for 
repair parts and qualif ied maintenance personnel. The repair parts were a prob
lem because of the many va ried makes and models and the resultant lack of inter
changeability among their parts. l t was difficult to maintain ful l Tables of 
Organization and Equipment authorized maintenance strength much less the 
numbers of personnel required to maintain the excess equipment. Therefore, 
because these personnel were not readily avai lable in sufficient quantities, back
up equipment was requisitioned (for emergency use) further burdening an already 
heavily taxed logistic system. Finally decisions were made on a piece-meal basis 
on such things as construction standards. But even with cstabl ished standards, 
there was ncxibility in interpretation. More often than not, the interpretation did 
not favor the most austere construction or equ ipment requirements. This not only 
put a heavy burden on the logistical system, but it also taxed the Cont inental U.S. 
troop base which was not structured in numbers or sk ills to support the construc
tion or equipment installation and subsequent maintenance requirements which 
evolved from the Vietnam buildup. 

War Reserve Stocks 

The stocks available in March 1965 were totally inadequate. For example, only 
one DeLong pier was avai lable wh ile a dozen could have been used. The timely 
ava ilability of these piers would have saved the government large sums of money 
in ship demurrage and speeded up the buildup of forces. 
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Logistical Management Organizations 

Logistical management organizations were not available. As an example, it 
was a year before a supply inventory control team arrived in South Vietnam. By 
the time it had become operational, its equipment was found to be inadequate and 
had to be upg raded. This same situation was common in other areas of logistical 
management. Jn a new theater of operations under combat conditions, there is a 
pressing need early in the operation for management organizations to be com
pletely mobile, automated, and self-suppo rt ing. Further, these early logistics man
agement organizations and units we re Technical Service oriented even though the 
Combat Service to the Army funct ional doctrine had been approved. Difficul ties 
were experienced in fitting the Technical Service organizations into the new doc
trine that had not been fully tested before Vietnam. 

Engineer Construction 

As the buildup progressed, it became apparent that the engineer construction 
program was becoming so large it required a special command to oversee it. In 
July 1965, the decis ion was made to dep loy an engineer brigade to the Republic of 
Vietnam, and upon its arrival the engineer construction functions were transferred 
from the 1st Logistical Command to the Eng ineer Brigade. 

With increased combat require ments, the priority for log istics construction 
projects declined for a period and the construction of essential port and depot 
fac ilities fe ll behind schedule, adversely affecting the capab ility to handle incom
ing troops, equipment, and supplies. However, in December 1965, Commander in 
Chief Pacific directed that the hig hest priority be given to port and beach clear
ance and depot construction. After this the capability to handle incoming cargo 
stead ily improved. 

Logistic Support Principles 

The organization for supply support fo ll owed the area support, " log istical 
is land," concept with the sea being the main supply route. Fie ld depots were estab
li shed in each support command to receive, store, and issue Classes II, IV, VII and 
IX items, Jess aviation, avionics, medical , and missile peculiar items. The depots 
provided area supporl as indicated below: 

I. The 506th Field Depot, Saigon (later US Army Depot, Long Binh) was 
responsible for Til and lV Corps. 

2. The 504th Field Depot, Cam Ranh Bay (later US Army Depot, Cam 
Ranh Bay) was responsible for the southern part of JI Corps. 

3. The 58th Field Depot, Qui Nhon ( later US Army Depot, Qui Nhon) was 
responsible for the northern part of II Corps. 

4. The US Army Field Depot, DaNang was established on 25 February 
1968 with the mission of supplying Army peculiar items in I Corps. T hi s depot 
operated as a f ie ld depot of the Qui Nhon base depot. 
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Virtually all Army tactical operations received logistics support from 1st 
Logistical Command elements operating logistical support activities located at 
major base camps such as Tay Ninh, Bearcat, Phuoc Vinh, Can Tho, Pleiku, An 
Khe, and Chu Lai. When forces beyond the reach of these facil ities required addi
tional support, temporary forward support activities were deployed. 

Init ially, medical services and medical supply were organic to the 1st 
Logistical Command mission. As the bui ldup prog ressed, the magnitude of the 
medical mission became g reater. A decis ion was made to transfer this function 
from the 1st Logistical Command to a medical brigade. The 44th Medical Brigade 
assumed this function upon arrival in South Vietnam in 1966. 

Aviation log istic support was initially provided by the U.S. Army Support 
Command, later U.S. Army Vietnam. The 34th General Support Group (aviation 
supply and maintenance) was deployed to South Vietnam in mid-1965 to manage 
this function . 

The Logistical Support Activity was a continuing provisional activity com
posed of 1st Logistical Command e lements and generally located in a fixed base 
camp to provide direct and general supply, maintenance, and service support to U.S. 
and Free World Military Assistance Forces on an area basis. The type and number 
of units comprising a Logistical Support Activity was dependent upon the scope of 
the support mission. Many of these operations involved substantial portions of 
either a supply and service battalion, direct support maintenance battalion, or ele
ments of both with the senior officer present serving as the Logistical Support 
Activity commander. Stockage levels of all classes at a Logistical Support Activity 
were determined by the densities of personnel and equipment supported, consider
ing replenishment capabilities. Stockage objectives for the various classes of sup
ply varied from 5 to 45 days depending upon the commodities being stocked. 

A Forward Support Activity was a provis ional organization, temporary in 
nature, and deployed in the vicinity of a s upported tactical unit's forward operat
ing base to provide direct supply, mainte nance, and service support. It was 
deployed to support a specific tactical operation , when the tactical organic support 
capability was not sufficient to provide the support required. Upon completion of 
the operation, it was withdrawn from the area of operations, and its assets and per
sonne l returned to their parent unit. Pe rsonne l and equipment comprising a 
Forward Support Activity were drawn from Tables of Organization and Equipment 
and Tables or Distribution and Allowances units assigned to the parent Support 
Command of the I st Logistical Command. Forward Support Activities could stock 
Class I, U! , Y, and limi ted, fast moving C lass U and IV, if the tactical unit was 
unable to provide the ir own support. Stockage levels were set at a minimum level 
cons is tent with operational requirements (based on troop and eq uipment densities, 
resupply rates, capacity and consumptio n experience) . T hrough put was used to the 
max imum extent possible to replace stocks consumed at Forward Support 
Activities. Maintenance and services were provided as required depending upon 
the supported unit 's organic capabi li ties, tactical deployment, and densities . 

lf a Forward Support Activity became a continuing activity, it was usually 
redesignated as a Log istical Support Activity. Normally, a Forward Support 
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Activity which continued operations over six months was redesignated as a 
Logistical Support Activity. 

The concept of using a Forward Support Activity to provide combat service 
support was developed due to the particular environment in South Vietnam and the 
manner in which tactical units operated. Brigade-size units were engaged in search 
and destroy operations which in many cases were conducted in areas located a 
considerable distance from thei r base camp and major support installations. 

The I st Logistical Command d]d not have separate authorization for the per
sonnel and equipment required to operate Forward Support Activities, although 
the need for such authorization existed. Personnel and equ ipment were dl'awn from 
Tables of Organization and Equipment and Tables of Distribution and Allowances 
units assigned to the parent support command or were provided by the other sup
port commands when the requirement exceeded the parent support command's 
capability. The initial Forward Support Activity concept envisioned the organiza
tion and field ing of Forward Support Activities in support of tactical operations of 
short duration. Experience showed, however, that some Forward Support Activities 
were required for extended periods of time resulting in a degradation of the capa
bility of the units from which personnel or equipment were drawn. 

Establishment of permanent brigade base camps and the deployment of non
divisional Tables of Organization and Equipment supply, service, and maintenance 
units to these areas reduced the requirements for Forward Support Activities. In 
rnany locations where Forward Support Activities originally provided support, it 
was possible later to provide logistical support by a Logistical Support Activity 
with composite support organizations providing tailored supp ly, service, and 
maintenance support on an area basis. Then when brigades were deployed outside 
of their normal area of operations, in most cases, it was possible for the tactical 
units to obtain support in their new area from combat service support units in that 
area. When required, augmentation ofTables of Organization and Equipment sup
port units in forward areas enabled a direct support maintenance battalion, for 
example, to provide across-the-board logistical support to all divisional and non
divisional units in its area of responsibility. Although the requirement for opera
tion of Forward Support Activities was sign ificantly reduced, each Support 
Command maintained on-call a Forward Support Activity (by specifically desig
nated personnel and equipment) capable of rapid deployment when a Forward 
Support Activity was required by tactical units. The implementation of the 
Forward Support Activity and Logistical Support Activity concept enabled tactica l 
commanders to concentrate on their primary mission while ranging deep into 
enemy territory. These commanders knew that the required logistical support 
would be ava ilable whenever and wherever requ ired. 

As the buildup progressed, the technology for the management of supplies 
improved and new and imaginative concepts and procedures were developed. The 
period 1965- 1966 was characterized by fifteen months of unprecedented growth 
and development. Inheriting a fragmented logistics structure consisting of some J 6 
different systems managed by separate component services, U.S. Army Vietnam 
and the I st Logistical Command pulled these systems together to form a unified 
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structure. However, even then it was not feasible to combine al l aspects of support 
into one command. In this period, the I st Logistical Command managed all logis
tics and support functions for U.S. Army Vietnam except for aviation supply, main
tenance support, and engineer construction. The logistics island concept and 
Logistics Support Activity and Forward Support Activity support concepts were 
developed, and three major support commands were established at Saigon, Cam 
Ranh Bay, and Qui Nhon. Major port and depot construction was undertaken in 
each area to support the hundreds of thousands of combat and logistics troops 
entering the country. In late 1965, the control of stocks in storage and on order was 
accomplished by a laborious manual process. Each depot was considered a sepa
rate entity and requisitioned replacement supplies directly through 2d Logistical 
Command in Okinawa. Under this system, there was no practical accountability of 
total in-country supply levels. In less than three years, this process was replaced 
by a complex control system involving the large-scale use of electronic comput
ers. Coincidentally, procedures were evolved to provide continuous and up-to-date 
inventory accounting of all stocks within Vietnam. In late 1967, a fully automated 
central inventory control center was established at Long Binh (handling all type of 
supp lies, except ammunition, aviation, medical and special forces items) , and was 
known as the 14th Inventory Control Center. 

Modern computer equipment was installed in the 14th Inventory Control 
Center to attempt to bring some order to the supply chaos in the depot stock 
inventory. The major problem encountered was the tremendous influx of supplies 
which were over the beaches and through the port flooding the depots under a 
massive sea of materiel and equ ipment much of which was unneeded. Push sup
plies and duplicate requisitions of thousands of tons of cargo piled up in the 
depots, unrecorded and essentially lost to the supply system. In the latter part of 
1967, contro l was slowly established over the requisitioning system through the 
use of automation and the flow of unneeded supplies abated somewhat. Through 
these improvements in contro l and accountabi lity, in-country requirements could 
be tabu lated, interdepot shortages and excesses balanced, and requisition priori
ties evaluated. 

Port Situation in Vietnam 

In the pre-buildup stage, most cargo destined for Vietnam was shipped direct
ly from Continental U.S. depots and vendors to west coast military sea or aerial 
ports. From these ports it was loaded aboard ships or aircraft and moved either to 
Vietnam directly or to Okinawa which provided backup support. Cargo shipped 
directly to Vietnam, for the most part, was initially received at the Saigon water 
port or the Tan Son Nhut airport. Mi litary cargo was treated very much as com
mercial or Agency for International Development cargo, with little emphasis on 
specia lized development of surface or air distribution methods, faci lities, or 
equipment. 

Between mid-1965 and late 1966, cargo continued to move primarily by sh ip. 
Ai rlift was used to move the great majority of troops and priority cargo, which 
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accounted for only a small part of the total tonnage moved. Surface cargo, during 
this period, continued to flow to Okinawa, Vietnam and Thailand causing multi 
port discharging, although efforts were made to direct shipments to the final des
tination port. 

Initially, most waterborne cargo arriving Ln South Vietnam was received at the 
Saigon Port, the only port with deep draft piers except for a small two-berth pier 
at Cam Ranh Bay which had been constructed in 1964 under the Military 
Assistance Program. The Saigon Port was a civilian port under the management 
control of the Republic of Vietnam's governmental port authority. It consisted of 
ten deep draft berths. U.S. Army cargo was unloaded by Vietnamese civi lian steve
dores at berths assigned by the civilian port authority. Coordination of military 
cargo unloading and port clearance was handled by the Navy's Headquarters 
Support Activity Saigon. 

When the buildup began, the port continued to operate in this fashion. 
Headquarters Support Activity Saigon never knew, from day to day how many 
berths or which berths would be made available to them for the unloading of U.S. 
cargo. In addition, customs at the Saigon port dictated that cargo discharged from 
ships be placed on pier aprons to await port clearance by the cargo owner. lt was 
up to the consignee to remove the cargo from the port. Cargo not consigned to U.S. 
forces remained on the piers for weeks and sometimes months, creating undesir
able and crowded working conditions which adversely affected port operations. 
Repeated efforts to get South Vietnam to clear the piers were unsuccessful. Some 
of the cargo being received by South Vietnam was U.S. Military Aid equipment 
which became South Vietnam equipment as it was unloaded. U.S. forces were 
accused many times of improper port clearance because this equipment was olive 
drab in co lor. But such equipment firequently proved to belong to South Vietnam 
and the U.S. Army had no authority to move it. 

The overloaded port facilities and the operational necessity to selectively dis
charge cargo to get high priority cargo ashore before less urgently required items 
resulted in excess ive ship turn-around time which increased the total number of 
ships required. This situation was complicated as cargo was manifested by broad 
categories only, for example, general cargo, making it impossible to locate specif
ic items. Hold ing the ships for lengthy periods resulted in demurrage charges of 
from $3,000 to $7,000 per day per ship. Also the inadequate and insecure railroads 
and highways forced the distribution system to rely heavily on shallow draft ves
sels for transshipment of cargo between the Saigon Port and other locations, and 
intratheater airlift between Tan Son Nhut air terminal and other locations. The 
problem was further aggravated by a shortage of shallow draft vessels both mili
tary (LCMs and LCUs) and civilian assets, which were used for offloading cargo 
from deep draft vessels at ports not having adequate berthing facilities for the larg
er ships. Civilian lighterage as well as military landing craft, primarily LCMs and 
LCUs were used for this purpose. 

The U.S. Army's 4th Transportation Command arrived in South Vietnam on 
I 2 August 1965. It was given the miss ion of assisting Headquarters Support 
Activity Saigon in U.S. port operations and assuming that function completely as 
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soon as possible, which it did in September 1965. In addition, it was charged with 
providing technical assistance to port and beach operations at Cam Ranh Bay and 
the support commands being established throughout South Vietnam. As U.S. 
Army terminal service companies were received, they were initially employed in 
unloading of amm unition at Na Bhc, the central ammunition receiv ing point just 
south of Saigon, and were later employed in Saigon proper. In May 1965, a 
request was made to the government of the Republic of South Vietnam to acquire 
the three Maritime Marine piers adjacent to the Saigon port facilities for the 
exclusive use of U. S. Forces. These faci lities were owned by a French shipping 
firm. This request ran into financial and political difficulties, but was finally 
approved in December 1965 after the personal intervention of General 
Westmoreland and the U. S. Ambassador. With the exclusive usc and control of 
these facilities, port operations improved in efficiency and volume. The delay in 
obtaining these piers plus the shortage of yard and storage space and the lack of 
a depot structure and accounting procedures prevented the early establishment of 
adequate port fac ilities. 

Nevertheless, it was apparent that additional port facilities would be required 
in the Saigon area. The 1st Logistical Command made this known to Commander 
U.S. Military Assistance Command, Vietnam, who directed his staff to develop 
plans for the facilities now known as Newport. Construction began on this fifty 
million dollar facility in early 1966. In Aprill967, the first deep draft vessel was 
discharged at the Newport facility. Also, during this period, several other ports 
throughout Vietnam were in the construction phase. 

By the end of December 1967, the ports in use by the Army numbered I 0; 
Saigon, Qui Nhon, Cam Ranh Bay, Vung Ro, Vung Tau, Cat Lai , and Nha Trang 
were the deep draft ports; Dong Tam, Phan Rang and Can Tho were the shallow draft 
ports. These improvements in port capabilities brought about a reduction in the aver
age lime a deep draft ship waited for a berth in Vietnam ports from 20.4 days dur
ing the most critical period of 1965 to the 1970 average of less than two days. 

Warehousing and Storage Facilities 

Prior to the buildup, warehouses and storage areas were literally nonexistent, 
except for limited facilities in the Saigon area. Supplies were scattered in several 
locations throughout Saigon, all of which were substandard and overcrowded; 
some were only open storage. /\t the time the 1st Logistical Command became 
operational, there was a construction backlog for the troops already incountry. 
Const ruction of logistics facilities competed with many other requirements. Since 
there was never more than $300 million in annual capability to apply against a 
total theater program of close to $2 billion, the construction effort took almost six 
years to accomplish. 

To initially offset this shortage of facilities, negotiations were initiated with 
the United States Overseas Mission to obtain 13 Japanese built warehouses with 
dirt noors and no electrical wiring in the Fishmarket area in Saigon. Three of these 
buildings were obtained by the end of 1965 and the remaining I 0 during 1966. A 
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contract was also let to construct an added 2 10,000 square feet of covered storage 
and to fill an area behind the warehouses that would serve as hardstand for open 
storage and a troop cantonment area. This area housed the 506th Field Depot until 
a new depot was constructed in Long Binh in 1968 and the move to the new faci l
ities was completed I Ju ly 1969. 

By way of comparison, the new depot facil ities at Long Binh provided 
1,869,000 square feet ofblack-topped hardstand and 1,458,000 square feet of cov
ered storage, whereas the depot facjlities at the Fishmarket in Saigon had a total 
of only 670,000 square feet of covered storage space as late as March 1967. 

Additionally, agreement was reached with the United States Overseas Mission 
on 16 March 1965 to provide and erect some prefabricated buildings owned by the 
United States overseas mission for use as warehouses in the Qui Nhon, Da Nang, 
Cam Ranh Bay, Nha Trang, and Saigon areas. These buildings were final ly avail
able for occupancy in February 1966, almost one year after the agreement. The 
same basic situation prevailed at Qui Nhon where substandard and overcrowded 
faci li ties were occupied until completion of the new depot at Long My in 1968. 

The United States constructed a major depot and port complex at Cam Ranh 
Bay costing over $145 million, $55 million of which came from Army appropria
tions. Cam Ranh Bay was an undeveloped area located at an excellent natural har
bor which when completed had over 1.4 million square feet of covered storage, 1.2 
million square feet of open ammunition storage area, and bulk storage facilities for 
over 775,000 barrels (42 ga llons per barrel) of petroleum products. Construction 
of this complex was started early in the buildup period when it was envisioned that 
the main war effort would be along the Cam Ranh Bay- Ban Me Thuot- Pleiku 
ax is. Since the war activity took place to the North (Qui Nhon and Da Nang) and 
South (Saigon), the depot was not uti lized to the degree the planners originally 
anticipated. As a resul t, there are some who claim that the war passed Cam Ranh 
Bay by. When taken in that particular context, there is some truth to the claim. 

Even though war activity took place in areas different from those expected, 
Cam Ranh Bay played an important role in the logistics picture. A U.S. Army 
Support Command was established there as a major logistical command and con
trol element, the Korean forces were supported almost exclusively from Cam Ranh 
Bay throughout the time they were in the ll Corps Area, transshipping supplies 
from ocean going vessels to coastal type shipping was accomplished there, and 
marine maintenance was done there. The excellent and secure ammunition storage 
areas permitted keeping large stocks of needed ammunition in-country relatively 
safe from enemy attack and the cold storage faci lities permitted fresh vegetables 
to be brought down from Dalat and stored properly ti ll distributed to our forces. 
Also havi ng a major storage and shipping fac ility close to the major air base oper
ated by the Ai r Force was a distinct advantage. At one time it was planned to move 
the l-leadquarters of the I st Logistical Command there (it was later decided that 
the 1st Logistica l Command and Headquarters U.S. Army Vietnam should remain 
near Headquarters U.S. Military Assistance Command, Vietnam) and until fa irly 
late in residual force planning, Cam Ranh Bay was going to remain as a major U.S. 
logistic complex. This too was dropped in favor of the Saigon- Long Binh area. 
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Logistics and the Helicopter in Vietnam 

fn troc/uction. ln these exce11Jts j/-'om his book on logistics in Vietnam, Lt. 
Gen. Joseph M. Heisel'; J1: , Commander of the 1st Logistical Command in 
Vietnam, highlights the important role played by helicopters in providing 
logistical support to /()rces in the .field and emphasizes the point that the 
widespread use o.f helicopters to pe1:fbrm logistical tasks created a signifi
cant demancl.fi>r Logistical resources, particularly in the supply and mainle
nance.field, to support the helicopters themselves. 

Use ofHeLicopters in Logistic Support 

Signif ica nt to operations in Vietnam was the use of helicopters in the logistic 
support role. T he ir use freed the Army fi·om a complete dependence on surface 
transportation. The he licopter became an indispensable link in the forward area of 
operation because of its ability to operate in virtually any weather condition, day 
or night, with litt le or no preparation of landing sites. 

The majority of the logistic missions were carried out by UH- L, CH-47, and 
CH- 54 aircraft. The UH- 1 's and CH- 47s were primarily to support the forward 
areas and delivered such diverse types of cargo as hot food, medical supplies, 
ammunition, consumable supplies, and repair parts. 

The UH- 1 's operated forward to the platoon level, while the C:H-47's trans
ported heavier and more bulky loads to battalions and companies. The CH- 54's 
were primarily employed to lift larger items of equipment to otherwise inaccessi
ble locations and for evacuation of heavy lifts from the combat area to the support 
area . Extensive use was made ofthe external sling load concept. This required only 
the time to fasten the load to a cargo hook suspended beneath the aircraft. By 
employing the sling load technique, it was not uncommon for the CH-47 to airlift 
I 00 tons of supplies a clay within a I 0 mile radius. 

In addition to the daily combat service support and resupply missions, the 
larger heli copters, the CH-47 and CH- 54, developed a major capability in the 
recovery of other aircraft, vehicles and equipment requir.ing removal to the rear. 

Reproduced from Joseph M. Heiser, Jr. , Logistic Support, Vietnam Studies 
(Washington, D.C.: Department of the Army, 1974), pp. 153- 56 and 137-4 1. 
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Th rough extensive experience, procedures were developed whereby aircraft and 
other eq uipment and materiel could be rigged for pick-up by helicopters in a mat
ter of minutes, even in enemy terri tory under fire. To date, helicopters have 
accounted for the recovery of over 10,000 aircraft, belonging to all of the services, 
valued in excess of $2.5 billion. 

Aerial Resupply 

To test the feasibility and effectiveness of an intensive aerial resupply cam
paign, Operation Task Force Remagen was formed and a test of aerial resupply 
was conducted during the period 16 March through 29 April 1969. Task Force 
Remagen was conducted by troops from the 1st Infantry Brigade, 5th Infantry 
Division (Mecbanized). 

The Task Force was composed of an armored battalion and a mechanized 
infantry battalion cross-reinforced, with the mission to prove or d isprove that an 
armored and mechanized force could operate effectively over extended distances 
without a ground line of communication. For 47 days Task Force Remagen oper
ated at a distance of between 40- 60 kilometers from its base at the U.S. Marine 
Corps Vandergrift Combat Base, and relied entirely on helicopters for resupply. 

Requests for supplies and repair parts were forwarded to the Forward Support 
Element, who in turn forwarded the requests to the 75th Support Battalion Logistic 
Operations Center at Quang Tri. The requested supplies were assembled overnight 
and either flown or sent by convoy the next morning to the Forward Support 
Element for further delivery to the task force by a ir. 

Both battalions involved in the task force maintained combat trains consisting 
of tracked maintenance and resupply vehicles. A ll rep lacement parts were flown to 
the units in their field locations, exchanged for the defective part and installed on 
the spot. Defective parts were then returned to the support element fo r repair. Over 
I 000 tons of ca rgo were moved by helicopters from the forward e lement supply 
base at Vandergrift Combat Base during the course of the operation. 

During this operation the task force received an average of thirteen helicopter 
sorties per day. It was estimated that with an average of thirty minutes per round 
trip, four helicopters could have met Task Force Remagen 's average daily resupply 
requirements. 

Looking to the future, a project known as Log Lift has been established to 
incorporate current and future helicopters into the logistic system in order to help 
in carrying out the aims of the InventOJy ln Motion and Maintenance Support 
Positive programs. Under Project Log Lift, the Army will analyze experience 
gained in Vietnam in order to develop future policy, practices and procedures. Log 
Lift will also evaluate the use of existing helicopters and will project into the 
future when the Army plans to have a heavy lift helicopter with a payload of at 
least twice that of the currently available Chinooks and Cra nes. This greater I ift 
capability will reduce requirements for stocking of supplies and equipment in the 
forward area of the combat zone and wil l fu rther assist in retrograd ing equipment 
and materiel requiring heavy maintenance and returning them to the user in mini-
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CH- 47 Chinook airl(fis supplies to a battalion located west o./Tam Ky 

ma l time; permit ship-to-shore operations any place in the world; and enhance the 
overall mobi lity of the Army by providing a log istic support system as mobile as 
the combat arms being supported. 

* * * 
Growth ofAviation Logistic Support in South Vietnam 

From an austere beginning when two helicopter companies arrived in Vietnam 
on 11 December 1961, the total number of U.S. Army aircraft increased to 510 by 
I January 1965 and then further increased to a peak of 4,228 by September 1969. 
When the buildup commenced in 1965, the U.S. Army Support Command 
Vietnam had one aircraft maintenance and supply battalion (765th Transportation 
Battalion) to provide backup direct and general support for all Army aircraft in
country. This battalion was located at Vung Tau and consisted of direct support 
companies and one general support company. The three direct support companies 
were located at Vung Tau, Sa igon, and Nha Trang. They provided backup support 
for separate aviation companies having their own organic or attached direct sup
port and they provided direct support for small aviation detachments that lacked 
this capabi lity. 
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The one general support company was located with the battalion headquarters 
at Vung Tau. An aviation supply point in Saigon, operated by the aviation detach
ment of U.S. Army Support Command Vietnam, provided aviation-peculiar sup
plies for all Army ai rcraft in Vietnam. 

ln 1965 the Commanding General, U.S. Army Support Command Vietnam 
established a committee to devise a plan to support a large influx of Army aircraft. 
Basic criteria for the plan were that it should provide for one-stop supply and 
maintenance service, and provide for an expansion of this service commensurate 
with increases in aircraft densities. Consideration of the operational structure to be 
supported led to the development of plans for three prime alternative organiza
tions. These were as fo llows: 

1. Aircraft supply and maintenance units integrated in an aviation brigade, 
whi ch was planned as a control element for all non-d ivisional aviation activities. 

2. Aircraft supply and maintenance units integrated in the I st Logistical 
Command, which had been recently activated . 

3. A separate headquarters commanding all non-divisional aircraft supply 
and maintenance units, assigned to the Aviation Brigade, assigned to the Lst 
Logistical Command, or a separate command under U.S. Army Vietnam. 

The decision reached was to establish a separate headquarters under the direct 
command of U.S. Army Vietnam. This basic organizational structure has operated 
throughout the Vietnam Era with only one minor variation. Originally, the com
mand was under the staff supervision of the U.S. Army Vietnam G-4. In October 
1967, staff supervision was changed to the U.S. Army Vietnam Aviation Officer. 

Following the September 1965 decision to establish a separate command, the 
next two months were spent in developing an organizational structure and preparing 
the necessary authorization documents. In November 1965, a group headquarters 
was established on a provisional basis and f inally, on 17 January 1966, a U.S. Army 
Pacific General Order was published activating the 34th General Support Group. 

As previously stated, the total Army aircraft density increased to a high of4,228 
in September 1969. The deployed aircraft were assigned to a total of J 42 company
sized units plus a number of miscellaneous smaller detachments. Of the 142 com
panies, 63 were organic to division, brigades, or squadrons and had their own organ
ic direct support supply and maintenance capability. The remaining company-sized 
units were supported by cellular direct support detachments. The 34th General 
Support Group provided backup support to these company sized units as well as 
direct support and general support for all aviation activities in U.S. Army Vietnam. 

The 34th General Support Group ... ul timately had 2 depot compan ies, 5 gen
eral support companies, II direct support companies, 4 aviation electronics com
panies, and the Aviation Materiel Management Center with which to accomplish 
its mission. 

Aircraft Maintenance Personnel 

Qualitative personnel problems in supply and maintenance were particularly 
critical for aircraft because of the nature of the materiel maintained. Civilian con-
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tractors were used to augment the m ilitary capability in critical sk ill areas, partic
ularly in the areas of sheet metal and structural repai rs. Table 8 shows strength 
authorizations by f iscal year fo r contractor personnel. 

TABLE 8- CONTRACT MAINTENANCE MANN ING LEVEL 

Company FY 65 FY 66 FY 67 FY 68 FY 69 FY70 
Lockheed . ... ... .. . - - - 100 232 287 
Lear Siegler ..... . .. - - 457 624 832 733 
Dynalcctron ..... .. . 34 239 550 847 1056 872 

TOTAL ... .. 34 239 1007 1571 2120 1892 

The Aviation Systems Command provided either Department of the Army civilians 
or manufacturer's f ield service representatives to advise and assist in problem 
areas arising from the operation of complex and sophisticated equ ipment in the 
f ield. In the summer of 1969, 151 f ield service representatives were authorized. 
These f ield service representatives were in addition to the new equipment training 
teams sent into Vietnam upon introduction of a new equipment item. Project 
CouNTER team, discussed in another section, were also provided to the 34th 
General Support Group. 

This augmentation with contract labor and the employment of f ield service 
representatives and other teams to provide instruction was necessitated, to a large 
degree, by the fact that there was not an adeq uate mi litary rotational base in 
Continental U.S. from which to draw upon for such critical skill s as sheet metal 
and structural repa ir workers. Because ofVietnam priorities, nearly all first line 
Army aircraft were located in Vietnam. This further reduced the military experi 
ence base. Also, as in the electronics area, trained aircraft maintenance personnel 
were highly susceptible to incursions from industry, making retention in the 
Service difficult. 
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Logistical Support of the South 
Vietnamese Armed Forces 

Introduction. In this excerpt ji-om Ms volume in the official Army histmy 
c~j'fhe Vietnam WGJ~ historian .Je.fji·ey .!. CLarke outlines the log istical support 
provided by the United States to the Armed Forces of the Republic o./Vietnam. 
Logistical supportfbr the RVNA F was an important part of the American war 
effort in Vie/neon, and here Clarke notes some ofthe difficulties encountered 
and how they were overcome, at least in part. Of particular interest are his 
comments on the provision of M 16 rijlesforthe Vietnamese, an activity which 
was closely integrated will! issue of the then new rifle to U.S. forces. 

A Change in Policy 

Despite all the public relations hoopla, Westmoreland had not yet planned 
any new role for the South Vietnamese military. The combined campaign plan 
prepared in late 1967 differed little from its predecessor regarding the employ
ment of South Vietnamese troops. The division of missions between American 
and South Vietnamese forces remained unchanged. One of the plan's goals was, 
in fact , to increase the number of South Vietnamese regular infantry battalions 
performing local security during 1968. However, the plan was general enough to 
allow for a flexible interpretation, stipulating, for example, that those regular 
combat battalions not assigned to the security campaign serve as "d ivision mobile 
strike lorces" and pointing out the need to develop a balanced South Vietnamese 
logistical system to support extended combat operations.21 Perhaps fee ling that 
changes in American war policies might be forthcoming, Westmoreland also 
advised his staff officers to be ready "to adjust our strategy in case there was any 
change in the nature of the war" and, as a first step, asked them "to develop bet-
ter ARVN logistics so that ... [the South Vietnamese] would be better prepared 
to take care of themselves ... .'>22 

Reproduced from Jeffrey J. Clarke, Advice and Support: 1/te Final Years, 
/965 1973, U.S. Army in Vietnam (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Army Center of Military 
History, 1988), pp. 278- 79 and 283- 87. 
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According to American advisers, marked improvements in the area of logistics 
already were under way. Assisted by U.S. Army port and transportation units, the 
South Vietnamese finally broke the logjam that had choked the Saigon port since 
1965 and put an end to the lines of ships waiting offshore to be unloaded. Newly 
constructed port facilities also enabled advisers to simplify Vietnamese cargo han
dling and the transshipment of goods, thus expediting port clearance and freeing 
warehouse space.23 

Logistical support of the South Vietnamese armed forces also improved sig
nificantly. ln October 1967 Westmoreland reported that Saigon could supply 
80- 90 percent of its ground transportation, 55- 60 percent of its sealift, and 20- 30 
percent of its airlift needs. Because most of the supplies moved by land, the air 
and sealift deficits did not pose a particularly serious problem, for American sup
port cou ld easily compensate for them. lf American materiel, advisory, and train
ing support continued at current levels, Westmoreland believed that the existing 
logistical system would suffice to support the South Vietnamese military in its 
present posture.24 

The effectiveness of Saigon's logistical system in a more mobile situation was 
another matter. Most South Vietnamese combat units continued to operate at a low 
tempo from fixed locations near major transportation routes, greatly easing the 
tasks of their support units and depots. Should the level of combat suddenly 
increase or the need to conduct large, extended operations in remote areas arise, or 
should the level of American support decrease, the strain on the logistical system 
might become intolerable. As a start at improving Saigon's tactical support system, 
Westmoreland recommended consolidating all division support elements (supply, 
maintenance, transportation, signal) into a single support battalion.25 But there was 
no quick solution. At the other end of the logistical pipeline- in the field and base 
depots where materiel was stored, maintained, and repaired- many older problems 
remained unaddressed. 

Despite their limitations, Westmoreland slowly began to increase the role of the 
South Vietnamese in the conventional war effort. During informal talks with 
Vietnamese leaders in early October, he reflected on the increasing number of 
American casualties, the sometimes marginal performance of the South Vietnamese 
forces, and the net effect of all this on American public opinion. All this had to be 
turned around, and be personally appealed to them to "instill a fighting and aggres-
sive spirit, ... reduce the desertion rate, .. . achieve significant victories on the bat-
tlefield, ... and, ... seize the initiative at every opportunity ... ," reminding them 
"that God helps those who help themselves." Although the remarks were not par
ticularly new or striking, the fact that Westmoreland later disseminated them to 
every major American command in South Vietnam gave them more weight. Several 
weeks later, on the twentieth, following a briefing on South Vietnamese modern
ization, the MACV commander even declared that "our mission, in essence, is to 
weaken the enemy, improve the Vietnamese Armed Forces and therefore, make the 
American troops superfluous." Perhaps Westmoreland was already beginning to 
consider a withdrawal of American troops- a withdrawal that would not necessar
ily be preceded by any truce or ceasefire.26 
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* * * 

Support for Saigon 

The more tangible aspects of improvnng the South Vietnamese armed forces, 
the provision of new materiel and equipment, was not without its own peculiari
ties. Even though the N orth Vietnamese had not yet introduced tanks, artillery, 
guided missiles, planes, or ships into the southern battlefields, their li ghtwe ight 
sma ll arms and antitank missile launchers were of recent design and had proved 
highly successful in combat. In contrast, South Vietnamese infantry, both regulars 
and territorial , were still usi ng World War U- vintage American weapons. The 
enemy, Westmoreland charged, had "des.igned and produced a formidable arsenal 
of weapons" for the sole purpose of waging "his so-called wars of national liber
ation." The South Vietnamese "are unde rgunned and they know it," and "the 
aggressiveness normally associated with confidence in their equipment is lost." 
Saigon 's soldiers needed modern rit1es, machine guns, and rocket and grenade 
launchers as soon as possible. Current production and delivery schedules were, he 
complained, " inadequate" and had to be accelerated rapidly. The message was 
clear. If the South Vietnamese were performing poorly on the battlefield, 
Westmoreland placed part of the blame on the unwillingness of the Defense 
Department to supply them with better weapons.35 

Central to MACV commander's complaint was the delay in providing the 
Colt M 16 automatic rifle to the South Vietna mese forces. 36 An experimental 
version of the Ml6 (the XMI6 El) had been used by American units in South 
Vietnam as early as 1965, and had proved highly successfuL The new rifle was 
not on ly idea l for the smalle r Vietnamese soldier, because of its light weight and 
small size, but also an excellent weapon for jungle warfare, having a higher rate 
of fire than the heavier Russ ian-designed AK47 used by the enemy. In the fa ll 
of 1965, when Westmore land had initially req uested 170,000 rifles to equip al l 
American, South Korean, and South Vietnamese infantry battalions (including 
South Vietnamese ranger and airborne units but not the territoria ls), tbe Joint 
Chiefs of Staff had agreed to only 100,000 M l 6s, stipulating that American 
combat forces in South Vietnam be equipped f irst. At the time the MACV com
mander replied that 100,000 rifles wotild "so lve immediate problems," but 
raised his overall request to 179,64 1, of which 1 15,436 were for the South 
Vietnamese units. 37 

Although the Defense Depa rtment ultimately approved the 179,641 request, 
several facto rs delayed the delivery of M n 6s to the South Vietnamese troops dur
ing 1966 and 1967. First, the steady buildup of American combat forces in South 
Vietnam increased Westmoreland's requirements for Ml6s proportiona lly. A sec
ond facto r was the limited production of the new rifle. Contributing causes were 
incremental orders, the manufacturing capability of Colt lndustries,38 the 
increased expense of either subcontracting production or purchasi ng the Colt 
patent, and the desire of the Defense Department to keep costs as low as possible. 
To these considerations must be added the lower priority given to modernizing the 
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South Vietnamese armed forces due to the evolving strategy that assigned 
American forces primary responsibility for offensive combat operations. 

In November 1966 the Joint Chiefs revised the MJ6 distribution plan, giving 
priority to U.S. combat and divisional support units in South Vietnam, and 
McNamara himself deferred the issue of the rifles to South Vietnamese units 
indefinitely. Only at the personal request of Westmoreland and Admiral Sharp in 
early 1967 did the Defense Department finally approve the distribution of about 
8,000 M 16s to the South Vietnamese airborne (3 ,000) and marines (5,000). The 
first rifles arrived in April and the remainder by the end of May. 

In both April and July 1967 Westmoreland restated his requirement for 
1. 15,436 M 16 rifles for the South Vietnamese, and in August, at the request of the 
Joint Chiefs, resubmitted it once again, adding 3,000 more for newly created units. 
Pointing to improvements in "combat effectiveness, morale and aggressiveness" 
by those South Vietnamese units that had received M 16s, he asked that the remain
der be given the weapon as soon as possible. According to General Abrams, the 
MACV commander continued to g ive the South Vietnamese high priority in 
September but did an about-face in October, requesting that all American combat 
support units be equipped with the new weapon (amounting to about 100,000 
more M 16s) before giving any more to Saigon. Perhaps he feared a public rela
tions disaster if all American units were not equipped f irst. In October the Joint 
Chiefs approved an immediate delivery of 5,000 more M 16s to the South 
Vietnamese and in early November f inally agreed to honor the total South 
Vietnamese request, with delivery of the balance scheduled during the first eight 
months of 1968.39 

Efforts to modernize South Vietnamese field communications encountered 
similar delays.40 In October 1966 MACV prepared plans to improve communica
tions within the South Vietnamese infantry batta lions by replacing the older MAP
supplied AN/PRC- J 0 radios with the more powerful AN/PRC-25s. Westmoreland 
expected about 3,000 new sets by June 1967 and 28,000 more over the fo llowing 
f ive years. Saigon agreed to distribute the older models to the Regional Forces and 
the revolutionary development teams. But the effort lagged. Most new radios went 
to American troops, and only 2,32 1 reached the South Vietnamese by November 
1967. However, in 1968, after the United States had placed a higher priority on 
modernizing the South Vietnamese forces, the Defense Department delivered 
6,000 new radios in a matter of weeks. 

Th is pattern was repeated for other items of equipment, such as armored vehi
cles, trucks, artillery, and aircraft. In almost every case MACV had requested 
moderate quantities of new equipment as early as 1965, but McNamara had 
repeatedly put off the requests and given priority to American combat units. South 
Vietnamese requirements, Abrams acknowledged, had "not been handled with the 
urgency and vigor that characterizes what we do for U.S. needs." Saigon had sim
ply been shortchanged by everyone's reliance on American mi litary might.41 

Only in late 1967, with the spotlight again fixed on the image and capab ilities 
of the South Vietnamese, did Washington approve the old requests. The only truly 
new orders were for about 2,500 M 60 machine guns and 800 M29 8 l-111111. mor-
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tars to replace similar weapons of World War ll-vintage. MACV asked for these 
items on 21 October, Admira l Sharp's headquarters endorsed the requests on 8 
November, and McNamara gave his approval the following February, promising 
del ivcry by the end of 1968. As with the M 16s, MACV contended that the new 
machine guns and mortars were lighter, and thus more suitable for the smaller 
South V ietnamese soldier; wou ld increase his conf idence; and, at the same time, 
demonstrate American concern and support for the Saigon rcgime.42 But only 
Washington's decision to halt further U.S. troop deployments to South Vietnam 
made the approvals possible. 

The South Vietnamese Air Force, Marine Corps, and Navy had similar prob
lems obtaining new equipment. Serious personnel, logistical, and maintenance 
problems still beset the air and naval components, and their modernization was 
understandably slow. On 24 October 1967 MACV finally authorized the U.S. 
Naval Advisory Group to convert the remaining South Vietnamese Marine Corps 
75-mm. pack howitzer battery to a six-gun I 05-mm. unit (giving them one 
arti llery battalion of six 105-mm. batteries). At about the same time the South 
Vietnamese Air Force finally converted one of its propeller-driven fighter-bomber 
(A- I "Skyraider") squadrons to F- 5 jet fighters, and a sl ightly augmented South 
Vietnamese Navy coastal command began integrated operations with U.S. Navy 
vessels. But Saigon's navy still remained largely a collection of riverine craft, 
coastal junks, and cargo-carrying landing craft, and its air force was woefully short 
of he I icopters. The old American I 1- 34 hcl icopters used by the South Vietnamese 
Air Force were no longer in production, loss rates were high, and replacements 
were scarce. Of I 05 helicopters authorized, only 72 were in service in August 1967 
and that number was not expected to exceed 77 until January 1969.4J 

Anxious to accomplish some equipment modernization as soon as possible, 
MACV began to " lend" equipment to the South Vietnamese army. General 
Johnson had suggested the practice in June 1967, to overcome Saigon's severe 
shortage of wheeled vehicles and to make use of the large numbers of excess 
trucks in local U.S. Army depots. Westmoreland and Vien agreed to the idea, and 
in July MACV turned over 250 jeeps and 76 trucks to the South Vietnamese. 
Although at first regarding the measure as a temporary expedient, Westmoreland 
expanded the practice by ordering American units to turn in excess vehicles, logis
tics personnel to scour depots for spare trucks and parts, and maintenance shops 
to restore damaged machines as quickly as possible for transfer. By the end of the 
year Ameri can military units had loaned nearly I ,500 trucks to the South 
Vietnamese army, and MACV was considering transferring 935 more trucks and 
extending the procedure to tanks and armored personnel carriers. /\t this juncture, 
however, the practice came to a sudden halt. Westmoreland and his USARV 
deputy, Lt. Gen. Bruce Palmer, Jr., dctermi ned that the "temporary loan" concept 
was becoming a substitute for the Military Assistance Program.44 Most of the 
items on loan would probably not be returned, and American stocks had become 
dangerously low. The proper course of action, according to Westmoreland and 
Palmer, was to speed up equipment deliveries and end the drain on the U.S. Army 
supply systcm.45 
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In October 1967, to systematize his various requests and proposals to mod
ernize the South Vietnamese armed forces, Westmoreland consol idated all of 
them into a special five-year Military Assistance Plan, encompassing weapons, 
communications, and ground, water and air transportation.46 In November he 
boiled down his outstanding requests into a special ten-point package- which 
included the new rincs, machine guns, mortars, and radios, plus 1,702 trucks, 
4, 183 M79 40-mm. grenade lau nchers, artillery, and artillery ammunition- with 
suggested delivery dates. In early February 1968, in the midst of the Tet offen
sive, he recommended accelerating delivery of all requests and added a new 
requirement for 234 armored personnel carriers and 27 helicopters. Later in the 
month he reiterated his previous requests and added another for I 0,000 M72 
(L/\ W) 66-mm. antitank rockets and, for the territorials, 268,000 M16 rifles and 
I I ,200 M79 grenade launchers. 

Washington now gave these requests immediate attention. The U.S. Air Force 
and Coast Guard, for example, turned in about 20,000 M 16s fo r shipment to South 
Vietnam, and the Defense Department ai rlifted some I ,000 M60 machine guns 
and 25 M29 mortars to Saigon. All were earmarked for the South Vietnamese 
armed forces. But by then even more equipment was needed to replace that lost in 
the heavy fighting that was taking place, and MACV began working on a much 
larger modernization effort for its hitherto neglected ally. Meanwhile, the major 
enemy offensive in progress made it apparent that the deeper questions involving 
the image of Saigon's fighting forces would be decided on the battlefield and not 
in Washington or in the American press.47 
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The Logistics Lessons ofVietnam 

Introduction. in this brief article Lt. Gen. Joseph M. Heise1; J1~, 
Commander C?( the 1st Logistical Command in Vietnam, swnrnarizes the 
lessons learned in the .field of logistics during the Vietnam War and discuss
es them in the context of the accepted principles of Army logistics. General 
Heiser relies heavily on the massive report of the United States Joint 
Logistics Review Board, entitled Logistic Support in the Vietnam Era, as well 
as the "Principles of Army Logistics" outlined in Chapter 3 of A R I 1- 8. 

If the experience in Vietnam is to be of any lasting benefit to the United States, the 
above axiom must be recognized and beneficial lessons drawn from that conflict 
must be applied. Moreover, it is equally important that those factors which did not 
contribute to the success of U.S. efforts there be eliminated. Tl1us, one must learn 
as much as possible about critica l subjects such as the logistic experience in 
Vietnam, which provided an actua l proving ground for testing the defense logistic 
capabi I ity of this country. 

Was logistic support to Vietnam a success? On the basis of hearings and 
Genera l Accounting Office aud its conducted from 1968 to 1970, a Congressional 
committee concluded that " ... support to Vietnam was ... a demonstration of 
superb performance .... "1 Operational readiness rates increased to the "highest 
ever found in a combat zone." 2 Combat commanders such as Generals William 
C. Westmoreland and Creighton W. Abrams as well as the troops themselves 
attested that" .. . as a result of the successes achieved by our logisticians, the U.S. 
Forces were never restricted in combat operations by a need for essential supplies 
and enjoyed the highest quality of personal service ever provided to troops in 
combat."3 

llowever, thi s Congressional committee also concluded that the "superb per
fo rmance" was degraded by "appalling waste," indicating that the effectiveness 
attained was not matched by economy and efficiency. Despite this, their report 
stated that: 

Reproduced from Joseph M. Heiser, Jr. , '" First With the Most ' Not Enough: Vietnam 
Logistics: Past ls Prologue?" Defense Management Joumal l 2, no. 3 (July 
1976):74- 79. 
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The Army has acted aggressively and shown a willingness to reevalu
ate longstand ing, and sometimes cherished, concepts and review them 
according to the dictates of efficiency ... . The committee wishes to 
voice its support of the present actions being taken ... the committee's 
recommendations will serve as an endorsement and as a means of 
em.phasizing the importance of follow-through. 4 

The comrnittee therefore recommended that the Department of Defense "assimi
late the Vietnam experience in longer range logistics planning.''5 

It is therefore imperative that the effectiveness of the logistic principles 
applied to the Vietnam experience be assessed, recognizing the outstanding suc
cesses of that operation as well as the failw·es contributing to the degradation of 
the logistic effort. 

Economy ofForce 

The U.S. military establishment has long recognized that "Economy of 
Force," a major principle of war, is the key to success in employing combat force. 
Yet little emphasis has been given to the "Economy of Logistic Force" and its 
proper application . 

In the past the proposition "to get there first with the most"6 has often been 
used out of context as a justification for logistic actions; in fact, at one time a 
logistica l command actually used "first with the most" as its official motto. 
Unfortunately, this quote originated with Confederate Genera l Nathan Forrest, 
who was speaking not of logistics but of his success in battle when he stated that 
he tried "to get there fi rst with the most men." 7 

In Vietnam the U.S. did get there "first with the most," transporting far more 
materials and supplies to the ports than the American forces in the objective area 
could receive, store, or manage. The Vietnam depots contained 1.5- 2 million tons 
of material by 1968,8 but only some 20- 30 percent of it was available for combat 
support, with the remainder " lost" si nee it was not on stock record. Thus, there was 
at least temporary logistic chaos at objective ports and storage locations, due only 
minimally to enemy interference. 

However, between September L 968 and June 1969, this tonnage was reduced 
75- 80 percent by consumption of on-hand stock, retrograde of excess or uniden
tified items, and intensive command management control of incoming and retro
grade shipments. (In late 1968, alnwst $400 million worth of supplies were can
celled before departure from the U.S., having been found to be unnecessaryY) It 
was proven that greater effectiveness could be achieved with approximately 20 
percent of previously maintained tonnage. 

This experience led to the adoption of an "Inventory in Motion" 10 principle 
which integrates all of the functions of logistic support- including supply, main
tenance, improved communication , automation, transportation, and command 
management control- to regulate the flow of materiel into and out of the combat 
zone as needed. Utilizing such techniques as direct supply support and closed loop 
of reparables resulted in the avoidance of unmanageable depot stocks while main-
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taining a high standard of combat effectiveness through practical, economical 
command management. 

Logistic Fundan'lentals 

Certain basic elements of logistics and thei r application to Vietnam operations 
directly affected the degree of economy and efficiency atta ined. Among tbe more 
signif icant are: 

• Planning Requirements. 
• Management Intelligence. 
• Transportation Movement Control. 
• Logistic Publications. 
• Direct Logistic Support. 
• Logistic Command and Control. 11 

Planning Requirements 

For the national defense effort to be even minimally effective and efficient, 
there have to be contingency plans which contain time-phased logistic require
ments. These requirements for manpower, materiel, facilities, and services must be 
established early so that action, as approved, can be taken "to provide a higher 
degree of positive follow-through" 12 than that which occurred in support of 
Vietnam plans. 

Pub! ished as early as J 959 and revised in .1962 and 1963, these plans contained 
information and data sufficient to identify weaknesses and constraints that would 
occur in support of U.S. combat operations. However, while the requirements for all 
essentia l major items of materiel , construction, communication, and ports and other 
operational faci lities were recognized, action "had not been taken to alleviate all the 
identified logistic shortfalls prior to the execution of combat operations .... "IJ 

A major element of Vietnam planning requirements was the need for logistics 
personnel and support organizations trained in the operation and management of 
logistic commodities and weapon systems. Unfortunately, " logistical activities in 
South Vietnam often experienced shortages of personnel with specific ski lls and 
technical training." 14 This absence of trained logistics personnel and appropriate 
logistic command and control units, especially early in the Vietnam operation, con
tributed greatly to the lack of economy and efficiency found in logistic operations.15 

Management intelligence 

Just as strategic and tactical decisions require credible intelligence to assure 
effective combat support, logistic decisions also require credible logistic manage
ment intelligence. ln the early years ofVietnam, management information systems 
were virtually nonexistent. Nor was there an organized, trained, and staffed logis
tic control structure or standard, automated procedures. As a result, logistic deci
sions often were necessarily made without proper ana lysis of factual data. 
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Experi ence in World War 11 had proven thal the U.S . Army Overseas Supply 
Agencies were essential to providing coordination between continental U.S. 
(CONUS) sources and the theaters of operation, bul budgetary reductions ulti
mately led to their disestablishment in 1964. It was soon realized, however, that 
to effectively support combat forces in Vietnam, this capabi lity would have to 
be reestablished. Thus, the U.S. Army Logistic Control Office was formed in 
San Francisco; 16 in conjunction with the Defense Automatic Address Agency, it 
coordinated requirements and their provision with CONUS sources, transporta
tion, and Vietnam logistic agencies. 17 Analysis of available data using automa
tion and communications provided the necessary logistic intelligence and led to 
the creation of the logistic intelligence fi I e. Through the remainder of the war 
this was progressively improved by further standardizing and automating man
agement data. 

The battle commonly regarded as the turning point in the Revolutionary War 
was that at Saratoga in 1777, whicb the British lost as a result of" ... the break
clown in Burgoyne's transportation:'18 Although to a lesser degree, transportation 
movement control in support of Vietnam was similarly inadequate. As the Joint 
Logistics Review Board noted, "Lack of an adequate movement control system 
was a contributing factor to the confusion in the coordination between .. . 
CONUS and overseas logistic support organizations; port congestion and ship
ping backlogs; and a lack of proper coordination within the transportation sys
tem itsel f."19 

An analysis of tonnages involved in support of Vietnam (see Figure I) is quite 
revealing: In Korea in 1952, the use of air logistic support reached its maximum 
level of 30,000 tons, by far inferior to the level achieved in the peak years of the 
Vietnam war. This of course indicates the short-term impact of air logistic support. 
But the bulk of t1·ansportation movement is necessarily done by sea. In World War 
(I nearly 15 million tons were sealifted to Western Europe alone between June 
1944 and April 1945; in 5 years of support to Vietnam, only a little more than 17 
million tons were sealifted. In fact, in the 1965- 1966 time ti·ame, as many as 100 
ships witb half a million tons of cargo stood off the Vietnam coast with no place 
to unload or store their cargoes. 

FIGURE I- CONUS TO Yli:iTNAM [N-CARGO AIRLIFT AND SEALIFT MOVEMENT 
1965- 69 

(Short Tons) 

Calendar Year Airlift Sealift Total 
1965 38,000 1,230,000 1,268,000 
1966 117,500 2,831,500 2,949,000 
1967 207,400 4,114,000 4,32 1,400 
1968 212,800 5,046,400 5,259,200 
1969 175,800 3,941,200 4,117 ,000 

Grand Total 17,914,600 

Source: Special Assistant for Strategic Mobility Statistical Digests 1965-69 (Joint Chief.~ of Staff) 
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Fortunately, because Vietnam was by nature a limited war, generally sufficient 
transportation assets were made available to meet requirements. However, sub
stantial ineconomies and inefficiencies were the direct result of this lack of a 
ready, trained movement control organization. 

The international aspects of transportation movement control are also worth 
emphasizing. U.S. forces in Europe today are almost completely dependent for 
transportation movement and its control upon bilateral agreements with various 
host nations. But one might recall that during the fall of South Vietnam, trans
portation movement control was made vastly more complicated by the necessity to 
transport large numbers of noncombatants from the combat zone. The impact of 
this factor on the outcome of the war should be duly considered in light of the 
bilatera l situation in Europe today. 

Logistic support as wel l as operation and care of materiel by the combat user 
was hindered in Vietnam by inadequate cataloging.20 The logistic system was so 
burdened that the U.S. had an unmanageable, immobile logistic load which inher
ently led to gross inefficiencies. For example, during the war millions of catalog 
changes took place (see Figure 2). Having approximately 25,000 units or other 
DoD activities maintaining the appropriate catalogs proved an impossible task; as 
a result, most catalogs at CONUS national source levels were changed, but most 
at other echelons were not. The inevitable effect was an inability to properly com
municate needs from one to the other. 

FIGURE 2- DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE CATALOG CHANGES 

Item Management Transfers 

Unit Price and Unit of Issue 

ftem Reduction 
Logistical Reassignments 

1,442,700 . 

410,235 

1,073,819 
4,000,000 

Source: lleadquarters, Defense Supply Agency, October 1969. 

(July 1965 to October 
1969) 

(Fiscal Year 1966 to 
March 1968) 

( 1962- 1969) 
( 1967- 1969) 

Another aspect of the publications problem was that of initial cataloging for 
support of materiel containing engineering estimates of parts required (initial pro
visioning). Subsequent experience with operational materiel almost always proved 
that the cata log information needed significant change in terms of reducing items 
required. However, lack of timeliness and improper administration of essential 
change led to incorrect data. This resulted in a Theater Area Stockage List (TASL) 
in 1966- 67 of between 200,000 and 250,000 lines required to support Army 
responsibilities. Lt took nearly 3 years of combat consumption before the valid 
TASL was reduced to a workable 50,000-60,000 lines. For example, when the 
Sheridan (M55 1) tank was introduced in Vietnam in 1968, 3,000 peculiar line 
items were designated by CONUS to be stocked in the combat zone for support of 
this vehicle. A year's combat experience indicated that 350 lines (or lO percent) at 
the maximum were required. Management. even with automation, could not effec
tively accommodate more lines than that f inally proven necessary. Until this stage 
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of progress was reached, only the dedicated efforts of U.S. personnel, a good high 
priority system, and an unsophisticated enemy allowed the effectiveness rates to be 
satisfactorily maintained. 

Direct Logistic Support 

The logistic experience in Vietnam has strongly impacted on future logistical 
support of combat operations. Today the increased complexity and mix of 
materiel, in addition to the worldwide responsibi lities of the U.S. Armed Forces, 
require that improved transportation, communication, and other logistic functions 
be used to gain national logistic systems support in any theater of operation; the 
day of theater "self-sufficiency" is no longer practicable. 

Less bound by traditional philosophy, the U.S. Air Force was the frontrunner 
among the Services in incorporating th is doctrinal process of"Iogistic system sup
port." In Vietnam, the Air Force logistic system provided effective support for 
forces by using the same policies and procedures in the combat theater as in 
CONUS and other areas of the world. The only alterations were those of empha
sis or priority, the establishment of long lines of communication, and the redirec
tion of supply pipelines. 

Of necessity, the U.S. Army depended upon the Red Ball supply system to 
maintain operational readiness. Demonstrating the " inventory in motion" princi
ple, shipments were m.ade from CONUS sources directly to forward combat zones, 
within limits of practicality. 

In Vietnam, it was discovered that accountability for the T - 53 engine (for the 
UH- 1 helicopter) was inadequate despite the fact that there was a relatively low 
density of the engines in the supply system and they were critically short for com
bat requirements. This provided a model wh ich led to a total of over 200 item 
assemblies being introduced into the Closed Loop System, where modules or com
ponents could be directly exchanged. 

In reality, the Red Ball and direct exchange systems gave birth to the current 
Direct Supply Support System of the U.S. Army. For Direct Logistic Support is the 
modern application of the principle of logistics, "impetus of support is from the 
rear!" This means providing whatever support is needed by any military unit from 
wherever it can be most effectively rendered in a timely fashion. Thus, the civi I ian 
expertise of the U.S. Army Materiel Command (now lmown as the U.S. Army 
Materiel Deve lopment and Readiness Command (DARCOM)) was loaned to the 
2nd Logistical Command on Okinawa in order to identify and condition-code the 
retrograde from Vietnam, much of which was subsequently returned there. Further 
civi lian expertise from DARCOM and its contractors contributed immeasurably to 
the increased operational readiness ofU.S. Army aircraft in the combat zone. 

Logistic Conunand and Control 

Appropriate command and control echelons proved essential in Vietnam. In 
l 962, commanders initiated a requirement for an Army Logistical Command 
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Headquarters staffed by professional logisticians. This was not approved until 
April 1965, and even then a competently trained and organized command unit was 
not provided- the organization was activated in Vietnam and staffed with whatev
er personnel were available.21 

Although the 1st Logistical C01nmand, backed up by the 2nd Logistical 
Command in Okinawa and by the rest of the U.S. Army logistics system, success
fully met this cha llenge to logistics management, this professionally capable com
mand and contro l structure was achieved too late in the war. 

In one of their major findings, the Joint Logistics Review Board stated: 

A component commander required to furnish major logistic support to 
ground forces in a contingency operation must be provided with a 
logistic management capabi lity, vested in an officer whose rank and 
logistic experience are appropriate to the ultimate scope of the logistic 
operation. This senior logistician and his staff must participate in prior 
planning ... and be deployed to the a1·ea concurrently with the forward 
echelon of the headquarters of the combat forces.22 

The Board went on to recommend that a professional logistic personnel base 
be provided, emphasizing that the Logistic Deputies to the military chiefs of each 
Service be given: 

... policy responsibility for developing ... qualitative and quantitative 
requirements for and capabilities to provide trained officer, warrant 
officer, en listed and civilian logisticians. This responsibi lity to include 
maintaining staff cognizance over logistic officer, warrant officer, 
enlisted, and civilian personnel management.23 

Integrated Logistic Support 

Vietnam truly provided a combat "logistics proving ground." The challenge in 
overcoming the problems associated with supply, maintenance, transportation, 
communication, automation, and other services required logistic commanders and 
stall's to utilize not only recognized principles and techniques, but also innovative 
logistic management practices. 

The cha llenge forced these logisticians. to take an integrated logistic approach 
to attain effective combat support. Despite an inauspicious beginning and limita
tions of time, space, and personnel, the final result was an efficient, economical 
logistic support operation seldom, if ever, approached in any combat zone . 

. llowcver, all the logistic problems were by no means solved. Many, including 
such significant facets as common logistic support, property disposal, and logistic 
support of allies, still need practical solutions; but the experience of Vietnam does 
provide valuable insights into these as wel l. 

Ultimately, an invaluable reservoir of logistic lessons- both successes and 
failures was developed and proven on the battlefields of Vietnam. These must be 
utili zed to the fullest if the United States is to achieve maximum progress in the 
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pursuit of that most essential logistic principle- Economy of Logistic Force. 
Readiness in the defense of the U.S . and its national goals demands no less. 
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Findings of the Joint Logistics 
Review Board 

Introduction. The Joint Logistics Review Board was established by the 
DepWv Secretwy of Defense in 1969 to "review worldwide Logistic support 
to U S. combat forces during the Vietnam era so as to identifj' strengths and 
weaknesses and make appropriate recommendations for improvement." The 
Board~· report was published in J 970 and volume I contains a summcuy of 
the logistical lessons learned during the Vietnam Wcu~ extracts of which are 
provided here. The Board :v findings were instrumental in bringing about 
changes in logistical doctrine, organization, and procedures, which substan
tially improved the logistical support o/our militmy.forces in later years. 

15 Major Findings of the Joint Logistics Review Board 

I. Responsive Logistic Plann ing 
"The planning system of the Department of Defense must provide for: ( 1) a 

realistic appraisal of logistic resources to achieve balance between operational 
concepts and logistic capabilities; (2) the establishment of credible requirements 
for critical logistic resources; and (3) recognition in the Planning, Programming, 
and Budgeting System of the impact of inadequate logistic resources on opera
tional capabi lities." 
2. Early Management Capability 

"A component commander required to furn ish major logistic support to 
ground forces in a contingency operation must be provided with a logistic man
agement capabi lily, vested in an officer whose rank and logistic experience are 
appropriate to the ultimate scope of the logistic operation. This sen ior logistician 
and his staff must participate in prior planning fo r contingency operations and be 

Extracted from United States Joint Logistics Review Board, Logistic Support in the 
Vietnam Era, vol. I: A SuiiiiiUIIJ' Assessment with Mc{jor Findings and 
Recomlllendations (Washington, D.C.: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, 
Instal lations and Logistics, 1970). 
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deployed to the area concu rrently with the forward echelon of the headquarters of 
the combat forces." 

3. Force Structure 

"The force structure of the active duty components of the Armed Forces must 
be designed to permit adequate logistic support of ready forces in quick reaction 
to emergency situations. During peacetime, emphasis was in some cases placed on 
the maintenance of combat and combat support forces without adequate combat 
service support units and trained technical personnel. As a consequence, when 
contingency operations are undertaken and the Reserves are not called up, serious 
deficiencies in logistic units and trained logistic personnel may be expected. There 
is a need, therefore, to enhance readiness to respond promptly to limited war of 
scope comparable to the Vietnam conflict w ithout reliance on national mobiliza
tion or callup of Reserves to condttct logistic operations." 

4. Ammunition 

"Procurement and production of an ammunition item involving large volume, 
extensive noncommerical facilities, high costs, and multiple users should be 
ass igned to one of the primary users of that particular munition or related group 
of munitions." 

5. Transportation 

"An adequate transportation capability, with a proper balance between 
sealift and airlift resources, is essential to dep loyment and successful support of 
forces deployed in an overseas area. Since the bulk of materiel must be trans
ported by surface means, an adequate and responsive sealift must be in-being. 
Such a capability is dependent on a modernized MSTS [Military Sea 
Transportation Service, now the Military Sealift Command] nucleus fleet 
backed by access to the resources of an equally modern US merchant marine. A 
responsive and adequate airlift must be available to support initial deployments, 
to provide for follow-on movement of personnel, items designated for normal 
movement by ai rli ft, and for high-priority tuateriel. The growing capability of 
US civilian and [military] airli ft emphasizes that the Services must develop and 
test boldly engineered logistic systems to exploit the advantages inherent in th is 
mode of transportation." 

6. Joint Logistics Responsibi lities 

"Although the basic responsibi 'lity for the support and maintenance of forces 
must remain with the Services, unified commands must plan for and be staffed for 
active involvement, when required, in the multiservice aspects of transportation 
and movement control, construction, ammunition and POL resupply, communica
tions, medical evacuation and hospitalization, and control of critical items." 

7. Foreign Assistance 

"US foreign assistance activities require coordination at the interdepartmental 
level during planning for and execution of military contingency operations, 
whether or not US combat forces are deployed. During the planning process, it is 
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especially important to define clearly the responsibilities for and the relationships 
between military and civilian activities." 
8. Construction 

"The planning and implementation of construction programs related to con
tingency operations should incorporate: 

a. Service development of construction requirements; 
b. Centralized in-country coordination and control of construction at the 

unified command level; 
c. Planning, programming, and funding procedures tailored to an emer

gency situation; 
d. The use of preengineered, prefabricated, relocatable facilities as a 

means of improving construction responsiveness and reducing the construction 
effort." 
9. ADPS Support in the Combat Area 

"Effective and efficient logistic support to deployed forces has become 
absolutely dependent on ADPS [automatic data processing systems) in supply and 
maintenance operations. ADPS capabi lity for logistic management must be intro
duced in a combat theater as soon as possible with adequate communications sup
port and with the capability of interfacing with ADPS outside the combat area." 
I 0. Communications 

"Logistic management has become increasingly dependent on ADP and high
speed digital data transmissions, both within the contingency area and between 
CON US and overseas locations. Therefore, logistic contingency planning must be 
explicit as to communications requirements, and heavy transportable self-con
tained equipment must be developed to provide prompt availability of high-quali 
ty circuits, automatic switches, and terminal equipment to tie into the automatic 
digital network (AUTODlN)." 
II . Common Supply 

"Common supply of high-demand items used by elements of two or more 
Services can result in effective and economica l supply support. The most prof
itable areas for the application of common supply support include subsistence, 
selected items of POL, and construction material. There is a need to develop cri
teria defining the commodities and condi tions under which common supply sup
port shou ld be applied." 
12. POL 

"Because POL is so essential to support of military operations, the responsi
bilities of and interfaces between the military departments, the unified commands, 
and the Defense Supply Agency/Defense Fuel Supply Center must be clearly 
defined so as to eliminate misunderstanding." 
13. Excesses 

"Major origins of excesses in Southeast Asia were the inabi lity to accurate
ly forecast requi rements during the rapid buildup, often undiscip lined and repet-
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itive requisitions, a nd overtaxed and inadequate logistic management resources. 
Some unavoidable excesses were created by changes in operating decisions and 
by obsolescence of equipment. Steps must be taken to tailor logistic operations 
to those that can be reasonably performed in the combat area. Programs should 
be establi shed to identify excesses as early as possible during the initial phase of 
a cont1ict and should continue throughout its duration. An effective system fo r 
the rapid red is tribution of identified excesses should be available as soon as 
practicable." 

14. Containerization 

"Containerization offers the Services a major opportunity fo r a breakthrough 
in simplifying and speeding logistic support to deployed forces. Therefore, the use 
of containers should be developed aJld exploited as rapidly as possible." 

15. Concepts for Future Managementistic Support in the Combat Area 

"Available techniques must be aggress ive ly pursued to reduce the require
ment for logistic resources in the combat area without a reduction of operational 
capability." 

Conclusions 

"History suggests that, in major logistics operations like those in Vietnam, 
Korea, and World Warn, several management problems will always occur during 
the initial stages of a conflict. Among these recurring problems are the following: 

( 1) Transportation capabi I ity wi II be a critical factor. 

(2) Logistic capabilities in the theater will for some time be overtaxed 
and control must be established to regulate the flow of men and mate
rials in accordance with priorities established by the commander. 

(3) Construction of facilities w ill seriously lag behind requirements. 

(4) Communications will not meet a ll requirements. 

(5) Ammunition, POL, and food- bedrock essentials that are con
sumed in large quantities- wi II requ ire special attention. 

T hese known problems must be anticipated before actual events compe l the ir 
consideratio n." 

Applicability of Lessons Learned 

" Before concluding this summary, it is appropriate to address again the app li .. 
cation of lessons lea rned in Vietnam to the many possible s ituations that may 
develop in the future. 1t is certain that some future emergencies wil l develop log is
tic problems that did not surface in the Vietnam era. On the other hand, each of the 
Board's find ings and many of its recommendations are re lated to basic principles 
of logistics and management. An intensity of wart~u·e higher than that in Vietnam 
wiJJ accentuate the need to adhere to these fundamentals. The details of some of 
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the recommendations may alter with new techniques and capabilities, but the 
underlying principles are enduring." 



Chapter 11 

The Logistics of Rapid Deployment 
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Rapid Deployment in 1942 

Introduction. The first mc~jor deployment of US. forces in World War 11 
occurred in the early months of 1942 when Army and Navy .forces were 
rushed to the Pac!fic island of Bora-Bora to establish a refueling base for 
Navy vessels on the critical trans-Pacific route to Australia. The operation 
was conceived and executed in great haste and resulted in many problems. 
This study by historian Charles R. Shrader examines the consequences of the 
lack o.f either time or established procedures for planning the logistical sup
port of rapid deployment operations. 

At the end of 1941 , in the immediate aftermath of the Japanese attacks on Pearl 
Harbor and the Philippines, America's only remaining line of communication with 
Australia was an underdeveloped 7,800-mile route spanning the South Pacific. lt 
was clear to all that future operations in the Pacific to defeat the Japanese would 
require a well-developed chain of bases across the Pacific and that immediate 
efforts were required despite our sketchy lmowledge of the region . 

Accordingly, on Christmas Day 1941 , Admiral Ernest J. King, the commander 
in chief, US Fleet, instructed Navy planners to determine the site for a fueling base 
to improve the South Pacific route. 1 Five days later Admiral Harold R. Stark, the 
chief of naval operations, recommended that a base be established on the island of 
Bora-Bora which was then under Free French control. King approved the concept 
at once, the Army quickly agreed to participate, and planners from both services 
began to work out the details. By 8 January, the joint basic Army and Navy plan 
for the occupation and defense of Bora-Bora had been completed and signed. 

The objective of the planned operation, which was given the code-name 
BOI3CAT, was twofold: to establish a fueling station for the US Navy and to facil
itate the use of shipping routes from the United States to Australia and New 
Zealand.2 The plan required the Army to defend the island and its installations, to 
assist the Navy in the defense of ships within range, to provide for subsistence of 

Reproduced with the permission of Militmy Review from Charles R. Shrader, 
"BOBCAT: Rapid Deployment in 1942," Militwy Review 69, no. 3 (March 
1989):28- 37. 
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the force once ashore and to assist the Navy with the necessa ry construction 
work.l The Navy was to transport the force to Bora-Bora and to assist the Army 
in defending the island. The Navy's main responsibi lity, however, was to be the 
construction and operation of a 270,000-barrel naval fuel depot, as well as nec
essary defense and support facilities. 

The troop list for BOBC.•\T was relatively lean, but all the assigned units were 
f irst rate. The joint task force, including officers, totaled only about 4,300 men. 
The Navy element, 23 officers and 451 sailors led by Commander Carl H. 
Sanders, was made up of a seaplane scouting squadron, fuel depot operators, sup
port and harbor control personnel, and Detachment 1, l st Construction Battalion.4 

Tbe much larger Army element included 192 officers, one warrant officer and 
3,645 en I isted men. Army units included most of the I 02d Infantry, two batteries 
of the 99th Field Artillery Battalion (Pack), Headquarters, 3d Battalion, and 
Batteries F and I-1, 13th Coast Artillery Regiment (Harbor Defense), the 695th 
Signal Aircraft Warning and Reporting Company, the 8th Station Hospital, and 
miscellaneous support elements. The largest Army contingent was the !98th Coast 
Artillery (Antiaircraft), a Delaware Army National Guard regiment which had 
been in federal service since 1940. Commanded by Colonel George J. Schulz, the 
198th was considered "one of the best trained, fully equipped Antiaircraft Artillery 
units in the United States Army." 5 Overall command of the Bora-Bora operation 
was assigned to Colonel Charles D. Y. Ostrom, a coast artillery otficer.6 

Between 8 January and the proposed sailing date of 25 January, there was 
much to do. Army troops and equipment were scheduled to embark at Charleston, 
South Carolina . The Navy personnel, equipment and construction materials were 
to load at Quonset Point, Rhode Island, and at Norfolk, Virginia, with f inal redis
tribution and load ing at Charleston.7 Of necessity, the assembly of men and 
materiel, the selection and preparation of ships, and the loading at three separate 
ports proceeded simultaneously and, in some cases, began even before the joint 
plan was actually issued. 

The Army units involved moved quickly to prepare for deployment. The expe
rience of the I 98th Coast Artillery was typical.8 The I 98th was stationed at East 
Hartford, Connecticut, when movement orders were received on Sunday, I I 
January. By Wednesday, the I 98th's advance party had left fo r Charleston, immu
nizations and personnel documents had been updated and the regiment had been 
equipped with the new Ml Garand rifle. Supply shortages were f illed locally by 
transfer of equipment from other units in the same corps area or by the supply ser
vices that also made shipments direct to the port of embarkation (POE).9 Preceded 
by their guns and other unit equipment, the I 98th left East Hartford at 0700, 16 
January, and arrived at Charleston early the next morning. 

The Navy's problem was somewhat more complex. A massive amount of con
struction equipment and materials had to be gathered. BOBCAT probably would not 
have been possible except for the experience ga ined and the stockp iles created at 
Quonset Point for the building of Lend-Lease bases for Britain and Icelancl .10 A 
Navy construction unit also had to be formed from "scratch" especially for the 
Bora-Bora operation. The nucleus of the 250-man detachment was drawn from the 
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first headquarters construction company which had been organized in early 
December 1941. 11 Commanded by Lieutenant Commander Sylvester, the men of 
the detachment were the first of the famous "Sea bees" to be deployed overseas in 
World War U. The Seabees and other Navy units loaded and moved to Charleston 
on 17 January. 

The original plans were soon overwhelmed by a multitude of problems, most 
of which stem111ed from the lack of sufficient time to prepare and conduct the 
embarkation. From the beginning, major difficulties were encountered in obtain
ing adequate shipping. 12 Six vessels were required, but the Navy could provide 
only th ree. The other three had to be obtained from the US Maritime Commission 
and had to be refitted and armed on short notice. One of the vessels was damaged 
and the US Army transport Arthur Middleton was substituted. The Middleton was 
newly built but had to be armed and altered by the Navy to provide more troop 
space. Before leaving New York, her master reported to Third Nava l District head
quarters that she was unstable and required 1,500 tons of ballast to compensate for 
her new armament. The Navy declined to act, and the Middleton thus sailed to 
Charleston with a 12-degree list. 13 At the Charleston navy yard the BOBCAT 
Seabees received their first mission, to correct the Middleton's list by installing 
concrete ballast. The Seabees had to be used because the shipwrights at the yard 
already had their hands fu ll with repairs to the expedition's other troopship, the 
very old President Tj;ler, which had been ·used for seven years as a freighter. 

The inadequate World War !- vintage facilities at the Charleston Army POE 
added to the challenge.l'1 There was only limited storage space, railroad trackage 
alongside the warehouses was limited, and there was space for only three ships at 
a time alongside the wharf. Motor transport at the port was extremely scarce, and 
the stevedore labor at Charleston was clearly inadequate to work so many ships 
around the clock. The stevedores were also singularly slow and inefficient and the 
soldiers and sailors of the BOBCAT task force had to perform much of the final 
loading themselves. 15 Even the food in the port's mess hall was so bad that the 
troops of the !98th nearly rioted. 16 

At Charleston, the problems intensified as loading began. The importance of 
correct loading was clearly understood by everyone.17 However, an orderly load
ing according to the approved, coordinated plans proved impossible. For one thing, 
the assembly of the material at the loading points, especially at the naval supply 
depot at Charleston, was hurried and confused. In addition, both Army and Navy 
cargo was so poorly marked that it defied identification. Even the crack !98th 
Coast Artillery contributed to the confusion and delay when its equipment arrived 
uncrated despite specific instructions to the contrary issued by the planners. In 
sending out the movement orders, Headquarters, I Corps, had left out the clause 
pertaining to this requirement which caused a last-minute scramble to find labor 
and packing materials. 1s 

Further difficul ties arose when the allotted ships became available in a 
sequence unsuited to the loading plans. In order to make the appointed sailing 
elate, each ship had to be loaded with whatever cargo was available at the time the 
ship arrived. In addition, some Navy cargo, as well as the eight 7-inch coastal guns 
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and their ammunition, had to be loaded at the navy yard rather than the Army POE. 
Ostrom explained that: 

" ... the PRESIDENT TYLER was found actually to have no boom 
heavy enough to lift the 7-inch guns and carriages which it had been 
planned to place on her ... Cargo removed from the TYLER was then 
reloaded elsewhere. Naturally the carefully planned load of the ship 
receiving the cargo previously on the TYLER became somewhat dis
arranged .... "19 

A similar situation ex isted with respect to the Middleton. Time did not permit 
a complete job of reballasting the ship, thus heavy cargo planned for other ships 
had to be stowed in the Middleton's lower holds instead. 

The worst was yet to come. The straw that almost broke the camel's back was 
800 tons of Navy cargo which arrived unexpected ly.20 It consisted of barge pon
toons, bulldozers, vehicles and other bulky cargo that should have been distributed 
among all the vessels to ensure quick access at Bora-Bora. Many of these items 
were "heavy lifts," and the tlwee bulldozers alone required 18 hours to load. 
Moreover, instructions had been issued to load all ships to capacity. Thus, when 
the loading was nearly complete and it was seen that space was available for anoth
er few hundred tons, Ostrom and Sanders were forced to determine, on the spot, 
what extra items were needed and what could be obtained on short notice.21 They 
established priorities and additional rations, cement, machinery, equipment and 
reinforcing steel were loaded, al l out of sequence and, of course, not in accordance 
with the original loading plans. 

In spite of the problems and delays, Convoy Baker Cast 100, consisting of two 
troop transports, four cargo vessels, one tanker and an escort composed of the 
cruiser Richmond and six destroyers, finally got underway for Panama in the mid
afternoon ofTuesday, 27 Janua ry, two days behind schedule but only 32 days fi·om 
the date the operation had been f irs t conceived. 22 The Boi3CAT convoy reached 
Panama on the morning of 2 February. At Panama, additional supplies, including 
a supply of blank forms provided by the adjutant general of the Panama depart
ment, were loaded, and the detai led unloading plans that had been made en route 
from Charleston were reviewed and coordinated.23 Once through the Panama 
Canal and into the Pacific Ocean, the convoy met its new escort of two old light 
cruisers, tbe Trenton and the Concord, and two destroyers from Rear Admiral John 
F. Shafroth 's Southeast Pacific Force. After an uneventful voyage, the convoy 
arrived off Bora-Bora around noon on 17 February 1942, 48 days after the deci
sion to send it had been made. 

The island atoll of Bora-Bora is in the Leeward group of the FTench-owned 
Society Is lands, 140 mi les northwest ofTahiti. 24 The island lies 2,700 miles south 
of Hawaii, 5,200 miles southwest of Panama and 3,000 miles northeast of 
Australia. The site of the film Tabu and other South Seas epics, Bora-Bora is of 
volcanic origin and is dominated by the I ,030-foot Matatuhua Peale It is a small 
island, about 4.5 miles long and 2 ntiles wide, with a steep barrier reef one to two 
miles offshore. The natural passage through the reef is curved and thus protects the 
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two usable harbors: Teavanui Harbor and the smal ler Fanuii Bay. The island has 
over 20 miles of coastline (not including the motus), long, narrow areas of dry land 
with sparse vegetation interspersed with the barrier coral reef. From the high peaks 
and ridges in the center of the island, the land slopes to the water, often precipi
tously. There are few flat areas. 

The climate of Bora-Bora is typical of the South Pacific. The temperature 
ranges from 69 to 92 degrees FahJenl1eit year round. Bora-Bora is perpetually 
humid and, although there is usually some slight air movement, the highest wind 
recorded by BOBCAT observers was a gust of 40 knots. Rainfall is normally high 
and the BORCAT landings were made in the rainy season of an unusually wet year. 

Bora-Bora has three main settlements: Viatape, Fanuii and Anau. The princi
pa l village is Viatape on Teavanui Bay. In 1942, the population of the island was 
about 4,000. In addition to the native Polynesians, the population consisted of a 
few Chinese merchants, several Free French officials, and an American couple, 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hedges, who owned a house near Viatape and who had been 
stranded there when the waT began.25 

Like the other islands of the Pacific, Bora-Bora was virtua lly terra incognita 
to Army and Navy planners in 1942. 26 The BoBCAT force was preceded by a naval 
survey ship that provided some hydrographic data, but plans for the land installa
tions were based on a map drawn by French navigators nearly I 00 years before. 
The on ly other source of information available to the planners in Washington was 
a naval aviator who had been to the island in J 936. After the convoy sailed, the 
Army staff accidentally discovered a young Army Reserve officer who, as a grad
uate student, had visited Bora-Bora in the summer of 1941 to do research for his 
thesis on Japanese colonization.27 Second Lieutenant Walter H. Pleiss, Ordnance 
Corps, was flown to Balboa and joined the convoy as it passed through the Panama 
Canal. He was scarcely qualified to advise on the technical difficulties that lay 
ahead, and the informat ion he did have om the island was not very useful. 

The balefu l effects of insufficient planning and preparation time became 
immediately apparent at Bora-Bora. The hasty loading at Charleston proved the 
truth of Shafroth's observation that "a nnost serious handicap is imposed upon 
any military expedition starting overseas if that expedition is improperly 
loaded."28 As unloading began, it was soon discovered that some cargo needed 
immediately, such as the tools needed for establishing campsites, tentage and 
mess equipment, was deep in the holds. Conversely, some of the top-loaded 
equipment was not needed right away and had to be stacked helter-skelter along 
two miles of beach. The problem was further complicated by the poor marking 
of the ca rgo, which made specific items almost impossible to find except by 
breaking open the crates.29 

I t was al so soon discovered that none of the ships had sufficient slings, cargo 
nets and the other gear for discharging the cargo, although some equipment had 
been obtained at the last minute from working stocks at Charleston.30 The combat 
ships of the escort were of no help; they had "stripped ship" of both cargo gear and 
boats in Panama. Thus, ships loaded by dock cranes in Charleston had to be dis
charged "in the stream" with only the most basic gear. 
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Problems were especiaily acut-e with regard to the I ighterage needed to 
unload the ships. Here was a classic Catch-22 situation. As Shafroth pointed 
out, "The ships could not be unloaded without the floating equipment and the 
floating equipment could not be assembled without un loading."31 In the confu
sion at Charleston, some of the bolts and other parts for the four 50-ton self-pro
pelled pontoon barges were misplaced, and valuable time was lost at Bora-Bora 
in finding them. Even so the fou r barges were assembled and put in service in 
the first eight days after reaching Bora-Bora. However, three weeks passed 
before the first mobile crane was located and unloaded, and at the end of the 
third week, the three 100-ton barges still had not been uncovered. Four 30-ton 
tank lighters stowed on deck saved the day. They were operational within 24 
hours, but had to operate at reduced speed because of engine trouble. A few 40-
foot and 60-foot motor launches were also available; but even after the avai lable 
lighterage was put into operation, it proved insufficient to keep up a steady 'flow 
from ship to shore.32 

The unloading was made more difficu lt by the lack of suitable landing 
places.33 The only immediately usable landing was at Viatape where there was a 
iong wooden pier built on cribs made from coconut logs and filled with rock, coral 
and earth. However, the pier was in relatively shallow water and had on ly 50 feet 
of usable face. A truck could barely turn around at the end of the pier which was 
only 12 feet wide. There was also one small landing suitable for the tank lighters 
available at Viatape. The other landing area, at Fanuii , had a wood deck pier 20 feet 
long and 6 feet wide, with 5 feet of water located at the end of a long, narrow 
causeway unsuitable fo r use by a loaded truck. The Fanuii site was essentially use
less until it could be improved. Eventually, causeways and a marginal pier were 
built at Fanuii and the other landing sites were much improved, but the effort took 
time and manpower away from the primary mission. 

Storage space ashore was also a real problem. The largest firm, level area on 
the island was at Viatape but it measured only 250 i·eet by 400 feet.-14 Initially, sup
plies were pi led wherever dry footing could be obtained. Huge stacks of cargo cov
ered all available space at the landings. A local cinema was leased for sorting flour 
and sugar, and a schoolhouse was used for the most perishable PX suppl ies, but 
there was no other covered storage. 35 Little dunnage was available, and tents were 
used in lieu oftarps but prov ided little protection from the heavy rains wh ich could 
drop over one inch of ra in in 20 m inutesY• At one landing place, thousands of 
bright green cans of Altes beer ("the green beer in the green can") burst from their 
rain-soaked cases and lay littered about the beach.37 

One defect of the Bono:r troop list, common to most mil itary operations, was 
that an insufficient proportion of service troops were assigned to the operation. 38 

Native labor was also scarce, and the inhabitants of Bora-Bora had no particular 
interest in earning money since there was little on which to spend it. Sixty men 
were eventually induced to help when Ostrom authorized sales of about $200 
worth of commissary items to the natives each month.39 The lack of service troops 
and local labor meant that many Army and Navy personnel had to abandon their 
primary duties to help unload the sh ips. 
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Desp ite the best e·fforts of Sanders, who was responsible for the discharge and 
movement of cargo to the shore, and Lieutenant Colonel Berrien, who was respon
sible fo r unloadi ng at the shore, distribution and storage, the unloading proceeded 
very slowly. Even working a ll the sh ips at the same time, 24 hours a day at six 
land ings, 52 clays were required to discharge the BOBCAT convoy and one addi
t ional supp ly ship.40 The delay made the vessels sitting ducks for a Japanese attack, 
but more important it tied up ships needed for other missions. 
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The difficulties did not abate once the force was ashore. Movement around the 
island was restricted to a single-lane road of 22.5 miles which circled the island.41 

This path, only half of which was even marginally usable, had numerous small 
bridges and culverts that the Army's heavy trucks quickly broke down. Road work 
was required immediately, but the Seabees' request for road building equipment 
had been denied and the Army had made no allowance for construction equipment. 
Jn fact, the Army units had left most of their vehicles behind and, although the 
unexpected addition of 100 bicycles was welcome, it did little to repair the short
age of proper road-building equipment.42 The work had to be done with only one 
small rock crusher and Army cargo trucks, the six Navy dump trucks being unable 
to negotiate existing trai ls. Rocks were broken by hand and fed into the crusher. 
The crushed rock was shoveled into the trucks and then spread by hand. In point 
of fact, there was not a lot of rock to crush or spread. There was no quarry and lit
tle loose rock on the small atoll. Coconut trees were the primary building materi
al for all uses. The use of crushed coral proved unsatisfactory because the "live" 
coral road surface became extremely slick when wet- and it was perpetually wet. 
The road frequently washed out and all the hand labor went for naught. Despite 
great efforts, the island rudimentary road net remained little improvecluntillate in 
1943 by which time it was largely unneeded. 

Perhaps the most difficult problem was ensuring an adequate supply of fresh 
water. The existing water supply of the island immediately proved inadequate for 
the 4,400-man expedition 's needs. Bora-Bora's water system consisted of a single 
l-inch water pipeline from Viatape to Fanuii with faucets at intervals on concrete 
posts.43 Strict water discipline had to be enforced because the Navy distillation 
units could not meet the added demand, nor was the rain water (collected in gal
vanized tubs, chemically treated and distributed from Lister bags) adequate to 
make up the deficiency.44 On 7 March, Lieutenant Colonel Duncan of the !98th 
was given the mission of solving the problem of water supply. Over a period of six 
weeks, a complete water supply system was bu ilt by erecting four dams on the 
main streams and constructing a distribution system of approximately 13 miles of 
4-inch pipe originally intended for construction of the fuel oil tank farm.45 

Essential defense and support facilities had to be built before work could start 
on the tank farm. By 26 April, much had been done.46 The antiaircraft defenses, 
including an air warning system, were very near completion, and work had pro
gressed on the coasta l defense gun positions. The eight 7-inch guns salvaged from 
the old pre- World War T battleshi.p Connecticut were brought ashore on I 0 
March.47 Work on the first of the four two-gun defense batteries was very slow; the 
subsequent three were installed somewhat more rapidly. In every case, the guns 
had to be mounted on skids and hauled by hand 1,000 to 2,000 feet up 45-clegree 
slopes.48 Eight magazines, four battery command posts and the harbor defense 
command post had also been completed. New landings had also been developed 
and 20 messes, a sales commissary and a PX were in operation. By 18 September, 
when Ostrom again reported on progress, the accomplishment was more impres
sive.49 Housing for 4,350 men and a 250-bed hospital had been completed. The 
construction of warehouses and storage faci lities for fuel oil, gasoline and ammu-
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nition were 60 to 80 percent completed. Five miles of roads, six electTic power 
plants, a sewage system and the water system had also been completed. 

The problems of unloading, building accessory service facilities, and inade
quate manpower and equipment delayed the start of the tank farm construction 
until 2 April. There, too, the planners had erred by assuming that the tanks cou ld 
be installed on a "coastal flat." The so-called "coastal flats" nowhere extended 
more than 50 to 150 yards in from the coast before rising abruptly.50 Thus, the 
27 10,000-barrel fuel tanks, each of which was 56 feet in diameter, 25 feet high 
and had 38,000 bolts, had to be installed on she! ves blasted from solid rock. 51 

More than 720 Army personnel worked with the 250 Sea bees seven days a week 
in three shifts for a total of 18,000 working hours to complete the fi rst eight 
tanks by 9 June, so that the first tanker to arrive cou ld be discharged promptly. 
But, at a rate of about three days per tank, the tank farm was not completed unti I 
March 1943.52 

The base at Bora-Bora faced a threat of Japanese invasion until after the Battle 
of Midway on 6 June 1942. Thereafter, the threat was remote and as the war in the 
Pacific proceeded, the base at Bora-Bora gradually declined in importance with 
only one or !wo ships per week stopping to refueJ.53 The Bora-Bora complex was 
never attacked, was never expanded into a major base and played only a minor role 
in subsequent Pacific campaigns. The 198th Coast Artillery, its proficiency 
reduced by boredom and inactivity, was transferred to Efate in the New Hebrides 
in February 1943.54 The Seabees moved to Samoa in September 1943 to support 
the 22d Marines. 55 The base was placed on reduced status on I Apri l 1944 and was 
clisestabl ished on 2 June 1946. 

As the first American experience in rapid deployment and support in World 
War II , Operation BOBCAT was "a step into the unknown"56 which clearly demon
strated that both accurate information about the target area and a good deal of time 
were needed to make a strategic concept a logistic reality. The operation also indi
cated that inexperience, coupled with the lack of systematized internal procedures 
within the services and lack of an established system of coordination between 
them made the defects of time and information even more profound. That BOBCJXr 
was ultimately successfu l in the face of so many complex problems can only be 
exp lained by Ostrom's comment that "the Army units were superb; they accom
plished almost superhuman tasks. The same may be said of the naval personnel; 
there was most generous cooperation."57 Without such cooperation, Operation 
BOBCAT might have been a dismal failure. 

Despite the insignificant role that the Bora-Bora installation actually played in 
the war, the experience gained in Operation BoocAT proved immensely valuable as 
American forces fought their way across the Pacific to the Japanese home islands. 
From the difficulties of Boi3CAT and similar operations were derived systematic 
methods ofjoint planning and coordination that permjtted pla1111ing and execution 
to proceed quickly and efficiently despite inadequate time or insufficient infor
mation about the objective. The sophisticated and high ly effective logistic plan
ning techniques which were used for later major logistic operations such as the 
build-up on Guam, the Normandy invasion, and Operation Olympic (the planned 
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invasion of .Japan), thus had their origin in the earlier Bora-Bora bungling and 
Operation Bono.T.58 
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Rapid Deployment Logistics
Lebanon, 1958 

Introduction. These excel'lJis .fi-om Lr. Col. Gwy H. Wade :s- study of the 
logistical support of the US. intervention in Lebanon in 1958 sketch the 
logistical doctrine in e.ffect at the lime and its effectiveness under actual 
employment. In addition Wade describes the planning process as well as air
head and port operations. He concludes with a summcuy evaluation of the 
logistical support ofOperalion BWEBA7; among theflrst of our modern rapid 
deployment operations. 

The Operation 

The countries of the Middle East experienced intermittent crises during the 
1950s. Lebanon was no exception, as internal turmoi l and outside pressures threat
ened its existence. This research survey, however, will not dwell on the political 
situation of either the entire Middle East or, specifically, Lebanon in the spring of 
1958. Suffice it to say, President Camille Chamoun of Lebanon made an urgent 
plea on 14 July 1958 to the governments of France, Great Britain, and the United 
States to deploy military forces to Lebanon to stabilize the situation. Received in 
Washington at 0600 on 14 July, this message became the first test of the 
Eisenhower Doctrine, which had been announced in January 1957. 

Through the Middle East Resolution, or Eisenhower Doctrine, Congress 
authorized the United States to provide economic and military assistance to 
requesting nalions to preserve their Independence. The Eisenhower Doctrine stat
eel that the independence and integrity of these Midd le East nations were vital to 
world peace and to the national interest of the United States. If these nations were 
"attacked from a country under the control of international communism then the 
President was authorized, upon request, to send forces to resist that attack." 

Reproduced with the permission of the Combat Studies Institute fi·om Gary H. Wade, 
Rapid Deployment Logistics: Lebanon, 1958, Combat Studies Institute Research 
Survey no. 3 (Fort Leavenworth, Kans.: U.S. Army Command and General Staff 
College, October 1984), pp. ix- xi, 15 17, 35-41, and 79- 82. The notes have been 
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U.S. military analysts believed that Lebanon was threatened internally by 
strong and numerous rebel bands, "most of which were strengthened by Egyptian 
and Syrian infiltrators constituting a fifth column," and externally by the armed 
forces of Syria "poised in strength" along the border. Given this situation, the 
United States intervened. President Dwight D. Eisenhower wanted "to move into 
the Middle East, and specifica lly into Lebanon, to stop the trend toward chaos." 
Ten hours after the receipt of President Chamoun's message, the Chief of Naval 
Operations ordered the U.S. Sixth Fleet (Mediterranean) eastward to land Marines 
in Lebanon. On 14 July, the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) alerted U.S. forces in 
Europe and the Tactical Air Command in the United States to ready for immedi
ate military action. The JCS also activated a Specified Command, Middle East 
(SPECOMME), and designated Adm. James L. Holloway, Commander in Chief, 
North Atlantic and Mediterranean, as the Commander in Chief, SPECOMME 
(CINCSPECOMME). According to a JCS memorandum, "These actions marked 
the beginning of operation 'Blue Bat,' the first United States airborne-amphibious 
operation to occur in peacetime." 

By 16 July, over 3,000 Marines had landed. The U.S. Army forces making up 
Army Task Force 20 1 (ATF 20 I) consisted of the I 87th Battle Group from the 24th 
Infantry Division. This force began arriving in Beirut on the nineteenth, and, by 
the twenty-fifth, over 3,000 personnel and approximately 2,500 short tons of 
equipment had been brought in aboard 242 air missions. Shortly thereafter, the 
sea lift in support of the Army brought in an additional 3,650 soldiers and 45,450 
measurement tons of supplies in three transports and thirteen cargo vessels. 

The U.S. forces landed unopposed and quickly found themselves in a role lim
ited to showing force instead of using it. With the 31 July election of General Fuad 
Shchab, commander of the Lebanese army, as the new president and his subse
quent inauguration on 23 September, a semblance of order returned, and U.S. 
forces began their departure. Duri111g the three months of American involvement, 
one U.S. battle death occurred, while U.S. armed forces caused no civilian casual
ties. The American projection of power had worked, as the political situation had 
at least become stabilized temporarily. 

This absence of combat did not radically alter the logist ical support for the 
force, which still had to be feel, clothed, housed, and cared for. Of course, ammu
nition resupply, casualty evacuation, and combat loss replacement were not impor
tant parts of the effort, but other functions, such as civil affairs, construction, and 
health and comfort activities, came to the fore. 

Because the United States has in the past deployed military force without 
using it in combat (and may do so again), it is instructive to study the logistical 
effort behind the intervention, that is, the deployment and sustainment of this 
force. This research survey is concerned with the lowest level of this effort, called 
in some sources battlefield supply or tactical logistics. This study examines how 
the Army organized in 1958 to move and to support itscl f in the field and what 
process it used to do so. This research survey discusses aspects of combat service 
support, including such functions as resupply, transportation, procurement, civi l 
affairs, and medica l support. Rapid Deployment Logistics: Lebanon, 1958 presents 
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a model for planning, deploying, and sustaining a task force- a model that offers 
many lessons for today's Army. The absence of combat focused more attention on 
these aspects than would have been the case in combat operations, and the partic
ipants had the time to document their problems and recommendations. Thus, a 
study of this operation will be of particular benefit for the planner, logistician, and 
combat arms officer. This study reconstructs the logistical doctrine for a rapid 
deployment contingency force as it existed in 1958 and evaluates its implementa
tion in the Lebanese crisis. 

Although the Army's logistical doctrine was generally sound, rapid deploy
ment logistical planning for contingency force operations, such as the U.S. inter
vention in Lebanon, was weak. Before World War II, contingency planning had 
focused on technical questions and tended to ignore organjzational issues. 
Therefore, the basis of "how to accomplish tasks" or doctrine had developed in a 
haphazard fashion. This doctrinal development must be examined to understand 
the status of contingency force operations in 1958. 

* * * 
Problems 

Logistical planning for EP 20 I was the responsib ility of small groups of peo
ple. As in other cases, plans and annexes were classified top secret, with a strict 
need-to know policy enforced at all times . Excessive security restrictions nulli
fied much of the good work already accomplished in the plans and caused the 
biggest breakdown in planning for the operation. The logistical portion of EP 20 I 
called for the creation of a type A logistical command to serve as headquarters 
for the technical and service units selected for ATF 20 I. These units had already 
been carefully selected before the mission. But because of the controlled access 
to EP 201, few of the concerned un its knew that they would be deployed. 
Although these units were technically proficient, they had no idea what they were 
expected to do, where they were to go, and how many troops they were to sup
port. They had no knowledge of the planners' accomplishments, such as what 
automatic requisitions the planners had arranged and on what basis they had cal
cu lated supply units. Lt. Col. (later Col.) Dan K. Dukes, Jr., chief of plans at 
Headquarters, USAREUR COMMZ, who later became the deputy commander 
for the 201 st Logistical Command, stated he did not participate in the planning 
and, in fact, received no briefing or any information concerning the plan. He 
doubted that many other officers in COMMZ headquarters were informed until 
shortly before the OPLAN was implemented. 

Moreover, planners followed the contemporary doctrine and formed a logis
tical command as a foca l point for all technical and service functions. They estab
lished a push system of supplies via automatic requisitions. But the planners 
never passed this information on to the technical units that would probably sup
port the operational plans. USAREUR planners prepared requisitions for stocks 
and repair parts, but the hi gh security classification of the plan precluded units 
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from identifying or earmarking stocks for fear of compromising the mission. 
Colonel Meetze commented: 

The pitfalls .in this planning evolved into two segments, with both ham
pered by the high secu rity involved: First, the selection of units required 
for the mission, and second, determining the items and quantities of 
materiel desired and when they should be avai lable. These two seg
ments, of course, include such details as what is a day of supply of the 
various types of ammunition required for the speci fie mission involved; 
how is resupply to be handled (including automatic); what theatre and 
organizations are to be the backup for supplies and for how long; will 
it be possible to procure subsistence items in the Operational Theatre, 
and so on and on. Remember too that coordination was required in the 
many echelons of command: JCS, ClNCSPECOMME, USAREUR 
COMMZ, etc. 

Secrecy prevented us from obta ining valued in formation from staff spe
c ialists and 1-i·om units which were included in the plan, and determin
ing the quantities of all items required was a tremendous chore. The 
combat commanders made the decision of how much ammo and how 
much food each man would have with him at the time of the initial drop 
or landing but from then on it was the responsibility of the Support 
Command. Here is where the cooperation and frequent visits between 
the combat forces and the log istical command planners really paid div
idends. Again, because of the high security of the plan , stocks could not 
be earmarked or segregated in warehouses or depots. It was only logi
cal then that when the preprogrammed stocks were outloaded from 
depots to debarkation points on a rush basis that conditions were ripe 
for a "snafu." 

Logistical policies set forth in EP 20 1 included the provision that no supplies 
or equipment were to be stockpiled prior to the implementation of the plan. This 
proved to be a major stumbling block in the coming load-out; moreover, no one, 
except a small cell of select planners, knew what was supposed to happen, and, of 
course, no one knew when it would happen. 

Airhead 

The first priority of the logistical command was a ir terminal operations. The 
unloading of airborne units was no problem. The ATF commander, General Gray, 
described the airborne's a irlanding: 

As each aircraft turned into the taxiway still rolling at considerable 
speed, a soldier jumped off and sprinted forward to establish an assem
bly point for his plane load. The other soldiers came tumbling out behind 
him while the plane was still rolling, neatly stacked their weapons and 
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equipment in a line designated by the guide, then raced back to the plane 
to unload the A- 7 containers and weapons bags. In a matter of several 
minutes the plane was proceeding to the runway for takcofT. 
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The un loading of suppli es and heavy equ ipment was not as smooth, howev
er. Evidently, considerable confusion ex is ted about who was in charge of unload
ing. /\ II the services used the Beirut International Airport as their ai r terminal. In 
addition, the international airport would eventually serve, on a continuing basis, 
as the main base of operations for helicopter, light plane, aeromedical evacuation, 
and antisubmarine warfare operations. All these military activities were superim
posed on the constant, heavy commercial use of the airfield. The initial contacts 
belwccn U.S. and Lebanese officials to coordinate air traffic consisted of little 
more than a Lebanese army officer and a U.S. Marine representative working 
with civilians to control landings and takeoffs. During the initial Army airlift, the 
Air Force provided a CALSU of the 6th Aerial Port Squadron. This unit attempt
ed to control and coordinate all U.S. activities unti l the arriva l of an aeromedica l 
evacuation detachment. Then, the CALSU established a passenger and cargo 
operat ions area in the terminal. Whi le these personnel made a commendable 
effort to carry this extra workload and did manage to operate a limited military 
base operations center, their numbers and technical ratings were not adequate to 
handle all airport and terminal activities. 

Confusing instructions exacerbated the problem. ClNCSPECOMME OPLAN 
215- 58 stated that Commander, U.S. Air Forces, SPECOMME, would establish 
and operate air transport facilities to improve the handling of personnel and cargo 
and to arrange for use of the commercial air transport terminal. A military regula
tion (/\R 59- 106/0PNAV Instruction 4660. 1/AFR 76- 7/MARCUR JSAR 
2- 56- 3000, 21 September 1956) dclincatccl the functional rcspons ibi lities of the 
mi li tary services in connection with handling and moving trafTic through Air 
Force air termina ls, including those at advanced landing fields and airheads. 
Responsibilities differed somewhat for the air movement of units and the air move
ment of other traffic, such as cargo, mail, passengers, and baggage. 

For air movement of units, the respective service (Marine, Navy, Air Force, or 
Army) being moved was responsible for loading, tying down, and unloading its 
supplies and equipment into or out of aircraft. Air Force personnel, however, pro
vided techn ical assistance and saf:Cty inspections. ln contrast, cargo to be air
dropped was tied down and dropped by the Air Force. For movement of traffic 
other than units, the Air Force was responsible for accepting properly authorized 
and packaged traffic at the departure air terminals. Acceptance included inspect
ing, receiving, and unloading trafTie from consigner vehicles. The /\ir Force also 
had the responsibility of loading, tying down, providing en route service and 
supervision, unloading, notifying consignees, and delivering traffic at the destina
tion airfield. Delivery at the destination air terminal included loading traffic on the 
consignee's vehicles. The Air Force unloading capability at the Beirut airport was 
insufficient to support an operation of BLUEBAT's size; therefore, the command 
pressed combat troops into service as cargo hand lers. 
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The cargo handling organization consisted of an Air force team of seven to ten 
men for each shift; the team unloaded aircraft with two forklift trucks and roller 
conveyers. The Air Force, however, did not have enough personnel to do the job. 
The 201 st Logistical Command provided a team headed by a transportation offi
cer who supervised the unloading of passengers and cargo. Army combat troops, 
one officer and twenty men, augmented each of the Air Force shifts. Under com
bat conditions, it is doubtful whether these combat troops cou ld have been spared 
for that purpose. The movement priority did not infiltrate support troops soon 
enough to prevent congestion and confusion. 

Maritime Operation 

As with the airlift, the sea lift began almost on time. Because only a single air
head was ava ilable and to assure adequate supplies for the task force, the Army 
loaded two vessels with planned emergency resupply at Leghorn and Brindisi, 
Ita ly. On 19 and 20 July, the ships sa iled to Beirut, open ing the first phase of the 
sea operation. 

On 20 July, Delta and Echo forces moved to the ports of Bremerhaven, La 
Pallice, and Saint-Nazaire. In general, rail and highway movements to the ports 
were effected with minimum disruption of normal traffic now. At these ports, the 
men and materiel were promptly loaded, and the first vessel sailed for Beirut on 
24 July. This sea tail eventually consisted of 4,862 passengers and 72,0 II mea
surement tons of cargo. 

Before departing for Beirut, Colonel Meetze had sent his S3, Major 
Kaufmann, to Bremerhaven to supervise the loading ofthe main elements of Delta 
and Echo forces on the USS General Randall, the USNS Upshur, and USNS 
Geiger. According to Colonel Meetze, Major Kaufmann had no experience in port 
operations and was content to let the civilian workers handle the operation. 
Unloading problems resulted in Beirut because the longshoremen did not "combat 
load" the ships; instead, they loaded the ships "civilian style," even the new roll
on and roll-off vessel, the USNS Comet. 

Longshoremen at Brcmcrhaven loaded the Comet with I 0,71 I measurement 
tons, "a remarkable lift considering the 'balloon ' nature of much of the cargo" 
(tanks and trucks). Participants estimated that the Come/ held the same amount of 
cargo as four or five World War II Victory ships. The lack of loading ramps and 
the narrow pier aprons at Bremcrhaven, however, prevented roll-on loading, but 
crane loading took no longer than for conventional vessels. Once aboard, the vehi
cles were driven to their parking areas. Additional crane-loaded cargo, however, 
blocked the passageways of the Comet, causing problems at the receiving end 
because "vehicles had to be lifted out of the vessel before other vehicles could be 
rolled off." 

Two officers and seven enlisted men, the initial Army staff of transportation 
personnel in Beirut who organized port operations, encountered difficulties while 
unloading. As described by a staff officer, "failure of operators and staff officers 
invo lved in port operations to have knowledge of the overall plans restricted their 
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capabilities to cope with certain facets of the operations." Furthermore, local 
stevedoring services were not immediately available because of unsettled labor 
conditions, the language barrier, and certain Lebanese bureaucratic features. 
Accordingly, initial unloading operations went slowly and would probably not 
have met the requirements of a combat situation. 

Cargo manifests compounded the problem of too few people to carry out the 
mission. Many manifests were incomplete or missing altogether, and stevedores 
literally had to unload a ship to discover what was aboard it. For example, no one 
identified the 299th Engineer Battalion's D-7 bulldozers until 15 August because 
the shipping manifest listed them as D- 8 dozers assigned to the 79th Engineer 
Construction Battalion. 

Confl icting instructions given at home stations for preparing trucks for sea 
movement caused more problems. Longshoremen removed considerable materiel 
from truck beds at the port of embarkation to permit efficient storage in the ship 
holds. They stored tbe removed materiel without any regard for unit or require
ment. On arrival, stevedores unloaded and transported this materiel to assorted 
dumps where others identified it and shipped it to the proper unit. A dump locat
ed at the 299th Engineer Battalion contained communications equipment, ammu
nition, hospital beds, tents, a fluoroscope, and dump truck headboards. Units had 
to send labor details to the beach and staging areas to pick up much-needed sup
plies. Once there, however, the details faced long hours of waiting without any 
assurance that any of their equipment would be unloaded. 

The 229th Engineer Battalion explained the implications of incorrect cargo 
manifests: 

The identification of this unit's TAT ("to accompany troops" equip
ment) was extremely difficult on debarkation from the (USNS] Upshur. 
A correction to the personnel manifest erroneously awarded a portion 
or this unit shipment number 74,000 DTX in addition to its correct 
shipment number 74,000 DMX. Consequently, half of this unit's TAT 
was marked DMX and the other half DTX. Shipment number 74,000 
DTX was shared with the 79th Engineer Construction Battalion which 
was also aboard the USNS Upshur. As a result, much time was spent 
opening all shipping boxes marked DTX to determine the rightful 
owner, and considerable effort was required in double handling much 
of this equipment. The TAT was loaded in a haphazard manner aboard 
the ship and was not identifiable by unit on the ship 's cargo manifest. 

Once again, faulty execution negated contingency planning. 

Result 

Problems like incomplete instructions, faulty manifests, and scarce labor 
could have seriously jeopardized the success of the mission. Unlike the Marine 
battalion landing teams that arrived ashore with thirty days' combat supplies, 
Army troops carried a minimum level of supplies. Furthermore, the planned resup-
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ply by air was also minimal, as the Army chose to rely on surface resupply. 
Accordingly, planners should have provided for adequate military personnel to 
unload MSTS and commercial ships early in the buildup phase. This provision 
would have allowed Army forces to operate independently of indigenous labor. 
Personnel for port operations might have been phased into the theater in incre
ments commensurate in size to the off-loading requirements and local labor. In 
special cases, qualified personnel , such as winch operators, might have accompa
nied the initial deployment to be readily available as needed at the port. Final ly, 
planners should have defined the responsibilities of units more clearly. 

Nevertheless, under ATF 20 I , Americans did deploy to the operational area. In 
the broad sense, the plan worked. General Gray explained later: "No basic change 
had to be made in our plan, and such adjustments as were required fell entirely 
within its framework. On the other hand, we were not loaded and locked within the 
time frame we had projected and, therefore, did not achieve our objective. In sum, 
the plan succeeded; we failed in its execution." The plans, however, lacked the 
details necessary for a smooth deployment, such as the confusion non-divisional 
units had over load-out procedures, incomplete manifests, and cargo loading at the 
port in Bremerhaven. Other fai lures in execution resulted because ofthehigh secu
rity classification of plans. This was the most significant drawback to well-inte
grated execution. 

* * * 
Summaty 

General Adams's forces accomplished the overall miss ion in Lebanon. They 
fol lowed existing contingency plans, and the U.S. Army demonstrated its ability to 
deploy rapidly. The operation also served as a practical test of an emerging logis
tical doctrine of tailoring support forces to a spcci fie ground force mission. 
Furthermore, the planning process provided valuable lessons for future operations. 

The tailoring of logistical forces worked, but not without drawbacks. The des
ignated support units must have a working knowledge of the plans so that they can 
devise complementary plans. Support units, like combat units, must train together 
to ensure teamwork. Higher headquarters must integrate the nonorganic combat 
service support units into the planning process and ensure that those units have an 
opportunity to rehearse the aspects of plans that a'ffect their operations. 

Another critica l aspect of the planning process is worst-case planning. Worst
case planning means forecasting the worst situations that a deployed force may 
encounter. Worst-case planning, in conjunction with a logistical doctrine of push
ing supplies forward, might have led to the problems encountered in Lebanon dur
ing 1958 and to similar problems in the Dominican Republic during 1965. The 
after-action reports of the Dominican Republic operation read as if they applied to 
Lebanon. These reports stated that the automatic resupply procedures were not 
sufficiently flexible to cope with changing requirements. One of these after-action 
reports, Operation Debrief, declared that "all interviewees stated that to some 
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degree the automatic resupply was wasteful, inadequate, uneconomical , and gen
erally mixed up." Moreover, the procedures to change automatic resupply were 
inadequate or nonexistent. Similar conclusions were reached for the earlier 
Lebanon operation. Although the automatic resupply or push system (the buildup 
of supplies according to levels for X number of days) met requirements, it was 
labor intensive and did not read ily adapt il:o changing situations. It also required 
secure, spacious areas for storage, particularly if units did not consume the sup
plies immediately. This system created waste and piles of unused supplies. 

As mentioned earlier, these factors were caused by worst-case planning in 
conjunction with this particular logistical doctrine. ln Lebanon, the lack of fight
ing (a best-case situation) freed manpower to handle massive resupply shipments. 
In this situation, worst-case planning did not balance the need for combat power 
against a labor-intensive logistical effort. If worst-case planning had come to 
fr ui tion and heavy f ighting had ensued, then the logistical effort would have been 
severely taxed. A dilemma develops in planning for heavy combat between the size 
of the fighting forces and that of follow-on support. Only by engaging in limited 
or no fighting would the manpower be freed to manage the logistical system. A 
solution is to combine the push-pull systems. Furthermore, such a system comes 
closest to the goal of just-in-time logistics. 

The logistical doctrine used by the U.S. Army during the 1983 operation in 
Grenada was a combined push-pull system. Logistical personnel had prepackaged 
supplies designed for a Grenada-type contingency operation. The units that 
deployed to Grenada also preconfigured resupply packages. Generally, these sup
plies were sent to the operational area on request by the deployed unit, but an auto
matic system was also used for certain resupply (mainly ammunition) items. In 
this case, the system was flexible enough to change the packages based on actual 
requirements. In some instances, supply personnel on Grenada made requests for 
special items, which normally would have taken at least a day; yet, a few minutes 
after their request, a plane wou ld land carrying the needed items. The logistical 
persormel had already anticipated that request, and these instances indicated the 
close working relationship between the deployed force and the logistical person
nel. Tt may be years before f1-dl disclosure of the Grenada operation can be made, 
but, based on the Lebanese and Dominican Republic experiences, the combined 
push-pull system appears to be the best of both worlds. 

The operational lessons of the Lebanese operation are as old as mi litary art 
itself and are just as critical now as at any time in the past. The detai led execution 
of plans, such as the proper implementation of loading plans, and the meticulous 
marking of cargo manifests are crucia l. Practice exercises and rehearsals are need
eel to ensure this capability. Unrealistic loading plans will disrupt the best-made 
plans for a strategic movement. Inattention to detail adds confusion in the objec
tive area and belies efficient planning. 

Planning for the deployment of the airborne battle group was, in the sense of 
mission accomplishment, effective. But there were significant omissions in joint 
and theater planning, particularly for the resupply of potable water and medical 
support and for civ i I affairs. 
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In planning for water resupply, well-digging teams were assigned to the force. 
Finding a potable water supply in Lebanon, even within a secure area and with 
local cooperation, proved difficult. In a hostile environment, it could have proved 
catastrophic. Even such solutions as providing off-shore water ta11kers or saltwa
ter converters wou ld have been vu l·nerable in a hostile environment. 

The cooperation, coord ination, and planning for medical support were inade
quate. More must be done for future operations, for this is a fairly simple joint 
planning task. After the Lebanese operation, the Army again streamlined medical 
resupp ly and confirmed a need to keep medical resupply in medical channels. 

Civil affairs and procurement activities were other areas in which planning 
fa iled. The plans did not provide adequate guidance to the commander, and, there
fore, these activities were on ly accomplished through support provided by the U.S. 
embassy and the time available because of the nonhostile situation. Any future 
planning must seriously consider the civil-mi litary arena. 

Finally, at the unit level, the commander and staff officers involved in a 
deployment wi tt inevitably encounter varying degrees of confusion and poor coor
dination. Once the un it is en route to the objective area, the commander wi ll fee l 
relieved, but many nagging questions wilt remain. Overclassification and rigid 
planning compartmenta lization breed confusion. Therefore, the planner must bal
ance security req uirements with the uoits' need to know. Improperly disseminated 
plans not only promote confusion, but also occasion slovenly appearance and poor 
performance. The most important planning lesson from the Lebanese experience 
is that planners must use a classification commensurate with security requi re
ments and not create a smug in-the-know el ite. ffsecurity restrictions prevent units 
from learning their assigned roles in a mission, it is self-defeating. 

Prior planning and rehearsal of the support fu nction are eguaJiy important to 
the success of a mission. In the case of Lebanon, Grand ios, the deployment 
rehearsal plan for the combat units, proved to be the U.S. forces' salvation. Equal 
consideration must be given to logistical units. Rehearsal also implies training, and 
tra ining logistical units as a team must be accomplished. 
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Logistical Support for the Intervention 
in the Dominican Republic, 1965 

Introduction. Army historian Lawrence A. Yates describes the planning 
and execution o./the deployment of U.S forces to the Dominican Republic in 
1965, with particular attention to the logistical aspects of the operation: 
marshaling of men, supplies, and tran:.port; movement to the objective area; 
und subsequent support (~l the force. 

ln late Apri l 1965, President Lyndon B. Johnson ordered US servicemen into the 
Dominican Republic in America's fi rst armed intervention in a Latin American 
country in three decades. Within two weeks, the number of US Army, Navy, Air 
Force and Marine Corps personnel in and around the Dominican Republic reached 
a peak of nearly 24,000. The object of thi s joint (and later combined) peacetime 
contingency/peacekeeping operation (or "stabi lity operation" in the parlance of 
the time) was to restore order to a country in the tlu·oes of civil war, to protect the 
lives of American and other foreign nationals, to provide the military muscle that 
would enable US and Latin American diplomats to negotiate a political solution to 
the crisis, and to prevent Dominican Communists, some Cuban-trained, from seiz
ing power. By these criteria, the intervention was highly successful. 

It was also highly controversial. In a dress rehearsal for the public debate over 
Vietnam, cri tics of the intervention accused the president of assigning to himself 
the role of "world pol iceman." Usually supportive newsmen complained that, by 
deliberately issuing false information, the administration had opened a "credibili
ty gap" between itself and the American people, and the Pentagon expressed dis
pleasure at the restrictions civil ian policy makers imposed upon US troops in the 
Dominican Republic. 

Behind the scenes, other issues triggered by the crisis led to equally intense, 
if li ttle publicized, debates within officia l circles. Particularly troublesome to the 

Reproduced with the pennJSSJOn of Militcuy Review from Lawrence A. Yates, 
"Mounting an Intervention: The Dominican Republic, 1965 ," Militmy Review 69, 
no. 3 (March 1989):50- 62. 
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military was its seeming inability to mount a joint contingency operation in a 
timely and effective way. From the outset, plann ing and executing the US inter
vention had been plagued by problen1s of command, control, communications, 
coordination and intelligence. These problems were not unique to the Dominican 
crisis; s imilar difficulties have bedeviled joint contingency operations throughout 
American history, up to and including those in Grenada, the Persian Gulf and 
Honduras. The recurring natu re of these problems and, more important, the fail 
ure of pol icy makers and professional soldiers to recognize them as recurrent 
offer at least two compelling reasons to analyze joint operations in the Dominican 
case study. 

The complex origins of the Dominican crisis can merely be summarized 
here. 1 On Saturday, 24 April 1965, a group of Dominican military officers, sup
ported by sympathetic political leaders, attempted a coup against the government 
of Donald Reid Cabral, whose austerity programs, attempts to reform the military 
and tenuous legal claim to power had alienated key segments of the population. 
A combination of idealism and self-interest motivated the rebels, or 
"Constitutionalists." Their proclaimed goal was to restore the constitutional gov
ernment of Juan Bosch, whose presidency had been overthrown by conservative 
officers in September 1963. Even though US officials had no desire to see Bosch, 
whom they considered an incompetent leftwing intellectual, reinstated, they 
cou ld not save Reid, who resigned Sunday morning. When the rebels promptly 
established a provisional government in anticipation of Bosch's return from ex ile, 
diplomatic and mi litary personnel in the US Embassy in Santo Domingo "reluc
tantly" approved plans by "Loyalist" troops to take military action against rebel 
strongpoints in the capita1.2 The attacks, carried out Sunday afternoon, trans
formed a coup d'etat into a bloody civi l war. 

Even before this escalation in the fighting, the United States had made its first 
military move in the crisis. After receiving a request from the State Department 
Sunday morning, the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) directed the commander in chief, 
US Atlantic Command (CINCLANT), to send nava l vessels toward the troubled 
country in case embassy officials called for the evacuation of American and other 
foreign nationals. Task Group (TG) 44.9, composed of six nava l vessels and the 
6th Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU) of about I ,700 men organized around a 
battal ion landing team (BLT), drew the assignment. TG 44.9 arrived off the 
Dominican coast Monday morning only to discover that, because of inadequate 
equipment, it could not communicate with the embassy except by helicopter or by 
going through a ham rad io operator working out of his home in Santo Domingo. 
Thi s inconvenience notwithstanding, on Tuesday unarmed elements of the BLT, 
with the consent of the warring Dominican factions, began evacuating US citizens. 
Except for an incident in which departing Americans assembled at a hotel were 
harassed briefly by rebel youths, the evacuation went without a hitch. It was one 
of the few US military actions during the f irst week of the crisis that did.3 

Although protecting American lives received a high priority from US policy 
makers, their principal worry was that communist elements would seize control 
of the revolt, and consequently, the Dominican Republic. Of the several options 
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US officials considered for preventing a "second Cuba" in the hemisphere, the 
one deemed least satisfactory was intervention by US troops. Still, as a precau
tion, the JCS placed two battalion combat teams (BCTs) from the 82d Airborne 
Division, together with the necessary airlift and tactical air support, on alert. 
Preparations for possible deployment entai led marshaling the troops, assembling 
the required airlift, rigging equipment and formulating a mission. The routine 
procedures covering each of these tasks did not anticipate all the difficulties that 
would quickly arise. 

Planning began once the designated commands and units received the alert 
notif icati on on Monday, 26 April. Because the Dominican Republi c fe ll within 
the Navy's area of responsibility, the Atlantic Command (LANTCOM) was 
required to provide gu idance to Army and Air Force elements that, once prepared 
for dep loyment by the US Strike Command (STRICOM), would be placed under 
CINCLANT's operational command.4 Guidance took the form of an operations 
plan (OPLAN) covering the spectrum of possible US military action. In early 
1965, LANTCOM had published an updated plan for the Dominican Republic, 
OPLAN 3.10/2- 65, the provisions of which covered such contingencies as a show 
of force, blockade, the protection and evacuation of American nationals, and all
out interventi.on. In the event of the last contingency, the plan called for the 
deployment of up to six airborne infantry battalions and four US Marine BLTs, 
together with Special Forces and supporting units. The Joint Chiefs referred to 
OP LAN 3 l 0/2- 65 when they issued their alert on the 26th, but they did not for
mally order its execution. In accordance with a warning included in the plan, 
units on alert were to regard it only as basic guidance from which they could 
expect inevitable deviations. 

Since the 82d Airborne Division and its parent headquarters, the XVUJ 
Ai rborne Corps, had not received copies of the newly published document, the 
staff at Fort Bragg, North Carol ina, was not familiar with the "basic guidance" 
conta ined therein. More important, ignorance of the new plan denied staff officers 
an incentive to rev iew their own derivative contingency plans fo r the Dominican 
Republic. When the crisis erupted, those plans were found to be woefully out of 
date. The corps ' OPLAN 31 0/2L did not have up-to-date troop lists, while the divi
sion's OPLAN 3 10/2L- 63 called for deploying two or three battle groups, not bat
ta lions, thus reflecting a table of organization and equipment (TOE) the 82d had 
discarded in its transition from a pentamic division to the new Reorganization 
Objective Army Divisions (ROAD) configuration. On the Air Force side, where 
the Tactical Air Command (TAC) would provide airlift for the 82d, the Nineteenth 
Air Force, TAC's planning agency, had not pub I is heel the airlift portion of its com
ponent plan, while TAC's own working plan, like the 82d's, was geared to trans
porting two or th ree pentamic battle groups. Finally, none of the OPLANs, includ
ing LANTCOM's, foresaw deployment of an entire division.5 

Staff officers at Fort Bragg and Pope Air Force Base (AFB) worked together 
frantically to update their plans in order to meet the deadlines imposed by proce
dures for readying two BCTs for combat duty under CINCLANT. Of the obstac les 
the staffs confron ted, the most frustrating were those caused by BLUE C111P V, a 
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joint Army- Air Force exercise taking place that week on post under STRICOM's 
auspices. The exercise tied up divisional staffs, paratroopers of the 2d Brigade and 
other units, avai table airlift, rigging lines, equipment, air field control units, park
ing space and billeting facilities. The two BCTs of the 82d's 3d Brigade, the des
ignated assault echelon if an execute order came, encountered delays in getting 
their equipment rigged fo r ai rdrop-first, because BLUE CHIP loads had to be 
derigged in order to free rigging lines for the BCT loads, and later, on Tuesday the 
27th, because CINCSTRIKE's refusal to cancel a pa rachute assault demonstration 
resulted in the simultaneous rigging of BLUE CHIP and BCT loads. 

The preoccupation with BLUE CHIP Y, when combined with reports from Santo 
Domingo of an imminent Loyalist victory over the rebels, diluted the urgency with 
which commanders and planners at Fort Bragg and Pope AFB viewed the foreign 
crisis. There was, the 82d acknowledged afterward, a "decreased unity of effort 
and singleness of purpose so necessary for rapid response." Indeed, many officers, 
including General Robert York, seriously doubted that Washington would order the 
Army into action. Not anticipating a combat deployment, York fe lt few qualms 
about- sending his overworked staff home on Wednesday evening, 28 April. [t 

would be a brief respite. Later that evening, the JCS ordered the 3d Brigade to 
defense readiness condition (DEFCON) 2, and the president sent 500 Marines into 
the Dominican Republic after the once promising Loyalist nlilitary situation took 
a dramatic turn for the worse. 

The shift to DEFCON 2 (requiring all designated airlift to assemble at Pope 
AFB and the loading of equipment to begin as paratroopers staged nearby) 
encountered difficulties, as the unloading and repositioning of BLUE CHIP aircraft 
delayed the loading of rigged BCT equipment. Once it began, the loading took 14 
hours, Lhe consequence of poor lighting at Pope, too few load masters and inspec
tors, and a shortage of handling equipment. Hence, the 3d Brigade did not attain 
DEFCON 2 until Thursday afternoon, just hours before the two BCTs received 
orders to deploy. As a TAC report conceded, "The long delay in reaching the 
advanced condition of readiness was excessive for this type of airlift operation."6 

The probabi lity that the 3d Brigade of the 82d would actually deploy was not 
the only disquieting news staff officers received Wednesday night. The JCS also 
ordered four more airborne battalions, their command elements, TAC airlift and 
tactical air units, and the required support groups listed under OPLAN 310/2- 65 
placed on DEFCON 3. These new requirements transformed what had been a dif
ficult staff activity into an almost impossible one. Locating additional aircraft, 
scheduling their timely arrival at Pope, devising a parking pla11 for an already over
crowded fac ili ty, computing systentatic load ing plans and finding enough men 
qualified to expedite them, locating billeting for the hundreds of flight crews and 
other personnel who would soon arrive at the ai1field, and working out flight plans 
for a follow-on force were but the more onerous tasks that recalled weary planners 
to their posts. The men in th ree oftbe four newly alerted BCTs, assigned to the 2d 
Brigade, were also weary. Although highly tra ined and motivated, they had gone 
without s leep, some for 72 hours, because of their participation in BLUE CHIP V. 
Despite the indefatigable efforts or all concerned, many of the problems inherent 
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in the escalation to a larger intervention force would not be solved expeditiously, 
even after a major BLUE C111P demonstration was canceled Wednesday evening 
because of inclement weather.7 

As soldiers and a irmen labored to prepare combat units and aircraft for possi
ble intervention, York had to determine what hi s mission wou ld be in the event of 
deployment. For this, he required timely, accurate and adequate intelligence, espe
cially on the identity, status and location of fri endly and unfriendly forces, and the 
location of key fac ilities in Santo Domingo. The information received at Fort 
Bragg fell far short of these requirements, causing York and his staff to argue later 
that "a cri tica l intelligence vacu um existed during the vital early stages of the 
operation." The JCS alert message contained no guidance, and LANTCOM oper
ations plans, whether old or new, provided li ttle information or ana lysis- be it 
polit ical or military, strategic or tactica l- that would be of value to Army fo rces 
upon the ir arrival in the Dominican RepubLic. Jn the absence of secure communi 
cations with LANTCOM headquarters in Norfolk, Virginia, the 82d cou ld get li t
tle current information from CIN CLANT (who was having his own difficulties 
divining JCS intentions) until Thursday, 29 April , when an Army liaison officer 
sent to Norfo lk two days earlier found a way to ensure that intelligence available 
to CINCLANT reached Bragg on a regular basis. Until this conduit was opened, 
the 82d had received only 10 intelligence messages from Norfolk, all otttdated. 

Some embassy and CIA reports reached the 82d, but these tended to be alter
nately overoptimistic or alarmist, generally unreliable, and, because of their pre
occupation with the communist issue, vi rtually irre levant in terms of mi li tary plan
ning. Conseq uently, the two daily briefings York and other key officers in the divi
sion received were based primarily on roug h translations of Span ish language tele
vis ion and radio transmissions, a nd newspaper reports emanating from Santo 
Dom ingo and monitored in the corps' emergency operations center. T hat many 
military intelligence analysts who spoke Span ish had been sent to Vietnam did not 
help matters. Under the circumstances, the division did not receive consistently 
accurate and releva nt intelligence until its units had entered the Dominican 
Republic and began collecting their own. 

Despite the dearth of reliab.le intelligence during the planning phase of the 
intervention, Army and A ir Force s taff officers worki ng through the night of26- 27 
Apri l "deduced" a proposal whereby the two BCTs then on a lert would airdrop 
near San Is idro airf ield outside Santo Domingo, secure that air base, expand the 
airhead westward to the Duarte bridge, and stand ready to assist in the evacuation 
of American nationals. Contact with a mi li tary attache in the US Embassy in Santo 
Domingo confirmed that a flat f ie ld next to San Isidro would make an ideal drop 
zone. (As it turned out, the field, which from the attache's car appeared grassy and 
flat, was covered with coral rock. Fortunately, orders to a irdrop were changed to 
a irlancl at the last minute.) York and the commander of the Nineteenth Air Force, 
Brigad ier General Robert Delashaw, approved the plan, but York put off dissemi
nating it "pending c lari fication of the mission and receipt of a directive from high
er headquarters." The battalion commanders affected by the alert did not learn of 
the proposed mission until short ly before deployment. As for the noncommis-
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sioned officers and enlisted men of the 3d Brigade, confined to their barracks after 
the initial alert, they talked of "kicking Red asses," but really had no idea of what 
lay ahead. Information regarding specific missions was too highly classified to be 
passed to them. in the event of an execute order, the men were supposed to be 
briefed during a schedu led stopover at Ramey AFB, Puerto Rico.8 

The launch order came Thursday afternoon, the 29th, after President Johnson 
decided to send ashore the remaining Marines in the 6th MEU and to deploy the 
82d 's 3d Brigade. Tn the case of the 82d, several factors- the unavailability of air
craft, a shortage of loadmasters and handling equ ipment, poor lighting, and the 
lingering feeling that an execute order was not imminent (many in the 3d Brigade 
were planning to attend a LAW-firing demonstration) combined to prolong the 
loading of equipment and men from an expected rate of 10 to 15 aircraft per hour 
to eight per hour, thus delaying departure. 

Once airborne, General York's air armada of 144 C- l30s headed for Ramey.9 

En route, York received word of several decisions that had just been made in 
Washington. Although the bulk of the US military effort would take place on terra 
firma, OPLAN 3 J 0/2- 65 made no provision for the appointment of a land forces 
commander under CJNCLANT. General Earl Wheeler, chairman of the JCS, per
sonally corrected the oversight by naming York the interim commander of forces 
ashore in the Dominican Republic. York also learned that, in light of the deterio
rating situation in Santo Domingo, the 3d Brigade was to bypass Ramey (and the 
anticipated briefings) and proceed directly to San Isidro. The assault force was to 
airland there, even though the troops and equipment were rigged for airdrop and 
even though Washington only assumed that San Isidro was in friendly (that is, 
Loyalist) bands. Realizing that the C- 130s had no equipment for unloading heavy 
materiel rigged for parachute drop, York strongly recommended to his superiors 
that only the 33 planes carrying troops airland and that the equipment be dropped 
as planned. Permission was denied. Apparently, the president's advisers feared that 
parachutes opening in the night skies over Santo Domingo would appear too "war
like"- more indicative of an invasion than an intervention. 10 

Fortune was with York. When tl1e 3d Brigade landed at 0215 Friday, 30 April, 
it encountered no rebel resistance. (Sixty-five of the C- 130s carrying equipment 
were diverted to Ramey to avoid overcrowding the limited fac ilities at San Isidro.) 
There followed several hours of excruciatingly hard work as paratroopers derigged 
and unloaded heavy equipment by hand or with only rudimentary tools (for exam
ple, the use of axes to cut through tough nylon lines). Some of the platforms were 
damaged, all the men exhausted . Nevertheless, by dawn, the two BCTs, together 
with Troop A of the lst Squadron, 17th Cavalry, were ready to begin operations, 
which for that day meant securing the east bank of the Ozama River and, after 
crossing the Duarte bridge, establishing a bridgehead on the west bank. 
Meanwhile, Marines on the westem side of Santo Domingo would begin clearing 
a neutral international security zone (TSZ). 

York coord inated these operations with his immediate superior, Vice Admiral 
Kleber Masterson, commander of Joint Task Force (JTF) 122, and with the 
American ambassador, W. Tapley Bennett. All three shared the belief that, once the 
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Marines and paratroopers had secured positions bordering rebel-held territory, 
Washington wou ld likely order military action to defeat the Constitutionalists. 
With this prospect in mind, York immediately requested deployment of the four 
additional BCTs on alert at Bragg. Although US officials did he lp arrange a cease
fire later that afternoon, the agreement was so fragile that York let his request 
stand. It was his understanding that the president had a lready approved sending the 
additiona l troops. 

The deputy chief of staff fo r operations (DCSOPS), Lieutenant General Bruce 
Palmer Jr., was g iven to believe the same thing. Slated to take command of the 
XVHI Airborne Corps that summer, he sudden ly found the date had been moved 
forward on Friday when General Wheele r, acting on presidential authority, told 
him to go to Bragg immediately, pick up an austere corps headquarters, and tly to 
Santo Domingo, where he would become the permanent commander of US troops 
ashore. (York, the interim land force commander, would remain in command of the 
82d.) Palmer was to take all necessary measures to prevent a communist victory 
and was promised sufficient forces to do the job. The president, in hopes that the 
mere psychological impact of a large-sca le commitment of US troops might end 
the fighti ng in the Dominican Republic, had indicated that he was willing to 
deploy the remainder of the 82d and, ifnecessary, the lOistAirborne Division to 
"take and hold" the country. On a related issue, Wheeler confided that "commu
nications from the scene of operations coming via the USS Boxer and ClNCLANT 
were slow, sketchy, and unreliable," and that Palmer should send by backchannel 
to Wheeler a U reports submitted up the normal chain of command, that is, through 
the JTF commander to CINCLANT. 11 

Neither the current corps commander at Bragg nor York at San Isidro was 
informed of Palmer's mission or pending arrival, and neither was particularly 
happy about th is intrusion onto his turf, although both yielded gracefully to the 
inevitable. After a stopover at B ragg, Palmer arrived in the Dominican Republic 
shortly after midnight Saturday. In a noisy hangar, York told him about the poor 
prospects fo r the cease-fire agreement and, to Palmer's dismay, about the gap that 
separated US paratroopers at the Duarte bridgehead from US Marines in the lSZ. 
The gap hindered communications between US forces and prevented them from 
surround ing the rebels in southeastern Santo Domingo. Palmer exclaimed that the 
gap had to be closed, cease-f ire or no. A reconnaissance patrol later that day 
showed that a link-up was feasible . What was needed were the troops York had 
requested and Pa lmer had been told to expect. To his surprise, Palmer learned that 
the president would not allow further troop commitments until he had reconsid
ered the issue. The only US combat troops to arrive at San Isidro Saturday were a 
"contaminated" portion of the 2d Battal ion, 505th Infantry (Airborne), that had 
made an unscheduled departme from Pope late Friday and had failed to receive a 
JCS order to return. 12 

Also landing at San Isidro Saturday morning was the lead e lement of the 15th 
Field Hospital , a unit the JCS had inserted into the airlift after receiving embassy 
reports of massive casualties in Santo Domingo. Palmer and York were furious. The 
82d and Marines already had adequate medical support. From the perspective of the 
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two generals, the purpose of the airlift, once the initial assau lt forces had landed, 
was to provide the ground commanders what they needed, when they needed it. And 
what they needed Saturday were more combat troops. "A force commander com
mitted to an objective area must be able to request units whose capabi lities augment 
those which are already committed," Palmer later reported, "and he needs to know 
what sort of units are alerted or en route to join his force.''13 (Palmer, obviously, was 
operating under the dubious assumption that higher headquarters had some inkling 
as to the alert or deployment status of the units in question.) 

At the White House on Saturday morning, President Johnson approved send
ing additional troops into the Dominican Republic, including more BLTs under the 
4th Marine Expeditionary Brigade (MEB), the remaining combat battalions of the 
82d, and other critical units. 14 The military buildup to 24,000 troops was underway. 
Most troops came by plane in an airlift mounted in support of an operation four 
times larger than that anticipated under the outdated Navy, Army and Air Force 
plans. TAC managed to assemble the necessary aircraft from airfields around the 
United States, and by 7 May, these planes had accounted for I ,600 accident-free 
sorties, in which the crews new to San Jsidro, recycling back to Pope to pick up 
further loads, and returned to San Isidro. It was a grueling schedule aggravated by 
bad weather, few navigational aids and confusion concerning required formations. 
Adverse conditions notwithstanding, the crews delivered 16,500 troops and 
16,000 tons of equipment and supplies in the objective area before operations 
began to wind down. 15 

Air Force and Army commanders praised the airlift in general, but bickered 
over specific shortcomings. ll asty planning and haphazard loading procedures 
ollcn resulted in so ldiers scrambling for available seats. Some aircraft arrived at 
San Isidro without fu ll loads, whi le others carried vehicles that had not been 
crammed with rations, water and ammunition. More criti cal, the JCS, Palmer and 
York all emphasized that combat troops should be deployed with "minimum essen
tial equipment." Despite these instructions, loadmastcrs did not delete heavy 
equipment "prepackaged" to accompany each Power Pack echelon. York under
stood that readjusting force packages was a "herculean task," but he allowed no 
sympathy for anyone who refused to make adjustments simply because they were 
not "according to plan." The general had, for example, al l the 2 1/2-ton trucks he 
needed, yet continued to get more. " lt appears," he later wrote, "that in some 
respects the Army is still fighting World War 11. The back-up required to fight an 
SS divis ion in Europe is not a good guide to use when determining the support 
required to fight irregular forces in stability operations." The 82d did not need 
every item on its TOE. "We must," he concluded, "in conjunction with the Air 
Force, develop procedures permitting great flexibility and quick response to 
changing tactical and support requirements." In perhaps the most tell ing comment 
of all, York intimated that, had the situation been "more volati le," the inflexibility 
of a packaging system that denied priority to troops and ammunition could have 
left the 82d highly vu lnerable during the first phase of the intervention.'<• 

Palmer, too, complained about the Air Force's slavish devotion to preplanned 
"packaging" procedures. Not only d id he experience delays in getting sufficient 
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combat troops, but he could not always arrange priority seat ing for the intelligence 
analysts, Civi l Affairs and signa l personnel, and military police (MP) he needed. 
(The shortage of MPs during the first few days of the intervention had tragic con
sequences for one group of rebels who surrendered to US troops. Lacking suffi
cient MPs to guard the "detainees," US troops turned them over to a Loyalist unit, 
which promptly shot them.) 

Once the airlift got underway, Palmer and York implored the JCS to authorize 
a cont inuous, around-the-clock "a irstream" of recycling transports. The current 
practice of loading all aircraft in a given echelon before all owing any of the planes 
to take ofT from Pope, both generals argued, was causing fat igue among troops 
who had to wait long periods aboard the C- 130s. The practice also meant that air
craft arrived within minutes of each other at San Isidro, overtax ing that field's lim
ited landing and unloading facilities. The JCS, at first reluctant to depart from 
cstabl ished procedures, finally authorized the airstream after being subjected to 
vigorous remonstrations from the 82cl . 

York also criticized the number of headquarters intedc ring with the airlift by 
issuing oral and written messages, many of which contradicted one another or 
were ambiguous and confusing. II is recommended solution was to establish direct 
communications between the ground commander and the Department of Defense 
or Department of the Army, and to prohibit all intermediate headquarters from 
interpreting guidance between Washington and the field. 17 

If the Army commanders were not always happy with the Air Force's perfor
mance, airmen managed to level a few broadsides of their own. Air Force staffs 
complained that last-minute changes to mission requirements did not allow 
enough time in which to alter plans and disseminate new procedural instructions. 
The decision to send in all nine combat battalions of the 82cl unci supporting ele
ments strained airlift and airfield capabilities. One Air Force study criticized Army 
units lor aggravating the overcrowded s ituation at Pope by delivering massive 
amounts of equipment, often incompletely configured and out of proper load 
sequence, to the runway aprons. 1g 

The airlift was only one of Palmer's major concerns during the first weeks of 
the crisis. Soon after arriving in the Dominican Republic, he became painfully 
aware or the need to streamline the military chain of command from Washington 
to Santo Domingo and to improve the communications available to him. 1

\) 

Although Palmer entered the country on 1 May as the de facto land force com
mander, his formal elevation to commander, US Forces, Dominican Rep ubi ic 
(USCOM-DOMREP) did not occur unti l one week later. This delay in upgrading 
his status from a task force commander in charge of all US Army and Marine ele
ments ashore to that of the commander of Joint Headquarters, US Forces, 
Dominican Republic (USFORDOMREP), stemmed from the inadequate commu
nications he had at his disposal. li e had brought with him only a small portion of 
the XVIII Airborne Corps' signal clements, and the 82d's communications equip
ment at San Isidro did little to enhance these meager capabilities. Both corps and 
division communications were gea red to tactical operations involving relatively 
short distances. But Palmer's role was to be essentially that of a theater comman-
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der, which meant that he needed a strategic communications capability that would 
enable him to contact po licy makers far from Dominican shores. His safety/ secu
rity officer element did establish secure communications with Fort Bragg, 
enabling him to send his f irst backchannel to Wheeler, and by midafternoon on the 
I st, he could talk directly with Masterson on the Boxer, even though the admiral 's 
flag ship could only operate on one of several radio nets and had to lower its anten
na- and thus cease communications- during flight operations off its deck. (On 3 
May, Masterson transferred his flag to the Newport News, which had excellent 
communication faci lities for joint operations.) Also, once Palmer discovered that 
the Air Force's "talking bird" had landed at San Isidro (a fact unknown to the 
corps' signal officer), the general used the plane's sophisticated communications 
gear to talk with the president and other Wash ington officials. 

But these communications were still woefully inadequate and, more impor
tant, inconvenient, being located at San Isidro, across town from Palmer's com
mand post next door to the US Embassy. The ambassador readily shared the 
embassy's fac ilities with the general, but this arrangement, too, left much to be 
desired. The only reliable communication between the embassy and Masterson 
was still by helicopter and ham radio. Cable traffi c with Washington was secure, 
but telephone calls from the embassy were being monitored by rebels who con
trolled the telephone exchange. Palmer tried to solve this problem by requesting 
the loan of one of STRICOM's two Joint Communications Support Elements, 
which were tai lor-made for the sort of independent and secure strategic capability 
he needed. But CINCSTRlKE, General Paul Adams, refused without comment, 
although Palmer later concluded that Adams, who had been virtually bypassed by 
CINCLANT during the early phases of the crisis, had adopted a "dog-in-the
manger" attitude, withholding fi·om Palmer (and, indirectly from CINCLANT) a 
communications element that STRICOM could easily have lent out. 

The Defense Communication Agency rescued Pa lmer from the dismal situa
tion he faced. lt provided long-range communications that enabled him on 3 May 
to move the remainder of his headquarters from San Isidro to his command post 
and, on 4 May, to communicate with CINCLANT without having to use the JTF 
commander as a go-between. On that day, Palmer became commander, US Land 
Forces, Dominican Republic (LAND FORCES ASHORE), with Masterson still 
controlling the forces assigned to the intervention with the exception of the Army 
and Marine units under Palmer's con11mand. A debate ensued as to whether Palmer 
or Masterson would control Air Force TF 121. Palmer preva iled. On 7 May, the day 
he fo rmal ly became the commander of what was in essence a subunified command 
under LANTCOM, he exercised operational control over all Army forces, the 4th 
MEB, and all Air Force and Navy elements in-country. TF 121 and the Navy 's TF 
124 reta ined a separate identity under CTNCLANT but were placed in support of 
Pa lmer's joint headquarters. Under these arrangements, JTF 122 became a redun
dant command and was disestablished. 

By mid-May, the military situation in the Dominican Republic had begun to 
stabilize and, with the establishme11t of an Inter-American Peacekeeping Force 
(IAPF), US Marines began to pul l out. Political negotiations began in earnest, 
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leading to a provisional government in the fal l of 1965 and presidential elections 
in 1966. Unti l the elections, in which Joaquin Balaguer defeated Bosch, one 
brigade of the 82d remained in Santo Domingo as part of the IAPF. 

l n terms of accomplishing its missions, the joint contingency/peacekeeping 
operation launched by the United States in the Dominican Republic was a success. 
Democracy was restored, US citizens protected and a possible communist takeover 
of the country prevented. But despite this success, the military- from the 
Pentagon, through commanders in the field, to enlisted men manning barricades 
in the streets of Santo Domingo- recognized that the process of preparing and 
mounting the operation had not gone smoothly in such critical areas as command 
and control, planning, coordination, communication, intelligence, deployment and 
support. A sense of history and a crysta l ball would have revealed that a perfect 
confluence between doctrine and practice, plan and execution, need and avai labil
ity has never been and never wi ll be achieved in joint (or any other kind of mili
tary) operations. In virtua lly all situations such as the Dominican intervention, 
officers and enlisted men responsible for making and executing decisions have had 
(and will have) to anticipate the kinds of problems that have been inherent in 
mounting joint operations and to demonstrate an aptitude for flexibility, innova
tion, adaptab ility and plain common sense as much as a knowledge of what "the 
book" says to do. Had US troops in the Dominican Republic faced a well-orga
nized, well-armed, well-trained, highly disciplined opponent, the problems experi
enced in mounting the intervention could have been, as General York implied at 
the time, very costly. Time was on the siclle of the United States in the Dominican 
intervention and it allowed the system to respond slowly to the unexpected 
demands placed on it. Time, as we have seen since, is not always so kind. 
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Logistical Support for the 
AirLand Battle 

fntroductio11. Maj. Gen. Albin G. Wheele1; Commandant of the Industrial 
College of the Armed Forces, outlines current doctrine and 01ganizationjor 
logistical support of the "Deep Attack" posited by the AirLand Battle doc
trine. He notes that the logistical support of such deep thrust operations 
poses many problems for the commander and logistical planner and opera
lor and concludes, on the basis of war game simulations, that the key to suc
cess is likely to be jle.x.ibility and willingness to change plans and even con
cepts to meet the changing dernands cif the modern battlefield. 

One of the more perplexing AirLand Battle issues facing commanders and logis
ticians is the challenge of supporting the deep attack. As General GeorgeS. Patlon 
learned only too well in World War II , when you exhaust your supplies and run out 
of gas, you stop. What makes the problem even more complex given the nature of 
our current operations doctrine is that deep attack considerations cannot be sepa
rated from support considerations for the close-in and rear battles. To the logisti
cian confronting operational realities, all three battles are inextricably linked. 
Success in supporting the deep attack depends on a well-formed ability to gener
ate the means to shape and sustain a workable support structure across the depth 
of the entire battlefield. 

Fortunately, there are many tools available to assist commanders and logisti
cians in developing workable operational concepts for support of the deep attack. 
The 2d Support Command (Corps) participated in a series of VU Corps comput
er-assisted simulations designed to explore the challenges of supporting the deep 
allack. The lessons learned were important not only for the individual value of 
computer simulat ion for solving operational problems (which we are just begin
ning to use) but also for the insights provided. 

Reproduced with the permiSSIOn of 1\!fililclly Review from Albin G. Wheeler, 
"Operational Logistics in Support of the Deep Attack," Al/ilitwy Review 66, no. 2 
(February 1986): 12 19. 
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In view of the ongoing discussion of the support of /\irLand Battle in general 
and the deep attack in particular, let me share some of those insights. For the sake 
of clarity, rear battle concerns will be addressed first followed by activities 
designed to support the launch of the deep attack. Finally, the deep attack itself 
w ill be discussed. 

The scenario used in the V II Corps simulation is not discussed. Suffice it to 
say that it was a doctrinally correct simulation of a deployed corps in Europe with 
the mission of conducting a deep attack to seize an operationally critical objective. 
!\ dctai led treatment of the combat service support (CSS) considerations and gen
eral requirements to support such operations is discussed in Lieutenant Colonel 
Bloomer D. Sullivan's February 1984 article in Militcny Review entitled 
"Logistical Support for the AirLand Battle." 

Rear Battle and Deep A ltack 

The rear battle shou ld not be viewed as just the engagement area where CSS 
units repel the attacks of enemy airborne and helibornc units. It is also an inte
grated resource area of the same importance as the main battle area (MBA). It 
includes the intensity of close combat as well as logistical units fighting distance, 
time, interdiction and confusion to ensure that forward deployed tactical units are 
sustained and capable of continuing close and deep attack battles. 

Forces in the corps rear area include such disparate elements as combat units 
and military police (MP) units, in addition to allied military units and CSS assets. 
These clements are organized and positioned to accompl ish their particular support 
miss ions and to provide individual unit defense. The present system delegates to the 
rear area operations center (R/\OC) the responsibi lity for base clustering and rear 
area operations. In effect, however, as was discovered during the simulations, 
R/\OCs function more as terrain monitors than as command and control agencies. 

To support a deep attack, the corps rear area requires centra lized command 
and direction on the same order as a division sector. Without this centralized con
trol, CSS units will be unable to project support forward. Someone must be in 
charge and have the staff to ensure an orderly flow of information and orders. The 
simulations showed that this function must be assigned to the corps commander as 
the overall corps battle capta in. 

The corps commander delegates the 24 to 48-hour battle to his division com
manders. f-Ie must plan the 72 to 96-hour battle for the corps. In like manner, he 
must direct the organization of the corps rear to project the maximum CSS for
ward to the combat force. 

Units which habitually occupy the rear must be equipped to adequately defend 
themselves. Their present capabilities are limited to machincguns and grenade 
launchers. This is unsatisfactory. The results of the simulation supported the US 
Army Logistics Center's initiatives to enhance the self-defense capabi lities of the 
CSS units of the Army. 

CSS units cannot and shou ld not expect substantial combat forces to be dedi
cated to rear area defense. They must be able to stand up against an encroaching 
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enemy force and defeat it without requiring the diversion of combat strength from 
the main battle. The initiatives of the US Army Logistics Center will not make 
every CSS unit the equivalent of a tank battalion in combat power, but they will 
allow CSS units to execute a viable self-defense mission. 

The key to support of the deep auack starts with the organization of the 
corps rear. It must be equipped and manned to execute the dual missions of sup
port and defense. rt must be under a central command agency orchestrating 
operational requirement~ and priorities in the rear and assigning miss ions to sup
port those requirements. 

A subset of the larger problem of command and control in the corps area is 
movement control and terrain management. The present doctrinal approach to 
movements addresses the control of main supply routes (MSRs) as a separate con
cern. MSRs are only a part of the total terrain management problem. Unit loca
tions, access to support areas from MSRs and the continuous defense of MSRs 
must be integrated into the overall support and defense plan of the corps area. 

Launching the Deep Attack 

The control of MSRs must be combined with the control of terrain to allow 
the tailoring of corps support forces to support the deep attack battle plan. This is 
above and beyond the normal traffic circu lation mission now performed by the 
movements control system. Without this terrain management authority, the control 
of unit and vehicle movement throughout the corps sector will be impossible. 
Vehicles and convoys will continue to clog routes with " local" moves, recovery 
operations and infiltration operations. 

A second insight developed from a focus on the tailoring of resources and 
units needed to support forces executing the deep attack. These units combat 
support (CS) and CSS- must be positioned forward to provide support to the deep 
attack force prior to cross ing the forward line of own troops (FLOT). 

This can and probably will cause the displacement of these units, thus adding 
to the congestion and movement problems associated with normal FLOT and 
maneuver activities as well as the movement of the deep attack force. Once refu
eling and recovery is completed, these units will have to return against the contin
uing forward movement of maneuver units. Who determines the priorities of 
movement and routes in an area controlled by a deployed division- an area where 
numerous combat, CS and CSS units wi II be competing lor routes and establish
ing positions to support the deep attack force? 

Units supporting the deep attack wil l include engineer, field artillery and avi
ation units, in addition to ammunition and fuel vehicles of the corps support com
mand. All of these clements will certainly try to take the necessary actions to suc
cessfully execute their individual missions, many times to the exclusion of other 
units' requirements. If the highway network is not intensively managed, the deep 
attack Coree will come to a standsti II before reaching t·hc FLOT. 

Although the corps G3 issues orders !o r unit missions, he does not analyze and 
establish priorities for the terrain and movements requirements of these units. In 
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like manner, the corps movement control center (CMCC) or the division trans
portation officer (DTO) atone cannot establish the priority of movement on routes 
of advance and MSRs crossing corps or division boundaries and eventua lly pro
jecting across the PLOT. A coordinated effort between the corps staff, CMCC and 
DTOs is required to ensure the rapid movement of the attack force as well as sup
porting units. 

A final insight concerns the determination of support priorities for the differ
ent forces (the deep attack force versus the MBA force). This decision will have to 
be made not by assigning f irst, second or third priority to units but by analyzing 
requirements versus capability and risk in each area of support and making trade
off decisions by area. This is especially true regarding ammunition, fuel and trans
portation assets. This must be the corps commander's decision based upon his 
staff's recommendations. In turn, these recommendations must be made after a 
careful risk analysis of the missions of the corps and its subordinate units. The 
incorrect allocation of these assets could lead to the defeat of major subordinate 
elements and thus the failure of the corps to execute its primary mission, to say 
nothing of failing to successfully execute the deep attack. 

Executing the Deep Attack 

Jt was determined that an attacking force of the size envisioned in the simula
tions- roughly a reinforced division- cou ld operate for three to four days with 
organic supp lies. This would allow resupply during a subsequent lull in combat 
after the seizure of the objectives. This assumption of a self-sufficient attack force 
did not provide the insights desired, so several other possible support scenarios 
were simulated. How would terrain affect the attack? How would enemy disposi
tions affect the abili ty to support the deep attack? How does the corps ensure the 
orderly forward movement of supplies and support? 

Focusing on terrain proved to be very useful. When a tactical axis of advance 
is chosen without consideration of rail or road networks, it poses no problem for 
tactical vehicles maneuvering cross country. ln contrast, it presents significant 
problems for transportation assets. Current support vehicles are essentially con
fined to hard surface roads. Initially, these vehicles are the only viable answer to 
the large tonnage requirements of supporting a division in a deep attack. Although 
aerial resupply looks good, aircraft su rvivability and lift capabi lity become major 
limitations. Aircraft alone are not sufficient to move the thousands of tons of 
ammunition and hundreds of thousands of ga llons of fuel needed to support large
scale operations. 

At the corps level over the long term, rail is the preferred method of support 
due to the magnitude of the support problem. But the rebu ilding of rail lines can
not be quickly accomplished in the fo rward area of the battlefield. Thus, terrain 
remains critical here too. A fundamental consideration when choosing a deep 
attack axis must be the influence of terrain on the mobility of support assets. 

Assum ing sufficient road and rail nets are ava ilable, however, does not neces
sari ly solve the deep attack support problem. Routes must be clea red, secured and 
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repaired. The DTO is not staffed to control these MSRs and must rely on MP or 
host nation support units which may already be committed to security, prisoner of 
war and refugee missions. The CMCC has organic highway regulating teams but 
not in sufficient numbers to regulate MSRs in the corps rear, much less to augment 
a division. Providing these teams to a division cou ld mean degrading the support 
capability in the corps rear, but th is is a risk which must be assumed to ensttre the 
positive control of traffic in the deep attack force sector. 

In like manner, the corps engineer work line must be moved forward onto the 
deep attack ax is. Priorities switch from countermobility to mobility missions for 
corps engineer units. Division engineers must be free to execute tactical mobility 
missions, with corps assets picking up the missions behind lhem. 

Enemy dispositions raised two corollary issues- the securing of the shoulders 
of the penetration and the flanks of the corridor behind the attack fo rce. Decisions 
on securing these areas will determine the method of resupply for the attack fo rce. 
ff the corridor is not secured, corps and division transportation assets moving 
stocks forward can be decimated by relatively small enemy ground or air forces. 
Supply vehicles are highly vulnerable, and combat forces may not be available to 
conduct convoy protection. 

The results of the simulation suggest that the security of support elements 
wi II be a major factor in any deep attack. Only two options were found- attach
ment to the deep attack force or operations down an open corridor. Although th is 
sounds li ke an easy decision, remember that it wil l require 70 to 80 5,000-ga llon 
tanker loads to replace the fuel burned by a division in 50-kilometer attack. The 
decision matrix becomes more complex. When the unit basic load (UBL) replen
ishment requirement is added to the equation, it will require approximately 140 
trucks and tankers. 

To move th is many support vehicles, in addition to division assets operating 
along the attack axis, requ ires several passable MSRs and staging areas to down 
load cargo. These are lucrative and highly vu lnerable targets. Moreover, the issue 
becomes critical because UBL replenishment must occur prior to the deep attack 
force being engaged by fol low-on enemy forces. As the simulation participants 
learned, the only portion of the required resupply which might be reduced is 
ammunition. If the ammunition expended is Jess than expected, the resupply 
requirement is lessened. 

Given the choice of attachment versus open operations, the second part of the 
problem lies in the recovery of the support assets. Most deep attack scenarios 
carry the attack through the seizure of the objective and the presumed collapse of 
the enemy front. There is a real possibility that enemy resistance wiLl not collapse, 
and the deep attack force with its supporting elements may be temporarily isolat
ed in the enemy rear. How will transportation assets return to the corps rear to pick 
up ammunition and fuel? More realistically, how will they survive? 

Based on simulation ex periences, the solution to the problem of supporting a 
deep attack can be ordered from the most to the least advantageous. The optimum 
method is for attacking units to secure rail lines up to the brigade areas. These 
could then be rapidly repa ired. The next best option is to establish a secure corri-
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dor with sufficient repai red and secured routes to allow truck traffic to move both 
ways. Finally, the on ly viable solution may well be the attachment of the corps' 
support assets to the attacking force. 

When this is done, the division commander must plan for the movement, 
defense and control of these assets, possibly straining his already overloaded 
organic CSS structure. But this may be the only method of ensuring the supplies 
get to the unit on the objective. Consequently, attachment must be considered by 
CSS and tactica l planners . 

These types of CSS considerations must be weighed by corps planners as part 
of the ir initial estimates. lf they do not engage in risk analysis oriented on the total 
mission from the beginning, to include all implied CSS tasks, the corps staff risks 
recommending a tactical operation which is impossible to support logistically. 

CSS planning to support a batta lion or brigade-sized attack is much easier 
than that required to support a division or multidivision attack on a narrow front. 
Although the Army is designing weapon systems that fire faster and move more 
effectively cross country, the supply system sti ll depends on rail and large fleets of 
trucks. The trucks do not have cross-country mobility, but they are key to moving 
the thousands of tons of supplies and millions of gallons of fuel required to sup
port the high-technology battle. 

lt is our sensing, as a result of the simulations, that the Army has more con
ceptual work to do. It is time to develop a definitive doctrine for organizing the 
corps rear area. Support missions, defense considerations and terrain management 
must be brought under effective command and control to support the tactical bat
tle forward. The procedures and mechanisms for the logistical support of large 
fo rces conducting the deep attack, to include large-scale airmobile operations, 
must be addressed in g reater depth. The present thinking and proposed solutions 
may work at the tactical level but may not be applicable at the operational level. 

The task organization of supporting units and their relationship to supported 
units must be examined on a risk~versus-benefit basis. This is especially true since 
f ire rate and speed are being used to offset more ponderous protection and fixed 
lines of communication. Finally, we must all take a harder look at "improvisation
a l CSS," inc luding spontaneous initiative, adaptivity and scavenger or forage 
logistics. Realistic methods of obta ining fuel such as on-board pumps and other 
CSS improvisations need to be assessed, developed and implemented. 

As the Vll Corps simulations showed, once the shooting starts, there is little 
distinction between tactics and logistics. Logisticians have to be tacticians, and 
tacticians must be logisticians. The key to success is that the logistician and tacti
cian understand the interdependence of all functions within the AirLand Battle. 

ln the f inal analysis, we found that success and victory on the simulated bat
tlefield were due as much to our disregard for preconceived logistics plans as to 
their implementation. In the f inal account, it was the willingness, or lack of it, to 
override plans, to improvise and to take risks that determined the outcome. 
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Logistical Coordination Between 
Allied Forces 

introduction. In this article CoL. AlbertS. Britt, J1:, reviews American expe
rience with cooperative logistics in World WCtr I, World WCtr If, Korea, and in 
the NATO environment of the late 1950s . His observations on the difficulty of 
providing Logistical support to another nation (or receiving it) are as applic
able today in the era of"Host Nation Support" as they were in the late 1950s. 
Britt concludes with nine observations, or lessons learned, by the United 
States Army in the twentieth centwy in the .field of cooperative logistics. 

For the first time in her history the Unjted States is maintaining during a period of 
peace large military forces both at home and abroad. In addition to the partial 
mobilization ofthe military forces, the country also is in a state of partial indus
trial mobi lization. The allies of the United States likewise are mobilized to various 
degrees, both mi litarily and economically. 

Partial mobilization is expensive; so is military aid to our allies. The American 
people probably are more conscious and better informed of the cost of the Mi I itary 
Establishment today than at any time in our history. lt appears appropriate, thei·efore, 
to study the problem of logistical coordination between allied forces at this time. 

From our study some lessons should emerge which can be used as a guide for 
the futu re. This was the hope of Charles Gates Dawes when be steered the com
mittee in preparing the Report of the Mi[itary Board of Allied Supp ly following 
World War I. The lessons did emerge from this report, but there is little evidence 
that they were applied in World War II. 

World War I 

Before the outbreak of World War I the British and French realized that some 
coordination between their respective forces was required. A few inconsequential 

Reproduced with the permission of Militwy Review from Albert S. Britt , Jr. , 
"Logistical Coordination Between Allied Forces," MilitaiJ' Review 37, no. 6 
(September 1957):43- 51. 
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stafT visits took place, but nothing much was accomplished until the war was in 
progress and the supply situation of the British became perilous. Then the British 
Minister of Supply went to France to confer with the French M inistcr of Munitions 
on how "to secure adequate guns and ammunition for the British Army on the 
required scale." This meeting started logistical coordination at the top and proba
bly was the first stab at the problem in modern times. 

/\s it became increasingly clear that a supreme commander was necessary, the 
prime ministers met in Paris to define the terms of office for the commander in 
chief (CinC), to be. II already had been agreed that he would be a Frenchman. The 
French produced a draft of the terms of reference which included, without the prior 
knowledge of General Haig, the British Commander, the following:" ... allotment 
of material and resources to the armies," and "The French Commander in Chief 
(will have under his orders) the (British) Quartermaster General." As expected, 
General 1-laig took immediate and violent exception to his logistical support being 
placed at the orders of someone else. 

The French abortive attempt to strengthen the hand of the CinC in the fie ld of 
logistics caused Haig to doubt that the French were playing fair ly and frankly with 
him. Accordingly, he bitterly denounced these terms and threatened to resign 
unless they were withdrawn. The British Prime Minister, although favorably 
inclined toward the French view, finally supported I laig. I lad this matter been 
more adroitly handled, it is quite likely that a supreme commander for logistics, 
whether the CinC or one or his subordinates, might have been adopted. 

Later the French proposed the pooling of all material resources, but the British 
opposed this because their supply situation was critica l at the time clue to the 
intense submarine warfare against their shipping. Eventually the British did agree 
in principle to the pooling or common use items. The British-French Munitions 
Council allocated these items between the two forces, but there still remained 
problems, even in such elementary areas as rations. The British ration sca le was 
twice that of the French and Italians; later the Americans further complicated this 
problem by demanding twice the scale of the British. 

On the Eastern Front the Russian armies were bogged down almost from the 
beginning due to a lack of adequate war materiel reserves, no plan for industrial 
mobilization, and an inflexible industry that found it difficult to shift to war pro
duction. Russia asked for help, but the British and French factories already were 
taxed to supp ly their own forces. In the end, the French did send some consider
able supplies to Murmansk, but they arrived too late and remained unused unti l 
the Revolution. 

It is worth noting that there was coordination between Russia and !he 
Western Al lies in the field of strategy, but logistics was overlooked until matters 
became critical. 

By the spring of 1918 the Americans had joined the /\llics in agreeing to the 
appointment of Marshal roch as commander in chief in the field of strategy. Soon 
it became urgent that a simi lar high command be established to deal with allied 
logistical matters. Accordingly, Brigadier General Dawes, General Pershing's 
Purchasing Agent, drew up the charter fo r the Military Board of Al lied Supply. The 
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board, which was to "systematize" supply relations between the Allies, became 
operational the end of May 1918. 

Shipping was the key to US participation in the war. As a result of the ship
ping shortage caused by increased demand and sinkings, the allocation of all ocean 
sh ipping space was vested in the Allied Shipping Control Committee. This com
mittee was predominantly British, since most of the shipping was of that origin; 
and the balance largely of European registry. No US cargo sh ips were produced in 
time to be used before the armistice. 

To cope with the many supply problems arising out of relationships with the 
French and British, General Pershing set up a "Coordinating Section" within his 
general starT for this expressed purpose. This section was the forerunner of the 
familiar 04 Section oftoday. Later the entire staff was reorganized into the famil
iar G I, 2, 3, and 4 Sections because this breakdown more or less paralleled the 
French bureaus and facilitated work between the two headquarters. This arrange
ment stil l required an extensive li aison organization at each staff level and each 
technical service. 

Procurement 

Local procurement became a thorny problem since US policies had not been 
coordinated with the French. After a few trials and errors all procurement amount
ing to 2,500 francs or more was funneled through the United States Purchasing 
Board in Paris. This agency coordinated with the Military Board of Allied Supply. 
Upon approval the request was forwarded to the Commissariat Gimera/ des Affairs 
de Guerre Franco-American. This agency in the French War Ministry set price 
ceilings, allocated resources between lhc French civi lian economy and the mili
tary, and directed procurement by the appropriate French technical service. 

1\ fter procurement the French technical service shipped the commodity to the 
corresponding US technical service and distribution was cfTccted through US chan
nels. A similar procedure was worked out for procw·ement made in Great Britain. 

The extent of foreign procurements in World War I can be seen from a few 
examples: 

I. Ordnance.- Over one-hal r million tons were procured in Europe. The 
French 75-mm field gun was adopted by the US Army to facilitate interchange
ability or weapons, ammunition, and spare parts with the French. All railway guns 
were or French design. All 8-inch howitzers were of British design and most of 
British manufacture. 

2. Aircrqji.- Two-thirds of the airplanes of United States air service were of 
British or French manufacture; all were of European design. 

3. Tcmks.- The US tank corps was dependent entirely upon France and Great 
Britain for tanks. Although US tank production was initiated before the armistice, 
none were received in Europe up to that time. 

Coordination with the French was necessarily very close in the field of trans
portation. As a result of this experience the United States Army adopted the French 
procedures for rail traffic regulation. In general these procedures survive to this 
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day. The Americans also learned how to regulate motor transport from the Allies. 
Foch had a large international motor pool established to move the strategic reserve. 
The American contribution to this pool amounted to 8,000 trucks complete with 
drivers, mechanics, and maintenance facilities. 

Germany and her allies had similar problems in the logistical field. However, 
there was greater central direction to their combined effort than among the allies. 
German divisions and munitions skillfully were used to coerce or reinforce her 
allies. These measliJ'es held together the German alliance right up to the end; oth
erwise Bulgaria and Austria would have sought a separate armistice. 

It is interesting to note that the French member of the Military Board of Allied 
Supply attributed the Allied victory to the work of the board, and the defeat of the 
Germans to their inflexibility in organizing their logistics. Unfortunately, he offers 
nothing to substantiate his statement. 

World War 11 

When the United States entered World War II, a few of the World War I prob
lems and pitfalls in logistical coord ination were avoided. The British were, as ever, 
ski lled in the conduct of coalition warfare, and since they were the principal ally 
of the United States, progress in coordination went forward more smoothly than in 
World War I. Experiences from that war had been studied in the service schools 
and colleges of both countries. 

The pattern for the command structure for US forces in Europe, both strategic 
and logistical, was taken from Wor.ld War 1 experience. lndeed, tbe terms of refer
ence for both Generals Eisenhower and Lee were drafted from the Letters of 
Instruction to General Pershing in 1917 and 19 18. 

As American troops built up in the United Kingdom, the British undertook a 
700 million-dollar construction program to provide housing and other accommo
dations for these troops. The funds for this construction were provided by the 
British, and constituted a reverse lend-lease contribution. 

As time went on both British and American authorities became annoyed with 
each other over the construction program. The Americans were impatient at the 
bureaucratic red tape and the general lack of urgency in getting on with the job, 
while the British were irked at the Americans for continually changing their 
plans. 

ln spite of the annoyances on both sides, one must adm it that the prepara
tions made by the British for their Allies were certainly noteworthy; particular
ly so as the effort was made at a time when their limited resources already were 
strained. 

In addition to this example of lend-lease, during 1942 one-third of all tonnage 
required by US forces in the United Kingdom was provided by the British. For the 
Fiscal Year 1943, for example, 50 percent of al l supplies and equipment for the 
United States Air Force in Great Britain was furnished from British sources. In 
addition, up to the Normandy landing, 63 percent of all quartermaster supplies 
came from the British. 
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Some measure of the extent of reciprocal aid, or reverse lend-lease, as it is 
referred to genera lly in the United States, which resulted largely from logistical 
coordination with the British, can be seen from the total of the British contribu
tion: seven billion dollars. This compares with about 30 billion dollars which the 
United States contributed to Great Britain. 

As General Eisenhower stated in his Fina l Report to the Combined Chiefs of 
Staff: 

The United States of America and Great Britain have worked, not mere
ly as allies, but as one nation, pooling resources of men and material alike 
in this struggle against the forces of evil engendered by Hitler's Germany. 

The coordination of logistics in this combined force was facilitated by having 
a completely integrated combined staff for the supreme commander. This staff 
developed under the direction of General Morgan, British Army, who was charged 
with organizing and planning for the invasion of the Continent before a supreme 
commander was appointed. 

In the Southeast Asia theater Admiral Louis Mountbatten had a predominant
ly British force, although there were sizable contingents of American troops there. 
He recognized the necessity for a partially combined staff to ensure coordination 
between British and American troops. Notable examples were in the fields of med
icine and aerial supply. 

German-Italian Supply 

German-Ita lian experience paralleled that of the Allies in some respects. Their 
problems in maintaining Rommel's troops in Africa have been recounted in 
numerous works since the end of the campaign. According to Rommel the princi
pal supp ly problem can be attributed directly to a lack of coordination and coop
eration on the part of the Italians. Although the bulk of the supp lies for theAfhka 
Korps were German in origin, the line of communications through which these 
supplies had to move was Italian. North Africa was an Italian theater of war and 
the over-all responsibility for the conduct of operations was vested in the Italian
African command. 

It appears that it was not Hitler's intention to become involved in Africa. After 
the co llapse of Graziani 's armies, the Germans were compelled to help out for fear 
their partner might quit. Rommel, thereupon, was sent to Africa with two divisions 
to assist ("bo lster" might be a better word) the Italians. In this role he became sub
ordinate to Graziani 's successor, General Bastico, CinC Italian-Africa command. 
As a consequence the Germans were dependent upon the Italians for logistical 
support in the field. Base service, depot supply, and higher echelon maintenance 
were all Itali an, with a sprinkling of German technicians. 

Rommel reported time and again that this arrangement was unsatisfactory, and 
he attributed his defeat largely to the unsatisfactory supply situation. 

In principle the supply of forces in the Axis was a national responsibility, sim
ilar to the policies of the Allies. ln part, the North African theater was a departure 
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from this principle. [n this case a major force of one country became dependent 
for logistical support upon another, and weaker, nation. 

Need less to say, German-Italian war planning had not taken logistics into 
accou nt. Apparently there was very little coordination between the two countries 
in the f ield of industrial mobilization and general logistical planning. No attempt 
was made to standardize arms or equipment, nor coordinate the production of 
items which could be standardized. Some effort was made in the later stages of the 
war to send German technicians to Italy to assist in producing certain types of wa r 
material with which the Italians were unfamiliar; but even this was on an ineffec
tual scale. When it became urgent tbat the Germans give the Italians some logisti
cal help, the solution generally was to produce the item in Germany and send it to 
the Italians. Specialists and technicians frequently accompanied the item to assist 
in the installation and training of the users. 

After the loss of the North African Campaign, the Italians became more and 
more dependent upon Germany for logistical support, even in Italy. 

Korea 

The logistic support policy fo r the various national elements of the Uni ted 
Nations Command, including the South Koreans, was that each nation assume 
responsibility for the logistic support of its own forces. Support in kind obviously 
was infeasible for many of contingents; in these cases the United States furnished 
the supplies and equipment on a reimbursable basis. ln other instances, US equip
ment was issued as an expedient and the bookkeeping was done later. 

Many special problems new to Americans arose in the supply of forces from 
many lands in the course of operations in Korea. 

The Abyssinian fo rce was equipped with every make rifle they could obtain. 
It soon became necessary to issue US arms in order to maintain ammuni tion sup
ply. The problem then rea lly became acute when it was learned that the Ethiopian 
custom required that a warrior return home with the same weapon with which be 
departed, else it was an indication of personal defeat! 

Rations fo r the Mos lems created a problem when the Turks arrived in Korea. 
Their religion prohibited the eating of pork, a common ingredient of the "C" 
ration. This problem eventually was solved through the cooperation of the 
Moslem religious leaders who granted a dispensation to the Turks f ighting in 
Korea. 

The customary practice of ration issue in the Korean Army varied from US 
practice and led to some confusion in the beginning of the campaign. The Korean 
ration is divided into a staple portion wh ich is issued, and a fresh portion for which 
a monetary allowance is given to the commander for local purchase. Obviously, 
this could not go on du ring combat. Yet the only ration available was the United 
States "C" ration which soon proved too large in both quantity and type. 
Furthermore, this ration cost $2.00 at the time, compared with the few cents which 
the Korean ration cost. This problem was solved by procuring in Japan an oriental 
type of "C" ration catered especial]y for the Korean a ppetite. 
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A further problem arose with the Koreans in regard to combat boots. The tar
iiT sizes issued by the US Quartermaster are based upon the average sizes of 
American feet and clearly were too generous for the Koreans. This problem was 
solved by instituting a "boot cut-down" project in Japan for the Koreans. 

At considerable effort and expense the US Quartermaster provided live lambs 
to the Greek contingent for a religious rite, only to find that the lambs were not 
entirely suitable, as they should all have been female lambs. 

NATO 

From the outset logistics have been an important consideration of the supreme 
commander of NATO forces. 

In his first and last report as supreme commander of NATO forces, General 
Eisenhower called attention to the fact that the United States had provided most of 
the resources for NATO up to the spring of 1952, the date of the report. However, 
he continued, the American taxpayer should not be expected to continue carrying 
the load indefinitely unless other nations showed cooperation and enterprise in 
improving their own defenses. 

In a subsequent report of the supreme commander, attention was called to the 
fact that improvement had been substantial, but there still remained considerable 
room for improvement. This was apparent from a remark to the eiTect that the prin
ciple of national responsibility for logistical support resulted in a lack of flexibil
ity within his command and that he had made proposals fo r overcoming this rigid
ity. Presumably some of the allies had not adequately supplied their part of sup
port for their forces. Under these circumstances the supreme commander appar
ently felt that in the absence of any other recourse he was compelled to seek 
authority to supp ly the deli nquents out of resources on hand in other national 
forces. Thi s is certainly treading on tricky ground. 

l f the foregoing presumption is correct, it is difficult to see how the cross 
transfer of supplies could work out satisfactorily in practice. To focus on a specif
ic case, among the forces of SHAPE, US forces probably are the most adequately 
supplied. Adjacent to the American forces are the French who are practicaUy at 
home, while the Americans are at the end of a 4,000-mile pipeline. The French can 
afTord to have less stockage than US forces. If the resources arc then pooled, US 
forces will be placed in a very tenuous position. 

It is understandable that the supreme commander, or any other commander for 
that matter, must realize that the commaml as a whole is on ly so strong as the 
weakest I ink. If he can strengthen that link, he must surely do so. 

A better solution than cross-servicing would seem to be the provision of logis
tical support through channels other than the battlefield distribution system such 
as lend-lease and the Mutual Defense Assistance Program. In effect, this was the 
procedure fo llowed in Korea. 

The military burden for each country in NATO was determined by a team 
under the International Secretary, Lord Ismay, and agreed to by member nations. 
There should, therefore, be no real necessity for cross-servicing or pooling if each 
nation does its bit. 
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The financial responsibility for large-scale undertakings which comprise the 
infrastructure is prorated among the various member nations through agreements 
at ministerial level. The United States has underwritten a large part of the total cost 
to date. 

A rather novel feature in the buildup of NATO forces has been the effort 
placed upon developing a European Arms Production Base to support the logis
tica l requirement. The most recent addition, of course, is the phenomenal 
German industrial machine. Originally, the rearmed German forces were to 
receive their base logistical support and heavy war equipment from allied 
sources. This now is changed, and one can expect that a strong arms production 
base will develop in Germany. 

Under the NATO Defense Production Board a survey of defense production 
capabi lities was made for the purpose of coordinating war production. Mr. Herrod, 
the distinguished Englishman who headed the board, made two observations regard
ing the use ofEuropean factories for war production at that time (1951). First, price 
fixing was essentia l to ensure coordinated procurement, and second, many of the 
r~tctories would require "financia l sttimulus" to get them into arms production. The 
necessary stimulation has come about through the United States Offshore 
Procurement Program. With that start, production appears to be well in hand. 

Summary 

Logistical coordination between allies obviously is influenced by the way in 
which the various members of the alliance operate. General Morgan in his book, 
Overture to Overlord, concluded that United States and British procedures for 
administration were so irreconcilably opposite that he charged hi s administration 
section with keeping the two systems "as severely apart as possible." However, his 
administrative section, staffed with both British and American officers, did coor
dinate all administrative (in British parlance the term includes logistics) planning 
for OvERLORD in the early stages. 

The US press had coined descriptive terms to diiTcrentiate between nations 
which arc considered rich or poor, the "have's" and the "have not's." Without ques
tion, this is a basic factor. It follows then that one's al lies will require logistical 
help according to whether they are "have's" or "have not's." During World War II 
the Free French Forces lost their homeland, and with it the capability for support
ing their forces from French resources. As a result they were almost completely 
dependent upon the Americans and British for logistica l support. This was the 
reverse of the situation in World WarT when the United States forces were almost 
equally dependent upon the European Allies. 

In World War 1 the Russians made the mistake of bringing Romania into the 
war without first finding out that the Romanian Army would be almost a complete 
logistical liability to the Russians. Romania had no war reserves and no means for 
producing them. Consequently, she looked to Russia for even the initial issue of 
arms to her reservists. Sorely lacking in equipment, Russia now found herself 
bound to share with her new ally. In the end, Russia sent troops to operate under 
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the Romanian High Command, rather than equipment she could secure only by 
withdrawing from her own soldiers. Even the most casual coordination of logisti
cal matters between the two countries would have disclosed that the Romanians 
would have been more valuable, indeed more willing, as neutrals than the logisti 
cal burden they turned out to be. 

Our public officials seem to have left little doubt that requi rements of the 
allies which cannot be met from abroad wi ll of necessity become demands upon 
the United States during war. Since so many of the allies require assistance from 
the United States during peacetime, so much more so will they be dependent if war 
should break out. For the foreseeable future no major power could become 
involved in all-out war with the Soviet bloc without major logistical support from 
the United States. 

Thus the "have" nations of any coalition will be called on for logistical help by 
the "have not" nations. Many of the misunderstandings between the allies stem from 
this basic factor, a11d the fact that so many nations arc in the "have not" category. 

The program through which our allies are receiving logistica l help today was 
established by the Mutual Defense Assistance Pacts. 

In effect, the MDAP's continue the principle of US military aid to allies just 
about where lend-lease left off at the end of World War II. It also is a companion 
to Marshall plan type aid, in an economic sense. The underwriting of military 
equipment and offshore procurement of military suppl ies are the means by wh ich 
the United States is aiding the allies in the general field of logistics. The over-all 
plan in Europe is coordinated by the Supreme Allied Commander Europe 
(SACEUR), who also is the NATO Supreme Commander, through the various 
Military Assistance Advisory Groups. Th is dual relationship of SACEU R ensures 
a certain amount of coordination and gives some assurance that the aid is related 
to the over-all objectives of the United States. 

Some or the allies do not have the industrial base for the production of their 
arms and equipment. Offshore procurement is intended to build up a production 
base in Europe so that the NATO countries will be able to produce their own arms. 

This has brought about a requirement for the standardization of equipment 
which, in turn, requires standardization of terms. 

Clearly, standardization of equipment must precede any large-scale standard
ization of organization, tactics, or logistical procedures. It also must precede any 
effective pooling of supplies. In some cases it may not be desirable to standardize. 
For example, cases have been cited where pooling of rations was not feasible 
because of the difference in standards. 

During World War l the French and Americans successfully pooled ammuni
tion. On the other hand, attempts at pooling between the French and British were 
not so successful , largely because the equipment was not standardized. 

Much has been accomplished recently in the field of standardization, but it is 
doubtful if much more can be achieved profitably for the time being. One sure way 
to standardize equipment is to make gratuitous issues to one's allies. 

Overemphasis on standardization can nullify the strength or customs and tra
ditions. There are times when these matters are more militarily valuable than stan-
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dardization. It is necessary to guard against the zealot who sometimes appears to 
push standardization for standardization's sake rather than the achievement of mi 1-
itary effectiveness. 

A coa lition engenders a certain amount of distrust among the members. 
Napoleon is alleged to have sa id that he could defeat any coa lition because of the 
indecision and diverse interests of the allies. He was right except for a couple of 
times. Nevertheless, there is great merit in Napoleon's thesis. 

An example from World War 1 illustrates the lack of confidence between 
Allies: The Germans made great gains in the spring offensive of 1916, and it 
seemed probable that the Allied positions would be penetrated. At one and the 
same time, the French secretly were planning a withdrawal toward Paris which 
would have uncovered the British right flank; and the British were considering a 
withdrawal which would cover their evacuation ports on the channel, thus leav
ing the French left flank uncovered. Fortunately, neither plan had to be put into 
effect. 

The problems inherent in the coord ination of logistics among allies of dif
ferent language are so patent as to not require emphasis. Even though high ly 
ski lled interpreters and li aison personnel are employed, as with the French in 
World War 1, it is quite difficult to find common grounds for a thorough under
standing. All agreements involving logistics also involve money in the final 
analysis and must be recorded in precise language to avoid as many misunder
standings as possible. 

If the ally is impecunious and mutual agreements arc not precise, it can be 
expected that he will take advantage of every opportunity to escape commitments; 
this may not necessarily appear dishonest to him. 

The command structure of a coalition affects logistica l coordination in an 
allied force. 

The supreme commander of an allied force normally exercises only opera
tiona l control of the forces in his command. Nevertheless, he must concern him
self with the state of logistical support for these forces to ensure that they can ful
fill the missions assigned. 

Whether we like it or not, each nation has certain national characteristics 
which distinguish it from other nations. These characteristics play, at times, a deci
sive part in military operations within a coal ition. 

In this regard it is worth noting the comment of a well-informed German gen
era l of World War II regarding the characteristics of various nationalities when 
working together as allies. llis views were that the British are trained to operate in 
a coa li tion. These matters arc studied in their service schools and from long tradi
tion they are psychologically and emotionally adapted to the problems which arise. 
lie felt the Germans were too impatient and the French too arbitrary. The 
Americans he felt were a mixture of the French and German attitudes. He also 
noted that the British were very tolerant of their allies, a characteristic not enjoyed 
by the others. 

Like national characteristics, each nation has standards and customs of its own. 
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Conclusions 

From this study of coalition logistics, certain conclusions emerge which 
should form the guidelines for logistical coordination between allied forces in 
futu re wars, both hot and cold. Most of these conclusions stem from human 
motives and reactions; therefore, they should be as valid for nuclear warfare as for 
conventional. 

I. The principal obstacles to the coordination of logistics among allies have 
their roots in finances. Generally speaking, the more impecunious the ally, the 
more difTicult the solution to the problem, unless resort is made to grants. 

2. The problems are not by any means confined to relationships between the 
United States and her allies. In two wars the Germans have faced simi lar problems. 

3. The British handling of the problem has won the respect of friend and foe 
alike. One would conclude that their methods warrant study. 

4. Some over-all authori ty, other than a committee, is essential for the coordi
nation of logistics in a coa lition. Because of the financial im pl ications, it certain
ly wi II be eli lficult to secure the necessary delegation of authority. 

5. Lack of proper coordination can spell disaster, as Rommel found out in the 
North African Campaign. 

6. It seems risky to commit combat reserves for cross-servicing, unless the 
stockages reflect a cross-servicing requ irement. 

7. Some form of military aid such as lend-lease or MDAP seems better than 
cross-servicing in the combat area. 

8. The good will of allies can be lost easi ly at the same time that valuable aid 
is being given if due consideration is not given to the customs and standards of 
allies. 

9. Standardization is a prerequisite for broad pooling of resources. 
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The Logistical Support of 
DESERT STORM 

Introduction. !n 1990- 1991 Operation DESERT SIIIEWIDESERT STORM pro
vided the first major testfor the new doctrine, 0/'ganization, and equipment 
developed for our armed forces in the late 1 980s, a test which was passed 
with flying colors. in this article Lt. Gen. William G. Pagonis and Maj. 
Harold E. Raugh outline the logistical problems .faced in deploying and sus
taining the ground forces which conducted the lmgest armored combat oper
ation ever seen. General Pagonis is well qual(fied to discuss the subject inas
much as he commanded all Army logistical forces in the Gulf and was 
responsible .for the Logistical plans which enabled allied combat forces to 
defeat !raqi.forces decisively in just 100 hours ofground combat. 

The overwhelming victory in Operation DESERT STORM was due not only to the 
unparalleled proficiency and unequaled confidence of the US forces' combat sol
diers and leaders, but also to the highly successful implementation of an effective 
and fars ighted logistic plan and operation. ' The theaterwide logistic support of all 
US so ldiers and their equipment in Southwest Asia was a spectacular accomplish
ment. At the start of the ground phase of DESERT STORM (24-28 February 1991 ), 
the 22d Support Command (Theater Army Area), along with the I stand 2d Corps 
Support Commands (COSCOMs) from the XVIll Airborne Corps and Vll Corps, 
respectively, was responsible for sustaining more than 300,000 soldiers in 12,400 
tracked combat vehicles and 11 4,000 wheeled vehicles. These forces were orga
nized into two full Army corps and located iJ1 a harsh and inhospitable region 
where no military logistic infrastructure had existed previously. 

£ndeed, the foundation for the total success of D ESERT STORM was, in large 
measure, laid carefully during the previous two months when the 22d Support 
Command, with the 1st and 2d COSCOMs, developed the theater logistic support 

Reproduced, with the permission of the authors, from William G. Pagonis and 
Harold E. Raugh, "Good Logistics ls Combat Power: The Logistics Sustainment of 
Operation Desert Storm," Militmy Review 7 1, no. 9 (September 1991 ):28- 39. 
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plan. The logistic plan was executed with unsurpassed efficiency and success by 
logisticians in the combat units, the forward support battalions, the divisions and 
corps supports commands and the 22d Support Conunand. 2 

Formation of the Support Command 

On the morning of 2 August 1990, Iraqi forces invaded Kuwait. Six days 
later, after hasty planning and coordination due to the short notice involved and 
urgency of the situation, a small group of logisticians from US Army Forces 
Command (FORSCOM) J4 (Logistics Directorate) and the Pentagon arrived in 
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. On the plane en route to Saudi Arabia, they for
mulated the original plan of what was later to become the mission of the 
Support Command (SUPCOM), This plan contained three major tasks: the 
reception , onward movement and sustainment of the force deploying to 
Southwest Asia. 

Since the National Command Authority had made the decision to immediate
ly send combat units of the XVIII Airborne Corps to Saudi Arabia ahead of their 
support elements to deter Iraqi aggression, the small group of logisticians that 
landed on 8 August 1990 became the nucleus of all logistic support for Army 
troops arriving in country. Shortly after the arrival at Dhahran of the first elements 
of the 82d Airborne Division, a decision was made that a support command was 
needed to control all logistic support in the theater of operations. This decision was 
based on the lack of an Army logistics infrastructure needed to feed, shelter and 
supply the large number of soldiers arriving in Southwest Asia. Jt was further 
decided that the airfield at Dhahran and the ports at Ad Dammam and AI Jubayl 
would become, respectively, the APOD (aerial port of debarkation) and the SPODs 
(seaports of debarkation). 

The SUPCOM, assisted by the 1st COSCOM from the XVlll Airborne Corps, 
immediately assumed all theater logistic responsibility. It took over responsibility 
for the APOD and, between 10 and 25 August 1990, received more than 40,000 
troops from the XVIII Airborne Corps. An area support group and an area support 
battalion were also quickly formed. Additionally, the first elements of the 7th 
Transportation Group arrived in country on 12 August, became a major subordi
nate command of the SUPCOM and began planning to receive equipment at the 
ports, especially the Army, Marine and Air Force equipment on pre-positioned 
ships from Diego Garcia. Their cargo of food, tents, materiel, supplies and ammu
nition proved to be invaluable. 

The SUPCOM headquarters initially consisted of only two elements: a com
mand element and a logistics operations center (LOC). The LOC was the nerve 
center for the reception, onward movement and sustainment of all troops and 
equipment coming into country. The LOC, operating on 36-hour shifts, was ini
tially manned by the handful of logisticians and in-theater liaison officers from 
each unit that arrived and by other borrowed military manpower. Another 18 hand
picked logisticians arrived on I 4 ALl gust from the United States to supplement the 
small group of dedicated Americans. 
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On 16 August, while establishing his headquarters at Dhahran, where all US 
troops were arriving, Major General William G. Pagonis was appointed 
Commander, US Army Central Command (ARCENT)(Forward).3 Two days later, 
ARCENT formally established the ARCENT SUPCOM (Provisional), although it 
had been in operation since 10 August. with Pagonis as commander. On 27 
August, a general staff was formed, augmented by soldiers from ARCENT head
quarters, as the SUPCOM began to take shape.4 

By late August 1990, the mission of the SUPCOM was expanded and outlined 
as follows: 

•Deploy and organize host nation support (HNS) to receive and move onward 
soldiers and Marines entering the theater. Provide for further development of the 
US- Saudi Arabia (SA) support infrastructure. 

•Develop from zero base theARCENT SUPCOM, using arriving US units and 
cadre with host nation elements. Mature to a combined US- SA support structure. 

•Provide theaterwide logistics support for reception, onward movement and 
sustainment of US and combined forces. 

After the receipt ofXVHI Airborne Corps, the development of the HNS infra
structure and the development of the logistics base, the mission was further 
expanded to include the "receipt, forward movement and sustainment of all forces 
in Saudi Arabia." This mission remained in effect for the receipt of the Vll Corps 
from Germany. 

Receipt of XVIll Airborne Corps 

Elements of the 82d Airborne Division f irst arrived at Dhahran on 9 August 1990. 
When they arrived, there was no logistic structure to support the troops, no trans
portation, no shelter from the 130-degree heat, no A-ration meal support, little water 
available, no available sanitary facilities and no postal support. The SUPCOM and 1st 
COSCOM worked feverishly to provide these items and did so in a remarkably short 
time. At the end of August, the mechanisms were in place to start providing basic 
necessities: shelter, food, water, transportation, sanitation and postal services. 

A key element in providing support was the HNS structure and contracting 
effort. A HNS cell and civilian contractor liaison officer worked these problems 
continuously within the SUPCOM LOC. The LOC, coordinating with the Saudi 
Arabian government, was able to acquire and provide fresh fruit, bottled water, 
other foodstuffs, transportation and billeting. Additionally, temporary camps with 
shelters were allocated to the incoming troops. The 82d Airborne Division was 
first quartered at a Saudi Arabian air defense site and eventually occupied several 
camps in the surrounding area. 

By 30 September 1990, there were approximately 72,000 XVllJ Airborne 
Corps troops in theater, supported by the SUPCOM and 1st COSCOM. One 
month later, most elements of the corps had arrived, and the SUPCOM and 1st 
COSCOM were supporting approximately 97,000 troops. By this time, 1st 
COSCOM had established log base Pulaski and the SUPCOM established log base 
Bastogne to support the forward operation of XVUT Airborne Corps. 
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US. mifita1y vehicles at Ad Dammam 

Receipt of VII Corps 

On 8 November 1990, President George Bush decided to send an additional 
Army corps to Southwest Asia to support possible offensive operations to liberate 
Kuwait. The movement of the heavy armored corps from Germany placed addi
tional strains on the logistics system. This was particularly evident at the port facil
ities. Not on ly were the SUPCOM and COSCOMs required to deploy another 
corps faster than the first, but this time, it was required to paint all of the forest 
green tanks arriving from Germany a sand color before their movement to the 
desert. This was a monumental task that bad not been anticipated. By late 
November, a logistic infrastructure was in place to support the troops and to paint 
their equipment. 

Vll Corps vehicles and heavy equipment arrived at the ports of Ad Dammam 
and AI Jubayl during the fo llowing two and a half months. Because of limited bil
leting space, VII Corps troops were billeted initially in warehouses at the port of Ad 
Dammam and at a staging area near the port of AI Jubayl before they were moved 
to f ield locations. By the end of December 1990, the 22d Support Command, 
together with the I st and 2d COSCOMs, had received over 22 1 ,000 troops in the
ater along with over 769,000 short tons of equipment. The equipment included 
more than 6,000 tracked combat vebicles and more than 59,000 wheeled vehicles. 
VII Corps had about 80 percent of its elements in theater on 17 January 1991. 
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Support Command Plans 

The development of the theater logistic support plan was integral to the over
all success of Desmn STORM, and this planning began when Bush decided to send 
VII Corps to the theater of operations. By the end of November 1990, the five
phased theater logistics concept had been established, and the SUPCOM had pub
lished logistic operation plans (OPLANs) 91- 1 and 91 - 2 detailing the initial 
phases of the projected offensive. The commander briefed the concept to all offi
cers and noncommiss ioned officers of the command at a logistics exercise con
ducted on 4 December 1990, to ensure that all leaders understood the concept of 
the operation. The briefing and plans provided a s ingle mission on which all lead
ers of the command could focus their attention in the fol lowing months. 
Additionally, the commander briefed the first three phases to Secretary of 
Defense Richard B. Cheney and Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General 
Colin L. Powell on 27 December 1990. The following briefly describes the five
phased logistics support plan: 

Phase Alpha: preparation and preposilioning. This phase involved the reposi
tioning of SUPCOM units and stocks of supplies from the south (vicinity of 
Dhahran and AI Jubayl) to the north along main supply route (MSR) Dodge, while 
simultaneously receiving and moving Vll Corps to its tactical assembly areas. 
Addi tionally, huge logistics bases were built during December 1990 along MSR 
Dodge, near King Khal id Military City (KKMC) and along MSR Sultan, just 
south of KKMC. These log bases were designated Alpha, Bravo and Delta and 
were to contain alI classes of supply supporting the two Army corps and echelons 
above corps. 

Finally, to provide better command and control over the long distances, the 
SUPCOM LOC was divided, with a forward LOC established at KKMC. The 
duties and responsibilities of the forward LOC were identical to those of the main 
LOC at Dhahran with the exception that on ly the latter was responsible for issu
ing formal orders. Th is phase began in late November and lasted until the start of 
hostilities on 17 January 1991. 

Phase Bravo: movement of the co1ps. Both the XVIII Airborne Corps and VlT 
Corps moved simultaneously from their tactical assembly areas to their attack 
positions, with the SUPCOM assisting by providing the heavy transportation 
assets necessary to move the corps over the several hundred-mile stretch of desert. 
The tracked vehicles were then carried by the corps on heavy equipment trans
porters (HETs) to their attack positions. Many of these HETs were fo reign-made 
(East German, Czech, and so on) and were driven by foreign drivers. 

Add itiona lly, the I stand 2d COSCOMs, with help from the SUPCOM, estab
lished two new log bases (Charlie and Echo) to support each corps when the offen
sive would commence. This phase, which coincided with the beginning of DESERT 
STORM and continued through January 1991 , reilected a total team etfort of the 
SUPCOM and countless subordinate uni ts . 

Phase Charlie: the ground o.fjf:msive. This phase entailed the SUPCOM sup
port and sustaiJlment of the ground offensive into Iraq and Kuwait. The plan en vi-
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sioned transportation of all commodities of supply, especia lly fuel, ammunition, 
food and water. Additionally, the construction of new log bases deep inside Iraq 
was anticipated to sustain the offensive, had it become necessary. This phase 
commenced on order at the start of the ground offensive on 24 February 1991 . 

Phase Delta: d~fense of Kuwait. This included SUPCOM support of civil-mil
itary affairs efforts to restore faci lities and services inside liberated Kuwait. [t 
began during the ground offensive, once Kuwait City was liberated. 

Phase Echo: redeployment. This phase involved SUPCOM support of redeploy
ment (which was dubbed Operation D ESERT FAREWELL). It envisioned that the SUP
COM would provide the theatetwide assets to redeploy all elements of ARCENT. 
SUPCOM OPLAN 91-4 was the detailed logistic plan for this operation. 

The Enemy Situation 

Prior to the start of hostilities, the enemy forces in the Kuwaiti Theater of 
Operation (KTO) included some 42 divisions (about 500,000 soldiers) arrayed in 
a prepared, in-depth defensive posture. ARCENT believed the enemy possessed 
the ability to transition to short-notice offensive operations. The confidence of the 
SUPCOM, however, was bolstered with the arrival of the VTI Corps in theater. The 
primary SUPCOM concern prior to 0-day (17 January 1991) was the possibility 
of preemptive Iraqi air strikes and terrorist activity. Once hostilities began, how
ever, attention became focused on the possibility of Scud attacks against logistics 
facilities and on limited enemy ground attacks that could have disrupted supply 
movement on the MSRs. 

Operational Highlights 

Movement of the 1\.vo Army Corps to Attack Positions. The movement of the 
XVTIJ Airborne Corps and VII Corps to their attack positions began on 20 January 
1991 and continued around the clock for two weeks. By 3 February 1991 , both 
corps had closed in their attack positions. The XVlli Airborne Corps moved on 
both the northern and southern MSRs, while the Vll Corps moved only on the 
northern route. The d istances both corps had to travel were considerable: more 
than 500 miles for XVJJT Airborne Corps and more than 330 miles for VIl Corps. 

The SUPCOM provided extensive support for this movement that involved 
transporting thousands of tracked vehicles and controlling the movement of tens 
of thousands of wheeled vehicles. For example, VII Corps alone had more than 
7,000 tracked vehicles and more tban 40,000 wheeled vehicles. The SUPCOM's 
318th Movement Control Agency (MCA) coordinated this large movement by 
allocating blocks of time to each corps for movement on their designated MSRs. 
The 89th Military Police (MP) Brigade provided support through MP checkpoints 
positioned on all routes of movement. At the peak of this movement, 18 vehicles 
per minute passed a single point on the northern route. 

For this massive movement, the SUPCOM projected the need to provide 
approximately I ,300 HETs, 450 lowboys and 2,200 flatbeds, or a total of almost 
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Militwy and civilian gasoline tankers fill fuel bladders in the desert. 

4,000 heavy vehicles of al l types. The SUPCOM acquired this large number of 
heavy equipment vehicles by using US assets and trucks provided by European 
countries, Egypt, and host nation assets. Many of the drivers were contracted civil
ians who came from South Korea, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Egypt and other Third 
World countries. 

Pre-positioning of Supplies a/ Logistics Bases. The SUPCOM pre-positioned 
supplies to support the ground offensive simultaneously with the movement of the 
corps to their attack positions. This entailed setting up log bases Charlie and Echo. 
The establishment of Charlie, however, to be located in the northwestern portion 
of Saudi Arabia, could not begin until the start of the air campaign. This was 
because a large-sca le movement of troops to the west prior to this time could have 
alerted the Iraqis and caused them to shift their forces directly onto the path of one 
of the al lies' axes of advance. Log base Charlie provided support to XVIII 
Airborne Corps and Echo supported VII Corps. The supplies for these log bases 
were transported along the southern MSRs. 

Critical to the success of the ground offensive was the sufTicicnt theater stock
age of Class 1 (food and water), Class lll (fuel) and Class V (ammunition) sup
plies. By G-day (24 February 1991 ), there were approximately 29 days of supply 
(DOS) of Class 1, 5.2 DOS of Class Ill and 45 DOS of Class V (although many of 
the preferred Class V items were stocked at over I 00 percent required). By the 
ceasc-J'irc on 28 February 1991, there were 25 DOS of Class I, 5.6 DOS of Class 
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III and about 66 DOS of Class V (based on consumption rates during the I 00-hour 
ground war). 

Daily support requirements for the corps were computed as follows: 
•Ammunition Resupply: Vll Corps-450 truckloads/9,000 tons; XVlll 

Airborne Corps- 400 truckloads/5,000 tons. 
•Fuel Resupply: Yfl Corps-400 truckloads/2.4 million gallons; XVIII 

Airborne Corps-480 truckloads/2.l million gallons. 
The significance of these requirements was the realization that the projected 

consumption rates and long lines of communication would result in an expendi
ture of supplies faster than the primary log bases could replenish. Accordingly, two 
contingency plans were developed. The first was to reduce the lines of communi
cation by constructing roads following the two attacking corps, and the second was 
logistics over the shore operations if a port in Kuwait could be made available. 

Support and Sustainment ofthe Ground Offensive. The SUPCOM planned to 
support the ground offensive, using the "90-mile rule," which allowed drivers to 
make a round trip in a 24-hour period. SUPCOM provided critical Class 1, Ill and 
V assets 90 miles forward into Iraq from log bases Charlie and Echo to provis ion
al log bases that would have been set up, if necessary, to sustain the offensive. 
Because the ground offensive penetrated so deeply into enemy territory and 
because of its short duration, these provisional log bases were never fu lly set up. 
Instead, they became trai ler transfer points where SUPCOM trailers were dropped 
for corps units to take farther forward. Had an extended resupply capability been 
necessary, the SUPCOM would have been prepared to meet that requirement. 

Observations 

The SUPCOM used doctrine whenever possible, but always tailored doctrine 
to meet the needs of the situation. In general, the most important area where doc
trine helped was in providing guidance and standardization. Standardization was 
one of the reasons the SUPCOM was successful in logistically supporting an oper
ation of this magnitude. However, the SUPCOM used standardized procedures and 
operations in a manner that did not stifle the initiative, drive and innovation of its 
subordinate commanders and soldiers. Under the harsh conditions of improvisa
tion prevalent in August and September 1990, it was extremely important to solve 
problems and alleviate shortcom ings in a timely manner. If some unorthodox or 
different technique worked, it was used immediately. Doctrine was not allowed to 
stand in the way of the prompt and complete logistic support of the soldiers in the 
Southwest Asia theater of operations. 

Another major achievement of the SUPCOM was the smooth integration of 
Reserve Component (RC) elements into the overall logistics structure. About 20 
years ago, the Army's force structure was reorganized so that most of the com
bat service support (CSS) elements are in the RC. This permitted the soldiers in 
these units, many of whom perform the same mi litary duties as they do in their 
civilian careers, to be mobil ized and deployed without delay to Southwest Asia, 
where they carried out their duties in a remarkably effective manner. The earlier 
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decision proved to be correct and valuable, as no time was wasted, after mobi
lization, retraining these citizen-soldiers to accomplish their individual tasks and 
unit missions. The payoff was that many RC soldiers drew individual and unit 
equ ipment and were performing their missions in the field within 48 hours of 
arriving in country. 

Jn addition, since many of the RC el.ements are CSS units, eventually 75 per
cent of the strength of the SUPCOM, which peaked at 40,898 soldiers, was RC 
soldiers. The RC units conducted continuous operations in al l areas of logistic sup
port. The contributions ofRC units were vital to the successful accomplishment of 
DESERT STORM. 

There must be, however, a proper ratio between CSS elements in the RC and 
in the Active Component. ln the event of a military deployment to a hostile or 
potentially hostile theater of operations, elements such as the movement control 
center and MCA must be immediately deployable, or valuable time will be lost and 
confusion may result. 

I t is not the intent of this article to chronicle and assess the " lessons learned" 
from the logistic standpoint of DESERT STORM. There were numerous shortfalls in 
doctrine that were overcome by superhuman efforts, initiative and tenacity. No one 
must lose sight of the tremendous civil ian logistics in frastructure in country, which 
made up many shortcomings. All logistic activities, successes as well as shortfalls, 
have been fully documented and are currently being studied to ensure that logistic 
support of the next military operation is even better than it was for DESERT STORM. 

The success of theater logistic support operations in Southwest Asia during 
DESERT STORM was the direct result of effective centralized planning by the SUP
COM and audacious decentralized execution by the logisticians in the combat 
units, the forward support battalions, and the division and corps support com
mands. It was also the cu lmination of intense effort and farsighted planning con
ducted durLng DESERT SII IELD. There were many other unsung logistics heroes, 
military and civilian, in these operations, in addition to the direct participants. 
They include those in Headquarters, Department of the Al'my, FORSCOM, Al'my 
Materiel Command, US Transportation Command, Military Traffic Management 
Command, Mi litary Sealift Command, Military Airlift Command, Defense 
Logistics Agency, US Army, Europe, Eighth US Army and a host of others, includ
ing the indispensable support of the American people. In short, it was a joint, mul
tiechelon, Tota l Force effort, proving beyond a doubt that "Good Logistics is 
Combat Power." 
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Notes 

1 This article, of necessity, concentrates on the logistic aspects and support of Army units during 
Operation DESE RT STORM. The omission of US Air Force, Navy, Marine Corps, Coast Guard and 
allied operations is not meant to denigrate t·heir invaluable contributions to the overall success of 
this campaign. 

2 Much of this article is derived from memoranda, sitltation reports, daily command briefing 
slides and other documents of Headquarters. 22d Support Command, including: Memorandum, 23 
March 1991 , Subject: Command Report, Operation Desert Shield, 22d Support Command; 
Memorandum, 28 March 199 1, Subject: Summary of External Logistics A ftcr Action Review (AAR) 
(ARCENT, XVIII and VII corps); Memorandum, 3 April 1991, Subject: Summary ofMSC After 
Action Review; Memorandum, 5 April 1991, Subject: Command Report, 22d Support Command, 
Operation Desert Storm, 17 January- 15 March 1991; Memorandum, 30 May 1991, Subject: Written 
After /\eli on Report, Desert Shield/Desert Storm; and Memorandum, 24 June 1991 , Su~ject: Draft
Logistical History of Operation Desert Shield/ Desert Storm. Principal authors, among others, of 
these memoranda include LTC Russell A. Eno, LTC Wesley V. Manning, MAJ Will iam W. Epley, 
ILT Frank Behan and SOT Howard Miller. COL James Ireland also provided superb guidance and 
technical advice as this article was being wrillen. 

3 The ARCENT main headquarters remained in Riyadh, the capital of Saudi Arabia. 
4 The Headquarters and lleadquarters Company, 22d Support Command, was consti tuted 21 

August 1965 in the Regular Army as Headquarters, Headquarters Company and Special Troops, 22d 
Field Army Support Command and activated that same day at Fort Lee, Virginia. It was inactivated 
7 December 1970. It was redesignated 16 December 1990 as Headquarters and Headquarters 
Company, 22d Support Command, and activated at Fort McPherson, Georgia. The headquarters and 
command's colors were then tJansferred to Dhahran, Saudi Arabia, the following day. 
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The "Tooth-to-Tail" Ratio 

Introduction. Col. John M. Vann takes up one o.f the abiding themes in the 
histmy o.f US. Army logistics, the "tooth-to-tail" ratio. He notes that combat 
service support .forces have never been adequate to the size of the combat 
.forces they had to support, and he argues that the situation has become worse 
rather than better h1 the last two decades. His argument for an adequate 
logistical supportfbrce structure also constitutes a review o.f key issues and 
decisions in the field ofArmy logistics since the Korean Htcu; and thus brings 
up to date and summarizes many q{ the themes addressed in this anthology. 

The US Army's thin li ne of logistic forces behind its combat divisions has been 
the topic of much discussion but 1 i mited action within the Department of Defense 
(DOD) for severa l years. Despite continuing protests from the fie ld over major 
shortfal ls in these unglamorous but critical forces that provide lifeblood to our 
major fighting units, the problems persist. Our protracted failure to provide these 
forces stems from three fundamental flaws: unclear responsibility for solving the 
problems, the way we plan and a general lack of understanding of logistics. The 
result has been an extended period of now institutionalized neglect that we can
not quickly fix. Unwillingness to admit shortcomings and to solic it broad gov
ernment·al support for overcoming them could have tragic consequences on the 
next battlefield if our tanks and helicopters have no ammunition, no fuel and no 
spare parts. 

The most important evaluation of Army logistic forces is that of the theater 
commanders in chief (CINCs) charged with the daily reality of being prepared to 
use those logistics forces to fight a war. General Bernard Rogers, former Supreme 
Allied Commander, Europe and US Army Chief of Staff, told the US Senate 
Armed Services Committee in December 1985 that "we don't have sufficient com
bat service support forces to support our forward deployed forces in Europe."' He 
has reemphasized his evaluation severa l times since, and Marine General George 
B. Crist, the commander of our rapid response forces for the Middle East, echoed 
his views in March 1986 testimony to Congress.2 Commanders of other unified 

Reproduced wilh the permission of MiLitmy Review from John M. Vann, "The 
Forgotten Forces," Mi/itwy Review 67, no. 8 (August 1987):2- 17. 
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commands and many ofthcArmy's field commanders are concerned about the low 
readiness and inadequate number of nondivisional logistic support units needed 
immediately to begin fighting a war. 

Former Assistant Secretary of Defense James Webb, who until April 1987 
oversaw DOD's Reserve Components, upon which the Army depends for more 
than 70 percent of its logist ic support forces, has similar views. He has said that 
placing more combat troops in Europe in the last decade has caused such a force 
structure dislocation that combat units now do not have sufficient logistic units to 
sustain them in a conventional war. He believes that our tail-to-tooth imbalance 
has caused "operational paralysis, forced down the throat of the commanding gen
eral who would be required to fight a European war."3 

The widespread deficiencies run the gamut from an inadequate number of 
support units to major problems in manning, equipping and training both active 
and reserve units. These deficiencies result from not placing sufficient priority on 
the support forces we need most. 

One indication of where the priority has gone is the marked increase in com
bat units during the past quarter centu ry when avai lable manpower was actually 
shrinking. Historical DOD data show this disproportionate growth of combat bat
talions and divisions since 1962 as the Army's total manpower (active, reserve and 
civi lian) declined following the Vietnam conflict and remained significantly below 
prewar levels.4 Currently, we have 367 maneuver battalions in the active Army, as 
many as in 1968 at the peak of the Vietnam conflict- 142 more maneuver battal
ions than in 1962- but we have nearly a quarter of a million fewer soldiers on 
active duty.5 

DOD manning statistics confirm the trend. Within a ncar-constant active end 
strength since 1974, active combat units actually increased manning by about 
80,000 soldiers, mostly at the expense of active support units, which decreased by 
nearly 40,000 soldiers.6 The trend doesn't change much by adding reserves. 
According to Army data, nine of every ten soldiers the Army added to its tactical 
forces since 1974 were assigned to combat units.7 

The logistic forces in jeopardy are non-divisional combat service support 
(CSS) forces that provide corps, army and theater support. They do not include 
peacetime base operations organizations that people sometimes confuse with the 
units responsible for in-theater tactical support in wartime. The wartime tactical 
logistic units that are in trouble perform the primary functions of supply, mainte
nance, transportation, traffic control, medical support, construction and selected 
other administrative and technical service functions, such as graves registration, 
decontamination, laundry/bath service or civil affairs support. People sometimes 
refer to them as the Tactical Support Increment (TSI) of the Army force structure. 
Some logistic units are also integral to divisions, but the Army's logistic force 
problems are not in divisions. 

Skeptics may wonder, however, why, if the problems arc so serious, more has 
not been done to solve them. The reasons have evolved over the past 25 years 
through a complex series of events ranging from congressional tinkering with 
meaningless tooth-to-tail ratios in the mid-1970s to support force reductions initi -
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ated by over-zealous critics within the Pentagon who equated combat capability to 
the number of tanks they could count. Viewed alone, these events may not raise 
undue concern . But pieced together, they fo rm the discomforting mosaic fac ing 
CINCs when they try to build realistic conventional war plans and try to avoid 
unnecessary risk of nuclear escalation. T heir combined effect has been a piece
meal dismantling of our technical support capability, for which no single person 
was responsi ble. Today, no single person is yet responsible for correcting it either. 

Responsibility for support forces began to cloud in the late 1950s when the 
Army, following its experiment with the pentomic division and presaging a DOD
wide trend, began to rearrange support at division level along functional instead of 
branch lines. This change culminated in approval in 1961 of the ROAD 
(Reorganization Objectives Army Division) concept. 

Before ROAD, units of the Technical Services in a division had a clear rela
tionship with their parent branch. They worked under technical supervision- a 
term loosely interpreted to mean absolute control- of the senior Technical Service 
officer in the divis.ion as part of stovepipe organizations under overall control of 
chiefs of Techn ical Services in Washington. Quartermaster units, for example, 
were the responsibility of the Quartermaster General. 

In the new ROAD division, Technical Service units lost branch identity as 
technical functions merged . The Army consolidated quartermaster units, for exam
ple, with maintenance, transportation and other units and made them part of new 
division support commands commanded by officers with no direct affiliation with 
Techn ical Services. This reorganization was the first in a series that ruptured his
torical, traditional association units and personnel from their parent Technical 
Service. During that same year, DOD created the giant agencies: Defense Supply 
Agency, Defense Inte lligence Agency, Defense Communications Agency and so 
forth. They also aligned functionally, absorbing selected duties and much man
power from the Technical Services. But the defense giants focused- as they still 
do- on single-manager, commodity management of hardware rather than on inte
gration of hardware with personnel, training and doctrine. 

[n addition, the vast majority of employees of the new defense agencies were 
c ivilians. Thus, familiari ty with and understanding of Army tactical support units 
that had characterized Teclmical Services disappeared. And the moves to func
tionalize both above Army level and within the Army thus left Technical Services 
with no clear link to their DOD support counterparts or, at the operating end, with 
the divis ion. 

Then, in 1962, came the pivotal decision to eliminate Technical Service chiefs 
as part of Army reorganization. That decision culminated an effort to reduce the 
power of and to trim the fat fi·om Technical Services, whose authority and relative 
autonomy had caused Army-wide resentment since World War JJ. From the per
spective of those outside the Technical Services, Technical Services could no 
longer by-pass the General Staff. 

On the other hand, loss of Technical Service chiefs removed the primary 
spokesmen for Army support forces from senior circles of power in Washington. 
No longer did the senior Quartermaster officer, for example, provide concepts and 
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doctrine for Quartermaster Corps operations and develop and defend needs for 
manpower, money and units. No longer was he even in Washington. And no longer 
did he or other Technical Service chiefs have easy access to the Army Secretariat 
and sen ior decision-makers affecting the Army's future. 

Elimination of Chiefs of Technical Services and reorgan ization along func
tional lines accelerated the demise of the Technical Services, completed orphan
ing of Arn1y support units and blurred responsibility for their adequacy. 
Previously, the Technical Service chiefs had been responsible for two main tasks: 
providing branch units to operate under interbranch commands and branch staff 
sections to supervise their operations; and commanding directly the branch sup
port base for the entire Army, such as schools, base maintenance shops, depots and 
procurement organizations. 

After 1962, the mission focus was gone, and a hiatus in responsibility for 
branch units and doctrine occmred as dismantling of the Technical Services began. 
In a sense, technica l branches becarne nearly irrelevant, as units formerly per
forming branch-related technical missions merged into new units without branch 
names. Under the new system, the enti re personnel management structure for tech
nical specialties was left in a quandary. Although clearly infantry and armor offi
cers would command infantry and armor units, for example, which branch would 
provide the commander of a support command or a forward support battalion? The 
Army is still grappl ing for ways to compensate for this disruption of long estab
lished patterns of support branch missions, activities and functions. 

With the principal logistic spokesmen si lenced and responsibility for logistic 
units fragmented, the subsequent increase in combat forces at the expense of sup
port became almost inevitable. Such a trend appealed to all tl1e major Washington 
constituencies, none of whom had a vested interest in the adequacy of company
size support units from the Technical Services. Army Ch iefs of Staff, selected from 
the ranks of the combat arms and unschooled in technical branch operations, nat
urally wanted more combat units. So did politicians, who preferred not sma ll 
logistic units but large active-duty combat divisions that would stimulate local 
economies and bring additional jobs to their districts. 

With Technical Services out of decision making, no one had the requisite com
bination of interest, understanding and influence to restrain the headlong rush in 
the 1970s to "heavy" the force to match Soviet conventional improvements. Short
sighted defense analysts, intent on counting tanks and playing Patton-like war 
games of attrition used the amorphous mass of support as fair game to provide 
additional manpower spaces for new tank battalions that Lanchestrian attri tion 
models told them the Army needed to fight in Eu rope. With analysis based more 
on emotion than fact and with both feet planted f irmly in the stratosphere, the 
Pentagon and Congress jointly painted the CINCs into the corner they now occu
py. They pushed logistic forces into the Reserve Components, using the guise of 
the Total Force Concept as a politically popular slogan to hide lack of total force 
analys is. They removed literally hundreds of logistic missions- and capabilities
from active forces. According to Webb, this move made the Army depend on 
Reserves for logistic support of any sizable regional conflict.8 Conseq uently, sup-
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port of the Active Army is now designed basically to handle on ly peacetime work
loads- while relying heavi ly even in peacetime on contractors, civilians and 
"manageable" maintenance backlogs. 

Finally, in the late 1970s and 1980s, budgetary pressures, the Strategic 
Defense Initiative and the 600-ship Navy left the Army unable to achieve its ambi
tious plans to rely on Reserves under the Total Force concept and resulted in the 
effective removal of a large number of support units from the force by simply not 
fo rming needed add itional support units. This portion of the "forgotten" forces 
now ex ists only on paper through a unique accounting mechanism called COMPO 
4-the unresourced component of the fo rce. There the "paper tail" languishes, 
with neither people nor equipment and with an American public and Congress 
unaware of the potential dangers posed by what believers in the status quo simply 
ca ll an acceptable increased risk. It remains much easier to join the steady drum
beat of outdated critic ism about fat in the Army's support tail than to address the 
problem and suggest that phantom units have placed us, as Webb says, " in danger 
of having a force structure that is not even as sustainable as the beans, bullets and 
bandages that we have in place to support it."9 

The question of just which office is responsible for support forces remains 
unanswered. No element in e ither the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) or 
in Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (OJCS) has clear responsibili ty for ensuring 
that forces we build are supportable. As a resu lt, no one critically examines our 
logistic force needs before making key decisions to build air wings, combat divi
sions and aircraft carriers. For example, the Army did not know the logistical effect 
of adding two new light infantry divisions to its active structure until nearly a year 
after it announced its decision to add them. At the ti me, the logistics communities 
in OSD and OJCS viewed logistics as dealing with materiel, not forces. Force 
structure communities looked only at combat force structure and cons idered logis
tic force structure a matter for logisticians. No one wanted to eva luate below-the
line support fo rces. By the time the effect of the decision became apparent, it was 
too late to reverse a politically popular but potentially disastrous choice. 10 

Planning 

Serious flaws in the DOD planning system are the secondary fundamenta l rea
son for persistent problems in Army tactical support forces. The planning "flaws 
had their roots in changes that began in 1962, when Robert McNamara, then 
Secretary of Defense, instituted the complex Planning, Programming and 
Budgeting System. Instead of a single coord inated system, DOD operates tllt'ee 
independent systems: one for strategic planning, one for constructing war plans 
and one for resource planning. In theory, the systems mesh. Tn practice, however, 
they are nearly mutually exclusive and c reate serious disconnects because no uni
fying thread integrates different views of the plan ners. Each planning system 
focuses on a different set of problems at a different point. 

The strategic planners in the OJCS use the Joint Strategic Plam1ing System, 
and they focus about ten years into the future. They base their planning on a 
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Panglossian vision of the future unconstrained by reality- guided by what they 
would like to have in an ideal world to protect national security, with full knowl
edge that the forces are w1affordable. But they ignore logistic forces in their strate
gic planning, forgetting that logistics is the true limitation on a realistic strategy. 
The OJCS strategic planners concentrate instead only on major above-the-line 
forces (divisions, wings, carrier task force groups). By excluding an evaluation of 
supportability of the force, they build flaws into our strategic planning that resem
ble management plans to build a football team by focusing only on the quarterback 
and receivers and ignoring the offensive line and blocking back. 

Those who build war plans and who know best what our most pressing war
f ighting needs are, however, use a different system, called the Joint Operation 
Planning System (JOPS). Under that system, CINCs build realistic plans based on 
what the OJCS has told them is available. Only then do they evaluate what they 
can do with expected assets and therefore know what they need most. One might 
expect that their knowledge of today's shortfalls would then become the founda
tion for what DOD buys in the future to eliminate capabi li ty deficits. Instead, 
because of a fear of compromise of war plan details, this information lies fallow 
in the Joint Staff, protected by a shopworn administrative regulation known as 
"MOP 39" . Many officers have not even read this document, but they often cite it 
as an excuse to avoid penetrating external analysis or to avoid divulging to OSD 
what needs to be fixed. 

The OSD is responsible for operating the th ird system, the PPBS resource 
planning and allocation process. But because the only information about strategy, 
forces and priorities that OSD receives from the OJCS as a basis for platming is 
the unrealistic, unconstrained view of strategy developed by the strategic planners, 
OSD has no realistic basis for developing a menu of resource allocation choices. 

Lacking useful OJCS advice about what needs to be fixed, OSD must use an 
artificial means to establish planning and programming priorities for services. This 
artificial scenario, known as the Defense Guidance Illustrative Planning Scenario, 
assumes an extremely important role, because it then becomes the means by which 
OSD and the services estimate requirements and program dollars. But the single 
artificial global scenario and its related force planning projections ten years into the 
future are essential ly the same used by OJCS strategic planners and are very dif
ferent from theater-unique scenarios CJNCs and OJCS operational planners use to 
build war plans. Thus, we have no common basis for reconciling differing estimates 
of need. By assum ing simplistically ~md incorrectly that, if we can handle one large 
war, we are capable of responding to more than one (or even one) lesser included 
wars, the artificial OSD scenario simply adds to planning confusion. 

The principal effect of using an unachievable scenario and set of assumptions 
in both strategic and resource planning is that it gives the services latitude to plan 
and fund any programs they choose and still remain within broad OSD planning 
and programming guidelines regardless of the real effect on individual CINC the
ater war plans. Thus, the Army can add more divisi.ons instead of support forces 
and claim that it is getting closer to an unachievable goal, and who cou ld argue 
against that? 
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The operational result is that CINCs now have the consequences of 25 years 
of myopia in force building: an Army with teeth but no jawbone and, hence, little 
conventional deterrent credibility. The additional divisions carved from a shrink
ing force since 1962 at the expense of support units may have replaced a "hollow 
Army" with a " hollow deterrence." 

Understanding 

A general lack of understanding of logistics is also responsible for failure to 
provide the forces the CINCs need. Today's leaders may find some lessons in the 
words of General Omar Bradley describing General George Patton as one who was 
oddly indifferent to problems of supply and who, though a skilled tactician, had 
little patience and "shunted supply brusquely aside as too unworthy a detail to 
merit his attcntion." 11 The point is not so much that Patton did not appreciate logis
tics as it is that we may need more Bradleys in our senior ranks who are willing to 
acknowledge and take action when needed on details of logistics. 

Most senior officers arc neither schooled nor experienced in theater logistics. 
In 1986, for example, of II Army four-star generals on active duty, all had served 
in divisions. But only one had ever served in a nondivisional logistical unit, 
although support units make up nearly half of the Army's wartime forces. Only 
five generals had had a logistics assignment of any type, and none had been 
assigned to advise the Reserves that provide most Army support forces. With the 
World War IT generation and nearly all Korean War senior officers now gone from 
active duty, we simply do not have any officers who have experienced theater 
logistica l operations in an unstable, hostile base environment. 

The lack of emphasis on theater logistics at stat'f and war colleges reflects 
this lack of logistics experience among senior officers. Although few Army offi
cers will ever be involved in tactical maneuvers of combat forces, the curricu
lum in these schools deals mostly with handling combat forces. War games usu
ally note logistic force constraints but assume them away so they do not inter
fere with maneuver. 

Army schools also give logistica l lessons of history short shri ft while tactical 
lessons of major battles receive a great deal of attention. US history provides some 
key lessons about the effects of logistics that serious students of warfare should 
eva luate carefu lly. Our experiences in the four major conflicts of this century, for 
example, provide three genera l lessons. 

First, in al l four conflicts, we underestimated in peacetime planning the 
amount of wartime support our forces would need. In World War I, 12 of 42 US 
divisions deployed to ELU·ope had to convert to support functions because the War 
Department had provided insufficient support to keep divisions in action. 12 In 
World War IT, the number of divisions planned continually shrank from 114 in 
1942 to I 00 in 1943 to 90 in 1944, and nondivisional combat units decreased cor
respondingly for similar reasons. 13 During the Korean conflict, shortage of support 
forces , particularly truck companies, again hampered progress of combat forces. 
Even more damaging was our failure to provide trained US supervisory support 
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personnel conversant in Korean and Japanese who could coordinate host nation 
assistance. 14 Vietnam reflected the same problems, particularly in base develop
ment. In all four cases, the first key logistic lesson is that we have a consistent his
tory of underestimating wartime logistic needs. 

The second and corollary major lesson is that, because of a propensity to 
underestimate support needs, we have had inadequate support force structure in 
existence at the beginning of each confl ict. 15 Fortunately, the pace of previous wars 
and advantages of a reasonably secure homeland and lines of communication 
allowed time to overcome these deficiencies. We wil l, however, hardly have the 
luxury of long warm-up periods to correct planning mistakes in preparing for 
future conventional conflict. 

Third, tactical support needed in each 20th century war has progressively 
increased for many reasons. 16 The most apparent reason is a vastly increased sup
port workload on logistic units. As forces became more technologically oriented, 
they needed more supply, maintenance and transportation fo r weapons and equip
ment that were bigger, heavier, more complex and more numerous and for forces 
that had to move more quickly over greater distances. Ten times as many vehicles 
per man were in theater in Vietnam as in Europe in World War l. 17 We have tran
sitioned from supporting horses using hay appropriated from nearby fields to sup
porting increasingly complex tanks and helicopters with gargantuan appetites for 
fuel, ammunition and spare parts. An Ml Abrams tank, for example, consumes 
three times as much fuel in European combat conditions as an M60A 1.1g Shifting 
existing large stocks of older equipment to the Reserves rather than rep lacing them 
has increased the number of tanks and other new equipment that need support. 

The complexity of supplying and maintaining the Army's big, new high-tech 
equipment means that we need more highly skilled soldiers who take longer to 
train. Tra ining an avionics mechanic for a Blackhawk helicopter, for example, 
takes about 35 weeks.19 In the past, several weeks of training were adequate for 
young soldiers with mechanical ski lis already lea rned from repairing their own 
cars. We now must supplement these skills with add itiona l training on black boxes 
and the mysteries of computer technology. 

And although Army emphasis on component replacement rather than compo
nent repair has probably simplified work for maintenance personnel in divisions 
(already staffed at I 00 percent), the price for speedier initial return to operation of 
weapon systems in forward areas may well be increased workload in rea r areas
where Army logistic units are weakest. The "fix forward" doctrine, whi le appeal
ing to division commanders because it pushes work out of divisions, may not be 
able to provide them tbe responsive " refills" they need. Indeed, despite recent 
emphasis on reliability and maintainability, it could well be that the net logistic 
workload has still increased and that the rearrangement has simply placed the bur
den on units least capable of shouldering it. 

The Army also must now keep a larger num ber and wider variety of repair 
parts and components on hand and transport them over greater distances. It uses, 
for example, 20 percent more line items now than in 1970.2° Even Ai rLand Battle 
doctri11e signals the need for more logistic support, because it includes more 
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maneuver over greater distances. This increase translates into a higher demand on 
our support units, although the Army has little idea how much, because it accept
ed the new doctrine without evaluating the logistic effects. 

At the same time, defense commitments have expanded into areas that will 
increase the need for logistic force structure. In Europe, US forces have long 
counted on significant loca l support from the highly developed economy. But 
Midd le Eastern deserts and tropical regions of Central America, for example, have 
few if any logistic bases or lines of communication for potential local support. 

Despite how simple these trends and logistic lessons seem, the majority of the 
US officer corps has not absorbed them. Our recent experience in Grenada- a rea
sonably simple, logistic task- provided a small foretaste of what we could expect 
if the Army had to provide logistical support on a large scale in a hostile environ
ment. The O.JCS logistic planners did not even know about the Grenada operation 
until after it had begun. Planning also omitted graves registration personnel. Teams 
to order resupply items could not communicate with the continental United States 
(CONUS) sources of supply because they had inadequate communications equip
ment. Rations shipped to the island to feed US soldiers went to feed prisoners. 
Fortunately, our soldiers were able to appropriate enemy trucks and borrow need
ed food, water and fuel. 21 

But did we need Grenada to sound a warning when studies of Army logistic 
forces over the past ten years had provided increasingly ominous indications of 
inadequate priority to logistic forces? The prospects for change are uncertain. 
Despite the fact that many senior policymakers both in and out of uniform 
oppose the direction the Army has charted, many officers believe the Army is 
committed to current structure and priorities regardless of consequences for the 
rest of the force. 

Proponents of current Army structure and plans believe that only combat 
forces deter. They argue that the Soviets are impressed primarily by large num
bers of divisions, and they discount estimates of Soviet sophistication in evaluat
ing our total force capability, including our support weaknesses. They also seem 
to discount the possibility that Soviet awareness of our logistic weaknesses may 
be a principal reason for suspected Soviet war plans to outflank US forces in 
Germany, get to the rear quickly and cut off our divisions from their tenuous lines 
or communication. 

The argument for a large number of divisions as a deterrent also seems to 
anticipate a short conventional war in Europe, where extensive lines of communi
cation for sustained combat would, of course, not be necessary. Such reasoning is 
both shallow and dangerous. Lt relegates US soldiers to a tripwire role and invites 
reliance on early escalation. lf we arc not going to plan on sustained conventional 
combat, we do not need large numbers of "tripwire" divisions. 

Another argument is that the Army, because it must prepare for a broad spec
trum of conflict, has designed a balanced force that provides some capability 
against all possibilities. If one measures balance by an equal number of light and 
heavy forces, that idea may be true. About half of DOD's land forces are light and 
half arc heavy. lf, on the other hand, one measures balance by our conventional 
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capability to respond to the greatest threat, the answer may be very different 
because Soviet forces arc 96 percent heavy.22 

Whichever view of balance is correct, planned Army structure and priorities 
clearly please few CINCs. General Paul F. Gorman, former commander of 
Southern Command, an area including Central America, disagrees strongly with 
current plans. In 1986, he told a gathering at the Brookings institution that Army 
light divisions were inappropriate for low-intensity con-flict and that any attempt to 
use them would invite military disaster. He also said that he would rather have four 
more engineer battalions than four light divisions and that the Army needed com
bat service support far more urgently than shooters.23 

An additional justification often heard in defense of the status quo is that solu
tions will come in the Five-Year Defense Plan through a series of"new initiatives" 
if we just wait long enough. But solutions to support problems- if, indeed, such 
solutions exist- often appear on ly in the last year of the plan with other low-pri
ority projects, where they go on hold perpetually as promised future funding fails 
to materialize.24 The Army's initiatives are not new and may well be inadequate. 
Known in Pentagonese as "risk reduction" measures, Army palliatives for logistic 
force deficiencies have changed little in severa l years. 

Some people expect the most visible and encouraging improvements to come 
from logistic unit productivity studies (LUPS). Designed to reduce requirements 
and save scarce support manpower by using more productive equipment, LUPS 
changes began in the early 1980s under supervision of the Office of the Deputy 
Chief of Staff for Logistics. One such change was replacing 5,000-gallon fuel 
tankers with 7,500-gallon tankers, theoretically saving a driver for every three 
older vehicles while reta ining ability to carry 15,000 ga llons of fuel. But the pro
gram apparently failed to account for increased fuel consumption as the An:ny 
modernized and to consult field troops overseas on the practicality of the changes. 
What seemed logical to planners thinking about line haul on US four-lane high
ways did not necessarily meet the needs of European logistic planners concerned 
about abil ity of larger, longer tankers to negotiate narrow German roads off auto
bahns. As LUPS factors in similar field experience, initial estimates of saving 
30,000 manpower spaces25 may prove to have been very optimistic. 

Unfortunately, it may be too late to recoup the spaces. In force structure plan
ning, credit appears years ahead for anticipated manpower savings. Logisticians 
had hoped to reapply manpower savings to alleviate long-standing manning short
fa lls in existing support units and to create new units; however, the Army may have 
used these manpower savings instead for combat units that the Army decided in 
1983 it needed more than it needed support units. LUPS savings may not, there
fore, provide relief expected by field commanders. 

As with LUPS, contributions of US allies under host nation support (I-INS) 
arrangements will continue to help, but by no stretch of the imagination will 
solve the AJ·my's support force dilemma. The Federal Republic of Germany 
agreed several years ago to provide eventually about 50,000 reservists to support 
the Army in Europe.26 Most observers of defense affairs assumed this number 
represented a new addition to our capabilities. In fact, however, some of the 
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promised support has been in existence and factored into US plans for decades. 
German Civilian Support Groups have been a key, stable part of logistic support 
to OS forces since the 1940s. The only change in their contribution to our forces 
is that the armed forces are now integrating them as reserves with a wartime role, 
rather than as civilians. 

The same situation exists in Korea, where KATUSA (Korean Augmentation to 
the United States Army) soldiers have helped US forces in both combat and sup
port rules since the Korean conflict. And since the 1950s, the Korean Service 
Corps (KSC) has performed technical and service tasks, particularly labor-inten
sive jobs requiring less training. But although host nations can help quite a bit, 
what they can and should contribute has a limit. The sizable host nation support 
contribution to logistic operations from the Western European civilian economy 
and infrastructure that could assist US divisions would not likely be available else
where in the world. 

Indeed, we may have good reason to question a DOD policy that presses for 
increased rel iance on other nations for logistic support and that has encouraged 
replacement of US logistic structure based solely on expectations of signed agree
ments. Logic would seem to be on the side of a US policy that first defines a min
imum level of unilateral US capability that we should maintain as insurance 
against changing circumstances in our alliances, then seeks foreign assistance 
when logistic support may be feasible and finally replaces US force structure only 
when host nation capability has proved itself adequate. Instead, we do not begin by 
defining a minimum US capability. 

The Army erases need for US logistic structure once a host nation signs an 
agreement. One cannot help wondering just how dependent our combat forces 
really are on other nations for critical logistic support. Wartime host nation agree
ments, according to Rogers, "will not be a panacea for all of the combat sup
port/combat service support units."27 

LOGCAP (Logistics Civil Augmentation Program) is another risk reduction 
i11itiative that the Army began three years ago. The program uses contingency con
tracts with civilian groups or corporations to provide wartime capabilities, such as 
tugboat service, that either do not exist in the US force structure or that contrac
tors could provide more quickly or economically. Although LOGCAP does have 
some potential, it may be limited. According to Pentagon sources, the program has 
accomplished little and has encountered skepticism among potential field users 
who will need manpower to administer the contracts. They harbor doubts about 
relying extensively on contractors for critical wartime support and have not yet 
seen LOGCAP's potential demonstrated. 

Another improvement frequently cited by Army spokesmen as a risk reduction 
measure is the continuing "scrub" of sup port requirements. Those who do not 
understand logistics have succeeded for years, based more on emotion than on evi
dence, in painting support forces' needs as overstated. By so doing, they have won 
approval for a succession of studies to reverify repeatedly "real" need to reduce 
logistic forces to bona fide "hard" requirements. Although studies, historical indi
cators and testimony ofUS commanders, however, have consistently pointed to the 
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conclusion that we simply did not have enough support units for the Army's divi
sions, the tactic of continually studying the problem has been largely successful. 
Studies delay action long enough to avoid change while difTcrent assumptions and 
scena rios, and different interpretations of results, create uncertainty in minds of 
civ ili an decision makers. 

l low much are we short? What is the condition of existing logistic units? The 
details are classified. But US commanders who say Army initiatives have not 
provided the logistic capability they need describe the problem as serious. Crist 
sa id to Senator Nunn in 1986 testimony, "Overall, there is a 35,000 (man) short
fall for Southwest Asia in reserve units right now."2R If the shortfall in support 
for 4.5 of the Army's 28 divisions is that large, other CINCs have good reason to 
be concerned about supporting the other 23.5 divisions relying upon the Army's 
forgotten forces. 

The time is ripe for change. Congress and the Packard Commission specifi
ca lly recognized such long-standing concerns of US commanders when they 
agreed in 1986 that the roles of the CINCs and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff needed strengthening to force attention to their needs. The Department of 
Defense Reorganization Act of 1986 has removed some major organizational 
impediments to change, and the locus of power is rightfully shifting from services 
to commanders. DOD has a rare opportunity to begin solving a fundamental prob
lem of CJNCs. 

The first and most important action that the Secretary of Defense should take 
is to make an OSD assistant secretary unmistakably responsible for logistic 
fo rces. The chairman should I ikcwise pinpoint responsibility at a commensurate 
level in OJCS. 

By fixing responsibility at sen ior levels, the likelihood of solutions will 
increase significantly as those who are responsible can highlight logistic force 
issues to decision makers in Washington with adequate interest, authority and 
influence to cause change. Appropriate top management interest could usher in 
needed regular, high-level review of readiness of logistic forces, for example. 
Readiness reviews throughout the Army and DOD, like force planning, tend to 
focus on divisions and pay little attention to the hundreds ofnondivisional supply, 
maintenance, transportation, medical, engineer and other logistic units. More top
level scrutiny of logistic force problems would also mean that DOD would have to 
pay closer attention and accord higher priority to Army Reserves, because they 
provide the bu lk of Army wartime logistic units. The current Army policy of man
ning and equipping all 28 Army divisions at nearly I 00 percent, including late 
dcployers, whi le reserve logistic units deploying well before many of these divi
sions are ill equipped and manned with trained personnel at an average of 80 per
cent fill,29 is not likely to provide the responsive support commanders say they 
now lack. 

Settling the issue of responsi bility for logistic forces will also promote a 
greater understanding of logistics and eventually draw attention to solutions to 
other problems. It would in all likelihood lead to further discussion of the Army's 
need for more money to solve its logistic force problems. But pinpointing respon-
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sibility and giving the Army more money will not solve logistic force problems 
without one other fundamental change. We need to integrate, rather than separate, 
the planning systems described earlier and revise them so that they can fix flaws 
identified in a net assessment of our current, rather than some ideal future capa
bility. This approach is entirely consistent with Packard Commission recommen
dations on National Security Planning and Budgeting. 

Wi th necessary repa irs to our planning systems, and with responsibilities 
clearly assigned at senior levels for f ixing Army logistic forces, the lack of 
understanding of logistical problems that seems so pervasive and intractable 
would eventually be resolved. The multitude of specif ic actions needed to 
reverse decades of beni gn neglect would follow naturaiJy. 

More studies of the situation will not change the judgment of our CINCs 
about the support forces that are now their Achilles heel. If DOD does not take 
advantage of the current opportunity to blend a solu tion to this long-standing 
problem in to the reorganization now beginning, the problems the CINCs experi 
ence due to logistic force shortfalls could, for the first time, be a principal cause 
of our soldiers dying. According to General Glenn K. Otis, commander of US 
Army Europe, "daring tells us that we noay di sregard CSS in select cases, but 
history warns that there is peril in basing combat operations on inadequate CSS. 
We here in USAREUR believe the warning of hi story."30 
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The Evolution of Army Logistics 
in Context 

lntroduction. In the final chapter of his excellent study ofArmy adminis
tration Army historian James E. Hewes, J1: , sets the changes in Army man
agement and organization, most of ·which affected the Logistical support of 
the Army even more than strategic or tactical matters, in the conte.xt o.f 
national development in the twentieth century and especially the evolution of 
business management technique. Hewes thus provides the .framework for a 
broad undet:standing o.f the evolution of Army logistics. 

Reflecting on the struggles over executive control in business and government 
E lihu Root concluded: "The natural course for the development of our law and 
institutions does not follow the line of pure reason or the dema nds of scientific 
method. It is determined by the impulses, the sympathies and passions, the ideal
ism and selfishness, of al l the vast multitude, who are really from clay to clay build
ing up their own law." 1 

The history of the organization of the War Department since Root's day has 
amp ly illustrated his observation. The central issue from l 900 to t 963 has been 
the nature of executive control- not whether there should be any executive control 
at all but whether this control should be exercised at the traditional bureau level or 
at the level of the Secretary and the Chief of Staff or, more recently, in the Office 
of the Secretary of Defense. In turn, this struggle has reflected a similar one in the 
American society at large as the nation evolved from a loose-jointed agrarian fed
eration into a highly industrialized, mban nation. Secretary McNamara in 1963 
represented the rationalists, beginning with Root, who sought to apply pure reason 
and scientific method to military organization. He once remarked: 

Some of our gravest problems in society arise not from overmanage
ment but out of undennanagement. ... Exploding urbanization has 

Reproduced from James E. Hewes, Jr. , From Root to McNamara: Arrny Organization 
and Administration, 1900- / 963 (Washington, D.C. : U.S. Army Center of Military 
History, 1975), pp. 366- 74. 
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been a fact of life in the Western world for more than two hundred years 
. . . but there is no evidence that man ovennanaged this problem; there 
is much evidence that he has undermanaged it.2 

A military organization would appear to be far more amenable to centralized and 
rational management than the process of industrialization and urbanization of 
society at large in a democratic state devoted to the principle offree enterprise. Yet 
it too has been subject to the "sympathies and passions, the idealism and selfish
ness" both of members of the organization itself and the political representatives 
of the larger society it serves. 

From Mr. Root's institution of the General Staff as a means of controlling the 
bureaus until 1917, when the United States entered World War 1, thal agency had 
to struggle merely for the right to exist in a hostile political environment. At the 
end of this period Congress, influenced by traditional, agrarian antimilitarism, had 
all but legislated the General Staff out of existence. In World War 1 the resultant 
tiny staff devoted its efforts at first to organizing, partially training, and transport
ing overseas a huge citizen army. The failure of Secretary Baker, an old-fashioned 
Jacksonian, to assert effective authority over the bureaus led to an almost complete 
breakdown of the war effort in the winter of 1917- 18. Under the pressure of events 
and goaded by industry and Congress, a revitalized General Staff under General 
Peyton C. March established effective control for the first time over the bureaus. 

After the war the immediate necessity for these controls disappeared, and the 
bureaus reasserted their traditional freedom through Congress. In the long 
armistice that followed the Genera I Staff did not have to struggle for existence. 
Jt was practically one bureau among equals, although in the late thirties under 
the impact of a modest rearmament program it was able to assert itself with 
greater confidence. 

The infinitely greater mobilization required in World War U demanded corre
spondingly greater executive control, and General Marshall found it necessary to 
establish control not only over the traditional bureaus but the General Staff as well. 
He centralized administrative responsibility in three major commands- Army 
Ground Forces, Army Air Forces, and Army Service Forces. This left him free to 
devote his own efforts to his principal function of advising President Rooseve lt on 
strategy and the conduct of military operations around the world. In carrying out 
these duties Marshall relied heavily upon a greatly expanded Operations Division 
ofthe General Staff, while the rest of the latter body was shunted to one side for 
most of the war. 

General Marshall wanted to establish equally finn executive control over a 
unified department of the armed forces after the war. The Navy frustrated his plans 
for unification while the Army staff, led by the traditional bureaus, abandoned 
General Marshall's tight control over the Army for a decentralized organization 
similar to the prewar pattern. 

After passage of the National Security Act of 1947 and its amendment two 
years later, effective executive control over the Department of the Army gradually 
passed fi·om the Secretary of the Army to the Office of the Secretary of Defense 
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and the Office of the Defense Comptroller, culminating in the managerial revolu
tion of Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara. Control over military opera
tions in this period passed from the services to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Within its 
own administrative sphere the Department of the Army sought to assert increas
ingly greater control over in terna l operations through new functional program and 
command management systems. It made special efforts to develop more effective 
means of co-ordinating the technical services which led ultimately to their demise 
as independent commands in the Army reorganization of 1962. 

As the pendulum swung back and forth, the protagonists remained the same. On 
the one side were the traditionalists, both civilian and military; on the other were the 
rationalists seeking to establish the same kind of executive control over the Army and 
Navy that had been imposed on some industries by modern, giant corporations. 

The traditionalists represented the customary methods of conducting the busi
ness of the Executive Branch of the federal government where power and respon
sibility have been deliberately fragmented among competing bureaus. As a per
manent bureaucracy they possessed intimate, detailed knowledge of how the Army 
and the War Department operated. Temporary, politically appointed secretaries 
came and went with little knowledge of these details. They were forced to rely 
upon the bureaucrats for in fo rmation, and thus the bureaus more often than not 
controlled the secretaries instead of the reverse. 

Secretary Root intended the General Staff to be a permanent agency whose 
knowledge could be used to balance that of the bureaus and to supervise their 
operations. Instead controlling the bureaus the General Staff adapted itself to their 
traditional procedures. Before the World War U reorganization General Marshall 
accused it of the very bureaucratic vices for which Mr. Root had criticized the 
bureaus. The General Staff in effect became another collection of bureaus. 

Except during wartime, when tight controls over their operations were forced 
upon them, the traditionalists were able to hold their own. After both world wars 
they reasserted their independence. They were also able to dilute several boldly 
announced reforms in the process of executing them, notably the Palmer reorgani
zation of 1954-55. Except in the cases of Generals Wood, March, and Marshall, 
they were successful in sidetracking attempts to reform their methods of reaching 
decisions through "completed staff actions." 

The principal rationalists reflected experience with large corporate enterpris
es. Secretary Root, his protege Henry L. Stimson, Robert Lovett, and others 
sought to establish contro l by integrating the operations of the department along 
fu nctional lines. The Genera l Staff was functionally oriented, a pattern f irst 
adopted by continental railroads in the United States. Secretary McNamara's pro
gram budgets was a management control technique pioneered by DuPont and 
General Motors after World War I. After World War II a number of large indus
tria l corporations followed their example, including the Ford Motor Company 
who hired Mr. McNamara and others to revitalize that company's antiquated man
agement procedures. 

The principal military reformers were Generals Wood, March, and Marshall. 
Their civilian allies included industrial management experts and specialists in 
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public adm inistration, particularly Bureau of the Budget officials like Leonard W. 
Hoelscher, Charles J. Hitch, and Thomas D. Morris. The most prominent 
spokesman for rationalization along functional lines during World War n was 
General Brehon B. Somerve ll , Commanding General, Army Service Forces, and 
his principal instrument for carrying out these reforms was the Control Division, 
llnder Maj. Gen. Clinton F. Robinson. 

In 1946 the abolition of ASF and its Control Division was a major goal of War 
Department traditionalists because of its insistence on functionalizi ng the Army's 
supply and administrative services. But the emerging cold war with the Soviet 
Union did not permit the relaxation of internationa l tensions and a return to the 
relatively control-free atmosphere of a sma ll peacetime army. New conditions 
required greater controls over the Army's supply and administrative system, and 
the new Office of the Army Comptroller picked up where the ASF's Control 
Division had left off at the end of World War II. 

In their efforts to modernize the Army's adm inistration, the rationalists were 
aided by outside management consulting f irms and by special commissions on 
governmenta l organization chartered by Congress. The prestige of the members of 
these commissions, particularly the two Hoover Commissions, greatly influenced 
Congress and led it to abandon its traditional alliance with the bureaus in the Army 
and Navy. 

The revolution in technology and the consequent mounting costs of new 
weapons systems also created conditions requiring g reater controls over military 
research and development programs. At the same time, the development of auto
matic data processing equipment gave managers a device for asserting g reater cen
tralized control than had been physically possible earlier, once they learned how to 
employ them effectively. 

The increased employment of industrial management techniques and greater 
sophistication of statistical and f iscal controls did not solve all the Army 's man
agement and organizational problems. From the days of Secretary Root certain 
problems appear again and again, and there is no indication that they have yet been 
solved. They all have one feature in common. They are characteristics of large 
bureaucratic or corporate organizations and testify to the resistance of traditional
ists to changes in their accustomed methods and procedures. 

Reformers have repeatedly insisted that the Army staff divorce itself from the 
details of administration. Just as repeatedly, Army staff spokesmen have insisted 
that it was practically impossible to separate planning from operations. Minutely 
detailed centralized control over f ie ld operations at the bureall and later the 
General Staff level has been characteristic of the federal government from the ear
liest days of the republic. Each time reformers succeeded in removing the Army 
staff from operations through drastic reductions in personnel and other devices, a 
reaction has set in and in a few years the Army staff had pro I iferated again in num
bers and functions. The pendulum continues to swing back and forth. 

Another problem reformers have sought to eliminate unsuccessfully has been 
the inability of the Army staff to distinguish between minor administrative details 
and major policy issues. Decisions over the issuance of toilet paper or belt buck-
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les seemed to critics like General Hagood and Besson to receive equal attention 
with decisions over the development of missiles. An allied factor was the com
partmentalization characteristic of bureaucratic organizations where even minor 
differences of opinion tended to go all the way to the top before they could be 
resolved. Secretary Root tried to rid himself of this problem by passing it on to the 
Chief of Staff. Secretary Baker allowed much of his time to be frittered away on 
such matters. General Marshall delegated authority freely to deal with these details 
to his three major field commands. Management experts counseled executives to 
"manage by exception" and avoid immersion in details which prevented them from 
asserting effective control over their organizations. 

Perhaps the most important of the bureaucratic vices that rationalists sought to 
eliminate was the lengthy delay built into the Army staff's decision-making 
process by the requirement to obtain concurrences from all agencies with a "cog
nizant" interest in any issue. The resulting reduction of decisions to the lowest 
common denominator in order to obtain agreement was a constant frustration. 
General March disapproved of decisions by committees or boards, saying that 
boards were "long, wooden, and narrow." General Marshall demanded quick 
action and quick decisions through his Green Hornets, a method that survived only 
so long as he was Chief of Staff. Secretary McNamara, in criticizing the commit
tee system, tried to impress on the services the need for prompt decisions. Despite 
his efforts, the completed staff action still remained the standard procedure for 
making decisions within the Department of the Army with its traditional delays 
and compromises. 

Brilliant managers and administrators may be relatively rare in the federal 
bureaucracy, but in both world wars such men arose who met successfully the 
challenges of the war by asserting effective contro l over the department's opera
tions. When Mr. Root outlined the administrative mismanagement of the War 
Department during the Spanish-American War to the Senate Military Affairs 
Committee, its chairman, Senator Joseph Hawley of Con necticut, a Civil War vet
eran who was customari ly called General, suggested that General Grant would 
have solved the problem easily. When reminded that General Grant was unfortu
nately no longer available, the senator replied that "God always sends a man like 
him" in time of need.3 

The men who have arrived in time of need have, however, normally stamped 
their own personalities on the organization and have not necessarily created orga
nizations that fitted the style of their successors. The reorganization of the Army 
in 1963 seemed in many ways a final triumph of the rationalists over the tradi
tionalists. Yet the undertones of the old struggle did not disappear, and changing 
technology and conditions have dictated piecemeal changes in defense and Army 
organization since 1963. The organization on which Secretary McNamara had 
heavily placed his personal stamp came in for its share of cri ticism by a "Blue
Ribbon Panel" headed by Gilbert W. Fitzhugh, chairman of the Board of the 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, in 1970. The panel reiterated the standard 
complaints of reformers since the time of Root about fragmentation of responsi
bility for decisions, excessive size of staffs, the constant thrusting of minor issues 
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to the top for decision, and the delays in making decisions through committees and 
staff co-ordination.4 

The organization and management of the Department of the Army since the 
McNamara reforms confirms these observations. Efforts to streamline decision
making by the Army staff were abortive. As a result of the recommendations made 
by Project 80 and Project 39a, Chief of Staff Regulation 1- 13 of 10 June 1963 
changed the traditional procedures involved in obtaining concurrences to require 
that concurrences needed be obtained only from those agencies with "primary 
staff responsibility" for any proposed action. Five years later, on 9 Aprill968, this 
restriction was diluted by eliminating it so far as the Deputy and Assistant Chiefs 
of Staff were concerned. The restriction applied afterward only to the Army's spe
cial staff agencies. 

The Blue Ribbon Defense Panel noted that the only means which had been 
developed within the Defense Department to circumvent the delays inherent in 
normal staff actions was to pu II selected projects of high priority out of the system 
and place them under project managers or special assistants. As Deputy Secretary 
of Defense David Packard said: "Everytime we want something done in a hurry 
and want it done right, we have to take the project out of the system. We give a 
good man direction and authority and let him go-and it works . . .. On the other 
hand, when we are not in a hurry to get things done right, we over-organize, over
man, over-spend and under-accomplish." 5 

Within the Army there was an increase in the number of agencies reporting 
directly to the Chief of Staff, contrary to the recommendation of the Hoelscher 
Committee. Two of the traditional technical services were restored to their posi
tions as special staff agencies reporting to the Chief of Staff on the grounds that 
the importance of their functions required it. The former Chief Signal Officer, des
ignated as the Chief of Communications-Electronics but without any field instal
lations under his direct conm1and, became a separate staff agency in 1967, while 
the Chief of Engineers regained his special staff status formally in 1969. 

The increasing use of Army troops in civil disturbances during the 1960s led 
to the creation of a Directorate of Civil Disturbance Planning and Operations 
(DCDPO) directly under the Chief of Staff in 1968. At the end of 1970 a Special 
Assistant for the Modern Volunteer Army (SAMVA) was created directly under 
the Chief of Staff. By the end of the decade also two project managers bad been 
appointed who reported directly to the Chief of Staff, for the SAFEGUARD mis
sile system in 1967 and for the Surveillance, Target Acquisition, and Night 
Observation (STANO) in 1969.6 

Bypassing normal staff and con11mand channels in these instances tended fur
ther to centralize authority of the department's operation under the Chief of Staff. 
This was most apparent in the changes after 1963 leading to the creation in 
February 1967 of an Assistant Vice Chief of Staff responsible for the co-ordinat
ing functions performed before 1955 by the three Deputy Chiefs of Staff. As indi
cated earlier, after 1955 these co-ordinating functions were placed under the 
Secretary of the General Staff whose responsibilities in this area increased great
ly after 1963. The introduction of sophisticated automatic data processing systems 
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at all levels in the Army and Defense Department, the introduction of cost-effec
tiveness studies of weapons systems, force requirements, and the new "Program 
Budgets" categories based upon computers were responsible for this growth in the 
role of the Secretary of the General Staff and, ultimately, the assignment of respon
sibility for co-ordinating these functions to the Assistant Vice Chief of Staff, a 
three-star position. At that point SGS reverted to its pre-1956 role of providing 
administrative, communications, personnel, and management services for the 
Chief of Staff and the Army staff, including control of staff actions.7 

Whatever future changes take place in Army organization and management, 
they will doubtless reflect the continuing sh·uggle between the rationalists and 
trad itionalists. This development, as mentioned earlier, partially reflects the larg
er effort of the American people to adapt their traditionally rural outlook, reflex
es, priorities, values, and institutions to the requirements of an increasingly com
plex, urban, industrial society which places iJ1creasing restraints on the freedom 
of action, not only of individuals, but also of the myriad corporate organizations, 
large and small, publ ic and private, that make up the American federa l system of 
government and free enterprise. These developments also reflect the restless, 
shifting world environment in which the United States lives where the specific 
requirements of national security are constantly, often unpredictably, changing. 
The survival of the United States depends upon its success in adapting itself to 
these changes. 
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The Continuity of Change 

Introduction. Historian of Army log; sties James A. Huston summarizes the 
evolution of United States Army logistics from the Revolution to the late 1 950s 
and places the changes in doctrine and organization in the context of overall 
changes in American socie~y and the art of war since 1775. In particular he 
notes tile enormous changes in technology, the growing scope and complexi
ty ofmodem wcujare, and the revolution in communications, all of which have 
significantly influenced the Army s logistical requirements and capabilities. 

The evolution of U.S. Army logistics has followed the experience of war-to an 
extent- and the revolutions in warfare accompanying the industrial revolution of 
the whole period of the nation's existence. Increasingly frequent references to the 
"growing complexities of modern warfare" are above all logistical al lusions, for 
they usually refer to the production, repair, and operation of new types of weapons, 
vehicles, and other equipment. These revolutions have proceeded at an ever-quick
ening pace. A soldier under Washington somehow transposed to the army with 
Scou in Mexico probably would have less feeling of unfamiliarity than, say, a sol
dier under Pershing transposed to the armies of Eisenhower or MacArthur in 
World War ll. Still, the growing rapidity of change did not alter the bonds of con
tinuity nor render invalid the experience of the old for adaptation to the new. 

The age of change saw manufacturing move from the home or the small shop 
to the big factory, and invention move from the shop to the laboratory. The intro
duction of interchangeable parts paved the way for mass production and automa
tion which moved ahead as first steam, then electricity replaced direct water 
power, and oil and gas surpassed wood and coal in many plants as direct fuel. lt 
was the age when rai l and ani1na l power gave way to steam and the internal com
bustion engine; when the speed of communication leaped above the speed of trans
portation to almost instantaneous electrical transmission. All these advances 
became evident in the manufacture of mi litary weapons and equipment and in the 
transportation of troops and supplies. 

Reproduced from in James A. Huston, The Sinews of J#u-: Army Logistics, 
1775- 1953 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Army Center of Military History, 1966), pp. 
679- 90. 
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The telegraph and the steamboat modernized the Mexican War to some degree, 
and then, with the added facilities of the railroads, made ofthe Civil War in a sense 
"the first modern war." In the twentieth century the revo lution in warfare already 
evident in the Civil War rushed toward completion, but it would not be accom
plishccl in the first twenty years of the century despite the magnitude of World War 
I. New weapons changed the character of war markedly, but the rea l revolution in 
warfare did not come until the revolution in transportation had spread through mil
itary operations completely. The revolution is not in the introduction of the railroad, 
the motor truck, and the airplane, but in their widespread use. Industrialization 
without motorization and mechanization, or with rudimentary motorization and 
mechanization, characterized the War with Spain and World War I, respectively, and 
in the latter, mobility on the battlefields of the Western Front was lost. Aside from 
its great magnitude, what was the ch ief characteristic of war in the first fifth of the 
twentieth century? Was it not this very lack of mobility? Greatly increased tonnages 
or supplies, and equipment could be produced, and could be moved overseas. They 
could be moved by railroad to the vicinity of the battlefield. But motor transporta
tion had not been developed to the point where it could with equal speed move 
those vast quantities of supplies to the battlefield, and across the battlefield; there
fore dependence for this last stage of transport continued to be on horses and mules, 
which themselves required transportation and provisions. The horse virtually dis
appeared from the battle lines in World War I, but not from the supply lines. This 
was the period oftransition- a period of stabilized warfare between the mobility of 
the Civi l War and the mobility ofWorld War U when American motor vehicles com
pounded the mobility that German panzer divisions had restored to the battlefield, 
and once more logisticians faced the nightmare of armies outrunning their supplies. 

The armies of World War I were more closely tied to the railroads than ever 
before, and their range of operations beyond the railheads was less, not more, than 
in the Civi l War. Every improvement in eqldpment and every expansion in indus
trial capacity simply added to the materiel requirements and to the burden on trans
portation, but did not relieve any of the burden on the soldier's back. The require
ment of about four and one-half pounds of supplies per man per day for the Civil 
War soldier multiplied to thirty pounds per man per day as an "absolutely essential" 
minimum, and sometimes figured at forty and even fifty pounds for the American 
Expeditionary Forces in France. Caesar's men carried as much as seventeen days' 
rations in their packs; Napoleon's soldiers carried bread and flour for fifteen days; 
the Civil War soldier ordinarily carried three days' rations, and not infrequently had 
to carry an extra five days' hard bread and coffee; the soldier of World War l, while 
carrying an even heavier load, seldom carried more than two days' rations. 

Increases in military production tended merely to increase the demand and, as 
war became more industrialized, competition between the fighting forces and the 
factories for the manpower needed for a maximum war effort also increased. At 
the turn of the century it was calculated that for each man in the armed forces the 
product of one man in war industries and services was required. 

Industrialization introduced a whole new dimension into logistics. "Here for 
the supply officer will be yet further difficulties; for time and space calculations, 
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instead of being based on the standard performance of man and beast, which with
in smal l Limits has not changed, will depend on the skill of the engineer and the 
output of the factory."1 

War contributed greatly to the quickening pace of the industrial revolution, 
which in turn was to have such an impact on modern war. Eli Whitney introduced 
the principle of interchangeable parts into the arms industry. Improved steel and 
the growth of mass production g rew out of immediate demands of war. The Civil 
War revealed to industry in the United States potential and opportunities never 
before recognized, and industrial expansion in the succeeding decades brought 
new capacity and new requirements to the ways of the twentieth century. Again, 
the enforced co-ordination and rationalization of industry during World War 1 
paved the way for the great expansio11 of the 1920's, and carried the process of 
multiplication of supply requirements forward to World War Il. The impact of 
industrialization on war was not always recognized at the time of its greatest 
growth- or it was misinterpreted. Jean de Bloch, a noted student of modern war, 
was so impressed with the phenomenon that in 1899 be published an impressive 
study, The Future of War in Its Technical, Economic and Political Relations. In this 
study (which the World Peace Foundation, with a rare sense of timing, reissued in 
19 14) de Bloch assembled weighty statistical evidence to prove that the dimen
sions of modern armaments and the organization of society had rendered the pros
ecution of war an economic impossibility. 

For the position of the United States in world affairs, 1890 was a highly sig
nificant date. That year the United States surpassed Great Britain in the produc
tion of pig iron and steel. Already ahead of France, Germany, and Russia in out
put of pig iron by 1870, and in output of steel by 1875, American industrial pro
duction showed remarkable increases during the whole period between the Civil 
War and World War I. 

Even so, the United States entered World War I with a sense of mi litary infe
riority, for the production of military goods not only had failed to keep pace with 
U.S. industrial expansion, but it had not kept up with the other major powers of the 
world. Nevertheless the potential existed, and even though soldiers of the AEF had 
to depend on France and Great Britain for most of their finished weapons, that 
potential was clearly demonstrated in the war production program. 

Jn World War II the American potential, by force of necessity, had to be devel
oped to the greatest achievement of military production in history. No longer the 
chief recipient, but instead the chief provider of weapons and equipment, the 
United States had become in fact the "arsenal of democracy"- and wou ld contin
ue to be after that war, with military assistance programs around the world and as 
the leader of a coa lition in limited war in Korea. 

Administration 

In this increasingly com.plex modern war logistical activities demanded more 
and more attention. The whole field of administration and logistics was one in 
which the Army had been forced to excel For the Army in mid-twentieth century, 
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fighting was becoming secondary to administration. Already noticeable in World 
War I, and more so in World War II, the trend accelerated in the Korean conflict.2 

Much to their consternation, a great many old soldiers who longed for the smell 
of gunpowder and tbe chatter of machine guns faced the more likely prospect of 
having to settle for the smell of mimeograph ink and the chatter of typewriters. 
Officers and men who felt they were contributing nothing to a war effort if they 
were not on the firing line had to develop a broader view of war's requirements. 
Back in the 1930's the US. Army Recruiting News carried a brief feature in each 
issue entitled, "Things the Army Does Besides Fight." A report of what the Army 
did besides fight in the 1950's would have practically filled the paper- as in fact 
to a lesser degree it would have in the 1930's if viewed more broadly. Actually 
most of the Army did not fight-an infantryman on leave from a combat area, 
accustomed to being surrounded by infantrymen like himself and to think of the 
Army as made up mainly of the same kind of soldiers, was much surprised at how 
relatively few infantrymen he might see in the cities of the rear areas. He repre
sented a military minority. Most of the Army was not in the combat arms-the 
infantry, armor, and artillery. Most of it was in the technica l services-the engi
neers, quartermasters, medics, and chemical, signal, and transportation units- and 
in the administrative services and the headquarters which guided and supervised 
the tactical and service units from the combat zone to the Pentagon. ln the Late 
fifties the Army lost altogether its status as a distinctive combat force and its mis
sion became to raise, organize, equip, and train components for assignments to 
unified commands. Actually this was not a great change, for the Army General 
Staff never had controlled operations in the theaters. 

The Army's administrative and supp ly and service functions were not confined 
to the support of its own units; it also had broad responsibilities for supporting the 
other services- especially the Air Force, and in Korea the Marine Corps- and for 
executing the military aspects (and sometimes the civilian aspects, too) of the gov
ernment's foreign assistance progran'ls. The Army was the executive agency for the 
Joint Chiefs ofStafffor the Far East Command, a unified command; Army Forces, 
Far East, was executive agency for the commander in chief, Far East Command, in 
matters of logistics affecting more than one service. At the same time the Army 
was the executive agency for the Joimt Chiefs of Stafffor the European Command, 
and it was executive agency for the Department of Defense for the Mutua l Defense 
Assistance Program, and the agency for providing necessary logistical support for 
other members of the United Nations in Korea. Again in the late fifties, even those 
direct lines of participation were weakened as new procedures provided that ser
vice commanders take their orders directly from the Joint Chiefs of Staff acting for 
the President and the Secretary of Defense without any one service acting as 
"executive agent." 

Whether because of de-emphasis resulting from lack of apparent need, or 
overemphasis on economy in the country when it came to military affairs, the 
Army, at least until after World War II, never was able to achieve an organization 
and structure in peacetime that could serve it well logistically in war. ft must be 
granted that the bureau system did hold up fairly well, with relatively minor mod-
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ifications, in the Mexican War and, after a slow start, in the Civil War. But major 
overhauls were necessary in top organization for the War of 18 12, for the War with 
Spain (even if it was ex post facto), for World War 1, and for World War li. 

Though Secretaries of War Ca lhoun and Root saw clearly the Army's func
tion in peacetime as being one of preparation for war, they never were able to 
shake the attitude of the Army- or the country- that peacetime was " normal ," 
and that extraordinary measures naturally would be necessary whenever a war 
emergency interrupted the peacetime routine. The assumption seems to have been 
that without the prospect of war there was no real reason fo r the Army's existence, 
but the prospect of war (and wartime organization) has not been greatly in evi
dence in the Army's peacetime organization. Each time war has come the Army 
has had to reorganize. 

The Army has always had a certain penchant for reorganization. The 
Topographical Engineers went back and forth, combined with or separated from 
the Corps of Engineers; Ordnance and Artillery were married and divorced; 
Subsistence was combined with Quartermaster, and Transportation separated 
from Quartermaster; but on the who le the bureaus intrenched themselves over the 
years so that even the creation of the General Staff was little more than super
structure added to structure-a frosting of apparent co-ordination and control 
over the cake of the old-line bureaus. Then the reorganization during World War 
1 jarred the structure with the Purchase, Traffic, and Storage Division under 
General Goethals, exercising real control in many areas simply because control 
had to rest somewhere. 

Army Service Forces in World War [I went a step further toward centralized 
con trol. At the end of the war a great deal of debate went on over the question of 
continuing the ASF in peacetime (again the assumption that the peacetime struc
ture should be different). The ASF was promptly abolished, but the substances of 
its central direction and control was carried over to the new General Sta-ff organi
zation by 1948. The new service, the Supply and Procurement Division of the 
General Staff (later redesignated the Logistics Division, then the Office of the 
Assistant Chief of Staff, G-4, and still later the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff 
for Logistics) was more akin to Army Service Forces (less the latter's personnel 
functions) and to its World War I counterpart, Purchase, Traffic, and Storage 
Division, than to the World War 11 G-4. 

The logistical organization ofthe Department of the Army proved to be equal 
to the shock of the Korean emergency with some expansion of personnel, and only 
relatively minor readjustments in organizational structure. In some ways the 
Army's service and supply organization still was bound up in too much red tape, 
encouraged too much duplication of effort, and was too ponderous for speedy 
operation. Some officers and civil officials thought a thoroughgoing reorganiza
tion would promote greater efficiency. Others felt that an all-out mobi lization 
would require a return to something like the Army Service Forces of World War II. 
But many were satisfied that the organization of G-4 and the technical services 
that had been effective in peacetime and fo r the Korean War would serve as well 
for any future emergency. The relatively smooth transition from peace to war of 
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which it was capable recommended the current organization when it seemed like
ly that one emergency would follow another for a long time to come. 

Most suggestions for further reorganization were more concerned with recast
ing the technical services than the general staff structure. Several of these sugges
tions went back to something like that which General Somervell had proposed dur
ing World War II for functional reorganization. One would have taken advantage 
of the lesson General Somervell had learned in his first failure and applied in 
1945: to alter the substance without tampering with the historical designations, so 
that all procurement might be assigned to the Ordnance Corps, and all storage and 
distribution to the Quartermaster Corps, while the other technical services would 
perform the services of their specializations without supply functions. Others 
thought this arrangement awkward, and proposed that a whole new materiel com
mand with functional divisions be set up. These discussions foreshadowed events 
that transpired during the next decade: establishment of the Defense Supply 
Agency; reorganization of Headquarters, Department of the Army; abolition of the 
offices of most of the technica l service chiefs; and establishment of the Army 
Materiel Command. 

Organization for logistical support in the theaters of operations never has been 
completely clear and satisfactory. Washington's position as Commander in Chief 
and as commander of the main army in the Revolution left some anomalies in his 
relations with the government and with the other armies. lt was not always clear, 
for instance, whether the quartermaster with the Northern Army was responsible 
to the commander of the Northern Army, to Washington, to the quartermaster in 
Philadelphia, or to the Board of War and the Continental Congress. Scott, while 
commander of the army in Central Mexico was also Genera l in Chief of the U.S. 
Army, but he had sharp eli fferences with the War Department on matters of supply. 
Pershing's organization in France was rather well developed, but relationships, par
ticularly of the G-4 and the special staff of General Headquarters with Services of 
Supply, were not well defined, nor was GHQ control of the Advance Section in 
keeping with the SOS organization. There also was conflict between territorial and 
functional organizations- the base sections and the military railroad, for instance. 
Many of these difficulties reappeared in the communications zone organization in 
Europe in World War Il, when responsibilities again were not clear between the
ater and communications zone headquarters. There was besides the added compli 
cation of Supreme Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary Force, with its own G-4 
staff section. In the island warfare of the Pacific the preference was for an Army 
servi ce command organization attached to the field armies, and the communica
tions zone did not ordinarily provide close support. 

During the Korean War the administrative organization of the Far East 
Command retained certain discrepancies until the beginning of 1953 by which 
time it had developed a theater structure closely paralleling that outlined in estab
lished doctrine. The principal modifying factor on the higher level was the United 
Nations Command Headquarters- principally the main divisions of Far East 
Command Headquarters with the addition of combined staff sections including 
members from other co-operating nations. But the actual direction and execution 
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of logistical activities continued to be on a national basis, a11d the logistical orga
nization developed by 1953 generally "followed the book," with certain local 
adaptations. The principal deviations were in the designation of the Korean 
Communications Zone and in the organization of a single section headquarters 
under it. Actually Army Forces, Far East, served as the theater communications 
zone headquarters, while Korean Communications Zone was a base or intermedi
ate section, yet the resulting anomaly, if such it was, probably was traceable to the 
book itself. Tn a unif ied command where .an Army officer was commander in chief, 
it was to be expected that he would command military operations directly through 
the f ie ld army commander (or army group commander if there was one). With no 
tactica l functions, the theater army headquarters, in this case Army Forces, Far 
East, was concerned almost wholly with administration and logistics. Ln these cir
cumstances a separate theater communications zone headquarters would have 
been superfluous. 

Perhaps more serious than the approved anomaly of the theater logistical struc
ture was the " layering" of logistical headquarters in Korea resulting from the 
establishment of a single section headquarters (Korean Base Section) under 
Korean Communications Zone Headquarters. It is true that the supervisory func
tions ofKCOMZ were broader- they included control of the 3d MiJitary Railway 
Service and responsibi lities for area administration, prisoners of war, and civil 
affa irs- yet in supply functions duplication of effort often appeared in practice 
between KCOMZ and Korean Base Section. The attempt of the higher headquar
ters (KCOMZ) to restrict its activities to planning, policy making, and supervising 
proved to be impractical. On the other hand Korean Base Section, which was sup
posed to be the operational headquarters for supply, found itself at a disadvantage 
in having the railroad under a separate headquarters. A single headquarters with 
complete operational control of all faci]ities, seemed to be more desirable for a 
communications zone not requiring two or more sections. Several months after the 
end of hostilities, the two headquarters were combined and subordinate area com
mands were set up. 

Requirements 

Requirements for supplies and equipment needed for the conduct of war, in 
quantities as well as in kinds, changed with the changing character of war. Military 
operations naturally reflected the development of new weapons, new vehicles, new 
food preparations, and new devices of all kinds. Requirements for trucks and gaso
line and rubber tires replaced requirements for wagons and horses and forage. But 
many new items, such as telephones and radios and gas masks and barbed wire and 
med ium tanks and airplanes, were not replacements for older equipment and 
weapons at all, but additions to the lengthening list of items considered essential 
fo r the modern army. 

The emphasis placed on research and development since World War II added 
to the burden of keeping requirements accurate and logistical planning current, but 
it also made possible the rapid expansion of military power, the one danger being 
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that innovation would become such a fetish that change would be sought fo r its 
own sake and many useful items of equipment would thus be prematurely dis
carded. Such psychological obsolescence of materiel would have the effect of 
reducing serviceable reserves and adding unduly to procurement objectives. The 
old dilemma of highest quality and greatest quantity would continue with even 
greater force than before. 

In terms of total tonnage, requirements for the support of Army units in 
combat seemed to grow interminably. This bas been due in part to tbe constant 
addition of new items of equipment, to the use of heavier arti llery weapons and 
more automatic weapons with higher rates of ammunition consumption, and to 
the increasing use of heavier tanks and trucks on which modern mobile warfare 
depended. It also has been the result of a tendency to carry to the battlefield the 
nation's rising standard of living- to make necessities of items which in other 
armies or in earlier times would h.ave been considered the greatest luxuries. 
Secretary of War Calhoun as early as 1818 remarked on the disparity between 
what an American soldier required and what would satisfy a "Turk." In North 
Africa in J 942-43 it was taking .7 of a measurement ton a month on the average 
to supply a British soldier, while it was taking 1.3 measurement tons to supply 
an American.3 

The change in the nature of requirements pretty much relegated to mythology 
the prospect of an Army's living off the country. Although Grant and Shennan and 
Wilson at various times during the Civil War had been able to cut their supply lines 
and live off the country, in those situations almost continuous movement to new 
forage was possible, and relatively little expenditure of ammunition was necessary. 
Gasoline, though much more efficient than hay and oats for moving supplies, was 
not to be found stored in barns or growing in the countryside, and neither was the 
ammunition which comprised a constantly growing element of the average supply 
requirement. By the time of World War II, fuel and ammunition accounted for 
about two-thirds of the tonnage of average daily supply for ground and air forces. 
In an attack against a hasti ly organized defensive position, an infantry division on 
the average fired 386 tons of ammunition a day, and the armored division used 361 
tons a day. An armored division- extending out to a length of forty-six mi les if 
moving in a single close column- consumed 146,000 gallons of gasol ine in one 
hundred mi les; and nearly twice that if moving across country under battle condi
tions. An infantry division needed 68,500 gallons of gasoline to move its vehicles 
one hundred miles. 4 

Possibly U.S. Army units were too closely tied to their vehicles, too road
bound. The heavy losses in Korea when enemy roadblocks cut lines of withdraw
al would suggest this. At any rate it made a strange case to plead disadvantage in 
encountering an enemy not relying so heavily on motor transportation. 

Research and Development 

A great change of recent times l1as been in the Army's attitude from one of 
almost total rejection of any new idea for weapons and equipment, as evidenced 
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to some extent by General Scott during the Mexican War and General Ripley dur
ing the Civi l War, to an attitude of active encouragement of research and devel
opment. The Army of the nineteenth century made little if any attempt to ferret 
out new ideas, and when one was proposed the burden of proof for the worth of 
the device was entirely on the inventor. The Army of the twenti eth century, espe
cially since the stimulus of the mobiliza tion of science and technology during 
World War II , has encouraged research and development both to meet future 
requirements and to improve present materiel. Developments in the decade fol
lowing the Korean War have strengthened some of the tentative principles and 
general conclusions drawn from earlier experience, and have raised doubts about 
others. In any event, sweep ing revolutions in weapons and equipment, trans
portation, communications, and organization were bound to have an impact that 
wou ld change the patterns of Army logistics. 

The increasing emphasis on research and development after the Korean War 
began to pay ofT in whole new families of weapons and vehicles. The most spec
tacular developments were the rockets and missiles. Before the end of the Korean 
War a 280-mm. gun designed to fire an atomic projectile had been produced, and 
important strides had been taken toward the development of rocket-propelled 
del ivery systems for tactical nuclear projectiles as well as for conventional high 
explosives. The Honest John was a free rocket carrying a 1 ,500-pound warhead for 
a distance of up to about fifteen miles, and the Little John was being developed as 
a smaller weapon able to do about the same thing. In the guided missile category, 
the Corporal was the most important for short-range tactical use, with a range of 
about 75 miles, but it would be replaced by the more powerful Sergeant. For longer 
ranges, the Redstone, a liquid-fuel miss ile, six feet in diameter and sixty-nine feet 
long, was one of the first effective model s, while the Pershing was being devel
oped as a solid-fuel replacement for it. The Jupiter C, using liquid fuel, had a range 
of some 3,300 miles. Nike Ajax was the first in a family of surface-to-a ir guided 
missiles, and it was to be replaced by Nike Hercules. Most controversial was the 
Nike Zeus which the Army was developing as an antimissilc missile. In addition, 
there were the Hawk for low altitude antiaircraft missions, and Talos, inherited 
from the Navy. 

In more conventional weapons, too, rapid changes were taking place. A new 
rinc, the M 14, designed to f ire a standardized 7.62mm. NATO cartridge, was 
adopted to replace the Ml rifle, the carbine, and the Browning automatic rifle, 
though it was being made obsolete even before it came into fu ll use. A new M60 
machine gun , using the NATO cartridge loaded in a link belt, and fir ing at a rate 
of 600 rounds a minute, replaced all the old .30-caliber machine guns, and was 
assigned to all rifle companies instead of to separate heavy weapons companies. 
The 81-mm. mortar replaced the 60-mm. in the rifle companies. 

The Patton 48 medium tank and the M I 03 heavy tank came into full use, but 
a new medium tank, tbe M60, carrying a I 05-mm. gun and powered by a 750-
horse-power diesel engine, was being developed to replace both. 

Probably the greatest innovation for the infantry was the introduction of the 
armored personnel carrier, a cross-country vehicle operated by a crew of two, and 
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capable of carrying ten passengers. A newer aluminum model of this vehicle was 
being developed, weighing only half as much as the earl ier model. Experiments 
with "aerial jeeps," "flying platforms," and other contrivances intended to increase 
battlefield fire power and mobility promised further logistical modifications. 

With the wholesale introduction of new types of weapons, and completely new 
categories of increasing complex ity, the greatest immediate logistical problem was 
in the supply of parts to keep them operational. The most difficult aspect of this 
problem was in estimating requirements without the benefit of meaningful expe
rience factors. 

Transportation 

Long-range jet transports pointed the way to great changes in the transporta
tion picture, as greater speed, greater capacity, and the usc of lower grade fuel 
promised some reduction in the expensive secondary requirements of air trans
portation. This might in turn change the whole pattern of the distribution system 
in the interest of saving the costs of stockpiling reserves along lengthy supply 
lines. Still it seemed that in the foreseeable future the greatest use of air trans
portation would be in the movement of personnel to areas where equipment had 
been propositioned. It seemed unlikely that for some years to come ocean carriers 
would be superseded as the principal means of transporting materiel, for develop
ments promised a tremendous speed-up in ocean transportation and automation 
made its great impact on loading and unloading, which always had been the bot
tlenecks in ocean shipping. By the 1960's a ten-man gang using new equipment 
could load a ship at San Francisco in just two shifts, where a few years before the 
same job took a fourteen-man gang twelve shifts to complete; six longshoremen 
could unload the cargo from a Liberty ship in nine days whereas earlier it would 
have taken eighteen men fourteen days. To speed up the unloading of vessels the 
Army developed a continuous circuit tramway system, and for moving cargo 
inland from beaches it developed an overland conveyor system. Equally revolu
tionary for cross-country transportation off the beaches was the logistical cargo 
carrier, a car with a capacity of fifteen tons, equipped with huge tires for cross
country movement, which could be linked with other cars to form a tractor-drawn 
overland train needing neither tracks nor roads. 

Comm.unication 

Perhaps the most spectacular revolution of all was in communication. The 
introduction of automatic data processing promised to have a greater impact on 
logistics than either the telegraph or the radio. It provided the basis for unprece
dented centralization of control over supply, and for procedures to speed up the 
whole supply operation. Depots could be linked together and requisitions handled 
quickly at national inventory control points. With the usc of data processing and 
new procedures, processing time at the source of supply soon was reduced by 
more than one-half. Standard requisitioning and inventory control procedures 
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(referred to as MILSTRIP) and standard transportation and movement procedures 
(M JLSTAMP) soon were being extended to all services, and the Department of 
Defense itself was becoming the principal co-ordinator of military supply. 

The Organization Revolution 

Recurring proposals for functionalizing the Army logistical organization and 
modifying or eliminating the technical services or bureaus as separate entities 
finally came to fruition in 1962, accomplishing what many had assumed never 
cou ld be done. Of the technical service chiefs, only the Chief of Engineers and the 
Chief of Transportation, but with only service functions, remained under the 
supervision of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, while a new Chief of 
Support Services acquired most of the service functions of The Quartermaster 
Genera l. The Surgeon Genera l, a lso with only service functions, was placed under 
the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel; the Chief Signal Officer continued his 
service functions under the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations. The supply oper
ations previously performed by the technical services were assigned to a new orga
nization, the Army Materiel Com mand, while responsibilities for research and 
development and testing, and for battlefield logistics doctrine, were assigned to 
the Combat Developments Command. The Quartermaster, Ordnance, and other 
corps remained as designations for service troops, but with the limited exceptions 
noted above, there no longer wou ld be a bureau or a ch ief at the top. 

The Department of Defense itself entered the logistica l organization revolu
tion with the establishment of the Defense Supply Agency (DSA). In effect, the 
Defense Supply Agency is a "fourth service of supply"- it is a joint agency under 
military direction responsible, not to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, but directly to the 
Secretary of Defense, its control extending over all federally cata logued supplies 
for a ll services. By mid-1963 it was handling more than one-third of al l military 
supplies, and soon thereafter it was handling at least half of all the suppl ies. The 
Defense Supply Agency, geared for war as well as peace, is developing a harmo
nized system of supply among the services so that requisitions can be funneled 
into central points and referred automatically to depots and field agencies, with 
the probability that the whole system of oversea supply divisions in filling requi
sitions from oversea theaters can be bypassed. In the future the history of Army 
logistics would be an integral part of Navy and Air Force logistics history and that 
of the Department of Defense. 

Experience for the Future 

No one aspect of the Army's logistical experience can be singled out as most 
valuable in providing guidelines for the future, for the future is, as always, uncer
tain. One thing can be forecast with assurance-the continuation of change. But it 
may also be assumed that, however far-reaching the changes, there must always be 
links with the past. Any general conclusions drawn from history as a whole must 
include the principle of change and the principle of continuity. No situation can 
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ever be exactly the same as a previous one, nor can any situation be absolutely 
unique, having no connections with the past. Through experience, whether it is 
derived from actual participation in events or vicariously as through the study of 
history, one becomes aware of the swiftness and magnitude of change. Moreover, 
in experience is the raw material for the imagination necessary to cope with 
change and to influence its course. 

In searching the experience of World War II it seems probable that the war in 
the Pacific will have the greatest relevance for the kind of logistical activity that 
may be required from the Army in the immediate future. This appears to be so for 
two quite different reasons. First, in case of a general war, or anything approach
ing total war, the very existence of nuclear weapons is likely to require a dispersal 
of troops and resources over wide areas so that co-ordinating movements and 
bringing troops and resources together as needed may raise problems akin to those 
of supporting operations in the Pacific, wherever the loca le of a new war might be. 
Secondly, the more immediate prospects of guerri lla warfare and "brush-fire" 
wars and crises at widely separated points, from Lebanon to Formosa, or Cuba to 
Vietnam, raise the problems of supporting relatively sma ll forces over vast dis
tances. For the same reasons an increasing relevance might be found, too, in the 
experience of the War with Spain, and even earlier in the support of Army opera
tions on the Great Plains and in the mountains of the west between 1865 and 1890. 

Whatever the future may hold, study of the experiences of all of the past will 
be needed. For military affairs this study must include a continuing concern with 
the experience of logistics. 
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''A Sad, Embittered Race of Men" 

Introduction. Having come thus fm; the reader of this anthology is proba
bly prepared for a bit of satire. The origin ofthis short essay, which concludes 
our collection o.f pieces on Army logistics, is unknown, but the essay has been 
repeated often and contains, as do mos l satires, more than a little truth. 

Logisticians are a sad, embittered race of men, very much in demand in war, who 
sink resentfully into obscurity in peace. They deal only with facts, but must work 
for men who traffic in theories. They emerge during war because war is very much 
fact. They disappear in peace, because in peace, war is mostly theory. The people 
who traffic in theories and who employ logisticians in war and ignore them in 
peace are Generals. Logisticians hate Generals. 

Generals are a happily blessed race who radiate confidence and power. They 
feed only on ambrosia and drink only nectar except when they are drinking bour
bon. ln peace they stride confidently and can invade a world simply by sweeping 
their hands grandly over a map, pointing their fingers decisively up terrain corri
dors, and blocking defiles and obstacles with the side of their arms. In war they 
must stride more slowly because each Genera l has a Logistician riding on his back 
and he knows that, at any moment, the Logistician may lean forward and wl1isper: 
"No, you can't do that!" Generals fear Logisticians in war, and in peace, Generals 
try to forget Logisticians. 

Romping along beside Generals are Strategists and Tacticians. Logisticians 
despise Strategists and Tacticians. Strategists and Tacticians do not know about 
Logisticians until they grow up to be Generals- which they usually do- although 
sometimes Generals will discipline errant Strategists and Tacticians by telling 
them about Logisticians. This sometimes gives Strategists and Tacticians night
mares, but deep down in their hearts they do not really believe the stories- espe
cially if the General lets them have an occasional drink of his nectar or bourbon. 

Sometimes a Logistician gets to be a General. In such a case, he must associ
ate with Generals whom he hates. He has a retinue of Strategists and Tacticians 
whom he despises, and on his back is a Logistician whom he fears . This is why 
Logisticians who become Generals are a fearsome and frustrated group who wish 
they were anywhere else, beat their wives, get ulcers, and cannot eat their 
ambrosia. 





Some Suggestions for Further Reading 
All of the works excerpted in this anthology deserve to be read and studied in 

their entirety. Indeed, a primary purpose of these volumes is to introduce the read
er to those works in the hope that given time, opportunity, and interest, the whole 
book or article might be investigated. A careful read ing of the works represented 
in this anthology would in and of itself constitute a good basic course in the his
tory of U.S. Army logistics, but some students may wish to delve deeper into the 
subject. To assist in that purpose, a number of bibliographies ex ist, including my 
own US. Military Logistics, 1607- 1991: A Research Guide (Westport, Conn .: 
Greenwood Press, 1992). r have provided here a few suggestions for further read
ing which point to the more obvious and more important works on the subject. 
Some, but not all, of the works represented by selections in this volume are again 
cited here and are identified by selection number. This list is arranged more or less 
chronologically; that is, the more important works covering the various historical 
eras are presented in chronological order. 

One should perhaps begin with an understanding of logistics from a theoretical 
standpoint. There are only a few works which address the subject of military logis
tics from a broad theoretical perspective or try to cover the subject from ancient 
times to the present in one coherent piece. Perhaps the best known of the general 
theoretical studies is Henry E. Eccles' Logistics in the National Defense 
(Harrisburg, Pa.: Stackpole Press, 1959). Admiral Eccles' book remains the classic 
introduction to the subject of military logistics. Also useful in this respect is the 
older work by Marine Lt. Col. George Cyrus Thorpe entitled Pure Logistics: The 
Science of War Preparation (Kansas City, Mo.: Franklin-Hudson Publishing 
Company, 1917; reprinted, Washington, D.C.: National Defense University Press, 
1986). Although written before World War II and not focused exclusively on the 
U.S. Army, George C. Shaw's Supply in Modern War (London: Faber & Faber, 
1938) is thought provoking in all aspects of supply in modern war and is especial
ly good in its historical comparisons of mobile self-sufficiency of land forces. Two 
books wit11 almost identical titles are also valuable as introductions to the subject 
of logistics in general. Daniel Hawthorne's For WOnt of a Nail: The Influence of 
Logistics on War (New York: Whittlesey House (McGraw Hill], 1948) is a good 
study of the impact of logistics on strategy and tactics, with examples drawn prin
cipally from World War II. Kenneth Macksey's For Want of a Nail: The Impact ~f 
War on Logistics and Communications (London: Brassey's, 1989) focuses on tech
nological developments in logistics and communications since the late nineteenth 
century and their impact on warfare. For a briefer definition of the place of logis
tics in modern war one might reread John D. Millett's "Logistics and Modern War," 
in Military Affairs 9, no. 3 (Fall I 945): 193- 207 (Selection 3). 

Good general histories of military logistics are not plentiful. Jerome G. 
Peppers, Jr., Milit01y Logistics: A Hist01y of United States Military Logistics, 
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1935- 1985 (Washington, D.C.: Logistics Education Foundation Publishing, 1988) 
is worth a glance. A very brief overview of the history of logistics from a U.S. 
Army perspective is provided by Thomas R. Palmerlee and Richard G. Green, A 
Short Hist01y of Logistics (Combat Operations Research Group Logistics Studies 
Office Staff Paper CORG- SP- 222; Fort Belvoir, Va.: Combat Service Support 
Group, U.S. Army Combat Developments Command, 16 July 1965). Perhaps the 
single best known recent work on the general history of logistics is Martin L. Van 
Creveld's Supplying War: Logistics ji-om Wallenstein to Patton (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 1977). A selective discussion of the role of logistics 
in warfare from the eighteenth century to the present, Van Creveld's book contains 
a very controversial section on Allied logistics in the European Theater in World 
War II, which is highly recommended. Although Van Creveld frequently relies 
upon unsupported assertions rather than thorough understanding of the facts, the 
student of logistics is sure to find his accusatory prose stimulating. Something of 
an antidote to Van Creveld's sweeping assertions regarding Allied logistical oper
ations in northwest Europe in 1944- 1945 is provided by William Whipple, 
"Logistical Bottleneck," /njcmtrylourna/62, no. 3 (March 1948): 6- 14 (Selection 
53). Another interesting participant account of the planning and execution of 
Operation OVERLORD and the follow-on operations is Harold L. Mack's brief essay 
entitled The Critical Error of World War 11 (Washington, D.C.: National Defense 
University Research Directorate, 1981 ). Mack, the Chief Movements Officer of 
the European Theater of Operations in World War II, explains why the Allies out
ran their supply in the rapid movement to the Rhine and defends the logisticians 
against the libels of the "tactical wizards." 

Books and articles dealing more or less exclusively with U.S. military logis
tics are a bit more plentiful. The most prolific logistical historian writing in the 
United States today is James A. Huston. His The Sinews ofWar: Army Logistics, 
1775- 1953 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Army Center of Military History, 1966) 
(Selections 30, 46, and 82) is the standard survey of all aspects of U.S. Army 
logistics from the Revolution through the Korean War. Huston has also written 
several other good books on modern American military logistics, including 
major studies of logistics in the Revolutionary War, in the Korean War, in the 
post- World War II period, and in NATO. Another key study which deals with 
broad periods and important topics in the history of Army logistics is James E. 
Hewes, Jr.'s From Root to McNamara: Army Organization and Administration, 
1900- 1963 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Army Center of Military History, 1975) 
(Selection 81 ). Hewes discusses tile evolution of Army organization and man
agement with emphasis on the influence of business management techniques. 
The most complete study of its kind, Hewes' book is the single best source for 
understanding the evolution of modern military management. David C. 
Rutenberg and Jane S. Allen, eds., The Logistics of Waging War: American 
Logistics, 1774- 1985, Emphasizing the Development of Airpower (Gunter Air 
Force Station, Ala.: Air Force Logistics Management Center, 1986) is an inter
esting, if miscellaneous, collection of short pieces on American military logis
tics arranged chronologically from the Revolution to the present. Although 
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Rutenberg and Allen emphasize Air Force logistical matters, their book contains 
much for the historian of Army logistics. Another important study examines the 
problems of preparation and mobi lization for war. Marvin A. K.reidberg and 
Merton G. Henry co llaborated to write the History of Military Mobilization in 
the United States Army, 1775- 1945 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Army Center of 
Military History, 1955) (Selections 11, 23, and 50), the standard history of 
American military mobilization. The various supply branches of the Army stil l 
await definitive general histories of their corps, but Erna Risch, a former 
Quartermaster Corps historian, has written Quartermaster Support of the Army: 
A History of the Corps, 1775- 1939 (Washington, D.C.: Quartermaster 
Historian's Office, Office of the Quartermaster General, 1962) covering the 
Quartermaster and Subsistence Departments, 1775- 1939. Although very old and 
incomplete, the Histories of Administrative Bureaux of the War Department 
(Washington, D.C.: 190 I) is still useful for the early history of the traditional 
supply departments. 

The logistical history of American armies before the Civil War remains large
ly unknown despite a few excellent works such as Erna Risch's Supplying 
Washington's Army (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Army Center of Military History, 
198 I) (Selection 6), an excellent official study of the logistics of the Continenta l 
Army, 1775- I 781. Jan1es A. Huston has also written on Army logistics in the 
Revolution in Logistics of Liberty: American Services of Supply in the 
RevohttionaiJ' War and After (Newark: University of Delaware Press, 1990). He 
covers all the bases but focuses on the problems of procurement and 
post- Revolutionary War armament policy. Also important is Wayne E. Carp, To 
Starve the Army at Pleasure: Continental Army Administration and American 
Political Culture, 1775- 1783 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 
1984). Carp examines the ways in which American political beliefs, fears, assump
tions, and practices affected Continental Army logistical operations and how the 
failu re of Congress and the states to supply the army transformed the nation 's 
politica l culture. Victor L. Johnson's The Administration of the American 
Commissariat During the Revolutionary War (Philadelphia: University of 
Pen11sylvania Press, 1941) is somewhat dated but still worth reading. Johnson dis
cusses the operations of the Commissary Department from 1775 to 1781 under 
Joseph Trumbull , William Buchanan, Jeremiah Wadsworth, and Ephraim Blaine. 
In Logistics and the Failure of the British Army In North America, 1775-1783 
(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, I 975) (Selections 4 and 9). R. Arthur 
Bowler provides perhaps the best general account of British logistics in the 
American Revolution . 

The period between the Revolution and the Civil War is little studied from any 
perspective and good materials on Army logistics during the period are scarce. 
Chester L. Kieffer's Maligned General: The Biography of Thomas S. Jesup 
(Novato, Ca li f.: Presidio Press, 1979) provides an excellent biography of the 
famous "founding father of the Quartermaster Department," with emphasis on his 
political involvements and service in the field in the Seminole War. Francis Paul 
Prucha's Broadax and Bayonet: The Role of the United States Arn~v in the 
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Development of the Northwest, 1815- 1860 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska 
Press, 1973) (Selections 12 and 13) includes a great deal on the logistical aspects 
of the Army's presence in the Northwest Territory, 1815-1860. The high ly 
acclaimed study by Merritt Roe Smith entitled Harpers FenyArmory and the New 
Technology: The ChalLenge of Change (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 
J 977) analyzes the impact of new technology on American society during this 
period and provides interesting insights in Army ordnance operations. Edward M. 
Coffman's The Old Army: A Portrait of the American Army in Peacetime, 
1784- 1898 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986) (Selection 31) contains a 
good deal of information on Army logistics in the nineteenth century, particularly 
with respect to everyday Jiving conditions in field and garrison. 

There is no logistical history of the Mexican War. Thus the interested student 
must wade through the mostly unpublished official documents on his own. The 
task is made somewhat easier by the reproduction of a g reat deal of official Army 
correspondence in Messages of the President of the United States with the 
Correspondence Therewith Communicated between the Secreta1y of War and 
Other Officers (?/the Government on the Subject of the Mexican Wm; House 
Executive Document no. 60, 30th Con g., 1st sess., "Mexican War 
Correspondence" (Washington, D.C.: Wendell & Van Benthuysen, 1848) 
(Selections 16- 22). This collection is the Mexican War equivalent of that treasure 
trove of original reports and correspondence for the Civil War period, the Official 
Records of the War of the Rebellion, and it contains important and interesting pri
mary materia l on logistics. 

The number of books written on the Civil War probably exceeds the number 
written on any other topic in American history. However, the number of solid stud
ies on logistics on either side in the War Between the States is quite small, and 
there have been few attempts to provide any comprehensive study which would 
frame Civil War- era logistics in terms pertinent to current logistical concerns. One 
perspective on the overall scope of C ivil War logistics is Henry Granville Sharpe's 
prize-winning 1896 essay on "The Art of Supplying Armies in the Field as 
Exemplified during the Civil War," in the Journal of the Military Service 
Institution of the United States 18, no. 79 (January 1896): 45- 95. Sharpe later 
served as both Commissary General of Subsistence and Quartermaster General. 
His essay is perhaps the single best short summary of logistics in the Civil War. 
My own brief essay on "Field Logistics in the Civil War," which was published in 
The U.S. Army War College Guide to the Battle of Antietam: The Maryland 
Campaign ofl862, ed ited by Jay Luvaas and Harold W Nelson (Carlisle, Pa.: 
South Mountain Press, 1987) (Selection 24), outlines the organization for logistics 
of both the Union and ConfedeTate Armies at various levels, but focuses on the 
support of forces in the field. The piece also includes an evaluation of the 
Antietam campaign of 1862 from a logistical point of view and demonstrates the 
influence of logistics on tactical and strategic decisions. The two classics by Bell 
l. Wiley, The L!(e of Johnny Reb: The Common Soldier of the Confederacy 
(Ind ianapolis, Incl.: Bobbs-Merrill, [ 943) and The L!f'e ofBilly Yank: The Common 
Soldier o.fthe Union (Indianapolis, [ncl.: Bobbs-Merrill, 1952), provide interesting 
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and useful descriptions of the everyday l ife of the common soldier in the Civil 
War, including his clothing, food, weapons, and shelter. 

War Department organization and the mobilization of the Union Army for the 
Civil War under Secretary of War Simon Cameron are discussed in Alexander 
Howard Meneely's The War Department, 1861: A Study in Mobilization and 
Administration (New York: Columbia University Press, 1928). In Lincoln and the 
Tools of War (Indianapolis, Ind.: Hobbs-Merrill Company, 1956) Robert V. Bruce 
outlines Northern scientific and technical. advances in the Civil War and discuss
es Abraham Lincoln's interest in weapons and his conflict with the Chief of 
Ordnance, Brig. Gen. James W. Ripley. Civil War medical evacuation and treat
ment is succinctly covered in Louis C. Duncan's The MedicaL Department of the 
United States Army in the Civil War (Gaithersburg, Md.: Olde Soldier Books, 
1987). Writing early in this century, Duncan, an Army Medical Corps officer, also 
provides a good deal of clear and detailed information on both the tactics and 
logistical support of the major Civi I War battles. The well-known military histori
an Russell F. Weigley provides an excellent biography of the Union Army's 
Quartermaster General in Quartermaster General of the Union Army: A Biography 
of M. C. Meigs (New York: Columbia University Press, 1959). 

Union Army logistical operations in the Civil War are described in three very 
interesting memoirs. Charles Leib's Nine Months in the Quartermaster~· 
Department, or The Chances for Making a Million (Cincinnati, Ohio: Moore, 
Wilstach, Keys and Company, 1862) is a first-person account by a Union Army 
quartermaster. Another Union Army quartermaster, William G. Le Due, served 
under Generals McClellan, Hooker, Sherman, and Thomas and provides an impor
tant first-person accoUllt of Quartermaster operations in the Army of the Potomac 
and the Army of the Tennessee in his Recollections of a Civil War Quartermaster: 
The Autobiography of William G. Le Due (St. Paul, Minn.: The North Central 
Publishing Company, 1963). Henry Clay Symonds was Purchasing Commissary 
of Subsistence at Louisville, Kentucky, and also supported Grant and Sherman. 
His memoir is entitled Report of a CommissClly of Subsistence, 1861- 65 (Sing 
Sing, N.Y.: Vireun School [published by tbe author], 1888). John D. Billings' Hard 
Tack and Co.ffee, or The Unwritten. StO/'y of Arn~y Life (1887; reprinted, 
Williamstown, Mass.: Corner House Publ ishers, 1990), is a well-known source of 
interesting details on Civil War logistics and soldier life. 

Confederate logistics is covered by Richard D. Goff in his Confederate Supply 
(Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 1969) (Selection 25). An excellent survey 
of Confederate supply management, Goff's book includes material on the devel
opment of the Confederate supply bureaux, the evolution of genera I logistical pol i
cies by the Confederate civilian leadership, and some consideration of the impact 
of logistical considerations on Confederate strategy. Samuel Bernard Thompson, 
Confederate Purchasing Operations Abroad (Gloucester, Mass.: Peter Smith, 
1973) is a brief study of Confederate efforts to obtain supplies in Europe and 
Mexico focusing on the so-called New Plan, a centralized scheme for coordinat
ing purchases and use of cotton for payments. A first-person account of bow the 
Confederacy obtained suppl ies in Europe and a good description of how the block-
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ade running was organized are contained in Caleb Huse's The Supplies for the 
Confederate Army: How They Were Obtained in Europe and How Paid For
Personal Reminiscences and Unpublished History (Boston: T. R. Marvin & Son, 
1904). Frank E. Vandiver has written an important study of the Confederate Chief 
of Ordnance entitled Ploughshares into Swords: Josiah Gorgas and Confederate 
Ordnance (Austin: University ofTexas Press, 1952) and has also edited Gorgas' 
diary in The CiviL War Diary of General Josiah Gorgas (University: University of 
Alabama Press, 1947). 

Railroads assumed great logistical importance in the Civil War, and there are 
many studjes of Civil War railroad operations. George B. Turner's Victaty Rode the 
Rails: The Strategic Place of the Railroads in the Civil War (Indianapojjs, Ind.: 
Bobbs-Merrill, 1953) is an important study of the strategic importance of railroads 
in the Civil War. The official account of the organization, equipment, and opera
tions of Union military railroads in the Civil War is contained in United States 
Military Railroad Department, United States Military Railroads (Washington, 
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1866). Thomas Weber's The Northern 
Railroads in the Civil Ww~ I 861- 1865 (New York: King's Crown, 1952), is also 
quite valuable. Brig. Gen. Herman Haupt played a key role in building, maintain
ing, and operating Un ion Army railroads. Haupt has been the subject of two good 
biographies: Francis A. Lord, Lincoln :S· Railroad Man: Herman. Haupt 
(Rutherford, N.J.: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 1969), and James A. 
Ward, That Man Haupt: A Biography of Herman Haupt (Baton Rouge: Louisiana 
State University Press, 1973). Haupt's own account, Reminiscences of General 
Herman Haupt, Chief of the Bureau of United States Militcuy Railroads in the 
Civil War, edited by Frank A. Flower (Milwaukee, Wis.: Wright and Joys, 1901), 
is excellent for all aspects of Union military railroad construction and operations. 
Robert C. Black III describes Confederate railroad policy and operations in The 
Railroads of the Confederacy (Wilmington, N.C.: Broadfoot Publ ishing Company, 
1987), and another perspective is provided by Jeffrey N. Lash in Destroyer of the 
iron Horse: Joseph E. Johnston and Confederate Rail Tran/>j)Ort, 1861- 1865 
(Kent, Ohio: Kent State University Press, 1991 ). Lash describes serious deficien
cies in logistical competence on the part of several high-ranking Confederate offi
cers and argues that Johnston failed to use the railroads effectively and is overrat
ed both as a strategist and as a logistician. 

Of course, the serious student of Civil War logistics must in the end rely on the 
OR and the annual reports of the Secretary of War, Commanding General of the 
Army, and the chiefs of the various supply bureaus (the Quartermaster General, 
Commissary General of Subsistence, ChiefofOrdnance, and Surgeon General). The 
reports of the various field conm1anders included with the reports of the Secretary 
of War are also quite useful, not only for the Civil War period but for earlier and later 
periods as well. The annual reports often contain succinct descriptions of logistical 
activities. The OR, the full title of which is The War of the Rebellion: A Compilation 
of the Official Records of the Union and ConftderateArmies, 128 vols. (Washington, 
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1880-1901), on the other hand, is a col lection of 
documents which requires some time and dedication to peruse. 
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There are several hundred books on George Armstrong Custer and the Battle 
of the Little Bighorn in June 1876, but a good logistical history of the Indian
fighting army remains to be written. The most comprehensive attempt so far is the 
1968 Washington State University master's thesis of William Morris Hoge, Jr., 
entitled The Logistical System of the US. Army during the Indian Wars, 
1866- 1889. Hoge describes the logistical aspects of the Army's campaigns against 
the Plains Indians and devotes one chapter each to supply, transportation, mainte
nance, communications, construction, and hospitalization. He also asserts that the 
failure to provide more effective logistical organization reduced the combat 
strength of the Army and prolonged the Indian Wars unnecessarily. One of the 
more informative studies is Darlis A. Miller's Soldiers and Settlers: Militai·J' 
Supply in the Southwest, 1861- 1885 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico 
Press, 1989). Miller analyzes the role of Army supply contracts in the development 
of the economy of the Southwest and includes chapters on agriculture, forage and 
fuel, flour and other commissary supplies, cattle industry, construction, civilian 
employees, and transportation. Perhaps the best study of soldier life, including 
rations, clothing, and other logistical details, during the Indian War era is Don 
Rickey, Jr.'s Forty Miles a Day on Beans and Hay: The Enlisted Soldier Fighting 
the Indian Wars (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, J 977). Samuel B. 
Holabird, "Army Wagon Transportation," Journal of the Military Service 
Institution ofthe United States 3, no. 9 ( 1882):97- 126, is an excellent contempo
rary review of principles and practices by the Assistant Quartermaster General 
using examples from the Civil War but composed as a didactic piece for Indian 
War quartermasters. Memoirs from this period are relatively plentiful and among 
the best is Thomas Cruse's Apache Days and After (Caldwell, Idaho: The Caxton 
Printers, Ltd., 1941 ). Cruse retired as a brigadier general of the Quartermaster 
Department in J 918. His lively memoir includes excellent sketches of Army life 
and of famous soldiers in their early days, particularly key figures in the 
Quartermaster Department. 

The literature on military logistics during and after the Spanish-American 
War of 1898 is copious. The basic source of information on all Spanish-American 
War logistical matters is the officia l report prepared by the presidential commis
sion (commonly known as the Dodge Commission) appointed to investigate the 
War Department's management of the War with Spain. The eight volumes of The 
Report of the Commission Appointed by the President to Investigate the Conduct 
of the War Department in the War with Spain, Senate Document no. 221, 56th 
Cong., 1st sess. (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1900) 
(Selection 34) are surprisingly readable. Also excellent is Graham A. Cosmas' An 
Army .for Empire: The United States Army in the Spanish-American War, 2d ed. 
(Shippensburg, Pa.; White Mane Publishing Company, 1994) (Selection 33) 
which examines Army preparedness in 1898 and concludes that the greatest dif
ficulties arose from the too rapid mobilization, lack of support personnel, and 
long-standing problems of Army organization and coordination. The discredited 
Secretary of War Russell Alger maintained that the Army's lack of prepaJedness 
was due in part to underfunding by the Congress and that no change in organiza-
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lion was needed, simply better support of the existing structure. His defensive dis
cussion of Army preparations and operations in the War with Spain is contained 
in The Spanish-American War (New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1901). 
Theodore Roosevelt was a severe critic of Army logistical arrangements in 1898 
and some of his more acerbic comments about the Tampa embarkation and oper
ations in Cuba are contained in his well-known book entitled The Rough Riders 
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1899). 

The best introduction to the reforms precipitated by logistical fajlmes in the 
War with Spain is Secretary of War Elihu Root's own The Militmy and Colonial 
Policy of the United States: Addresses and Reports, collected and edited by Robert 
Bacon and James Brown Scott (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 
1916) (Selection 40), which conta ins Root's testimony before Congress and a great 
deal of other material on the efficiency of the Army, the reorganization of the staff 
bureaux and the creation of a General Staff, and other topics related to Army logis
tics. Also important is United States House of Representatives, The National 
Defense: Hearings Before the Committee on Military Affairs, House of 
Representatives, Sixty-Ninth Congress, Second Session (Historical Documents 
Relating to the Reorganization Plans of the War Department and to the Present 
National Defense Act), Part I (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 
1927), a collection of documents, pri marily testimony before Congress, relating to 
the Root reforms and other efforts to reorganize the Army in the early twentieth 
century. It includes particularly important statements by Secretary Root before the 
House Committee on Military Affairs in 1902. 

World War I bas not been neglected, particularly with respect to the important 
topic of industrial mobilization and the production of war materiel. One of the more 
important works is Benedict Crowell's America j· Munitions, 1917- 1918 
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1919) (Selection 44). Crowell was 
the Assistant Secretary of War and Director of Munitions, and his firsthand account 
of America's armaments production in World War I includes extensive production 
statistics and detailed descriptions of the problems faced. Crowell also cooperated 
with Robert F. Wilson on How America Went to War (New Haven, Conn.: Yale 
University Press, 1921), a somewhat inaccurate insider's view of America's indus
trial mobilization and demobilization for World War I which includes some mater
ial on supply and transportation of the AEF in France. Bernard Baruch was head of 
the War Industries Board in World War I and an important figure in American 
mobilization for both World War I and World War 11. A good biography of Baruch 
is Margaret Co it's M1: Baruch (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1957). Baruch himself 
was a prolific writer. He produced an autobiography, Baruch: The Public Years 
(New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1960), as well as a ghostwritten account 
of the operation of the War Industries Board in World War I entitled American 
lndustJy in the War: A Report of the War Industries Board (New York: Prentice-Hall, 
1941 ). The Quartermaster Corps in tl1e Year 19 I 7 in the World War (New York: The 
Century Company, 1921) is a detailed apologia by the discredited World War I 
Quartermaster General, Henry Granville Sharpe, and focuses on the problems of 
supplying the Army in the early days of the war. 
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Edward N. Hurley was Chairman of the U.S. Shipping Board in World War r. 
In The Bridge to France (Phi ladelphia: J. B. Lippincott, 1927) he tells of the effort 
to build ships and move men and supplies to the AEF in France in World War I. 
Another perspective on the enormous effort to move troops and supplies to France 
is provided in David Carey Shanks' As They Passed Through the Port (Washington, 
D.C.: The Cary Publishing Company, 1927), the memoir of the commander of the 
Hoboken, New Jersey, Port of Embarkation, the principal POE for troops shipping 
to France, in World War I. Information on transportation activities in France in 
World War I is provided by William J. Wilgus in Transporting the A.E.F. in Western 
Europe, 1917- 1919 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1931 ). Wilgus was the 
Director of Military Railways and Deputy Director General of Transportation for 
the 1\EF. 

American logistical operations in France are neatly outlined in United States 
War Department General Staff, War Plans Division, II istorical Branch, 
Organization of the Services o.f'Supply, AEF; Monograph no. 7 (Washington, D.C.: 
Government Printing Office, 192 1 ). Also useful is Johnson Hagood's The Services 
ofSupply: A Memoir of the Great War (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1927). Hagood 
was Chief of Staff, Services of Supply, American Expeditionary Forces, and his 
memoir is crucial to any study of logistics in the AEF. So too are the several books 
by Maj. Gen. James G. Harbord, who served as AEF Chief of StaiT (1917- 19 I 8) 
and Commander of the Services of Supply ( 1918). Perhaps the best is his The 
American Army in France, 191 7- 1919 (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 
1936), a personal account which includes a good deal of important information on 
logistica l organization and operations in the AEF as well as other aspects of U.S. 
participation in World War 1. 

Another important f irsthand account is the two-volume memoir of Charles G. 
Dawes entitled A Journal o.f the Great War (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1921 ). 
Later to become Vice President of the United States, Dawes was General 
Purchasing Agent for the AEF and played a key role in coordinating American 
logistical requirements with the Allies. For a systematic detailed study of Allied 
logistical activities one should consult the well-documented official study pre
pared by the Allied Armies under Marshal Foch in the Franco-Belgian Theater of 
Operations and entitled Report of the Militcuy Board of Allied Supply, 2 vols. 
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1924- 1925) (Selection 47). I 
have been able to add a little to the story ofWorld War I Allied logistical cooper
ation in "'Maconoehie's Stew': Logistical Support of American Forces with the 
BEl~ 19 17- 1918," in The Great Wm; 1914- 18: Essays on the MililaJy, Political 
and Social History of the First World War, edited by R.J.Q. Adams (Col lege 
Station: Texas A & M University Press, I 990), which addresses such topics of cur
rent interest as "interoperability" and "host nation support." 

The history of Army logistics in the Second World War is thoroughly docu
mented, and the published works in the field are dominated by the impressive vol
umes produced by the U.S. Army Center of Military History and commonly 
called "the Green Books." Many of these detailed official histories address logis
tical matters. For example, the activities of Army Service Forces are described by 
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John D. Millett in The 01ganization and Role of Army Service Forces 
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Army Center of Military History, 1954). The organiza
tion and operations of the technical services (Quartermaster, Ordnance, and 
Transportation Corps) are treated in multiple volumes in the "Technical Services" 
subseries. The three principal exemplars of the technical services histories are 
Erna Risch, The Quartermaster Cmps: Organization, Supply, and Services, 2 
vols. (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Army Center of Military History, 1953 and 1955); 
Chester Wardlow, The Transportation Corps: Responsibilities, Organization, and 
Operations (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Army Center of Military History, 1951); and 
Licla Mayo, The Ordnance Department: Of Beachhead and Battlefront 
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Army Center of Military History, 1968). The measures 
taken to prepare the Army for World War II at the level of the Chief of Staff are 
covered in Mark S. Watson's Chief of Stqff: Prewar Plans and Preparations 
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Army Center of Military History, 1950). Perhaps the 
most important books of the entire series are the two volumes written by Robert 
W. Coakley and Richard M. Leighton, Global Logistics and Strategy, 1940-1943 
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Army Center of Military History, 1955) (Selection I) 
and Global Logistics and Strategy, .1943- 1945 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Army 
Center of Military History, 1969) are indispensable sources for World War [J 
logistical activities as seen from the highest levels. Logistical operations in the 
key European Theater (as well as North Africa) are covered in Roland G. 
Ruppenthal's two-volume Logistical Support of the Armies (Washington, D.C.: 
U.S. Army Center of Military History, 1953 and 1959). Other "Green Books" 
address such important topics as Lend-Lease support of the Soviet Union through 
the Persian Gulf, the mobilization and use of industrial manpower, and rearming 
the French. In addition, the other volumes in the series, which focus on strategy 
and combat operations, also include excellent coverage of related logistical oper
ations. The · well-known official history volume, Command Decisions 
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Army Center of Military History, 1959), edited by Kent 
Roberts Greenfield, contains twenty excellent essays on various key decisions in 
World War 11 including some logistncal ones. 

There are many other interesting and important works on World War 11 Army 
logistics aside from the official history volumes. Perhaps the best overall summa
ry of Army logistical activities in World War II is to be found in the final official 
report of Army Service Forces, Logistics in World War ll (Washington, D.C.: 
Government Printing Office, 1948) (Selections 52 and 58). An excellent review of 
the activities of Army Service Forces in World War Il, this narrative report 
includes a good deal of information on the impact of logistics on strategy as well 
as useful statistical information. First published in Paris in 1945 by the Historical 
Section, European Theater, under the title Am.erican Enterprise in Europe, 
Randolph Leigh's 48 Million Tons to Eisenhower: The Role of the SOS in the 
Defeat of Germany (Washington, D.C.: The Infantry Journal Press, 1945) 
(Selection 55), is an anecdota l but interesting statistical and narrative summary of 
the activities ofthe Services of Supply in the European Theater during the D-Day 
landings and the immediate post-D-Day period by a contemporary Army histori-
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an. A former Army Chief Historian, Kent Roberts Greenfield, published a little 
book entitled The Historian and the Army (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers 
University Press, 1954) contain ing a chapter, "The Army Re-Shaped," which deals 
with the very important topic of how logistical demands influenced the force 
structure of the Army in World War ll. Col. H. F. Sykes, Jr., also examines the 
interrelationship of logistics, force structure, and strategy in World War 11, with 
specia l emphasis on the limitations placed on strategy by a nation's industrial pro
duction capacity and manpower in "Logistics and World War II Army Strategy," in 
Military Review 35, no. 2 (February 1956):47- 54 (Selection 51). Another excel
lent monograph on the planning of Army force structure in World War II is pro
vided by Army historian Charles E. Kirkpatrick in An Unknown Future and a 
Doubtjitl Present: Writing the Vict01y Plan of 194/ (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Army 
Center of Military History, 1990). American industrial mobilization and war pro
duction achievements in World War II are described by tbe head of the wartime 
War Production Board, Donald M. Nelson, in Arsenal of Democracy: The Story of 
American War Production (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1946). John Russell 
Reese's Supply Man: The Army Life r~.f Lieutenant General Hent)' S. Aurand, 
1915- 1952 (Manhattan: Kansas State University Press, 1984), is the biography of 
an Army officer who made major contributions to development of Army fie ld sup
ply doctrine and techniques in the interwar years and World War II. 

Post- World War II Army logistics have not been totally ignored, although 
much work remains to be done. James A. Huston's Outposts and Allies: US. Army 
Logistics in the Cold Yfiu; 1945- 1953 (Selinsgrove, Pa.: Susquehanna University 
Press, 1988) is quite good, as is the same author's One .for All: The United States 
and International Logistics Through the Formative Period of NATO (1949- 1 969) 
(Newark: University of Delaware Press, 1984). Two recently published memoirs 
by key postwar Army logisticians are particularly recommended. Joseph M. 
Heiser, Jr.'s A Soldier Supporting Soldiers (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Army Center 
of Military History, 1991) is a very interesting memoir by one of the more impor
tant Army logisticians of the post- World War ll period, and Carter B. Magruder's 
Recurring Logistic Problems As l Have Observed Them (Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
Army Center of Military History, 1991 ), presents lessons learned from World War 
II through the Korean War by another leading Army logistician of the period. 

James A. Huston's Guns and Butte1; Powder and Rice: US. Army Logistics in 
the Korean War (Selinsgrove, Pa.: Susquehanna University Press, 1989) contains 
a brief discussion ofNorth Korean/Chinese logistics and an excellent bibliography. 
John G. Westover provides an interesting collection offirsthand narratives of com
bat service support operations during the Korean War in Combat Support in Korea 
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Army Center of Military History, 1986) (Selections 
62- 67). 

Readers interested in the Vietnam War can consult Lt. Gen. Joseph M. Heiser, 
Jr.'s Logistic Support (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1974) 
(Selections 69 and 70), a participant monograph on logistic support of the Army 
in Vietnam, 1965- 197 I. The more aggressive student can attack the multi-volume 
report of the Joint Logistics Review Board established by the Deputy Secretary of 
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Defense on 17 February 1969 to review worldwide logistic support to U.S. com
bat forces during the Vietnam era. Entitled Logistic Support in the Vietnam Era 
(Washington, D.C.: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and 
Logistics], 1970) (Selection 73 ), the report identifies strengths and weaknesses 
and recommends appropriate improvements in military logistics based on the 
lessons ofthe Vietnam War. More recent U.S. military operations such as the inter
ventions in Lebanon, Grenada, and Panama and the recent Gulf War have not yet 
received definitive study as regards the logistical operations involved, but new 
works on contemporary logistical hi story are appearing every day and it is to be 
hoped that exce llent studies will be produced. One early entry in the race is Gary 
H. Wade, Rapid Deployment Logistics: Lebanon, 1958, CSJ Research Survey no. 
3 (Fort Leavenworth, Kans.: Combat Studies Institute, U.S. Army Command and 
General Staff College, October 1984) (Selection 75) . 

Although the history of U.S. Army logistics is less well covered in published 
sources than some other topics in military history, there is no shortage of interest
ing, informative, and even provocative material for the reader seeking to improve 
his or her grasp of military operations in the modern era. The serious student of 
the history of U.S. Army logistics can easily devise a personal reading program 
including all or part of the books and articles included in the foregoing list. The 
raw materials are there; it only remains for the interested reader to find and devour 
them. The result will surely be a more comprehensive and concrete understanding 
of modern military affairs. 



Appendix A 

Key Logistical Personalities, 1775- 1991 

The Quartermasters General 

Col. Thomas Mifflin 
Col. Stephen Moylan 
Maj. Gen. Thomas Mifflin 
Maj. Gen. Nathanael Greene 
Col. Timothy Pickering 
Samuel Hodgdon 
James O'Hara 
Maj. Gen. John WUkins, Jr. 
Brig. Gen. Morgan Lewis 
Brig. Gen. Robert Swarthout 
Col. James R. Mullaney (No. Div.) 
Col. George Gibson (So. Div.) 
Brig. Gen. Thomas Sidney Jesup 
Brig. Gen. Joseph Eggleston Johnston 
Brig. Gen. Montgomery C. Meigs 
Brig. Gen. Daniel H. Rucker 
Brig. Gen. Rufus Ingalls 
Brig. Gen. Samuel B. Holabird 
Brig. Gen. Richard N. Batchelder 
Brig. Gen. Charles G. Sawtelle 
Brig. Gen. George H. Weeks 
Br.ig. Gen. Marshal l !. Ludington 
Brig. Gen. Charles F. Humphrey 
Brig. Gen. James B. Aleshire 
Maj. Gen. Henry Granville Sharpe 
Maj. Gen. George W. Goethals (acting) 
Brig. Gen. Robert E. Wood (acting) 
Maj. Gen. Harry L. Rogers 
Maj. Gen. William H. Hart 
Maj. Gen. B. Frank Cheatham 
Maj. Gen. John L. DeWitt 
Maj. Gen. Louis H. Bash 
Maj. Gen. Henry Gibbins 
Lt. Gen. Edmund B. Gregory 
Maj. Gen. Thomas B. Larkin 

14Aug 1775 
5Jun 1776 

28 Sep 1776 
2 Mar 1778 
5 Aug 1780 
4 Mar 1791 

19Apr 1792 
I Jun 1796 

4 Apr 1812 
21 Mar 1813 
29 Apr 1816 
29 Apr 1816 
8 May 1818 
28 Jun 1860 

15 May 1861 
13 Feb 1882 
23 Feb 1882 

I Jul 1883 
26 Jun 1890 
9 Aug 1896 
16 Feb 1897 
3 Feb 1898 

13 Apr 1903 
I Jul 1907 

13 Sep 1916 
20 Dec 1917 
10 May 1918 
22 Jul 1918 

28 Aug 1922 
3 Jan 1926 
3 Feb 1930 
3 Feb 1934 
I Apr 1936 
1 Apr 1940 
1 Feb 1946 

16 May 1776 
27 Sep 1776 
7 Nov 1777 
26 Jul 1780 
25 Jul 1785 
19 Apr 1792 

30 May 1796 
16 Mar 1802 
2 Mar 1813 

29 Apr 1816 
4 Apr 1818 

14 Apr 1818 
10Jun1860 
22 Apr 1861 

6 Feb 1882 
23 Feb 1882 

1 Jul 1883 
16 Jun 1890 
27 Jul1896 
16 Feb 1897 
3 Feb 1898 

12 Apr 1903 
30Jun 1907 
2 Sep 1916 
12Jul1918 

9 May 1918 
12 Feb 1919 

27 Aug 1922 
2 Jan 1926 

17 Jan 1930 
2 Feb 1934 

31 Mar 1936 
31 Mar 1940 
31 Jan 1946 

20 Mar 1949 
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Maj. Gen. Herman Feldman 
Maj. Gen. George A. Horkan 
Maj. Gen. Kester L. Hastings 
Maj. Gen. Andrew T. McNamara 
Maj. Gen. Webster Anderson 

21 Mar 1949 
9 Oct 1951 
5 Feb 1954 

12 Jun 1957 
12 Jun 1961 

30Sepl951 
31 Jan 1954 

31 Mar 1957 
11 Jun 1961 
31 Jut 1962 

The Office of the Quartermaster General was abolished on 31 July 1962, but was reestablished in 
1983 as the proponent agency for all Quartermaster Corps-related matters. 

Maj. Gen. Harry L. Dukes, Jr. 
Maj . Gen. Eugene L. Stillions, Jr. 
Maj . Gen. William T. McLean 
Maj . Gen. Paul J. Vanderploog 
Brig. Gen . John J. Cusick 

The Chiefs of Ordnance 

The Commissaries of Artillery Stores 
Ezekiel Cheever 
Col. Benjamin Flower 

(for Flying Camp) 
Maj. Samuel French 
Maj. George Peale 
Maj. Jonathan Gostelaw 
Maj. Joseph Watkins 
Maj. Charles Lukens 
Maj. Richard Frothingham 

16Ju11981 
29 Mar 1984 
15 Jun 1987 
14 Jut 1989 
24 Jut 1991 

17 Aug 1775 

16 Jut 1776 
18 Jan 1777 

8 Mar 1777 
17 Sep 1782 

Tnspector General of Ordnance and Military Fortifications 
Maj . Gen. P.C.J.B.T. du Coudray 11 Aug 1777 

The Commissaries-General of Military Stores 
Col. Benjamin Flower 
Col. Samuel Hodgdon 

The Commissary-General of Ordnance 
Col. Decius Wadsworth 

The Chiefs of Ordnance 
Col. Decius Wadsworth 

16Ju11776 
12 Jull78.1 

2 Jul1812 

8 Feb 1815 

29 Mar 1984 
15 Jun 1987 
14 Jul 1989 
4 Jun 1991 

1 Dec 1775 

1 Dec 1776 
30 Apr 1778 

1 Feb 1777 
I Feb 1777 
5 Feb 1777 

30 Aug 1780 
3 Nov 1783 

15 Sep 1777 

28 Apr 1781 
20 Jun 1784 

8 Feb 1815 

.IJunJ82 1 

T he Ordnance Department was merged with the Artillery in 182 1, but was reestablished in 1832. 

Col. George Bomford 
Col. George Talcott 
Col. Hemy K. Craig 

30 May 1832 
25 Mar 1848 

10 Jull851 

25 Mar 1848 
10 Jul 1851 

23 Apr 1861 
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Brig. Gen. James W. Ripley 
Brig. Gen. George D. Ramsay 
Brig. Gen. Alexander B. Dye 
Brig. Gen. Stephen Vincent Benet 
Brig. Gen. Daniel W. Flagler 
Brig. Gen. Adelbert R. Buffington 
Maj. Gen. William Crozier 
Maj. Gen. Clarence C. Williams 
Maj. Gen. Samuel Hof 
Maj. Gen. William H. Tschappat 
Maj . Gen. Charles M. Wesson 
Lt. Gen. Levin H. Campbell, Jr. 
Maj. Gen. EverettS. Hughes 
Maj. Gen. Elbert L. Ford 
Lt. Gen. Emerson L. Cummings 
Lt. Gen. John H. Hinrichs 
Maj. Gen. Horace F. Bigelow 

23 Apr 1861 
15 Sep 1863 
12 Sep 1864 
23 Jun 1874 
23 Jan 1891 
5 Apr 1899 

22 Nov 1901 
16 Jut 1918 
2 Jun 1930 
2Jun 1934 
3 Jun 1938 
1Junl942 
1Jun1946 
I Nov 1949 
2 Nov 1953 
8 Feb 1958 
1 Jun 1962 
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15 Sep1863 
12 Sep 1864 

20 May 1874 
22 Jan 1891 

29 Mar 1899 
2 1 Nov 1901 

15 Jul 1918 
I Apr 1930 
I Jun 1934 
2 Jun 1938 

31 May 1942 
31 May 1946 
3 1 Oct 1949 
3 1 Oct 1953 
7 Feb 1958 

31 May 1962 
31 Jul 1962 

The OITice of the Chief of Ordnance was abolished on 31 July 1962, but was reestablished in 1983 
as the proponent agency for all Ordnance Corps-related matters. 

Brig. Gen. Jackson E. Rozier(provisiona1) 
Maj. Gen. William E. Potts 
Maj. Gen. Leon E. Salomon 
Maj. Gen. James W. Ball 
Brig. Gen. Johnnie E. Wilson 

The Commissaries General of Subsistence 

20 Mar 1981 
10 Nov 1983 
13 Jun 1986 
12 Aug 1988 
13 Jut 1990 

The Commisswy General of Stores and Provisions 
Joseph Trumbull 19 Jut 1775 

The Commiss01y General of Issues 
Charles Stewart 

The Commissaries General of Purchases 
William Buchanan 
Jeremiah Wadsworth 
Ephraim Blaine 

18 Jun 1777 

5 Aug 1777 
9 Apr 1778 
1 Jan 1780 

10 Nov 1983 
13 Jun 1986 

11 Aug 1988 
13 Jul 1990 

2 Aug 1777 

24 Jut 1782 

9 Apr 1778 
1 Jan 1780 

30 Nov 1780 

From 1780 to 1818 the purchase and issue of subsistence was by contract supervised by Lhe Treasury 
Department and there was no uniformed oiTicer in charge. 

The Commissaries of Purchases 
Callender Irvine 
J. W. Tyson 

8 Aug 18 12 
II Oct 1841 

9 Oct 1841 
22 Apr 1842 
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The Commissaries General of Subsistence 
Maj. Gen. George Gibson 
Brig. Gen. Joseph P. Taylor 
Brig. Gen. Amos B. Eaton 
Brig. Gen. Alexander E. Shiras 
Brig. Gen. Robert Macfeely 
Brig. Gen. Beel<man Du Barry 
Brig. Gen. John P. Hawkins 
Brig. Gen. M. R. Morgan 
Brig. Gen. T. C. Sullivan 
Brig. Gen. W. H. Bell 
Brig. Gen. S. T. Cushing 
Brig. Gen. W. H. Nash 
Brig. Gen. Charles P. Eagan 
Brig. Gen. James F. Weston 
Brig. Gen. Henry Granvi lle Sharpe 

1 8 Apr 1818 
29 Sep 186 1 
29 Jun 1864 
I 6 Feb 1874 
14Apr 1875 

1 Jul 1890 
22 Dec 1892 

8 Oct 1894 
18 Jan 1897 

14 Nov 1897 
28 Jan 1898 
21 Apr 1898 
3 May 1898 
6 Dec 1900 
12 Oct 1905 

29 Sep 1861 
29 .Tun 1864 

1 6 Feb 1874 
14Aprl875 

I Jul 1890 
22 Dec 1892 
29 Sep I 894 
18Jan 1897 

14 Nov 1897 
28 Jan 1898 
21 Apr 1898 
2 May 1898 
6 Dec 1900 

12 Oct I 905 
24 Aug 1912 

The Subsistence Department was merged with the Quartermaster and Pay Departments in August 
1912 and the Office of Commissary General of Subsistence was abo I ished 

The Chiefs ofTransportation 

Maj. Gen. Charles P. Gross 
Maj. Gen. Edmund H. Leavey 
Maj. Gen. Frank A. Heileman 
Maj. Gen. Paul F. Yount 
Maj. Gen. FrankS. Besson 
Maj. Gen. Rush B. Lincoln, Jr. 
Maj. Gen. Edward W. Sawyer 
Col. R ichard K. Hutson 
Maj. Gen. Wil liam H. Redling 

3 1 Jul 1942 
I Dec 1945 

11 Jun I 948 
I Apr 1953 

17 Mar 1958 
26 Mar 1962 
26 Jun 1963 
1 Aug 1964 

15 Sep 1964 

30 Nov 1945 
I 0 Jun 1948 

31 Mar 1953 
31 Jan 1958 

25 Mar 1962 
23 Jun 1963 
31 Jul1964 

14 Sep 1964 
14 Dec 1964 

The Office of the Chief of Transportation was abolished in 1964, but was reestablished in 1983 as 
the proponent agency for all Transportation Corps-related personnel matters. 

Maj . Gen. Harold I. Small 
Maj. Gen. Aaron L. Li lley 
Maj. Gen. Fred E. Elam 
Maj. Gen. Samuel N. Wakefield 

The Senior Logisticians on the Army Staff 

The Director; Storage and Traffic DivLc;ion 

I Jun 1983 
30 Jun 1983 
9 Aug 1985 

26 Apr 1988 

Maj. Gen. George Washington Goethals 28 Dec 1917 

The Directors, Purchase and Supply Division 
Brig. Gen. Palmer E. Pierce 9 Feb 1918 

29 Jun 1983 
8 Aug 1985 

25 Apr 1988 

15 Apr 1918 

16 Apr 1918 
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Brig. Gen. Hugh S. Johnson 
Brig. Gen. Robert E. Wood 

16 Apr 1918 
12 Sep 1918 

The Direct01; Purchase, Storage and Traffic Division 
Maj. Gen. George Washington Goethals l6Apr 1918 
Maj. Gen. George W. Burr I Mar 1919 
Maj. Gen. William M. Wright I Sep 1920 

The Direct01; Supply Division 
Maj. Gen. James G. l larbord 

The Assistant Chiefs of Sta.ff, G- 4 
Bri g. Gen. William D. Connor 
Brig. Gen. Stuart Heintzelman 
Brig. Gen. Denis E. Nolan 
Maj. Gen. Fox Connor 
Bri g. Gen. Briant H. Wells 
Brig. Gen. Ew ing E. Booth 
Brig. Gen. Robert E. Callan 
Brig. Gen. Charles S. Lincoln 
Brig. Gen. George R. Spalding 
Brig. Gen. George P. Tyner 
Brig. Gen. Richard C. Moore 
Col. Eugene Reybold (acting) 
Brig. Gen. Brchon B. Somervell 
Brig. Gen. Raymond G. Moses 
Maj. Gen. Russell L. Maxwell 
Maj. Gen. Stanley L. Scott (acting) 

I Jul 192 1 

I Sep 192 1 
10 Nov 1922 

I Dec 1923 
1 Dec 1924 
9 Mar 1926 
I May 1927 
19 Jan 193 1 
13 Feb 1935 

1 Jun 1936 
16 Apr 1937 
21 Jan 1940 
4 Aug 1940 

25 Nov 1941 
9 Mar 1942 

30 Sep 1943 
15 Mar 1946 

The Directors of Service, Supply, and Procurement 
Lt. Gen. LeRoy Lutes I I Jun 1946 
Lt. Gen. Henry S. Aurand 5 Jan 1948 

The Directors of Logistics 
Lt. Gen. 1-lcnry S. Aurand 
Lt. Gen. Thomas B. Larkin 

The Assistant Chiefs of Sta.ff, G- 4, Logistics 
Lt. Gen. Thomas B. Larkin 
Lt. Gen. Wi ll iston B. Pa lmer 

The Deputy ChiefJ; ofSt({ff.(or Logistics 
Lt. Gen. Williston B. Palmer 
Lt. Gen. Carter B. Magruder 
Lt. Gen. Robert W. Colglazier, Jr. 

15 Nov 1948 
21 Mar 1949 

1 Mar 1950 
21 Dec 1952 

8 Sep 1954 
1 May 1955 
17Jul1959 
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3 I Aug 1918 
12 Feb 1919 

28 Feb 1919 
I I Aug 1920 
30Jun 1921 

31 Aug 1921 

9 Nov 1922 
30 Nov 1923 
13 Scp 1924 
8 Mar 1926 

30 Apr 1927 
II Oct 1930 
18 Jan 1935 

31 May 1936 
15 Apr 1937 
20 Jan 1940 
20 .Ju11940 
8 Sep 1941 
8 Mar 1942 
I Sep 1943 

14 Mar 1946 
9 Jun 1946 

4 Jan 1948 
14 Nov 1948 

20 Mar 1949 
28 Feb 1950 

20 Dec 1952 
7 Sep 1954 

30 Apr 1955 
16 Jul 1959 
31 Jul 1964 
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Lt. Gen. Lawrence J. Lincoln 
Lt. Gen. Jean E. Engler 
Lt. Gen. Joseph M. Heiser, Jr. 
Lt. Gen. Fred Kornet, Jr. 
Lt. Gen. Jack C. Fuson 
Lt. Gen. Elvind H. Johansen 
Lt. Gen. Arthur J. Gregg 
Lt. Gen. Richard H. Thompson 
Lt. Gen. Benjamin F. Register, Jr. 
Lt. Gen. Jimmy D. Ross 
Lt. Gen. Leon E. Salomon 

The Commanders, Army Service Forces 
Lt. Gen. Brehon B. Somervell 
Lt. Gen. LeRoy Lutes 

I Aug 1964 
Jut 1967 

1 Sep 1969 
Dec 1972 

2 Sep 1975 
1 Aug 1977 

1979 
1981 
1984 

Jut J 987 
31 Jan 1992 

9 Mar 1942 
I Jan 1946 

The Commanders, United States Army Materiel Command 
General Frank S. Besson I Aug 1962 
General Ferd inand J. Chesarek 10 Mar 1969 
General Henry A. Miley, Jr. I Nov 1970 
Lt. Gen. Woodrow W Vaughan (acting) 8 Feb 1975 
General John R. Deane, Jr. I 2 Feb 1975 
Lt. Gen. George Sammet, Jr. I Feb 1977 
General John R. Guthrie 18 May 1977 
Lt. Gen. Harold Hardin (acting) 8 Sep 1980 
General John R. Guthrie 20 Sep 1980 
General Donald R. Keith 31 Aug 1981 
General Richard H. Thompson 29 Jun 1984 
General Louis C. Wagner, Jr 14 Apr 1987 
General William G. T. Tuttle, Jr. 27 Sep 1989 
General Jimmy D. Ross 31 Jan 1992 

Jun 1967 
31 Aug 1969 

Nov 1972 
31 Aug 1975 

31 Jul 1977 
31 May 1979 

198 1 
1984 

Jun 1987 
30 Jan 1992 

31 Dec 1945 
9 Jun 1946 

9 Mar 1969 
31 Oct 1970 
7 Feb 1975 

11 Feb 1975 
31 Jan 1977 

17 May 1977 
7 Sep 1980 

19 Sep 1980 
31 Aug 1981 
28 Jun 1984 
13 Apr 1987 
26 Sep 1989 
30 Jan 1992 
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Expenditures o.ftheArmy, 1775- 1991 

Year Expenditure ($) Year Expenditure ($) 

1775- 88 Not available 1820 2,630,000 
1789- 91 633,000 1821 4,461,000 
1792 I, 101 ,000 1822 3,112,000 
1793 1,1 30,000 1823 3,097,000 
1794 2,639,000 1824 3,341,000 

1795 2,481 ,000 1825 3,660,000 
1796 1,260,000 1826 3,943,000 
1797 1,039,000 1827 3,939,000 
1798 2,010,000 1828 4,146,000 
1799 2,467,000 1829 4,724,000 

1800 2,561 ,000 1830 4,767,000 
1801 1,673,000 1831 4,842,000 
1802 1, 179,000 1832 5,446,000 
1803 822,000 1833 6,704,000 
1804 875,000 1834 5,696,000 

1805 713,000 1835 5,759,000 
1806 1,224,000 1836 12,169,000 
1807 1,289,000 1837 13,683,000 
1808 2,901,000 1838 12,897,000 
1809 3,346,000 1839 8,917,000 

1810 2,294,000 1840 7,097,000 
1811 2,033,000 1841 8,806,000 
1812 11,8 18,000 1842 6,612,000 
1813 19,652,000 1843 2,957,000 
1814 20,351,000 1844 5, 179,000 

1815 14,794,000 1845 5,753,000 
1816 16,012,000 1846 10,793,000 
1817 8,004,000 1847 38,306,000 
1818 5,623,000 1848 25,502,000 
1819 6,506,000 1849 14,853,000 
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Year Expenditure ($) Year Execnditurc ($) 

1850 9,400,000 1885 42,671,000 
1851 I I ,8 12,000 1886 34,324,000 
1852 8,225,000 1887 38,561,000 
1853 9,947,000 1888 38,522,000 
1854 11,734,000 1889 44,435,000 

1855 14,774,000 1890 44,583,000 
1856 16,948,000 1891 48,720,000 
1857 19,262,000 1892 46,895,000 
1858 25,485,000 1893 49,642,000 
.1 859 23,244,000 1894 54,568,000 

1860 16,409,767 1895 5 1,805,000 
186 1 22,98 1, 150 1896 50,83 1,000 
1862 394,368,407 1897 48,950,000 
1863 599,298,60 I 1898 9 1,992,000 
1864 690,79 1,643 1899 229,84 1,000 

1865 I ,03 1,323,000 1900 134,775,000 
1866 284,450,000 1901 144,6 16,000 
1867 95,224,000 1902 I 12,272,000 
1868 123,247,000 1903 118,630,000 
1869 78,502,000 1904 165,200,000 

1870 57,656,000 1905 126,094,000 
1871 35,800,000 1906 137,326,000 
1872 35,372,000 1907 149,775,000 
1873 46,323,000 1908 175,840,000 
1874 42,314,000 1909 192,487,000 

1875 41 ,121 ,000 1910 189,823,000 
1876 38,071 ,000 19 11 197, 199,000 
1877 37,083 ,000 1912 184, 123,000 
1878 32, 154,000 191 3 202, 129,000 
1879 40,426,000 1914 208,349,000 

1880 38,177,000 19 15 202,060,000 
188 1 40,466,000 1916 183, 176,000 
1882 43,570,000 1917 3 77,94 1 ,000 
1883 48,9 11,000 1918 4,869,955,000 
1884 39,430,000 1919 9,009,076,000 
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Year Expenditure ($) Year Expenditure ($) 

1920 I ,621 ,953,000 1955 8,788,000,000 
1921 I, I 1 8,076,000 1956 8,588,000,000 
1922 457,756,000 1957 8,972,000,000 
1923 397,051,000 1958 9,131,000,000 
1924 357,017,000 1959 9,533,000,000 

1925 370,981,000 1960 9,453,000,000 
1926 364,090,000 1961 I 0,145,000,000 
1927 369,114,000 1962 I I ,248,000,000 
1928 400,990,000 1963 II ,476,000,000 
1929 425,946,000 1964 12,0 I I ,000,000 

1930 464,854,000 1965 I I ,552,000,000 
193 1 486,142,000 1966 14,732,000,000 
1932 476,305,000 1967 20,958,000,000 
1933 434,62 1 ,000 1968 25,222,000,000 
1934 408,587,000 1969 25,033,000,000 

1935 487,995,000 1970 24,749,000,000 
1936 618,587,000 1971 23,077,000,000 
1937 628, I 04,000 1972 22,596,000,000 
1938 644,264,000 1973 20, 185,000,000 
1939 695,256,000 1974 21 ,395,000,000 

1940 907, 160,000 1975 2 1 ,920,000,000 
1941 13,938,943,000 1976 21,398,000,000 
1942 14,325,508,000 1977 23,919,000,000 
1943 42,525,563,000 1978 26,0 19,000,000 
1944 49,438,330,000 1979 28,770,000,000 

1945 50,490, I 02,000 1980 32,60 I ,000,000 
1946 27,986,769,000 1981 3 7,620,000,000 
1947 9,172,139,000 1982 45,28 1 ,000,000 
1948 7,698,556,000 1983 51 ,520,000,000 
1949 7,862,397,000 1984 55,655,000,000 

1950 5,789,468,000 1985 66,708,000,000 
1951 7,395,000,000 1986 71, I 07,000,000 

1952 15,561,000,000 1987 73,808,000,000 
1953 16,249,000,000 1988 77,315,000,000 
1954 12,828,000,000 1989 79,973,000,000 
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Year 

1990 
1991 

U.S. ARMY LOGISTICS, 1775- 1992: AN ANTIIOLOGY 

Expendilurc ($) 

78,017,000,000. 
77,642,000,000 

Sources: 1775- 1950 figures from United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 
llistorica/ Statistics of the United States- Colonial Tzmes to 1970, Part 2 (Washington, D.C.: Bureau 
of the Census, 1975), pp. 1114-1115; 1951 - 1980 figures from Office of the Assistant Secretary of 
Defense (Comptroller), National Defense Budget Estimates, FY 1988/FY 1989 (Washington, D.C.: 
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Dcfcllsc (Comptroller), 1989), Table 6- 13, "Department of 
Defense Outlays by Service"; 1981- 1991 figures from OfTicc of the Comptroller of the Department 
of Defense, National Defense Budget Estimates for FY /992 (Washington, D.C.: OfTice of the 
Comptroller of the Department of Defense, March 1991 ), Table 6-13, "Department of Defense 
Outlays by Service." Outlays through 1948 include Air Force outlays. 



Appendix C 

Strength of the Army, 1775- 1991 

Year Total Year Officer Enlisted 

1775 37,623 1812 299 6,387 
1776 89,651 1813 1,476 17,560 
1777 68,720 1814 2,271 35,915 
1778 51 ,052 
1779 45,184 1815 2,272 31 ,152 

1816 735 9,496 
1780 42,826 1817 647 7,799 
.1781 29,340 1818 697 7,458 
1782 18,006 1819 705 7,80 I 
1783 13,476 
1784- 88 Not available 1820 696 9,858 

1821 547 5,226 
Year Officer Enlisted 1822 512 4,846 

1789 146 672 1823 525 5,592 

1790-93 Not available 
1824 532 5,441 

1794 235 3,578 1825 562 5,341 
1795 212 3,228 
1796- 99 Not available 1826 540 5,449 

1827 546 5,339 

1800 Not available 1828 540 5,162 

1801 248 3,803 1829 608 5,724 

1802 175 2,698 1830 627 5,495 1803 174 2,312 
1804 216 2,518 1831 613 5,442 

1832 659 5,609 

1805 159 2,570 1833 666 5,913 

1806 142 2,511 1834 669 6,361 

1807 46 2,629 1835 680 6,657 1808 327 5,385 
1809 533 6,444 1836 857 9,088 

1837 873 11 ,576 

1810 441 5,515 1838 717 8,480 

1811 396 5,212 1839 749 9,942 
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Year Officer Enlisted Year Officer Enlisted 

1840 789 11 ,541 1872 2,104 26,2 18 
1841 754 I 0,565 1873 2,076 26,736 
1842 78 1 9,999 1874 2,081 26,559 
1843 805 8,297 
1844 813 7,917 1875 2,068 23,445 

1876 2,15 1 26,414 
1845 826 7,683 1877 2,177 21 ,963 
1846 2,003 25 ,864 1878 2,153 23,870 
1847 2,863 4 1,873 1879 2,127 24,474 
1848 2,865 44,454 
1849 945 9,799 1880 2,152 24,442 

188 1 2,18 1 23,661 
1850 948 9,981 1882 2, 162 23,649 
1851 944 9,770 1883 2,143 23,509 
1852 957 10,419 1884 2,147 24,519 
1853 961 9,611 
1854 956 9,938 1885 2,154 25,003 

1886 2,102 24,625 
1855 1,042 14,869 1887 2,200 24,5 19 
1856 1,072 14,643 1888 2,189 24,830 
1857 1,097 14,821 1889 2, 177 25,582 
1858 1,099 16,579 
1859 1,070 16, 173 1890 2,168 25,205 

1891 2,052 24,4 .11 
1860 1,080 15,135 1892 2,140 25,050 

1893 2,158 25,672 
Year Total 1894 2,146 26, 119 

1861 186,845 
1895 2,154 25,341 1862 637,264 

1863 918,354 1896 2, 169 25,206 

1864 970,905 1897 2, 179 25,686 

1865 1,000,692 1898 10,516 199,198 
1899 3,581 77,089 

1866 57,072 1900 4,227 97,486 

Year Officer Enlisted 1901 3,468 82,089 
1902 4,049 77,226 

1867 3,056 54,138 1903 3,927 65,668 
1868 2,835 48,231 1904 3,97 1 66,416 
1869 2,700 34,253· 
1870 2,541 34,699 
1871 2, 105 27,010 
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Year Officer Enlisted Year Officer Enlisted 

1905 4,034 63,492 1940 18,326 250,697 
1906 3,989 64,956 1941 99,536 l ,362,779 
1907 3,896 60,274 1942 206,422 2,869,186 
1908 4,047 72,895 1943 579,576 6,414,896 
1909 4,299 80,672 1944 776,980 7,217,770 

1910 4,535 76,716 1945 891,663 7,376,295 
1911. 4,585 79,421 1946 267,144 I ,623 ,867 
1912 4,775 87,346 1947 132,504 858,781 
1913 4,970 87,786 1948 68,178 485,852 
1914 5,033 93 ,511 1949 77,272 583,201 

1915 4,948 101 ,806 1950 72,566 520,601 
1916 5,175 103,224 1951 130,540 I ,40 I ,234 
1917 34,224 387,243 1952 148,427 1,447,992 
1918 130,485 2,265,257 1953 145,633 I ,388,182 
1919 91,975 759,649 1954 128,208 1,276,390 

1920 18,999 185,293 1955 121,947 987,349 
1921 16,501 214,224 1956 118,364 907,414 
1922 15,667 133,096 1957 111,187 886,807 
1923 14,021 119,222 1958 104,716 794,209 
1924 13,784 128,889 1959 101 ,690 760,274 

1925 14,594 122,454 1960 101 ,236 771,842 
1926 14,143 120,795 1961 99,921 758,701 
1927 14,020 120,809 1962 116,050 950,354 
1928 14,019 122,065 1963 108,302 867,614 
1929 14,047 125,071 1964 110,870 862,368 

1930 14, .151 125,227 1965 112,120 856,946 
1931 14,159 126,357 1966 117,786 1,081,998 
1932 14, Ill 120,846 1967 143,517 1,298,981 
1933 13,896 122,651 1968 166,173 1,404,170 
1934 13,761 124,703 1969 172,590 l ,339,579 

1935 13,471 126,015 1970 166,721 I, 155,827 
1936 13,512 154,304 1971 130,261 971,872 
1937 13,740 166,228 1972 l 05,364 686,695 
1938 13,975 171,51 3 1973 101,194 681,972 
1939 14,486 175,353 1974 91,873 674,466 
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Year Officer Enlisted Year Officer Enlisted 

1975 89,756 678,324 1985 107,027 675,695 
1976 85,515 668,686 1986 109,013 672,596 
1977 84,984 676,639 1987 108,910 665,194 
1978 96,553 682,432 1988 107,907 660,304 
1979 87,420 657,143 1989 106,228 658,031 

1980 96,670 669,246 1990 106,255 643,938 
1981 98,423 675,898 1991 103,951 635,643 
1982 101,596 690,166 
1983 103,296 678,352 
1984 104,827 680,979 

Note: Reliable figures on the number of oiTiccrs and enlisted personnel are not available for the peri
od~ 1775- 1783 or 1861- 1866. For that reason only the total number of personnel on the rolls is 
given. No rei iable strength figures of any kind are available for the periods 1784- 1788, 1790- 1793, 
and 1796- 1800. Enlisted figures include cadets, USMA. 

Sources: United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. llislorical Statistics of the 
United States- Co/onia/1/mes to 1970. Par/ 2 (Washington, D.C.: Bureau of the Census, 1975), pp. 
1141 1142; Russell F. Wciglcy, llist01y of the United States Army, rev. eel., (Bloomington, Ind.: 
Indiana Universi ty Press, 1988}, p. 600; United States Congress, American State Papers: 
Documents, Legislative and Executive, of the Congress qf the United States, MililliiY Affairs 
(Washington, D.C.: 1832- 186 1), vol. I, Document no. 3, pp. 14 19; annual "Almanac" edition of 
Defense (Washington, D.C.: Department of Defense, 1980- 1991 ). 
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